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and directed Egyptian culture in almost every
imaginable way. The deities of Egypt were present
in the lives of pharaohs and citizens alike, creating
a more completely theocratic society than any other
of the ancient world. The truth behind Herodotus'
statement that 'the Egyptians are more religious
than any other people' is thus a broad one.
encompassing literally hundreds of gods and
goddesses. temples seemingly without end, and a
mythology which was surpassing in its richness
and complexity.

Like the members of any other human culture the
ancient Egyptians were driven to find meaning in
existence, but for them this goal was attained in
theological ideas which posited a myriad gods that
were believed to have created the world and to be
involved in ever y aspect of its existenceand contin
uance. The number of deities worshipped by the
ancientEgyptians was indeed staggering,andalmost
1,500 gods and goddesses are known by name.
though fewer are known in detail. To the modern
viewer this panoply of seemingly countless deities
- including animal, human, hybrid and composite
forms - with their kaleidoscopic symbols and
attributes often appears strange and confusing at
best and quite unintelligible at worst. Yet closer
examination reveals a world of interacting gods
and goddesses whose myths and representations
weave an amazing tapestry, often of
unexpected intellectualand artis-
tic sophistication.

The spiritual world created by the ancient Egyp·
tians was a richly fascinating one which remains
unique in the history of human religion. The char
acter of that spiritual world was both mysterious
and manifest, at once accessible and hidden, for
although Egyptian religion was often shrouded in
layers of myth and ritual it nevertheless per
meated the ancient civilization of
the Nile and ultimately
shaped, sustained

In traduction: Egyptian
Religion and the Gods

The 'Great Royal WijC 'and
'Mistress of the Two Lands',
Netertari. presents a libation
to thegoddesses (centre right
to left) Hathor; Serket and
Moat. 19th dynasty. Tomb of
Nefertari. Valky of the
Queens, western Thebes.

Three amulets representing
(left to righ() the goddess
Taweret, thegod Bes. and the
god Tlwth in baboon fo rm.
Late Period. Universityof
Leipzig Museum.
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Introduction: Egyptian
Religion and the Gods

their later derivative texts, provide us with invalu
able, if sometimes cryptic, evidence of the rich
theological milieu of theancient Egyptians.

Through the various sources at our disposal we
know that some of Egypt's deities originated before
the beginning of recorded time and survived to the
very end of the ancient world - having been wor
shipped for fully three-fifths of recorded human
history. Even when they were eventually replaced
by later faiths, the gods of Egypt sometimes found
new life, and their influence has persisted in many
and remarkable ways - ranging from apparent
precursors of minor religious motifs
and stories to perhaps even the
concept of monotheism
itself.

•

Ourevidence for these deities is both ancient and
ensive. comprising textual, architectural, repre
rational and artifactual sources. Yet it is also

surpri.-:ingly disjointed and fragmentary, Temples
JIId tombs, the chief theatres for the enactment of
~:3 ritual and the recording of religious

. fs. exist by the hundred and are the source of
of our knowledge of theancient gods, though

lack temples from a number of periods and geo
tf2Phic areas.We learn also of Egypt's deities from

Wines, Icons and other artifacts found in even
simplest homes at sites such as the ancient

-.ianen's village at Deir el-Medina though, again,
dccne:;,tic setnngs are unfortunately underrepre
....ed for many periods and areas. As a result of

uneven preservation of Egyptiansitesand mon-
'Mle ns. there are large gaps in the written texts at

disposal - leaving persistent questions regard
me gods and their worship. Nevertheless, the

:E~in:-:.cribed on the walls of Old
m pyramids (which are the
religious writings

the world), and
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Introduction: Egyp tian
Religion acd the Gods

But In ancient times, for the Egyptians them
selves, the gods were far more than the sum of all
their myths and images. The monuments and arti
facts which havesurvived give only glimpses of the
great power of the Egyptian gods. While they lived
in the minds of the ancient Egyptians their influ-

ence was prodigious. For many if not most Egyp
tians, they were the breath of life itself and it isonly
to the extent that we understand these ancient
deities that we can understand the nature of anciem
Egyptian culture and society: the lives and hoped
for afterlives of the Egyptians themselves.

Second Intermediate Period
l Sth. dynasty (Hyksos)
16th dynasty
Contemporary with 15th dynasty
17th dynasty 164Q.-1532

Early Dynastic Period
1st dynasty 2920-2770

Narmer: Aha: Djer; Den;Semerkhet
2nd dynasty 2770-2649

Raneb:Peribscn; Khasekhemwy
3rd dynasty 2649-2575

Djoser 2630-2611

337-641
378-395
4:&455

30 BC-AD 337
30 BC-AD 14
14-37
284-305

1333--1323
1323--1319
1319-1307
1307-1196
1307- 1306
130&-1290
1290-1224
1224-1214
1204--1198
1198-1196
1196--1070
119&-1l94
1194-1163
1156-1151
1151- 1143

332 nC-AD 395
332-304
3.12-323
323--316
304--30
304--284
246-221
221- 205
20:>-180
116-138
51-30

107Q.-945
945-712
?-8&1
c.107Q.-712
873--745
c.724--712
77Q.-712

712-332
712-657
7l2-Q98
664-525
6&J-jj1O
525-404
521-486
404-399
399-380
380--343
380-362
380-343

Tutankhamun
Ay
Horemheb

19th dynasty
Ramesses I
Sethos I
Ramesses II
Merenptah
Siptah
Tawosret

20th dynasty
Sethnakhte
Ramesses III
Ramesses V
Ramesses VI

Third Intermediate Period
21st dynasty
22nd dynasty

Sheshonq 11
23rd dynasty

Osorkon III
24th dynasty
25th dynasty
(Nubian and Theban area)

Late Period
25th dynasty

Shabaka
26"th dynasty

Psamtik I
27th dynasty

Darius I
28th dynasty
29th dynasty
30th dynasty

Nectanebo I
Nectanebo II

Byzantine Era
Theodosius
Valentinian III

Roman Era
Augustus
Tibenus
Diocletian

Graeeo-Roman Period
Macedonian dynasty

Alexander the Great
Philip Arrhidaeus

Ptolemaic dynasty
Ptolerny r
Ptolemy III
Ptolemy IV
Ptolemy V
Cleopatra III
Cleopatra VII

c. 3000 BC

155Q.-1307
155{}-1525
1479-1425
1473--1458
1427-1401
1401- 1391
1391-1353
1353--1335

204Q.-1991
1997- 1991
1991-1783
1971-1926
1878-1841?
1844-1797
1799-1787
1787- 1783
1788-1640

2134-2040
2134-2040
2118-2069

2575-2465
257:>-2551
2551-2528
252{}-2494
2490-2472
2465-2323
24&'}-2458
2458-2446
2428-2419
2388-2356
2323-2150
215Q.-2134

New Kingdom
18th dynasty

Ahmose
Tuthmosis III
Hatshepsut
Amenophis 11
Tuthmosis IV
Amenophis 1lI
Akhenaten

Middle Kingdom
11 th dynasty (all Egypt)

Montuhotep Il1
12th dynasty

Senwosret I
Senwosret 111
Amenemhet III
Amenemhet IV
Sobekneferu

13th dynasty
Wepwawetemsaf
Sobekhotep

14th dynasty
Probably contemporary with the 13thor 15thdynasty

First Intermediate Period
9th/10th dynasties
11th dynasty (Theban)

lntef II

Late Predynastic

Old Kingdom
4th dynasty

Sneferu
Khufu (Cheops)
Khafre (Chephren)
Menkaure (Mycerinus)

5th dynasty
Userkaf
Sahure
Shepseskare
Djedkare-Isesi

6th dynasty
7th/8th dynasties

Chronology
of the Rulers
The precise dates of the
Egyptian dynasties and
of individual reignsare
still the subject of much
scholarly debate. The
dates employed hereare
based largely on the
chronology developed
by ProfessorJohn Baines
and DrJaromir Malek
and put forward in their
Atlas of Ancient Egypt.
The so-called Amarna
Period encompasses the
reigns of Akhenaten,
Tutaakhamun and
Ay in the 18th dynasty
Only the rulers discussed
in the text are listed here.
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Birth of the Gods

The genesis of the Egyptian gods goes far back
into prehistoric times. These earliest beginnings
occurred long before Egypt's existence as a nation
state and the invention of writing, so we are forced
to work with only non-written evidence, often
from relatively uncertain contexts and settings.
Although scholars of anthropology, prehistory and
religion have struggled to analyze this formative
stage in Egyptian religion, the available evidence
remains difficult to interpret and is subject to differ
ingopinions.Nevertheless, it wouldseem tosuggest
the presence of the concept of thesacredin theexis
tence of apparent cult objects, in human and animal
burials, and in areas where formal rituals appear to
have beenenacted. Whether such artifacts and sites
actually reflect belief in a divine being or beings is
unknown but, as various scholars have stressed, the
care with which the dead were buried in the prehis
toric period, and the afterlife belief implied by that
care, certainly suggests that the necessary intellec
tual sophistication was present for such belief.

(Left) The 'Great White', an
early baboon godfrom the
Late Predynastic Period,
e. 3000 t«: Egyptian
Museum, Berlin.

(Above right) The River Nile
made the unification of Egypt
possible at an early date and
spread theknowledgeand
veneration of local deities
over much greater areas.
Western Thebes viewedfrom
Luxor.

(Opposite) Thecelebrated
Narmer Palette, obverse
(n"ght) and reverse (far right),
shows that numerous
zoomorphic deities and their
symbols existedby theend of
thePredynasticPeriod The
palette also shows theformal
carrying of divine standards
in theupper register of the
obverse. From Hierahonpolis,
c. 3000 BC. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

•

Spirit, fetish, totem and god
Like most early humans the prehistoric peoples
who dwelt around the Nile seem to have been
reverential towards the powers of thenatural world
- both animate and inanimate. The former seem to
have taken precedence in Egypt.although the recur
rent star images found on the Gerzeh Palette and
other artifacts from the later Neolithic Period
(3600-3300 BC) may indicate that an astral cult
developed early in Egypt. However, the first clear
divinities we find in Egypt's archaeological record
are in most cases animal deitiessuch as the cow and
the falcon: gods which represented aspects of the
cosmos, yet which doubtless were believed to hold
sway over human occupations and lives. By the late
prehistoric period we find evidence of animals 
especially dogs (or jackals), gazelles, cattle and
rams - which were buried in what appear to have
been ritual contexts, and also representations of
animals which may signify some kind of animism
or fetishism (the idea that animals, like humans,
possessed 'spirits' which must be respected and
propitiated). If these zoomorphic images are not
merely totemsof tribalgroupsand dosignify mani·
festations of the divine in some way. they represent
a significant stage inthe development of the Egypt
iangods. The idea that the divine might be manifest
in animal form is a vital prerequisite for theanimals.
which areshown actingin entirely human ways and
which are the major representations of the Egypt
ian gods at the end of the Predynastic Period. The
celebrated Narmer Palette which dates to this time
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of transition (c, 3000 uc) provides clear examples
of this situation. On its reverse the palette show~

a falcon holding a captive and on the obverse a bu
breaking down a city wall and trampling an enemy
figure. Long-necked mythical serpopards are also
depicted, and on both sides - doubtless indicatin
their importance - twin images of a cow-headed
deity fusing human and bovine features surmount
these scenes. Here and in other artifacts of rh'
period we doubtless have zoomorphic deities, and
it would seem that a good many were already
extant.

On the other hand, it is disputed whether deities
in human form appeared in this early period IX
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Cattle Goddesses and
Hunting Gods

Some of the earliest
anthropomorphic images
known from Egypt seem to
fuse the humanform with
zoomorphic characteristics as
in the curumg. horn-like pose
of the arms of this painted
pottery female figurine from
the Naqada 1I Period. Brooklyn
Museum of Art.

In Egypt, cattle were particularly important in the
development of religious belief. Recent study of the
sites of Nabta Playa and Bir Kisseiba in theSahara

to the west of the upper Nile Valley has shown
that cattle were perhaps venerated there long
before they were domesticatedaround 7000 BC.
The horn cores of cowswere placed on burials

in Tushka in Nubia as early as 10,000 BC,
suggesting their association with afterlife beliefs

and rituals. and this background fits well with the
prevalence in dynastic Egypt of the imagery of
cows in association with early goddesses such as
Hathor,Nutand Neith. As Fekri Hassanhas stressed,
'it is very likely that the concept of the cow goddess
in dynastic Egypt is a continuationof a much older
tradition of a primordial cow goddess or goddesses
that emerged in the context of Neolithic cattle
herding in the Egyptian Sahara.' Hassan has also
pointed out that as both the cow and woman gave
milk, both shared an identity as a source of life and
nourishment. It was also the mothers who gave
physical birth and sustenance - in human or bovine
form- that were the symbols of powers (such as
the goddess Hathor)which brought thedeceased
back to life through spiritual rebirth. The burial pit
with its food offerings was an imageof the womb,
and the contracted foetal position of the earliest
surviving interments may have foreshadowed the
desired rebirth. There is also evidence of very early
maledeities who seem to be associated with
hunting and malefertility, and these gods may have
been paired with the bovine goddesses in a parallel
to the social conditions of the early Egyptian pre
agricultural, cattle-keeping and hunting cultures,

natural conditions is usually seen as concurrent
with the development of the desire to gain some
kind of control over the world and huma n
vulnerabi lity. In this the needs of early human
societies were the same everywhere - and did not
particularly change throughout history - though
the immediate vulnerability of ancient humans to
attacks by wild animals and the forces of nature
may have gradually given way to the awareness
of longer-term needs such as freedom from pain
and want.

Once a central government arose around 3000 BC,

perceived and real needs may have changed
rapidly for the ancient population of the NileValley.
Nat ional deities came into existence as well as the
cult of the divine king; and as John Baines has
pointed out, the emergence of monarchy and the
resultant origin of the Egyptian state effectively
transformed ancient religion by providing a new
focus which unified its different goals and needs.
Indeed, it might be said that from this point
forward, the infancy of Egypt's deities had ended
and more than 3,000 years of subsequent historical
development would fail to radically change the
underlying nature of Egyptian religion.

Crudely formed anthropomorphic figures of
ivory are found in the archaeological record

Saqada Period and even earlier, but although
haw been interpreted as deities, extensive

...-'~. by Peter J. Ucko showed that a wide variety
...,,' and meanings of these figures is likely
none can be certainly accepted as representing

....1)"•. By the beginning of the historical period
have evidence of deities such as ),Ilin and

being worshipped in human form, although
eeecept of anthropomorphic deities seems to

been adopted only slowly in Egypt and was,
sense, never complete, as Egyptian gods and

:
-:~~ frequently were viewed as hybrid forms

the heads or bodies of animals throughout
C!1J03I1 history,The goddess Hathor,for example,
~...,,_ to have been one of the first deities to be
1'".,,, anthropomorphic form, but even she retained

br;rn..:. of her sacred animal, the cow, and was
tly depicted in bovine form millennia after
~nce.

.....1and polit ica l needs
-~ dro\-elopment of the concept of individualized

__ who held power over specific events and

15



Rule of the Gods

Remains of a temple
dedicated to the gads of
Hermopolis and Heliopolis
by Ramesses IIat thesite
later called Antinoopolis in
Middle Egypt.

It is one of the ironies of ancient Egyptian religion
that although we must cope with a dearth of
archaeological evidence regarding the origin of the
gods, Egyptian texts of the later periods contain
many clear yet often seemingly contradictory
accounts of their mythic genesis, and rule of the
cosmos. In recent years, many Egyptologists have
come to feel that these varying accounts may not
simply reflect the confl icting traditions of different
cult centres, as has long been assumed, but can
instead be seen as different aspects of an underly
ing understanding of how the world and itscreator
gods came intobeing. Certainly, there was nosingle,
unified Egyptian myth of creation, but the major
cosmogonies (stories of the origins of the universe)
and theogonies (stories of the origins of the gods)
associated with the most important cult centres
may bemorealike than is at first apparent

Latent power: the Hermopolitan view

At Hermopolis in Middle Egypt there existed
developed myth of creation by means of ei
original deities - theso-called 'Ogdoad' or 'group
eight' who represented aspects of the ori .
cosmos (see p. 77). Although most of the sur viv.
textual evidence for this view of creation c
from the Ptolemaic Period, the ancient name
Hermopolis, Khemnu or 'eight town', is attes:ll
from the5th dynasty (and may well go back earli
showing theantiquity of the myth,

According to the Hermopolitan view the ei
primordial deities existed in four pairs of male
female, each associated with a specific aspect or
ment of the pre-creation: Nun (or Nu) and Na
Water; Heh and Hauher. Infinity; Kek and Ka
Darkness; Amun and Amaunet, Hiddenness. T
original 'elements' were believed to be inert yet
contain the potential for creation. lames Hoffmei
has shown that interesting similarities
between these elements and the conditions listed
immediately prior tothe creation account in the
liral book of Genesis- In Egypt, however,
members of the Ogdoad were regarded as dis .
divineentities and their names were grammati
masculine and feminine to reflect the equating
creation with sexual union and birth. They

16
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(Left) A god raises the disk of
thesun from the earth into the
heavens. Central to the
Heliopolitan theology, thesun
also played a role in all
Egyptian creationaccounts.
LatePeriod papyrus. Egyptian
Museum. Cairo.

(Above) One iariant 0/ the
Great Ennead or 'group of
nine deities' which here
consists 0/ (right to left) the
sungod Re-Horakhty frith
Atum and his descendants
Shu. Tef nut, Geb. Nut, Osiris,
lsis and Horns. 18th dynasty.
Tomb of Ay. western Valley
of the Kings. western Thebes.

the 'fathers' and 'mothers' of the sun god,
lhi..... deity was the focal point of ongoing ere
in the Hcrmopolitan world view - as he was

'Where.
as the beginning of the annual season of

-O'th was marked in Egypt by the Nile's receding
....Dd:"ion and the emergence of high points of

from the falling river, so the Egyptians viewed
lJri~I12 1 creation event as occurring when the

....oord'ialmound of earth (see Tatenen) rose from
waters of the First Time. It was said that a lotus

..
::(see Xofcrteml then rose from the waters or

the sameprimeval mound;and it was fromthis
-. that the young sun god emerged bringing

into the cosmos, and with it the beginning of
_ and all further creation.

power of the sun god:
Hel iopolit an view

."""",ohs, the chief centre of solar worship, pro
...a'O a somewhat different mythic system built

un<! the so-called Ennead (sec p. 78) or 'group of
. deities which consisted of the sun god and

of his descendants. The Heliopolitan theolo
':r:~- na turally stressed the role of the sun god in
~ creation stories which focus, as a result, not so
..m on the inert aspects of preexistence but on the

mic aspects of the resultant creation itself.The
of the sun god usually associated with this

eearion was Atum (see p. 98), who was sometimes
_ to have existed within the primeval waters 'in

g' as a way of explaining the origin of the
~:L At the moment of creation Atum was said to

-e been born out of the primordial flood. as 'he
who came into being by himself', thus becoming the
-ource of all further creation. The god next pro
<b:ed twochildren, Shu (air) and Tefnut (moisture),
JoWl himself. Several versions of the story exist,
but in all of them Atum's children are produced
rbrough the exhalation of the god's body fluids or



Atum
(sun god)

I I i

Shu Tefnut
(air) (moisture): I :
Ceb Nut

(earth) (sky)
I

I I

I , I i

Osiris lsis Seth Nephthys
(underworld deity) (throne deity) (chaos deity) (lsis parallel)

Rule of the Gods

(Below) The airgod Shu,
assisted by other deities,
supports theskygoddess Nut
above herhusband, the earth
god Geb: 21st/22nd dynasty.
Vignette from the Book of the
Dead of Nesitambtasheru.
British Museum.

mucus - either through the metaphor of masturba
tion, spitting or sneezing.

In turn, this fi rst pair produced theirown children,
Gcb (earth)and Nut (sky), who took their respective
places below and above their parents, giving the
creation its full spatial extent. Geb and Nut then
produced the deities Osiris and lsis, Seth and Neph
thys who viewed from one perspective represented
the fertile land of Egypt and the surrounding
desert, so that the key elementsof the Egyptian uni
verse were completed at this time. Frequently the
god Horus,sonand heirof Osiris and the deity most
closely associated with kingship, was added to this
group, thus supplying the link between the physical
creation and societal structures. All these aspects,
however, were viewed as simply extensions of the
original coming into beingof thesun god wholay at
the heart of this world view and who was thus 'the
father of all' and 'ruler of the gods'.

The power of thought and expression:
the Memphite view
While the scholars of Heliopolis focused mainly
the emergence and development of the sun
Atum, the priests of nearby Memphis looked
creationfrom the perspective of theirown godPr.aI.
As the god of metalworkers, craftsmen and a
tects it was natural that Ptah was viewed as
great craftsman who madeall things.But there wa
also another, much deeper, link between Ptah
the creation of the world which set the Memp
view of creation apart. The so-called Memp
Theology which is preserved on the Shabaka St
in the Egyptian collection of the British Mu~

reveals this important aspect of theMemphite tha
logical system. While the inscription dates to
25th dynasty it was copied from a much eri
source, apparently of the early 19th dynes
though its principles may have dated to even en
times. The text alludes to the Heliopolitan creati
account centred on the god Atum, but goes on
claim that the Memphite god Ptah preceded the _
godand that it was Ptah whocreated Atum and
mately the other gods and ail else 'through his hea
and through his tongue'. The expression alludes
the conscious planningof creation and its execu .
through rational thought and speech, and this st
of creation ex nihilo as attributed to Ptah by
priests of Memphis is the earliest known examp.
of the so-called 'logos' doctrine in which the \\'
is formed through a god's creative speech. As s-
it was one of the most intellectualcreation myths.
arise in Egypt and in theancient worldas a whole,
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:
;.;~:. and In line with, the philosophica l con

iound in the Hebrew Bible where 'God said, let
""'~t.. light.and there was light' (Genesis 1:3), and

tnSl' ian scriptures which state that 'In the
....""lIIllg wa:::. the Word [logos]...and the word was

.all things were made by him..: (lohn 1:1, 3).
u:~turn. however, Ptah was also viewed as corn-
• male and female elements within himself.

seen inearly texts,and in the latest period of
~::~hi~tory the name of the god was written
.. . 11,. as pet-ta-heh. or p(et)+t(a)+h(eh) as

he were supporting the sky (pet) above the
Uo) in the manner of the Heh deities (see

••..,... but a1:30 bridging and combining the female
...... of the sky and the male element of the

ID the androgynous manner of the primordial
"""'le doaliry Plah-Naunet.

(Above) The Shabaka Stone
bears an inscription which is
our main source of knowledge
of the creation myth
developed by the priests of
Ptah at Memphis. The stone,
which was later usedfor
grinding, dates to the25th
dynasty, c 700 t«: British
Museum.

(Left) Thegod Ptah wlw was
said to have oroueht forth the
world through thought and
creative speech. Graeco
Roman Period. Decorated
block, Karnah:

k variant s

ad1 as these three systems of cosmogony and
Y differ in their details and in the stress

-Ill upon differing deities by their own cults, it is
that they all share a similar approach to crea
Although the differing approaches were

-p....euly never combined into one unified myth,
...,.- existed for many of the individual myths

fined into the same overall framework. In the
...'" stressing the solar origin of creation, for

=:aple. we find variants which proclaimed that
·,.,n godcame intobeing as a hawk or falcon (sec

or as a phoenix (see p-212), in the form of a
l-<ee p. 133), a scarab beetle (see p- 230) or some
creature, but these all originated from the

-,""'''31waters or from the mound which rosefrom

them. There are also variants of the manner in
which the monad (the prime, indivisible entity) is
said to have produced therest of creation - a Middle
Kingdom text found on coffins at el-Bersheh states
of the 'AB-lord': '1brought into being the gods from
my sweat, and men are the tears of my eye'; but
these do not differ radically from thoseof Heliopolis
considered above. To some extent all these stories
appear as kaleidoscopic variations of core mythic
elements, and may indicate an effort on the part of
the Egyptian theologians to incorporate deities
which had arisen in different parts of Egypt, or at
different times, into existing mythic frameworks. It
is often the nature of the creator deities and the
basis of their power which is at issue in the varying
storiesof the origin and rule of the gods.
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Decline of the Gods

Despite his divinity, the death
of the god Osiris plays a
central role in Efryptian
mythoiofD'. He is mourned by
his sisters Nephthys and Isis
as he lies on a funerary bier in
this detailof a Roman Period
gilt coffin. Gmeco-Roman
Period, c. 1stcentury BC.

Metropolitan Museum 0/
Art, New York.

'The Egyptians' ideas of the origin and nature of
the cosmos help us to-understand the ultimate
decline of their deities - for the inherent vulnerabil 
ity of the gods is an integral part of Egyptian
mythology and one which has important ramifica
tions for our understanding of the ancient religion.
Perhaps as Egypt's gods were progressively anthro
pomorphized they increasingly took on the
weaknesses and limitations of their human sub
jects. However, according to Egyptian theological
speculation, the gods themselves could, and would,
eventually die - though the evidence for this must
becarefully assessed and understood in context.

Even gods can die
A number of Egyptian texts show that although
gods were not considered to be mortal in the us
sense, they could nevertheless die. This is clearl
implied in the so-called 'Cannibal Hymn' of
Pyramid Texts, and is of great importance in
development of even some of the greatest cults
Egyptian religion - particularly those of the netbef
world god Osiris and the sun god Re. Although
Egyptian texts do not ever specific.ally say U.
Osiris died - almost certainly because such a sta
ment would be believed to magically preserve
reality of thegod's death - they, and later Classi
commentators, do clearly show that Osit is \\
slain at the hands of his antagonist Seth, and \\
mummified and buried. The great sun god Re w
thought togrow old each day and to 'die' each ni
(though for the samereason, specific mention of
god's death is not found), and then to be born
resurrected each day at dawn. This concept
clearest in late evidence such as texts found in
temples of Ptolemaic date, but it was doubtless.
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speculated on by the Egyptians and is
in many of the representations and texts

11'1 XewKingdom royal tombs. It is also found
.....""1 Egyptian myths which describe the sun

immens ely old and clearly decrepit. One
from the Coffin Texts includes an overt threat
tile sun zcrl might die (CT VB 419), showing
Iht idea of his demise extends at least as far
as \ fiddle Kingdom times.

distinguished two-views of eternity: eternal conti
nuity (djet) and eternal recurrence ineheh). This is
clear in statements such as that found in the Coffin
Texts, 'l am the one Atum created - I am bound for
my place of eternal sameness - It is 1 who am
Eternal Recurrence' (CT 15). The gods could thus
die and still remain in the ongoing progression of
time. As Erik Hornung has stressed, the mortality
of Egyptian gods 'enables them to become young
again and again, and to escape from the disintegra
tion that is the inevitable product of time'.

The end of time
Ultimatel y, a final end did await tlie gods. In Egypt,
ian mythology it is clear that only the elements from
which the primordial world had arisen would even
tually remain. This apocalyptic view of the end of
the cosmos and of the gods themselves is elaborat
ed upon in an important section of the Coffin Texts
in which the creator Atum states that eventually,
after mill ions of years of differentiated creation, he
and Osiris will return to 'one place', the undifferen
tiated condition prevailing before thecreationof the
world (CT VII 467-68). In the &Jok of the Dead this
'end of days' is even more clearly described in a
famous dialogue between Atum and Osiris in
which, when Osiris mourned the fact that he would
eventually be isolated in eternal darkness, the god
Atum comforted him by pointing out that only the

Decline of the Gods

(Lef t) The god Osiris.
wrapped in a mummy's
bandages, stands beside a
stylized tomb. Detail of coffin
decoration. 2]st dynasty
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

(Below) Neheh (recurrent
time) and [)jet (continuous
time)personified as agod
andgoddess representing
differing aspects of eternity
in ancient Egyptian thought.
Detail, outershrine of
Tutankhamun. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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. .. demise
principJe of divine demise applies, in fact, toalll:n

l
deines. Texts which date back toatleast

. Kingdom tell of the god Thoth assigning
. spans to humans and gods alike, and Spell
the Book of the Dead unequivocally states

death lliterally, 'decay' and 'disappearance')
~ 'every god and every goddess' . Thus, when

.' . Kingdom Hymn to Amun preserved in
mJS' Leiden 1350 states that 'his body is in the

there can be no doubt that this common
-,ltian metaphorical expression refers to the

deadbod y,Scholars such as Francois Daumas
Ragnhild Finnestad have shown that there are

In late Egyptian temples that the innermost
..".....-ere regardedas thetombs of thegods.There

~
:~\driOUS concrete references to the 'tombs' of

gods with some sites - such as Luxor and
Tbebes - being venerated as such from

Kingdom times at least. But all this evidence
- _P be viewed in its proper context, for death need

m ply the cessation of existence. From the
-,1Ii'3In perspective life emerged from death just

rh surely followed life and there was no corn
reason to exempt the gods from this cycle.

jdea was aided by the fact that the Egyptians
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Decline of the Gods

Isis-Aphrodite, a form of
the ancientgoddess uidely
worshipped in the Roman
Period. Isis was one01 the
last of E/tIpt's deities to
survive historically University
of Leipzig Museum.
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two of them would survive when the world eventu
ally reverted to the primeval ocean from which all
else arose. Then, it is said, Atum and Osiris would
take the form of serpents (symbolic of unforrned
chaos) and there would be neither gods nor men to
perceive them (BD 175). Despite their seemingly
endless cycles of birth, ageing, death and rebirth,
the gods would finally perish in the death of the
cosmos itself, and there would exist only the poten
tial for life and death within the waters of chaos.

Twilight of the gods
Historically, a veritable Gotrerdammerung also
awaited the Egyptian gods. The eventual rise of
Christianity and later of Islam spelled doomfor the
old pagan religion,but it did not dieeasily. In AD 3&1

pagan temples throughout the Roman Empire
closed by order of the Emperor Theodosius a
number of further decrees, culminating in those
Theodosius in AD 391 and Valentinian III in AD
sanctioned the actual destruction of ~
religious structures. Soon most of Egypt's tem;i
were shunned, claimed for other use, or acri
destroyed by zealous Christians, and the an 
gods were largely deserted. But signs of their t

ity are evident in many historical records.



b te as. .-\D 452, under a treaty between the_11 government and native peoples to the
cl Egypt, pilgrims travelled north to the tem
Philae and took from there the statue of the

""',,"S lsis to visit her relatives, thegods in Nubia.
iruation was remarkable, as Eugene Cruz
ha..... stressed, because it occurred at a time
Rc.man law had prohibited the worship of the

all"''"' and officially endorsed Christianity as the
~l':ion of Egypt and the Empire. Clearly, in

at least this outpost, and perhaps in others, and
through secret worship, the old deities hung on for
a time. J3y AD 639 when Arab armiesclaimed Egypt
they found only Christians and the disappearing
legacy of ancient gods who had ruled one of the
greatest centres of civilization for well over 3,000
years. Yet, while the old gods had almost vanished,
they left influences which would persist for
thousands more years, as the Epilogue to this
book shows.

Decline of th e Gods

The temple of Isis at Philae
was one of the last
strongholds of F.,gyptian
paganism, functioning long
after most temples had been
closed byimperial decree.
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1
Thefour mainforms of
writingthe word 'god'in
Egyptian hieroglyphs: (I) a
seateddeity; (2) a falcon, often
on a standard; (3) a flag
topped pole; (4) afive-pointed
star. Allmeant 'god' but
appear in different contexts
and periods.

Writing the
Names of the
Gods

manifestations or emanations of a god. Often
occurred in groups and seemed quite generic.
they were also linked with specific deities \\
when offended, sent their bau to punish or tro..

the offender. Magicians used their most
spells and conjured the images of the most bi
and frightening beings to combat these bau
hold them at bay.

Appearance of the divine
Despite the fact that the Egyptian pan
appears to the outside observer to be filled wi
veritable menagerie of gods, goddesses and
beings in an almost mindless variety of mani
tions, for the most part Egyptian deities
conceived in logical types consisting of h
(anthropomorphic), animal (zoomorphic), hy
and composite forms.

Generally, the so-called 'cosmic' gods and
dosses of the heavens and earth such as Shu,
the air, and Nut, goddess of the sky, were anther
rnorphic in form, as were 'geographic' deiti
those representing specific areas such as m
mountains, cities and estates.Certain others, Il(lIl

ting these categories - some of them very anc:il
such as the ferti lity god Min - also took h
form, as did deified humans such as deceased
and other notables.

Zoomorphic deities were also common th
out Egyptian history. Perhaps the most a
deity known in Egypt took the form of the f
and the worship of animals as representativ
deities was especially prevalent in the latest
ads. Gods associated with specific animal Spel

were viewed as male or female according to
apparent or perceived characteristics. Male del
often took the form of the bull, ram, falcon or
and female deities were often associated with
cow, vulture, cobra or lioness.

'Hybrid' or more accurately 'bimorphic'
human and half-animal deities existed in two f

The ancient Egyptians visualized their gods and
goddesses in manifold ways, and this is demon
strated by the Egyptian word netcher, the
etymology and original meaning of which are
unknown, although examination of the word's use
by the Egyptians shows that it actually encom
passed a far wider range of meanings than the
English word god. It could include deified humans
(famous individuals, and from the 30th dynasty,
those who had drowned) as well as what might be
called spirits and demons, or in some cases even
monsters such as the great chaos serpent Apophis,
In fact, a determinative sign indicating 'god' (see
box,Writing the Names of the Gods)could headded
to the name of any unusual or exotic creature and
even the Egyptians' hieroglyphs were themselves
sometimes regarded as 'gods'.

Gods, spirits, demons and bau
In addition to their major gods the ancient
Egyptians believed invariousother types of super
natural beings which are often included in the
category of minor deities. Even the earliest
religious writings are peopled with frightening
creatures (especially underworld monsters and
demon-like beings) and throughout ancient Egypt
ian literature we find references to demons and
spirits which seem to be similar to the djins and
afrits of Arab culture. The ghosts or spirits of the
deceased were also feared by the Egyptians and
were known as akhu, a term which itself was also
used of demons in the later periods. But the most
feared, or at least most commonly feared, beings
were the messengers and bau of deities. Bau were

(opposite far rti?htJ Osiride
pillars, such as those uilhm
the temple of Ramesses Il at
Abu Simbel, provide an
example of deities which take
anthropomorphic form Such
(kities tend to be infrequently
depicted in non-humanforms.

(Below) Knife-wielding
demons and demi-gods.
Detail of funerary papyrus,
Ptolemaic Period. F.gyptian
Museum, Cairo:

Forms of the Divine

(OPPosite right) The human
headed, leonine-bodied sphinx
personifies onc form of
'hybrid' deity in which a
human head is fused «.'itk the
body of an animal Sphinx of
Amenemhet 1/. 12th dynasty.
Louvre, Paris.
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The Egyptianword netcher or 'god' was usually
writtenby means of one of a number of hieroglyphic
signswhich were addedas 'determinatives'or group
indicators at theend of names of deities, as well as
being usedalone. Oneof the corrunonlyusedsigns
found from Old Kingdomtimes was a seated divine
figure (see illustration 1)which could be male or
femaleand thus was usedspecifically for gods and
goddesses. Variants of this sign which signified
individual deities (in a few casesstandingor depicted
insome other position) werealsoused, especially in
the New Kingdom and laterperiods.From much
earlier times the word 'god' could alsobe written by
means of a hieroglyph depicting a falcon (2)- some
times on a perch - doubtless indicative of thegreat
antiquity of manyof the falcon gods of Egypt. The
mostcommonly used signfor god, however, which

was alsoveryancient, resembles in its developed form
a flag atop a pole (see illustration 3) - thesymbolof
divine presence which fronted Egyptian temples and
shrines back to predynastic times. AsJohn Baines
has shown, this sign has a complex history and may
have developed as a means of signalling the presence
of a deity withouthaving a narrow, individual mean
ing associated with a specific divine power. Very late
in Egyptian history the hieroglyph of a star (see
illustration 4)couldalso be used to write theword
god, but this is found only from the Ptolemaic Period
on. All thesesignscould be written twice for dual
numbers or three timesfor the plural 'gods' and some
times in even larger numbers such as three groups of
threesignifying an ennead or group of nine gods: a
writing which could also connotea 'pluralityof
plurality' or 'all the gods',
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the head of either a human or an animal
body of the opposite type.Evidence for the

_ .. dale> to at least the 4th dynasty with the
"""" as a human-headed animal, and on the Srd

stela of Oahediet (in the Louvre) a hawk,
anthropomorphic god is the earliest known

....leof the latter type,The head is consistently
nginal and essential element of these deities,
the body representing the secondary aspect.
as Henry Fischer pointed out, 'a lion-headed
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The lion-headed goddess
personifies the most common
type of 'hybrid' m bimrnplti<
deity in u'hick the head of an
animalisfused uith an
anthropomorphic body.
GraecoRoman Period.
Dakka Temple. Nubia.

goddess is a lion-goddess in human form. w
royalsphinx, conversely, is a man who has assr..
the form of a lion',

Composite deities differ from the hybrid t
by combining different deities or characre-s
rather than representing an individual god
particular guise.They maybe made up of nl:l!leSO
zoomorphic or anthropomorphic deities. and
from baboon-hawks or hippopotamus-serpen
multiple-headed and -armed deities combini
many as a dozen different gods. Despite
biza rre appearances, thereremains a certain I
many of these polymorphic deities as seen.
example, by comparing the fearsome Arnrnut
the more benign Taweret: both are part hippops
rnus. crocodile and lioness. but fused to
different effect.

A fi xed iconography for a given god was u
mon, and some appear in several guises 
was represented by both the baboon and the
and Amun by the ram or the goose. However
rare for a deity to be found in human, animal
hybrid forms. for example the sun god Re
depicted as a falcon or a human with the head
fa lcon but not usually in purely human form.
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t erms of the Divine

Ram-headed scarab beetle and
four-beaded ram 'uind deities '
protide examples of the
kaleidoscopic mannerin zdrich
theEgyptians produced
composite deities. Ptolemaic
Period. temple of Deir e/
Medina.

'!De exceptions - the goddess Hathor could be
eeented in fully human form, as a cow, as a
....m with the head of a cow,or as a woman with

f mixed humanand bovine features.

_oe identities
-Dldy it must be remembered that the various
_>entarions of thegods do not reflect the Egypt-

""""pt of what their deities actually looked

like. Their assigned forms were merely formalities,
giving visible, recognizable appearances to deities
that were often described as 'hidden', 'mysterious'
or even 'unknown'. The physical form allowed
cultic or personal interaction with deities, but their
real identity was to be found in theirown individual
roles and characters. which were usually far broader
than could be delimited by physical images or
representations. Although many deities had clear

M'1tJ Foirnceamulet 0/

~
i~d4'PidS the goddess in

siteform of a
mu,~ with the paws

and tailof a
Third Intermediate

_ 21st-24th dynasty.
Colkctiun. Sail

_Vina

11k' Ammut or 'eater of
.tuscd various

;
~~ creatures into a

composite deity of
- punishment. Gmeco
Fl:Jiod papyrus.

..." Jluseum, Cairo.

Crouching deity in the
hUirogl)phU posefor 'god',
The Egyptians often used
such generic images of deities
- sometimes specified by name
and at other times anonymous
- to represent theidea of
ditinity, as theforms assigned
to deities were not necessarily
believed to depict their true
appearance. Detail, painted
coffin, 12th d)1Iasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairc
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Forms of the Divine
associations, such as that of Re with the sun, differ
ent deities could share the same associations 
Atum, Re, Khepri, Horakhty and several other gods
were all associated with the sun, for example. Con
versely, many deities were associated with more
than one characteristic. Most of the more important
gods and goddesses had many different names
showing their multiple identities - and some, such
as Neith and Hathor, ful fi lled several distinct roles,
often without exhibiting any single identity which
could be said to be clearly 'primary'. Generally, and
often as a result of fusion of lesser deities, the
greater the deity the wider the range of his or her
associations and identities.

The characters of individual deities and their
relationships with humanity could be widely differ
ent. Some deities were viewed as particularly
helpful to humans. Thoth, Horus and Isis were all

called sunu or 'physician', for example, due to
healing powers. But while many gods and godd
were viewed as benevolent, others were regard
being inimical towards humanity. Even sorre
those who were generally regarded as bcnev
could be ambivalent in nature. This was especill.
true of female deities. Hathor; for example.
worshipped as a goddess of love, music and
bration, but she was also mythically typecast
raging destroyer of humanity. In some cases dei.
exhibited different forms according to aspeca
their nature, so that in her usual placid role
goddess Bastet appeared in the form of the cat.
in her more ferocious role in the guise of a li
Such ambivalence is not rare among the Em:
gods, and it is sometimes difficult to ascert
whether certain deities were worshipped des .
because of their potential hostility. Like their



Falcon-headed crocodile deity
fro m Naqa, Upper Nubia.
Although such deities seem
to have beenfirst worshipped
in Egypt, theparticular
iconographyof this god
unth. human hands and
leonine rear legs shows subtle
changes which occurredwith
its assimilation into the
Meroitic culture.

Forms of the Divine
case. While the centre of worship of the great god
Amun was located at Thebes, for example, it seems
that he was not himself of Theban origin.

Changecould alsoaffect the organizationof gods.
As time progressed, many of the cults of the major
deities were organized into family triads of a
'father', 'mother', and 'son' - as with Amun, Mut
and Khonsu at Thebes;or Ptah,Sekhmet and Nefer
tern at Memphis, This development effectively
strengthened the position of some deities and
meant that others, not included in important temple
'families', tended to be relegated to less important
status and were less likely toreceive culric service.

Even the character or nature of deities could
change with time, and perhaps the most dramatic
example of this is found in the god Seth, whose
perceived nature,popularity and importance fluctu
ated widely in different periods. The process of
changeoften occurred in one of twoways - through
the assimilation of a less important deity by a
greater one or, more rarely, by the assimilation of a
characteristic of a great deity by a lesser one. The
god Osiris provides anexcellent example of the first
situation, as he took on many epithets and charac
teristics from deities which he assimilated during
the wide-ranging spread of his cult. On the other
hand, the often superlative role played by solar
theology in Egyptian religion led to the association
of many lesser deities with the sun god or solar
characteristics. The phenomenon is especially
noticeable in later periods, and in temples of the
Ptolemaic Period we find Hathor, Isis, Horus,
Khnum and other deities praised not only as the
children of the sun god but also as solar deities in
their own right with clear solar epithets and icono
graphic attributes. Egypt's gods were thus
susceptible to change through time regarding their
very natures as well as their relative importance.

The godAmun-Re (sea ted),
with Mut (far left) and
Khonsu (far right), grants
endless jubilees to Ramesses
llI. While Amun rose to
nationalprominence as a
Theban god, he did not
necessarily originate in the
Theban area. Many deities
underwent changes in the
location andextent of their
worship. 20th dynasty.
Mortuary temple of
Ramesses Ill, Medirut
Habu, western Thebes.

.....", subjects, the Egyptian gods could eat and
_ (sometimes to excess), they could work, fight ,

speak and even cryout in despair.They could
"DCt well or poorly and could exhibit anger,
.... and humour - often exhibiting distinct ive

ealirv traits as part of their identities.

and change

every area of Egypt doubtless originally had
;-""J god or goddess, many deities developed

0 .. regional assoc iations through time - some
""",. rising to the sta tus of regional or national

The reverse could also occur, and some deities
..na.-- thegod Montu eventually lost much of their

of infl uence and finally held revered but fairly
lI<d\oc;listatus.Although the area of origin of a

often became the location of that god or
lki'5S~'5 chief cult centre, this was not always the
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and so on, so that a given deity was not only
ciated with another, but also took on further
and identities in this manner. As several :;chi'
have pointed out, the form, name and epit
Egyptian deities seem to have been variable ass'
at will, and are often interchangeable with t
other deities. But while it could be argued
almost all these cases the various names and
festations of deities arc simply forms of the
underlying god or goddess, individual deities
manifest in often increasingly diverse ways
ing a basic Egyptian predilection for the con
one god as many.

Many gods as one
The ancient Egyptians seem to have f
groups among their deities since very early
Although we cannot tell if the various
depicted together on Pre- and Early Dynastic
ettes and other artifacts were intended to re
groups of any kind, this might have been the
in some instances. However, by the time a1
Pyramid Texts of the Old Kingdom the gr
of gods and goddesses into enneads of
(though sometimes more or fewer) deities is
established, as is the grouping of the Souls
and Nekhen, or the Souls of Pe and Heliopo "
the 'Followers of Horus'. Even before the f"","..
tion of these groups there seems to have ex'
very early grouping of gods called simply tile
or 'body' - this is found in the Pyramid Tex

Pantheism
Pantheism, the related idea that identifi
aspects of the universe wi th a god, is a concept
has appealed to a number of Egyptologis ts
the latter part of the 19th century. These in
scholars of the stature of Edouard Naville
[ames Henry Breasted, who felt that solar r:
ism was an important part of ancient Egyp
religion. Yet, more recently several Egypto
have shown that Egyptian religion exhibits
traits which deny this equation. These are the
imposed limitation of Egyptian religion.
clearly did not try to deify every aspect of er
and limitations in the number and types of
which even the greatest gods are said to take.
Erik Hornung has written, 'Amun may ap
the most various forms, but never as the lll(I,

tree, or a stretch of water', and this list tn:I!
extended considerably. In fact, as Marie
Bonheme has put it, the boundaries of the in .
ality of the Egyptian gods 'forbids certain~
rations so as to prevent a progression toward
plete pantheism'; and although the vast numb
deities found in Egyptian religion may be r
cent of pantheism, the resemblance is sup
as Hornung rightly claims. For the Egyptia
creator god may have manifested himself .
creation, but he was certainly not absorbed by

-

God as many gods
In the Egyptian texts the gods are often said to be
'rich in names', and the multiplicity of names (and
therefore manifestations) exhibited by individual
deities provides an important example of the prin
ciple whereby one god may be seen as many. In the
New Kingdom text known as the Litany of Re the
solar god is identified in 'all his evchrtions' as 75
differen t deities - including not only common
forms of the sun but also female deities such as Isis
and Nut. Osiris received prayers and litanies of
praise under many names, and the mythological
story explaining how his body was torn into pieces
and scattered throughout Egypt provides an exam
ple of how one god could become many. Yet this
example is unique and such a physical explanation
for multiple instances and locations of a deity was
not necessary for the application of the principle.
In the Ptolcmaic temple of Edfu we find that the
goddess Hathor is represented by as many forms
as there are days in the year (and each of these is
actually named as two variant forms), but there
seems to have been no mythic backdrop to this sit
uation which would have required the Egyptians to
posit many independent forms of the goddess.
Perhaps the ultimate example of the multiplicity of
divine names is to be found in the great god Amun,
who was given so many names that the number
was said to be unknowable.

Another aspect of the multiple names of individ
ual gods can be seen in those cases where a given
deity was regarded as the ha or manifestat ion of
another. Of the god Khnum, for example, it was
often said that he was the 'ba of Re' or of Osiris

;; 'EHL

Manifestations of the Gods

Variant, individual/arms
of the sun godRefrom the
'Litany of Re' inscribed in
NewKingdom tombs
exemplify the differentiating
aspect of Egyptian theolof!y.
18th dynasty. Tomb of
Tuthmosis III. Valley of
the Kings, western Thebes
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1) but 1:3 probably much older, as it may be seen
tilt names of several early monarchs beginning

...11 the l st-dynasty king Semerkhet.
~y other smallergroups of deities such as the

-::~' triads, tetrads, pentads, hexads, hebdo-
- - and ogdoads (see p. 74- 79) were also formed,

there is no clear pattern in the development of
",,;r groups and certainly no gradual movement
-am smaller groupings which might indicate

kind of preliminary progression toward
eism. In the same manner, although the

a closed system which was both complete and
"::~ ive among its parts, the many triads of
.. - which developed in Egyptian religion were

GO war directly comparable to the Christian idea
the tr inity. Egyptian groups of three deities

usuallv linked in a fa ther-mother-child union,
this was never expressed as a unity, and each

member of the triad preserved his or her distinct
individuality as a separate deity,

Syncretism
There is, nevertheless, a good deal of evidence for
the Egyptian practice of linking or bringing
together different deities into the body or identity
of a combined god or goddess (sometimes, though
not always, with 'composite' form). This was
accomplished in several ways, most commonly by
bringing deities together through the linkage of
their names, creating composite gods such as
Atum-Khcpri, Rc-Horakhty, and Anum-Re, Some of
these syncretisms may be seen as simple combina
tions of similar deities or even different aspects of
the samegod - Atum-Khepri combined the evening
and morning manifestations of the sun and Re
Ilorakhty formed a composite of two other impor
tant aspects or forms of the solar deity, In other

Manifesta tions of the Gods

The solar god Re-Horakhty
blesses afemale worshipper
unihflower-like rays. T he
combined Re and Horakhty
were joined intoa newand
powerful deity through a
strongunifying or syncretistic
trend in Egyptian religion.
Stela of Tonetperet, Thebes,
22nd dynasty. l.ouore. Paris
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(Above) ThegreatgodAmun
Re (left), seen here receiving
the gift of 'mere! chests 'from
Ramesses ll, represented the
syncretism of [14;'0 very
different deities through the
linking of the most powerful
visible and invisible forces in
the Egyptian cosmos. 19th
dynasty. Temple of Amun,
Karnak.

(Left) Symbolic representation
of thesyncretism of multiple
deities. Decoratedblocks,
Graeco-Roman Museum,
Alexandria.

,

,
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cases, syncretism involved the linking of dei!
very different natures as with Amun-Re in
the Egyptian theologians wished to combine
and Re as a uniting of the greatest visi
invisible powers of the world. The pract ice
also reflect the association of a local deity
of the greater gods (as with Sobek-Re or
Re), often, as Hermann Junker fi rst pain
with the name of the local god being placed
that of the external, and usually greater.
these cases the power and standing of tilt
god were shared with the lesser deity, th
arrangement also accorded more power
external god in the local sphere. The process
united two deities in this manner could als
together three, four or even more deities as
case of the syncretism of Ptah, Sokar and
into one consummate funerary deity, or thL
Ilarmachis-Khepri-Re-Atum which brought
major solar-related gods. The same process
also unite foreign deities with Egyptian
with the Asiatic-Egyptian Anat-Hathor
Mercitic-Egyptian Arensnuphis-Shu, as tv

great Prolemaic hybrid deity Serapis who
together Osiris,Apis, Zeus and Helios.



:b,uII·.\Jill linked the
»d Aml/ll with the
ty Xlin ill a mmmtr

stIrrI![thl 1ltd the
aNi procreative

Alll/m findgave
_0-. to vtin. 19th

rmrpu' of Amun,

Manifestations of the Gods

The syncretistic image of
Osiris-Re supported by
Nephthys and lsis and
explained as 'Osiris "resting "
in Re and Re "resting" ill
Osiris'. 19th dynasty. Tomb
of Nefertan . VaUey of the
Queens, western Thebes:
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purpose of syncretisms such as these was

~
:~,~not to simply combine confl icting or

g deities as was assumed by many early
.sts. In many cases there clearly was no

between syncretized deities, and there is
...."Iy no reason why the two or more united

hould not have been simply worshipped
side. as Horus and Sobek were at Kom

m the Ptolemaic Period or, in fact, as a
~y of Egypt's deities were worshipped in

chapels in temples throughout the land
och earlier times. Rather, it is as if the

..,.,oru'" were acknowledging the presence of
or goddess 'in' another deity whenever

iIIoJJ,,_·- took on a role which was a primary func
the other. But this indwelling does not

one deity was subsumed withinanother,
~ it indicate that the two deities became

or that there was also an underlying
~""t towards monotheism involved in the

Erik Hornung has shown that, properly
....".)(:1. syncretism does not isolate but rather

different deities and often the process
",.i)" cr ea tes a third god where there were

.onlv two.
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Egypt and Monotheism

p.236) - was nothing less than a direct precurs""'
the judeo-Christian-Islamic monotheism of
history. From 1934 the German Egypt
Herrnann junker went even further,suggesting
Egyptian religion had, in fact, originally
monotheistic and had only eventually degen
intoa morass of separate cults after the found"
the Egyptian state. Although the argument for
kind of primitive monotheism and the idea
single, transcendent deity has long been discar
the idea that the Egyptians did gradually d
monotheistic ways of thought has been more
ing. Some scholars have seen the successive .
pre-eminent deities such as Re, Osiris and Am
precisely this kind of development. Others have
that the Egyptian word for god, netcher, used
out reference to any particular god (which
especially common in Egyptian 'wisdom lite
or 'instructions' and in personal names which
bined the word god with some other element]
demonstrated the idea of an underlying sing~

inEgyptian religion. Inan influentialworkpu .
in 1960 Siegfricd Morenz drew these argua
together in support of the idea that behind the
countless deities of the Egyptian pantheon
was, historically, among at least some Egypt"
growing awarenessof a single god.

But another side to the story appeared wi
publicationof an incisive study by Erik Horn
1971. Hornung systematically examined
question, and found no evidence for an 0

movement towards monotheism, Of central '
tance, he argued that the word 'god' in El:)
usage neverappears to refer to an abstract der
higher order than other gods but is rather a
term which can apply to any deity, or as H
expressed it, 'whichever god you wish', In the
manner, personal names such as Mery-nea..
translatedas 'whom god loves', could meanallJ
and may be found with many specified p
such as 'whom Ptah loves'. From this perspe,
the various expressions of syncretism or
'indwelling' of one deity in another do not
evidence of a move towards monotheism.
worshippers may have elected to venerate a
god above all others, this is merely henoth .
form of religion in which the other gods ".
Finally, while it is true that at given times we
supreme god at the head of the Egyptian pan
the other gods remain, the qualitiesof the ::5UIF

being are not limited to anyone god,and even
in the same period of time we find many gods
called 'lord of all that exists' and 'sole' or 'to

According to Hornung,only the 'heretic' Ak~
clearly insisted upon an approach which a
One god to the exclusion of the Many.

Other scholars have looked at the cam
Akhenaten's religious 'revolution' differently.
ever. In his 1997 work Moses IIIR EJ?yptima
example. jan Assmann has pointedout that the

Believers in One god or Many

In his early 1930s work The Dawn of Conscience,
the American Egyptologist l ames Henry Breasted
argued that the religion of the heretic 18th-dynasty
pharaoh, Akhenaten - who attempted to do away
with most of Egypt's traditionalgods and toreplace
themwith the worship of the solar disk or Aten (see

In the 19th century a debate arose among Egyptolo
gists which was to ragefor many years and which is
still not entirely over. The debate has centred
around a fundamental aspect of Egyptian religion:
were the ancient Egyptians at all t imes polytheists
or were there timesor evenongoing trends in which
Egyptian religion moved slowly but inexorably
towards monotheism?

Tuthmosis!If (at left) offers
incense and libation before
Amun, the Theban god who
rose to nationalpre-eminence
during New Kingdom times.
18th dynas ty. Chapel0/
Tuthmosis IIIfrom Deir
el-Bahri: Egyptian
Museum, Cairo:
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Egypt and Monotheism

Painted limestone steia
depicting Akhenaten and
Nefertiti toith infant
princesses: The disk of the
solar Aten shines on the
royalfamily in an expression
of what was essentially a
closed theological system.
]8th dyna sty Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

IDUS creation accounts developed by the Egyptians,
and the ongoing process of syncretism, reflect two
bKlamental but different approaches to the para
dox of 'theOneand the Many' inherent in all ancient
Egyptian religion. Assmann has characterized
these divergent viewpoints as one of generation 
by which the One produces the Many (as seen in
Egyptian creation accounts), and one of emanation
- in which theOne is present in the Many (as seen in

syncretism).These viewpoints existed concurrently
in Egypt throughout most of the Dynastic Period,
but in the religion of Akhenaten theconcept of the
emanation of the god Aten is not to be found. It is
through generationalone that the Aten recreates the
world and all that is in it. In this view,although vis
ible and in that sense immanent in his creation, the
Atenalso transcended it in themanner found in true
monotheism.

hrl 0./ theGreat Aten
Temple at Akhetaten
t.-\mama) represented on a
.-a/at block fmtnd at et
Ashm unein. Thegreataltar
., the top isflanked bystatues

; thekinx bearing offerings
.. another expression of the
oue;illl.ydelimited natureof
Attn /i'orship. 18th dynasty.
E'.K)ptian Museum, Cairo.
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Egypt and Monotheism

Statue base with excised
cartouche of Amenophis III
The agents of Akhenaten
removed even the name of the
king'sfather (leaving only his
throne name which was
written without the name of
Amun) in the ioidespread
programme of eradication of
theimages and names of the
Theban god. Luxor Museum.
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Believers in the Many and the One
More recently,[ames Alien has suggested a synthe
sis of the two opposing views of Egyptolugy
regarding Akhenaten's monotheism. One approach
(accepted mainly by earlier Egyptologists) views
Akhenaten's ideas as derivative of concepts present
in Egyptian religion long before that king's reign,
and the other (championed by Erik Hornung) sees
Akhcnaten's religion - especially his monotheism 
as a radical innovation without any precedent
whatsoever. ABen accepts evidence from both
sidesand provides a new perspective. While stress
ing that Hornung is certainly right in pointing to
the distinction between Akhenaten's monotheism
and earlier Egyptian understandings of god,
Allen has shown that what was radical about
Akhenaten's theology was not its proclamation of
the oneness of god but its insistence on exclusivity.
The polyvalent logic of Egyptian thought could
easily allow an appreciation of the underlying
oneness of god to coexist with traditional Egyptian
polytheism. He suggests, in fact, that the best
evidence for this is actually the phenomenon of
syncretism which 'unites the view of god as
simultaneously Many and One'. This is not to say
that Egyptian religion was essentially 'monotheism
with a polytheistic face'- and theperceptionof god
as essentially One may perhaps have been limited
to a few Egyptian theologians at any one time.
But maybe for even ordinary Egyptians the experi
ence of god could have been to some extent
monotheistic - whi le they continued to view the
world in polytheistic terms, they also identified
their uniform notion of 'god' with a particular god
in specific situations.

The advantage of this view is that while it
accepts Homung's valid criticism of many individ
ual pieces of proof of Egyptian monotheism, it
nevertheless allows evidence as to the attitude that

(Below) The 'Restoration
Stela' of Tutankhamun
documenting the return t
orthodox Egyptian relif!Wl'
and the restitution of t }"

Amun after theAmamo
Period. Discovered in thr
temple of Amun at Ra
Egyptian Museum, Cairn

does seem to lie beneath many Egyptian \\
such as those found in the so-called Wisdom
As Alien has written, 'The authors of these
are not espousing a particular theology:
are giving expression to their appreciati
humanity's relationship to the divine in ge
not "this god" as in polytheism, or "the god-



The Concept of
Transcendence

question of whether the ancient Egyptians ever
beved in theconcept of monotheism contains with
':'elf another question - whether they developed
idea of a transcendent deity, Although earlier

eeping affirmationsin this regard havenot stood
test of time and scholarlyanalysis, the idea of
scendent divine ability - especiallyas manifest in
transcendence of space and time - may neverthe

... be reflected in some of the Egyptian evidence.
\~ early as the Instruction for Merikare (apparently
posed inMiddle Kingdom times)we find the

-pression 'the god knows every name', indicating
'rhaps the ideaof an omniscient god. By late New

gdom times we find instances of the great god
'Dun being viewed in a manner which could indicate

tei in his transcendent ability. One text states that
un hears the prayer of one whocalls to him, ina

merit hecomes from afar to the onewho cries out
im'. Afewother texts seem to echo this same
rude. While they may indicateonly that Amun was
~ viewed as acting on a grander and widerscale
had been common before Ramessid times, there
tirm indication that the concept of transcendence

... not involved.Certainly the Egyptian gods did not
marely transcend time - as was seen in Part 1

cause like their human counterparts they weresub
'1 toold ageand eventual demise. Nor could they
.. transcend space, as they could not penetrate the

'er regions beyond the created cosmos which
.-ptian mythology explicitly states is uninhabited
he gods,or those regions of the Duat where the
t of thesun god does not penetrate. Yet, despite

facts, it is possible that from the Egyptians' per
ive. there was an idea of relative - if not absolute

transcendence in the religion of the late New
dam. The few texts which address the subject do

em toshow that Amunwas viewed as transcending
uithin theworld in which the godswere created

functioned, We may also find, with thesame god,
t:- which intimate the god's transcendence of even
bounds of the Egyptians' mythical cosmos,
)TUS Leiden I 350 says of Amun:

,. hidden from thegods, and his aspect isunknown.
... farther than the sky, heis deeper than the Duat... '

thi~ text the 'unknowable nature' of Amun is the
am issue which is stressed, yet the expression 'He is
rther than the sky, he is deeper than the Dual' seems

ndicatea view of the deity's transcendence of the

..enotheism, but simply "god".' From this perspec-
:-e. the Egyptians were in a sense both polytheists

3Dd monotheists, and the religion of Akhenaten
may have had certain precedents in formal theology
:and even in popular attitudes which amount to the
idea of god in the singular. Rather than its radical
'ocu~ on one god, however, it was a dogmatic exclu-

cosmos itself and is not essentially different from the
sentiment of the biblical Psalmist, long regardedby
scholars as reflecting the transcendent omnipresence
of the Hebrew God:

'WhereshallI go from your spirit? Or where should I flee
fromyour presence?
If Iascend up into heaven, you are there; If Imake my
bed in hell, behold you arethere:

Psalm 139:7-8

It is alsopossible to view the nature of Akhenaten's
Atenas being transcendent in certainways (see
p. 236)and the fact that in the Late Period the solar
ram was said to have not only four heads, but also 777
ears and millions of eyes, shows the ideaof the greatly
enhanced sensesof the god in a practical, mythical
manner, Whi le this does not proveomniscience, it is
not essentially different from the theological develop
mentsof later history which posit the ideaof a God
who sees even the smallest event.

siveness that set the religion of Akhenaten apart
and that ultimately made his theology unacceptable
to most ancient Egyptians. It would only be with the
eventual rise of judalsm. Christianity and Islam
that such exclusivity in the worship of the One
would take hold, and in so doing, would historically
spell the end for Egypt's Many.

Thegod Amun came to
be revered as a deity whose
nature included a
transcendent aspect close
to that of themonotheistic
god of ]udaism,
Christianity or Islam.
Detail, statueof Amun
from Thebes. Luxor
Museum.
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(Far right) Inner sanctuary
and shrine of the temple of
Horns at Edfu. Ptolemoic
Period.

synagogues, mosques and other religious
tures, however, Egyptian temples were
primarily designed for the worship of the
Worship could and did take place within theor,
they primarily functioned as complex s~

models of the cosmos, as interfaces betw
physical and supernatural worlds, and as .
of the gods for their carc and provision - func.
which overlapped to a considerable degree.
though some deities had no temples of tht1
and others were not even represented as suba
deities in any temple, in a sense they were all
sented by the temples, which functioned topili

cosmicorder and thus the gods themselves.
The physical form of the temple was shap

this purpose. Sacred sites were ringed by t
walls designed not only to exclude the prof
also tosymbolically and even physically keep
nal unrest and chaos at bay. The outer temple
defined an area not only sacred in the
sense but also representative of the very s
life and order which existed within the .
chaos posited by Egyptian cosmography
architectural programme and decoration
templeproper furthered this model. Its axial
sional way symbolized the path of the sun.
darkened inner sanctuary acted as a physical
phor for both the darkness of night oat of
came rebirthand the darkness of initialcrea .
of which sprang life and order in the be .
These detailed cosmicmodelsfunctioned like
site and perfectly regulated time pieces w.

work of the king, and of the priests who rep
him, providing the power to run them throu;
mystery of culticservice.

(Right) The mortuary temple
of Ramesses IIIat Medinet
Habu, western Thebes.
Although used during the
king 's lifetime, such royal
mortuary temples were
designedfor the ongoing care
of the deceased and divine
king

,

From the very establishment of the ancient Egypt 
ian state around 3000 BC, religion developed along
two separate paths - which often ran in very
different directions. On the one hand, individual
veneration of the gods continued to develop its own
stresses and focal points (which are considered in
the next section). On the other hand, the founding of
the monarchical sta te enhanced the development of
state-favoured and subsidized cults which served
the gods formally.

Houses of the gods
Unlike the gods of the ancient Greeks and some
other cultures, Egyptian deities did not readily mix
with their human subjects, and their interaction
was usually found in specific contexts and areas,
the most important of which was the temple. From
the small reed huts of predynastic times to the tow
ering stone structures of the Xew Kingdom and
later periods, temples were the focal points of indi
vidual population centres and of Egyptian society
as a whole. Unlike modern cathedrals, churches,
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(Below) Female fecundity
deity bearing stylized tray of
offerings symbolicaUy supplies
the needs of thegods. Graeco
Roman Period. Temple of
Montu, Medamud.

Care of the Gods

(Below right) Divine
personification of 'United
with Eternity', the mortuary
temple of Ramesses Ill. 20th
dynasty. Medinet Habu,
western Thebes.



emple service
service and care of the gods was thus para
m not only to the Egyptians' sense of religious

~n,ibi li ty tnward their deities but also to the
inuation of existence itself. This was effected

\rough the practice of rituals which supported
gods so that they in turn might be able to

"''''''''··eand sustain the world. In fact, Dimitri
':- has shown that a single common feature

arl'd by the var ious beings called 'gods' by the
.rptians is that they were the recipients of ritual.
~ rituals were of many types but are most

ilv classified on a temporal basis. Viewed this
: we may differentiate the daily ritual service of
~ods which tended their basic needs; the occa-

'1\31 but regular ri tuals which were part of the
""tl"UrTent festivalsof the temple calendar; and finally,

non-regular rituals which were performed only
:'perml occasions or under special circumstances.

-ruals of the third class were naturally the least
-enmcnlyenacted and are rarelydepicted in temple

"""'''''.". while those of festival and daily rituals
.....,.rate the walls of many Egyptian temples

virtually all cases, however, temple depictions
ritual service do not reflect the reality of the

ro:t.l31 but are rather an idealized representation in
hich the king and deity are the sole participants.
:'{11 in scenes where priests are represented - as in

icrons of processions - they are clearly
llary la the figure of the monarch. for the most

.;mdamental aspect of temple service during the
"'i>araonic period was that in theory, and hence

bolically, it was the king himself who per
.rrned all major actions of the service of the cult.

This aspect of temple function was rooted in the

rnythic reality of the king as legitimate descendant
and heir of the gods - concepts which will be
examined later. However in actual practice it was,
of course, the priests who acted as the king's
surrogates and who usually performed the rituals
involved in the care of the gods,

Amenophis JlI offers incense
and a libation over a richly
laden altar. 18th dynasty.
Lusor Temple Althoul{h
usuaUy represented by
the priesthood. it u'as
both a prerogativeand a
responsibility of the Egyptian
king to supply the ongoing
needs of thegods.
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Usurped representation
depicts the offering of a
diminutive image of the
goddessMaat - symbol of
theEgyptian monarch 's
responsibility to maintain
order, truth andjustice - as
partof the pharaoh's service
of thegods. Tomb 0/
Tawosret and Sethnakhte,
19th-20th dynasty, Valky
of the Kings, western Thebes.

Images of the gods
The object of this service was the divine image.
the statue of the deity housed within the sanctU3l'/
of the temple was the focal point of the entire
As a result, the amount of work dedicated to
production of divine images was often consideral"
and the results doubtless awe-inspiring.

Although they were not considered to be the!"",
themselves, statues of gods and goddesses \\
believed to house the spirits or manifestations
the deities, and because of this they were treated
though they were alive. Divine images were ta

from their shrines each day and washed, dressed
clean clothes, adorned with precious ornarn
and censed. T hey were given offerings of food
drink - usually wine, milk or water - and t

returned to their shrines. The distinction betw
the medium of the statue and the separate iden .
of the deity is clear in textual sources, however:

'The God of this earth is the sun in thesky.
While his images are on earth,
When incense is given them as daily food,
The lord of risings is satified.'

The Instructionof .

The divine image was not only treated reverentiar
but was also the recipient of considerable gifts.

Creating Bodies for the Gods
Cult images of the gods were produced fromonly
the most permanent or symbolically significant
materials, and the production of a divine statue was
considered as an act of creation accomplished by
human craftsmen with the helpof thegods
themselves. There was thus something of the
supernatural about the divine image even from its
initial design and fashioning at the craftsmen's
hands.Mythologically, the skin of the gods was
said to be of pure goldso divine images were often
gilded or made entirely with the precious metal.
Their hair was said to be like lapis lazuli so this
semi-precious stone was often inset into statues of
deities to signify their hair and eyebrows. Symbolic
connections were also made with thedeity by
means of the materials used in its image - funar
deities, forexample, often being inset with silver,
which signified the moon. The connection between
the image and the deity it represented was made
total, however, through the rite of the 'opening of
themouth'. This ritual symbolically removed all
traces of human origin from the image and instilled
it with theemanation of the deity.At this point the
image wasbelieved to become the invisible deity's
visiblebody on earth. As such it 'lived' and fulfilled
the function not only of an intermediary but as the
very nexusof interaction between this world and
beyond.

'opening of the mouth' scene,
Tomb of Inherkha, Thebes.
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The divine barque of Amun,
carried by priests and ledby
theking, in ritualprocession.
Shrine of Philip A rrhidaeus,
c. 323 BC, temple of Amun,
Karnak.

Procession with fattened bulls
and offerinffs for thegreat
opet festival 19th dynasty,
Luxor Temple.
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its supernatural basis, any ritual might be said
to be a mystery. More particularly, any part of a
ritual which was conducted privately, beyond the
view of the people at large, was given this name
because it was also hidden and part of the secret
knowledge of the priests and others who were
skilled in its performance. A general atmosphere of
secrecy was developed by the priesthoods as
time progressed, but in reality the same priests
sometimes performed similar rituals - such as the
'opening of the mouth' - in both hidden and open
settings, and the boundaries betweenformal temple
ceremonies and private ritual were probably
blurred to some degree.

Fest ivals, rituals and mysteries
Tbe festivals of the deities provided the structural
tramework for many of the important rituals focus-

on the gods and on cultic or cosmic renewal.
'Festival calendars' or lists of ritual activities were
~bcd on thewalls and doorways of templesand

. en Included the offerings to be made not only in
regular daily service but also onall theparticular

days celebrated in the temple's cult.
Renewal is particularly important in these festi

nls as their purpose was ultimately directed to the
gme kind of rejuvenation or rebirth achieved each
day in the constant solar cycle. Thus,oneof the rit
aaIs performed onNew Year's Day - alsocalled 'the
Wth of Re' - and most fully recorded in Ptolemaic
brilL S involved carrying the statues of deities up to

temple roof. Here the god or goddess could see
md be united with the rising sun in a moment of
obared rebirth. Many of the same rituals and relig
~ performances were enacted on a number of

: fes tivals such as those of the first day of the
. t month (New Year) and the first day of the fifth

IIlOllth (celebrating the rebirth of Osiris). Some fes
-als had their own particularly focused meanings,
course, but renewal or rebirth was a predomi

aant theme in a great number of them.
The power of the gods was also tapped and

rder maintained by means of rituals utilized on
un:::cheduled special occasions. This could be the
land of ritual employed in the 'opening of the
mouth' ceremony in order to animate a temple statue
(6 it could beone with much wider application.The
f:Oddess Sekhmet, for example, was regarded as a
potential bringer of plague and disease who
scmecimes had to be propitiated and her priests
were often skilled in medicine. Placation could be
xromplished through large-scale magico-religious
rituals performed in the temples as well as through
IOOre focused ri tuals directedat individualsufferers.
Thus rituals {or the care of humanity ultimately
also served to care for thegods.

Many aspects of the daily service, festival and
special rituals were described by the Egyptians as
'mvsteries' (Egyptian shetau). In fact, by virtue of

esample. Amenophis Sonof Hapu,chief steward of
.>.mennphis lII, records that he donated [,(lOO ani

Is to a statue of the king. Royal gifts to the gods
ki f even more prodigious, of course, and were
. en recorded in representations of the king pre

W'nting his gifts before the image of the deity to
whom they were made.

On festival days or other special occasions the
mage:5 of the gods were often placed in portable
tarques which were carried upon the shoulders of
me priests and taken in procession to significant

K These were often the temples of other deities,
.... their ownoutlying temples wherethedeity would
gnply take up temporary occupancy for the dura
tJOI1 of thefestival or special event.
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Gifts to the gods
Pious visitors to temples donated perishable
ings such as food, drink or flowers as
non-perishable gifts dedicated to the gods
from simple trinket-likeobjects to finely carv
paintedstatues and votive stelae. These lane!'
represent the most important votive gifts f
archaeological contexts.

Statues given as gifts to the gods or placed
shipfully before them were produced in
numbers in many periods. Most of the sta
have survived from ancient Egypt are in fact
pieces donated to the gods by kings, nobles,
and various officers of the state, and even as
tive gifts from cities and towns. Such

image of the god would not be visible to
Those outside the priesthood had access to 'ra,
ear' shrines placed in the outer walls of manr
ples,and the colossalstatues in front of their
were also readily accessible to the people as
tors of their prayers. In some temples the
could also be approached through oracles
would answer important questions, and roo..
people also had some access to the gods in
matters. This was sometimes accorn
through specific movements of the god's~
shrine barque while it was being carried in
sion, when questions were addressed to the
Though we do not know how commonly this
oracular manifestation occurred or how \\ .
was accessible, it is probable that such guidar
the gods was sought when the courts were 00

to settlea matter.
Another way in which the common peoplt

access to the gods was through dreams. For
tians, thesleeper temporarily inhabited the\\
the gods, and dreams could thus often .
contact with thegods. The best-known exampi
this are found in the records of New K"
monarchs such as Tuthmosis IVto whom the
Sphinx spoke as a god in a dream,but even t
humble commoner could dream of deities
same manner. Magical texts describe the m
of many such dreams which might be expe .
and we have ample evidence of dreams
actively elicited as means to understanding
of thegods.

Finally, we must not rule out other forms
ception, for the Egyptian gods could also be
through their fragrance, through sounds
other such ways. For the ancient Egyptiane\

wind felt on a person's face might be perc .
the breath of a god or the passage of the ..
Shu. We should not altogether discount m.
ceived ability of the Egyptians to encounter
gods ineveryday contexts,although theseITl3J
been viewed as of relatively less importance
the potential for interaction with thedivine f
the housesof thegods.

Although the common people played little or no
active part in the formal rituals conducted by the
offic ial cults, they had their own opportunities and
avenues for worship of their deities. Herodotus'
often quoted statement that the Egyptians were
'religious beyond measure.. .more than any other
people' seems to have applied not only to the great
temples with their multitudes of priests and elab
orate service of the gods, but also to the piety of
many ordinary people. But achieving a fuller
assessment of popular religion in ancient Egypt is
made difficult by a number of factors. As John
Baines has stressed, on the one hand, the archaeo
logical record is incomplete since far less is known
of the religious practices of people living in towns,
villages and rural areas than about the formal wor
ship that took place in the cult temples of gods and
kings, On the other hand, the archaeological record
itself can be somewhat misleading, While a great
deal of the ancient Egyptian material which has
survived is religious in nature, the bulk of it was
produced by and for the society's elite - the royal
and noblefamilies. Their religion was not necessarily
the same as that of the common people, however,
and in some cases it was clearlydifferent. We do not
know to what degree religious piety was present
throughout Egypt's various social classes or to
what extent this situation changed over time. Nev
ertheless, despite these difficulties, a fair amount is
known about popular religion - at least in certain
areas and times - and we can only presume that
what is known is indicative of the broader picture.

Access to the god s
In the earlier periods of Egyptian history there was
often no clear distinction between the priesthood
and other members of society, as temple service
was conducted by individuals who, after their
assigned rotation of duties, returned to secular
work in their communities. However, in New
Kingdom and later times when the priestly offices
became professional and largely hereditary ones,
the situation changed considerably, and we find a
much greater gap between the population at large
and those involved in formal service of the gods.
Lay individuals could place votive offerings in the
outer areas of temples, but the chief occasions
during which they could approach the gods were
public festivals. At these times lay people might
witness the procession of a deity,although it would
be from a decorous distance and usually the actual

Popular Religion and Piety
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tuary usually comprised individual or group fig
~ of gods, sometimes with the inclusion of an

errnediary royal or priestly figure, and these
-ine images could range from individually crafted

100(";:' to mass-produced figures of gods and god-
sses utilized by the less wealthy. In the Late and

Ptolemaic Periods the private donation of votive
bronzestatues grew tremendously,and the develop
lIIDf'fJ[ of casting techniques led to the production of

amtless metal images of dei ties and sacred ani-

mals for devotional purposes and as offerings to
templesand shrines"

Votive stelae were of different types, though
many bore texts requesting favours from the gods
and sometimes gave thanks for their help when it
seemed that a request had been granted. The styles
of such stelae varied geographically and changed
over time but usually depicted the donor, sometimes
together with members of his or her family, wor
shipping the deity to whom the stela was dedicated.

(Left) Statue of worshipper
presenting votive of Mut,
Amun and Khonsu. New
Kingdom. Egyptian Museum,
Cairo.

(Right) Gilded statuette of
Gsiris: 24th-25th dynasty.
Roemer and Pelizaeus
Museum, Hildesheim.
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deceased and a 'personal piety' movement be~
develop, eventually resulting in more direct dr.
access for the common people - perhaps in co
to the increasingly hereditary and profe~{

nature of the priesthood. Thus, by New Kin
times, in addition to the great temples staffed
courses of priests there were numerous small
shrines in which prayers could be offered or \
offerings left for the deity to whom the shrine
dedicated. In the workmen's village of DeS
Medina in western Thebes there were shrines
this type honouring Amun, Hathor, Ptah, 111'
lsis.Osiris, Anubis and other gods as well as ""'.
deities of foreign origin such as Astarte
Qadesh. A shrine to Hathor excavated there
vides an example of one apparently recervin
veneration mainly of women,

These localshrines showevidence of a good
of use, but it appears that the religion of
Egyptians may have been dominated by the v
tion of personal or local gods honoured in
smaller household shrines. Homes excavated at

el-Medina contained niches in which were ke~

images of departed relatives and also of hous
deities - most commonly the god Bes and the
dess Taweret. These deities had the power to
off evil, appearing on plaques or as amulets
were attached to household objects or worn 00

person, While such plaques and amulets Tl13JI
considered apotropaic or protective magic
than worship perse, the two can hardly bese
cd, as the Egyptian gods figured prominen
all types of magical rituals and procedures .
at procuring desirable conditions or av .
undesirable ones. The wish to control or tap
supernatural powers of the cosmos was pen
in the religions of the ancient world and .
was certainly no exception, for its vast pan
provided a rich realm of possible allies i
practice of religious magic.

: .~

~\ ;j
, )

,

In New Kingdom times in particular, such sielae
also often depicted one or more large pairs of ears
as symbolic listening devices to ensure that the
supplicant's prayers were 'heard' by the god. Such
'ear' stelae may be almost completely covered with
these depictions or decorated with the representa
tion of a single, huge, pair of ears - presumably
increasing the 'auditory' effectiveness of the stelae,

Private worship and personal piety
From the Middle Kingdom onwards we find stelae
showing the direct worship of Osiris by the

Popular Relig ion and Piety

Painted wooden 'ear stela ' of
Bai with three pairs of ears
representing diome hearing of
the worshipper 's prayer. From
Deir el-Medina. Ramessid
Period. Egyptian Museum,
Cairo.

(Left) Worker's house at
el-Medina showing all

architecturalfeature u'hid
may haveserved as both .
and a domestic altar. 18 1
dynasty. Western Thebes:

(Right) Interiorsudrcase
the Ttolemaic temple1)/
Hathor at Deir ei-Medina.
The Egyptians presented
offerings at such fo rmal
temples as well as at morr
modest local and house
shrines:
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Relationships with
the Divine

From even earlier periods we find texts of 
gratitude for answered prayers, hymns and
of praise, and texts which request the help
gods in humble but eloquent ways. Such, for
pie, is a prayer of the 11 th-dynasty monarch
asking for protection through the darkness
night and for the continued gift of life. \\"
text is a formal one from Intet's tomb stela,
remarkable in the personal nature of its inv

A merciful and personal deity
Personalpiety appears to have reached a high
in New Kingdom times - when it was believ
the gods could forgive human sins - and is
must d early seen in the 50-called 'penitential
which have survived to us from Deir el -~

These rangefrom formal compositions tnscrG.
carved stelae to simple graffi ti and include i
tions dedicating them to Amun, Ptah.

'Will you depart, father Re. before you commend nr
Will sky conceal you before you commend me?
Commend me tonight and those dwelling in it,
So as to find [me among your adorers], 0 Re.
Who worship you at your risings,
Who lament at your settings.
May night embrace me, midnight shelter me
By your command, 0 Re... '

From a stela of Intef H, trans.by Miriam L'

It is in the writings of the Egyptians themselves
that we gain our deepest insights into their atti
tudes towards their religion and to the gods. There
is a considerable body of textual evidence to sup
port the contention that for many Egyptians their
personal religious outlook and belief in the gods
extended well beyond mere superstition. To besure,
it is possible to see selfish and transitory human
needs and desires beneath many of these texts, but
the level of personal piety often appears high. Of
particular value in this regard are texts found at
Deir el-Medina. While the inhabitants of the ancient
village of this site - the workmen and artisans who
constructed the royal tombsof the New Kingdom 
may not have been entirely typical of Egyptian
society the texts they left do provide fascinating
insights into non-formal religionand especially into
the relationships of the Egyptians with their gods.
But these texts are not our only written evidence.

The remains of tombs,
fumpks anddu~UmgsattM

workmen 's m1kJ.ge at Deir el
Medina. western Thebes, a
keysitefor our knowledge of
ancient F-lOptian religion and
everyday life:



jererseger and other deities. In a good number of
cases they demonstrate that - at least by New
Kingdom times - the extent of the personal rola
bOl'L.;;hip possible between the common people of
Egypt and even the greatest gods was considerable.
Some of these texts preserve penitential inscrip
Don:- of considerable beauty not unlike that
~l3ined in some of the more famous Hebrew
psalms. The votive stela of Nebre, for example,
mcludes the following poignant words which
cmder:,core the Egyptian belief in the awareness
.md mercyof his god.

"You are Amun, the Lord of the silent,
ibo comes at the voice of the poor;
then I call to you in my distress ,

·00 come to rescue me,
e give breath to him who is wretched,

To rescu e me from bondage. ..

(Left) Stela of Penbuy,
dedicated to Plah, with
prayer-hearingears, from
Deir el-Medina. 19th dynasty.

'~ British Museum.

~,

Though the servant was disposed to do evil,
The Lord is disposed to forgive.
The Lord of Thebes spends not a whole day in anger,
His wrath passes ina moment, none remains.
His breath comes back to us in mercy,
Amun returns upon his breeze...'

Votive Stela of Nebre, from Deir el-Medina

In the final era of Egypt's ancient history the
supreme position of Isis and the wide range of her
cult appear to have been due, toa very largedegree,
to the personal relationship of the goddess with her
followers and the promise of salvation which was
tied to this bond. Often this personal relationship
with the deity is seen as purely a development of
the Graeeo-Roman era, but its precedents in Egypt
are clear and provided a fertile ground for the even
tual development of Isis worship as a road to
personal salvation in later times.

Relationships with
the Divine

(Below) The Egyptums wished
to continue their relationship
unih flu! gods in the afterlife.
Painted amulets oncartonnage
mummy case of the Lady
Tentqerel 22nd dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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Between Gods and Men

Thegods Thoth. and Horns
pour water ()tier the king in a
rituallustration. Temple of
Horns, Edfu. Theologically,
the Egyptian king stood
between humanityand the
gods in his monarchical role

Once Egypt had been united and a central govern
ment established, the cult of the living king seems
to have been developed in addition to the cults of
local and national deities. This fact tends to be
taken for granted, but we know very little about
how this situation came to be, and if or to what
extent the early king was viewed as divine in his
lifetime. Even in the later historical periods when
evidence is clearer and more plentiful, there is dis
agreement among scholars as to the degree to
which the Egyptian king was regarded as human,
divine,or as both.

King ship a nd divinity

That the living Egyptian king was viewed as divine
certainly appears possible. In representations the

king is depicted far larger than his human sub'
and on the same scale as the gods themselves. .
only were monarchs said to be 'like' (Egyptian
or the 'image of' (Egyptian tiet, or tut) ,am
deities, but the word netcher or 'god' was also
quently used as an epithet of kings. The fo
titulary of the Egyptian king also spelled out
relationship with several key deities, indicating
he was not only viewed as the son of Re during
lifetime (from the 4th dynasty on), but also as
living manifestation or image of the falcon
Horus (perhaps from the beginning of the Dynas
Period).There are other important lines of evide.
for this point of view. The myth of the king's di
birth, for example, was developed in the .'
Kingdom but was apparently not something inv
ed by Hatshepsut, as is sometimes stated.
seems to have existed since at least ~ 1 i

Kingdom times. Even before this, the underly
purpose of the complex genealogy of the gods
structed by the priests of Heliopolis may haw
as much to establish the divine lineage and na
of the king as to establish the order of ereati
fact seen by Rudo!f Anthcsas earlyas the middle
the last century. As a result of this type of evi
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Henri Frankfort, in his important study Kingship
end the Gods,and a good many other scholars, have
believed that the pharaoh's rites of coronation and
aeee:sion elevated him to identity with the gods.

On the other hand, this may not be the only con
clusion that can be drawn from the sources which
pro\·ide our information on Egyptian kingship.
There is no doubt whatsoever that the living king
""3.S regarded as subservient to the gods and that in
theory, and to some degree in practice, every king
acted as their servant in theenactment of temple rit
uals. The evidence considered above may also be
..newed in different ways. The frequent identifica
tion of the king with various deities could often be
uIe more than hyperbole. Marie-Ange Bonheme

has also recently pointed out that while the king's
forma] names may indicate an aspect of divinity in
the monarch, they do not clarify the 'degree of
divinity' which is involved. As early as 1960,
Georges Posener showed that the image of the liv
Ul~ pharaoh as a god-king is perhaps exaggerated
by the royal and religious sources which aim to
heiRhten the divine aspect of kingship. In popular
literatureand texts the Egyptian king is hardly por
trayed as a god. He cannot work the miracles of his
..rise men and is certainly neither omniscient nor
srcu tnerable in the way we would expect if he were
truly regarded as divine. From this perspective it
WQUld seem that it was not the king who was hon
oured as a god but the incarnate power of the gods
that was honoured in the king.

Adivine duality
TIle rruth is probably to be found in a balance of
~ views. From the human perspective the

Egyptian king was viewed as one of the gods - he is
called such and depicted along with other gods in
divine scenes. On the other hand, it could be said
that from a divine perspective the king was still

Between Gods and Men

(Left) The god A mun,
attended by the birth-related
goddesses Serketand
Neith, impregnates Queen
Mutemwia, mother of
Amenophis III 18th dynasty.
Luxor Temple.

(Below) Hatshepsut,
accompanied by Tuthmosis
JIJ, offers to a divine image
of herself 18th dyna sty:
Decorated block, Chapelle
Rouge. Karnak.
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Between Gods and Men
human and was, of course, subject to human frail
ties and mortality. This dual nature of the living
king - human and divine - seems to be implicit in
the serekh, the device in which the king's name was
written from early times (showing the god Horus
atop the royal palace), and in the royal titulary
which was drawn up at the king's accession from
Middle Kingdom times.The nesut-bit or 'two ladies'
title preceded the king's formal throne name, and
has long been interpreted as signifying only ruler
ship over Upper and Lower Egypt. But it may refer,
in fact, to the divine identity of the king in general
(nesuf) and thecurrent human holderof the office in
the line of kingly succession (bit ). Beginning with
Siegfried Morcnz,a number of scholars have shown
that the dual nature of the king may also be seen in
contrast ing nesut with another Egyptian word
relating to kingship - hem, usually translated
'majesty'. The first word, nesut, refers to the divine
power held by the king and used in the exercise of

kingly roles, whereas the second word, hem. rea.
refers to the idea of the individual in whom
divine power is incarnate. These two terms \\
sometimes used together (hem en nesut) mea
something like 'the incarnation of (div
kingship'.

Accepting this duality amounts to a view
Egyptian monarchical ideology which under-tan,
the king as being in effect both human and div
during his lifetime. This apparent contradic
would have hardly been seen as problematic by
ancient Egyptians, whose theological syst
contained many such enigmas. The appares
contradiction wasresolved practicall y in the d
of the king's role - in essence, the nature of
Egyptian king depended upon the situation.
king represented the gods to his people as a
and also the people of Egypt to the gods :b

human. Theologically neither the divine nor
human realm could function without him.

mackgranite statue of
Ramesses 1I. the great
pharaoh whose images and
works strive topersonify the
ideal of divine kingship, and
tono was declared divine in his
oum lifetime. 19th dynasty.
EgyPtian Museum, Turin.
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Deified in life
Despite the human-divine duality inherent in the
reign of most Egyptian pharaohs there were
mstances when living kings do seem to have been
declared fully divine within their own lifetimes.
This was not the result of arbitrary theological or

a1decree, however, and it seems clear that such
g~ usually 'earned' their immortality through

)fur and successful reigns. The clearest evidence
~ this comes from the New Kingdom;although the

63Ct details of the situation are not always clear,
-he hying deification of Amenophis III and
Ramesses 11 are relatively well attested. In the case

-' Amenophis Ill: we find that towards the end of
us reign this king began the increasing solarization
. ER"YPt's major cults and of his Q\','Tl kingship.

According to the reconstruction of events by
Ravrnondjohnson and others,at the time of his Sed

bilee celebrated in the 30th year of his reign the
g declared himself deified and merged with the

solar disk as the Aten or as Re-IIorakhty. From this
time we find the king taking divine prerogatives in
his representations such as those showing him with
the curved beard of the gods, with the horns of
Amun and wearing the lunar crescent and sun disk
or presenting an offering before a statue of himself.
Even here, however, the evidence of royal deifica
tion may not be what it appears on the surface.
Betsy Bryan has pointed out that Amenophis may
not have intended by his own deification to have
transcended kingship on earth permanently and
that the cultic and political uses of a divine ruler
could have been limited to prescribed occasions
such as the king's Sed festival.

Representations of living deified kings in the
presence of deities show a level of equality which
transcends that found in normal scenes of the king
among the gods. In the inner shrine of the great
rock-cut temple of Abu Simbel, for example. the
deified Ramesscs 11 had four statues cut to repre-

Between Gods and M en

The sanctuary of the
mortuary temple of
Ramesses 11 at Abu Simbe/
holds seated statues of the
gods Pt ah. Amull, Ramesses
and Re-Horakhty: Here. the
figu re of the king represents
not only thegodOsiris. but
also Ramesses himself as
god 19th dynasty:



Akhenatenand his family
present offerings to the Aten.
The natureof Akhenaten's
placein his own religion is not
funy understood, but it seems
that heand his family may
have played some kindof
divine role before his subjects,
Limestone balustrade from
elAmarna, Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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sent Ptah,Re-Ilorakhty,Amun-Re and himself,seat
ed side by side.That the king is not simply depicted
in the company of the gods is clear as the figures
are shown as incontrovertible equals, It has even
been suggested that in this group the king might be
represented as an embodiment or manifestation of
all these national gods. We can only be sure that in
some circumstances the living Egyptian king could
be declared divine in a manner which transcended
theaspectof divinity which was takenon at thecor
onation. Whether this deification of the living
monarch equalled that accorded deceased kings in
permanency or in degree we may never know.

The nature of Akhenaten is also of particular
interest in regard to the question of monarchical
divinity but is difficult to ascertain, While some
scholars have seen this king as taking the role of

divine son of the god Aten, others haveseen h-
a member of a kind of divine triad which
included his queen Nefertiti,More recently, a nUlllo
of Egyptologists have pointed out what appear
be associations with traditional Egyptian _
theology even within the Amarna Period. Eu
Cruz-Uribe has shown that just as Amenophi
may have been equated with the Aten. and
queenTiye with Hathor,complex parallels may
been promulgated which suggested the equari
the living Akhenaten with the god Shu, Khepri
other solar deities, Nefertiti with Tefnut. and
sibly,a royal daughter with the goddess Maar,

(Right) Statueof a statue of
Amenophis 1II displays the
kingas agod and. on its rear
fare, theimageof the human
kingprostate before thegod
Amun. Luxor Museum.



Divine Royal
Statues

Statues of Egyptian kings functioned as integral
parts of divine cults, often serving as intermediaries
between the peopleand thegods within or at the
entrances to temples and also - especially in later New
Kingdom times - sometimes being regardedas divine
themselves.Statues such as the titanic figure of
Ramesses 11 set up in western Thebes- which was the
subject of Shelley's poem 'Ozymandias' - were given
special names, could own land, had theirown atten
dant priesthoods, and were venerated as gods in their
own right. A group of artifacts knownas the Horbeit

•

Stelae throw particular light on this phenomenon. The
stelae, which were found in theeastern Delta near the
modern Qantir, come from the region of Ramesses II's
chief Delta residence and attest to the presence of a
cult of several colossal statues of the king in that
area.One of these stelae (that of Seti-er-neheh)depicts
a statue of the deified Ramesses II along with the
great gods Amun and Ptah ina manner which makes
the importanceof the statue unmistakable. Another
stela (that of the military commander Mose) depicts
Ramesses II in a unique manner. In its lower register
the stela showsa colossal seated statue of Ramesses
next toa smaller figure of the king (which isappar
ently intended as a divine manifestationof thestatue)
giving gifts to Muse.The statue and its manifestation
both share the same name and show the divine nature
of the deified king's image.

Of great interest for our understanding of
ancient Egyptian theology arescenes which

havesurvived to us of kings presenting
sacrifices to deified statues of them-

selves. An example is found in the
representation of Amenophis III
offering toan image of himself
in his templeat SoIeb.Such
depictionsare based on the
conceptof dual (earthly and
heavenly) roles played by the
gods themselves. Beginning in
the Old Kingdom we find
evidence for the idea of deities
being manifest both in the
heavensor 'beyond' and in the
physical sphereon earth, just as
the living king was himself a
manifestation of the earthly
Horus as opposed to the god
Horus in the heavens. Thus, a
king deified in his own lifetime
- within the physical sphere
could sacrifice tohis own
self as a deity in thespiritual
sphere.

Stela of Seti-er-neheb shows
the god Amun-Re (top kit)
before Ptah and a statue of
the divine Ramesses If,
'Montu of the Two Lands'.
From Horbeit. 19th dynasty.
Roemer and Pelizaeus
Museum, Hildesheim.
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Deceased and Divine

The intimate embrace of
Ramesses IIIand the goddess
Isis underscores the divine
nature of the deceased
Egyptian monarch. 20th
dynasty. Tomb of
Amenherkhepshef, Valley
of the Queens, western
Thebes.
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While what we might call full deificat ion occurred
for some monarchs within their lifetimes, it was
usually in death that this state was reached and
a good deal of evidence seems to show that the
deceased Egyptian king was venerated as a 'full'
god. A number of Egyptian queens were also
deified in death - including the illustrious Ahmose
Nefertari of the 18th dynasty and later queens such
as Arsinoe 11, Berenike 11, and Cleopatra Ill, V, and
VII of the Ptolemaic Period. Although the situation
is somewhat different for deceased queens and can
not be examined in detail here, a number of
similarities certainly existed between the deifica
tion of kings and queens.

Dead king s as living gods
The close relationship between the deceased king
and the gods may be seen in the textual and repre
sentational evidence associated with the royal
mortuary cults from early times. The Pyramid
Texts clearly attempt to place the deceased king on
thesame level as the gods - both by directly assert
ing that he is a god, and by stating that he 'is' Osiris,
Re, or some other deity. In some cases the texts not
only show the deceased king's parity with the
divine cohort, but they also stress his ascendance
over the other gods, showing that he is certainly not

viewed as a minor deity in the afterlife. We
know if these assertions of the deceased
deity were originally statements of formally
belief or whether they represented a desired
tion which was attempted through the use
magical texts. The idea of the king's deified a
was certainly established by Old Kingdom
however,and the same typesof textual evideoa
found in royal mortuary contexts thro
subsequent periods of Egyptian history. Re
tations of the deceased king in the preseoe
deities likewise indicate equality between the
from early times.

The very purpose of the royal mortuary
seems to have been the affirmation of the deal.
monarch's divinity, yet the specific nature of
divinity must not be overlooked.A number of
ago William Murnane showed, in a study cl
texts and representations of the great mo
temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu, that
of the focus of the royal mortuary cult w
ongoing reaffirmation of the king's divine ki
rather than eternal life per se. This conclusion
expanded in later studies of other mon.
temples dating back to theOld Kingdom,and il
seems clear that in many if not all cases thes
all these royal mortuary establishments 1:0:.
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contir.uation of the king's reign on a divine level in
the afterlife. It must not be forgotten that even from
• relatively early date - perhaps by the end of the
(Md Kingdom - funerary spells for the afterlife
transformation to the divine became available to
other classes of society, Nobles, and later others,
couldalso aspire to become gods in the afterlife. It is
unthinkable that these individuals regarded their
afterlife state to be equivalent to that of the king or
the great gods. It seems far more likely that what
:a~ envisaged for both commoner and king alike
ras an afterlife which represented a kind of clivi-

nized state of their own social stations in life. In the
case of the deceased king, there were specific asso
ciations which might be seen as elevating his
position above that of hisearthly reign. This is seen
particularly in the concepts of the royal ancestors,
and of the king as Osiris and Re.

The royal ancestors
Although in reality Egyptian civilization was ruled
by kings of many houses and famil ies, Egyptian
kingship ideology made use of a particular fiction
in the form of the 'royalancestors'. This represented
a kind of monarchical family line reaching back
through the ages and linking the living king with
his deceased 'forebears'. This does not mean that

direct lineage was implied - in fact the official gene
alogies omit unorthodox or aberrant rulers such as
Hatshepsut or Akhenaten. However there was a
kind of continuum between the living king, his
'forebears' and, ultimately, the gods who ruled as
kings at the beginning of the world.

Somekings of thepast were particularly venerated.
Senwosret III of the 12th dynasty, for example, was
remembered for his subjugation of the region to the
south of Egypt and was honoured by a small tem
pie built by Tuthmosis HI some 400 years later at
el-Lessiya in Nubia. Yet less illustrious rulers were
alsoabsorbed into theancestral tradition upon their
deaths, and most were chronicled in the king-lists
inscribed in temples such as that of Sethos I at
Abydos, where the cartouches of past rulers
received veneration and offerings. Representations
at a number of sites show that the ancestors also
played an important role in various royal and relig
ious rituals. Scenes carved under Harnesses n and
Remesscs III showing the harvest festival of the
god Min, for example, show statues of the royal
ancestors being carried before the king. The
statues, which are named in these New Kingdom
scenes, include Menes, the legendary first king of
the united Egypt. The oldest evidence for the royal
ancestors preserve no names and shows simply the

Peristyle court of the
mortuary temple of
Ramesses 111 uith remnants
of Osiride statuesof the
kin#. TIu; royal mortuary
temple alignedthe deceased
kinK toitn the gods Osiris and
Re and also celebrated the
diunity of the kingin his
own right. 20th dynasty.
Medinet Habu, western
Thebes.
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The king as Osiris
Although the Egyptian sources equate the decea,
king with several deities, there is a clear
constant emphasis throughout most of Eg}
history on theassociation of the king with the
erworld god Osiris. This was doubtless because
role of kingshipfitted theOsiridemythologypal'

ularly well. Every pharaoh ceased to functionas
earthly Horus - and son of Osiris- upon death
was identified by virtue of death with the decello.
Osiris. He thus stood as predecessor in relati
the next living king as the mythical Osiris "
Horus. According to this symbolic metaphor.
becoming one with Osiris the dead king
became ruler of the afterlife region - swi t
realms, as it were, from rule over the living to
over the dead.

As time progressed royal mortuary iconognF
was increasingly adapted to this equation of
dead king with Osiris. We find this manifest
dozens of ways. Osiride insignia such as the
and fla il were placed on New Kingdom royal
showing continued afterlife rulership with
despitetheabsenceof an earthly crown in the ,"
afterlife representations. Also, the figures of
and Nephthys were placed at either end of the

idea of a collective group of undifferentiated but
deified ancestors. The royal ancestors were depict
ed as divine beings of a high order, and the
deceased king was elevated in joining their ranks.

Aparticularaspectof the royalancestors may be
seen in the ka of the king. While the Egyptian word
ka isusually translated as 'soul' or 'spirit' in general
usage, the royalka was more than just an individual
spiritual 'double'. Lanny Bell, who has made
detailed studies of the nature of the royal ka, has
shown that it embraced the royal ancestors as well
as the living king and was central to the Egyptians'
concept of kinglyaccession. As Bell has written, the
aspect of divinity attained by the living Egyptian
king occurred only when he became one with the
royal ka at the climax of the coronation ceremony.
The royal ka was, in this sense, the symbolic and
spiritualpoint of interfacebetween the king and his
deified ancestors.

(Above right) F:nJ{aJ{cd pillar
statues of Hatshepsut as
Osiris 18th dynasty. Temple
of Hatshepeut, Deir el-Bahri,
western Thebes.

(Above) Ka figure of King Ay.
The royal ka seems to have
incorporated the royal
ancestors, as well as the ka of
the liIJing king, and as such
represented one aspect of the
divinity of the deceased king
18th dynasty. Tomb of Ay,
uestem Valley of the Kings,
western Thebes.
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coffin or sarcophagus to fulfil the role of mourning
for the deceased Osiris. The decoration of the royal
tombs of the New Kingdom alsostresses the fusion
of the deceased king and Osiris. though to a large
extent this is overshadowed by the symbolicassoci
ation of the king with the sun god Re. However,
some scenes, such as those found on the side walls
and tympana of the 19th-dynasty royal burial
chambers, focus on the fusion of Osiris (who came
to be viewed as the mummy or corpse of Re at this
ime), the sun god, and the king.

The king as Re
Although the Egyptian king became one with
Osiris upon death, he was also fused with the sun
god Re. This idea is at least as old as the Osirlde
association and is strongly attested from the
Pyramid 'texts onward. The situation actually par
allels that described between the king and the
nethcrworld god. Just as the living monarch was
held to be the son of Osiris but fused with the deity
upon death, so the living king known as the 'Son of
Re' could fuse with his fa ther Re upon his entry into
the afterlife. Deified queens were also frequently
....rciated with the goddess Hathor (or later Isis
Hathor)who was seenas the daughter of Re.

While the iconography associated with the
body of the deceased king - i.e., the mummy, coffin,
and sarcophagus - was associated primarily with
Osiris, the imagery of royal tomb decoration as
seen throughout New Kingdom monuments is
primarily linked with the king's assimilation with
thesun god. This assimilation or fusion involves the
king's cyclic travel with Re into, through, and outof
the netherworld regions in continuing renewal and
rebirth. The imagery of solar assimilation may be
varied, however. On the one hand the god-king is
said to ride alongside Re in the celestial boat of the
sun god and to ad as a judge in the realm of Re,
while on the other hand he is clearly said to be one
with the solar god. Both are depicted iconographi
cally, the latter when the name of Rarnesses III is
written within a solar image in that king's tomb.
in either case, however, the deceased kings divinity
is clear.

Sceneof Re.florakhty (at
right)greeted byMerenptah
symbolizing the af terlife
joining of thekingand
the solargod. Tomb of
Merenptah; 19th dynasty.
Valley of the Kings, western
Tlwbes
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Kingship Among the
Gods

It is perhaps not surprising that the Egyptian king
should aspire to retain his kingly role and office in
the afterlife, but there is another aspect to the
phenomenon of kingship among the gods. Textual
and representat ional evidence clearly shows that
the Egyptians envisioned their deities to be orga
nized in a manner similar tohuman society, with the
institut ion of kingship providing the governmental
model among the gods themselves. Deities took
kingly attributes and roles like those of theirearthly
counterparts, and the interaction between the two
led to the concept of the 'king of the gods' which
may have been of great importance in Egyptian
theological development.

Gods as kings

Egyptian mythology is dogmatic that the institution
of kingship was coeval with the rule of the gods.
Thus, the king list preserved in the Royal Canon of
Turin, which dates to the 19th dynasty, begins with
a dynasty of 11 deities who ruled for over 7,700
years. Through creation Re became the king of gods
and men and although he eventually tired and with
drew from the world he had made, he continued to
hold sovereign power as god of the heavens. On
earth, the rule of Re led toa royalsuccession among
the gods themselves, and in the Canon the length of
the reign of each god is given before the reigns of
human kings.The texts state that eventually Osiris

Part of the Noyal (anon of
Turin, a fragmentary
papyrus, written in hieratic,
which preserves a list of gods,
demi-gods, spirits, mythical
and human kings who ruled
Egypt from the time of
creation. 19thdynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Turin.

became king of Egypt, and as the heir of Osr
Horus next took over his father's kin .
However, his own rulership took on even wider.
mic, proportions as it was fused with the ruleof
and wi th that of the ancient falcon god Hours
was himself originally a cosmic deity. This le\
kingship is made clear in theCoffin Texts:

'Horus ...has become lord of the [solar] barque and
inherited the sky.. .
It is this Hams, the son of Isis, who rules over at:
heavensand the gods therein:

Coffin Texts \1

Horus, in turn, became the link with the liv
human king. Although, according to its Pr1



expression in the Heliopolitan theology, this story
may be understood as much as an affirmationof the
king's descent from the gods as a genealogy of
divine kings, we must not lose sight of the fact that
from an Egyptian perspective the myth links king
ship to the gods just as much as it establishes it by
means of thegods.

Hymns to the gods often name them as 'kings' 
especially hymns of the later New Kingdom which
also give deities many of the epithets used of kings
such as 'royal ruler' and 'ruler of the Two Lands'.

Royal prerogatives of the gods
\Ve find the idea of kingship among the gods
depicted in a concrete fashion in the iconography

employed in the representations of the gods in
formal and informal contexts alike. This is
particularly clear in the frequent use of royal insig
nias by deities. Egyptian gods were often depicted
seated on thrones - especially Amun, revered as
king of the gods in New Kingdom times, Re who
ruled the heavens, Osiris who ruled the nether
world, and Horus. But many other deities were also
depicted in this manner, and the image of the
enthroned god or goddess is probably more
commonly found in Egyptian art than examples
of enthroned human kings - showing the motif's
importancefor the portrayalof deities.

Crowns are also of great importance as
elements in the representation of kings and gods.

The enthroned Gsins,
attended by Isis. Nephthys,
Horus and Thoth. As kingof
the nethenoorld, Osiris
personified one aspect of
kingship in Egyptian
mytJwlofO'. Scene from the
cult chapel of Amenophis
at Saqqara. 19th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Berlin.
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Horus, shown crowned with
the Double CroU'11 of all
Egypt, was mythological heir
to Osiris and oftenpersonified
the role of the living monarch.
18thdynasty. Tomb of
Horemhe b, Valley of the
Kings, western Thebes:
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Horus, Atum and 'vlut, for example, were common
ly depicted wearing the Double Crown of Upper
and Lower Egypt, while from the Third Interrnedi
ate Period youthful deities such as Thy or
Harpokrates may be shown wearing almost any of
the various types of royal crowns. Likewise, royalty
and deities both wore the uraeus emblem on these
symbols of office and stature. Other typically royal
insignias such as sceptres, staves and standards
were also utilized in depictions of the gods.
Although it could be argued that some of these
objects were perhaps originally divine attributes
utilized by the king (as for example the (Took and
flailof thegod Andjetyand later Osiris), the duality
of their use still shows the interrelation of kingship
and thedivineroles of thegods.

The parallels between divine and kingly preroga
tivesdonot end with physical items of insignia. Just

as the personal birth and throne names of
were usually placed within oval cartouches. the
cept of gods as kings extended into this pracJ
also and we find, for example, the name of
written within the cartouche in Middle Kin
times. It is an interesting aspect of Akhena
religion of the Aten that because the solar
deity was interpreted as the true ruler of the
verse, it was given a royal titulary (see p. 239)
his names being inscribed in cartouches. The .
also celebrated his own royal jubilees so tha
distinction between god and king was almost
pletely blurred in this period. While Akheno.



y haw had his own agenda for this fusion, it
....,,'[ be remembered that the idea of the god as
1m1l( was not without precedent and that Akhen
atf'fl ':, innovation in this area was essentially one of
dt:1;( l l C rather than one of type.

• gs of the g ods

."-hhough the attributes and roles of kingship are
~n'bed to many Egyptian deities, the portrayal of

highest god in a given period as king is naturally
-o,-t common. ln almost all eras of Egyptian

ory we findthat onegod oranother rosetoa pre
eminent position; this elevated role was attributed

(Left) The sungod Re. seen
here in the form of Re
Horakhty, teas also closely
connected with the concept of
kingship in l!.gyptian
mythology. 19thdynasty.
Tomb of Siptah, Valley of the
Kings, western Thebes.

in turn to the ancient sky god Horus, the solar god
Re, the hidden god Amun or the fused Anum-Re,
and briefly but nonetheless actually to Akhenaten's
favoured solar disk, the Aten. In the final age of
ancient Egyptian history the pre-eminent position
was occupied by Isis, the queen of heaven - and
also, implicitly, monarch of the gods. In any period,
the role of the king of the gods was a superlative
one indeed, for while polytheistic religions are often
viewed as lessening the importance of individual
deities, the deity who ruled over the vast pantheon
of ancient Egypt can only have been envisioned as
transcendently great.

Kingship Among the
Gods

Amun-Re, often styled 'lord of
the 1'14;'0 Lands'and 'king of
thegods " croums Hatshepsut
011 the pyramidion of oneof
herobelisks. 18thdynasty
Temple of Amun, Karnak.
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Many Faces of the Divine

Wh ile excellent short surveys of Egyptian deities
have been produced in the past which s imply list
the various gods and goddesses by name according

to a lphabetical order, such an arran geme..
problematic for many readers. This is due
large number of diverse spellings of E .
deities' names (such as Shed/l'ashed.
Hatmebyt, etc.), often making it difficult to
them and impossible when a deity is know
from its representa tion. More fundam e..
such listings may be limited because a lpRlo
arrangement obscures to some degree tbe
nature of the Egyptian pantheon. The \
de ities existed not in isolation but 111 d)
relationship to one another by reason of

List of Deities

The deities discussed in the
book and their page
numbers are listed below.

Accuser 84
Mad 101
Adorer 83
Aha 102
Aker 176
Akha 127
Akhu 26
Amam 102
Amaunet 136
Amenophis Son of Hapu 92
Ammit (see Ammut)
Ammut 218
Amonrasonther 94
Amun 92
Amun-Min 93
Amun-Re 93
Amunet (see Amaunet)
Anat 137
Anat-Hathor 34
Andjety 97
Anhur (see Gnuris)
Anket (see Anukis )
Anqet (see Anukis)
Anubis 187
Anuket (see Anukis )
Anukis 138
Apedamak 176
Apep (see Apaphis)
Apis 170
Apis-Osiris 171
Apophis 221
Apy (see fpet )
Aquat 137
Arensnuphis 98
Arensnuphis-Shu 34
Arsaphes (see Heryshef)
Artemis 180
Asbet 83
Ash 98
Ashtoreth (see Astarte)
Asklepius 113
Astarte 138
Aten 236
Athtart (seeAstarte)
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Atum 98
Atum-Khepri 230
Baal 101
Baalat 139
Babi 196
Banebdjedet 192
Ba-Pet 102
Bastet 177
Bat 172
Bau 26
Behdety 202
Beheaderofrebeli 83
Beholder of the beauty of

Re 83
Bekh (see Buchis)
Benu 212
Bes 102
Bestower of good 84
Bestower of powers 84
Blood-eater 84
Bone Breaker 84
Bringer of your offering 84
Buchis 172
Buff af the West 175
Cat of Re, the 221
Cavern Deities 80
Celestial Ferryman 104
Chespisichis (see Khonsu)
Commander of mankind

84
Dangerous One 84
Decider of the life span

113
Dedun (see Dedwen )
Dedwen 105
Dehenet-Imentet 224
Demolisher 84
Demons 81
Denwen 223
Disturber 84
Ojehuty (see Thath )
Ojet 21
Dodecads 79
Double (ion 180
Doubfyevil 84
Duamutef 88
Dunanwi 200
Oyads 74
Eater of entrails 84
Edja (see Wadjel)
Ef 101

Enneads 78
Erenutet (see Renenutet)
Ermouthis (see Renenutet )
Eye af Apaphis 223
Eye of Re 178
Eye of the moon 200
Face behind him 84
Falcon deities 200
Far-strider 84
Fiery eyes 84
Fire-embracer 84
Flame 84
Foremost of Khem 203
Foremost of the divine

baath 188
Foremost of the westerners

187
Foretelfer 84
Gore Deities 81
Geb 105
Gengen.Wer 213
God of the morning 91
Great of Power 83
Great Tribunal 84
Great White 12
Green of Flame 84
Ha 106
Hadad 101
HaIJ of Justice, deities of

the 84
Hand of Atum 141
Hap (see Apis )
Hapy 106
Harensnuphis (see

Arensnuphis )
Har-hery-wadj 132
Harmachis 201
tiormocbis-Khepri-Re-

Atum 34
Har-mau 202
ttor-pa-khered 132
Haroeris (see Harwer)
Harpokrates 132
Harsiese 132
Harsomptus 202
Harwer 201
Hathor 139
Hatmehyt 228
Hauhet 16
Hauron 108
Hayet 102

He who is in the place of
embalming 188

He who is upon his sacred
mountain 187

He whose face is behind
him 104

He whose sight is behind
him 104

Hebdomads 77
Hededet 230
Heh 109
Heka 110
Heket 229
HeJios 219
Henet 213
Heqat (see Heket)
Her-ef-ha-ef 104
Heret-Kau 145
Hermuthis (see Renenutet)
Hery-bak-ef(see Ptah)
Heryshet 193
Hesat 173
nor-em-akbet 201
Hcr-menv 203
Horakhty 201
Horus 200
Horus bull of the heavens

91
Horus hidden behind the

papyrus 132
Horus in the horizon 201
Horus of the strong arm

203
Horus-Shed 135
Horus son of Isis 132
Horus the Child 132
Horus the Elder 201
Horus the red 91
Horus the Uniter 202
Horus upon his papyrus

plants 132
Horus who limits the Two

Lands 91
Hot-foot 84
Hours of the Day Deities

83
Hours of the Night Deities

83
Hu 110
fah III
fat 145

Jgaret 83
fhty 102
fhy 132
Jmentet 145
fmhotep III
Jmouthes (see f
Imsety 88
Inanna 138
Inhert (see Gnu
fnpu 74(see An
Input 74
fpet 184
fpy(seefpet)
Ishtar 138
fsis 146
Isis-Aphrodite _
Isis cow 172
tsis-nesot 1i .t
Isis.Shentayet
Isis-Soth is l .tl
lunit 150
lusaas 150
Judgment Deit;e,
Ka 62
Kamutef (see A
Kauket 16
Kebehut (see Ke
Kebehwet 223
Kek 16
Khefthemebes 1

Khenty-imen tiu
Khenty·irty 203
Khenty-khai ~
Khenty-khem 21
Khenty-khety 21
Knentv-sekn-net;
Khenty-Tjenener
Khepri 230
Kherty 193
Khery-bak-ef L
Khnum 194
Khnum-Re 3.t
Khonsu 113
Khonsu in Thebe:
Khonsu the Chi
Khonsu the pr()\ll
Kneph 93
Lady of Punt le,
Lady afthe Syc
Lion of Re (see E
Litany of Re 32



particular forms, characters, and roles and by
"k'a!1, of the mythological groups which they

xmed On the other hand, while many attempts
-e beef'. made to organize the Egyptian pantheon

. means of mythologically-based classificatorv
_.: ems. no such scheme can be completely sue

cessful because of the fluid nature of the deities
themselves, A god or goddess who might well be
de:-cribedas a 'cosmic' or 'ancestral'or 'underworld'
deity could at the same time also be a deity associ
ared closely with creation or kingship or any
tmmber of other aspects of existence.

In this book, rather than simply utilizing an
alphabetic listing, or attempting an arrangement of
deities by their mythological roles, the many gods
and goddesses included have been grouped by their
appearance.This is toaid identification for the gen
eral reader and also to facilitate comparison and
contrast of deities of simi lar types, such as leonine,
bovine or serpentine gods. Even here it is impos
sibleto create a classificatory scheme without some
overlapping or ambiguity, but the system used min
imizes redundancy and maximizes the reader's
ability to view deities in useful contexts. The
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the sacred land

the Two Lands 202
tru th 84
see Yam)
-ef 101
;0

196
liS

6s 1U
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223
-Weret 174
r 179

102
1-0,.

-sekert (see
etseger )

meger 224
1- 0o.

1- 0o.
wger(:-eeMeretseger)

:<t' Mandulis)
[see Mandulis)

er tsee Mnevis)
henet 152

l - Q,.
-rVee Mehet-Weret )

"'t'e Mahes)
.0

hnun 115
Hor 115

-ee Mahes)
'ess of faience 143
't5S of thenight 83
'n5 of the offering

ess of turquoise 143
"t'e Mahes)
174

-Gsiris 174
-wenneter 174

u:ID
2-H
Beloved 77
';3

,;cc Yam)
t 16

a-dieser 187
-reiepet 156

-retep 133

Nefertem 13..1
Nehebu-Kau 224
Neheh 21
Nehemtawy 156
Neith 156
Nekhbet 213
Nem-Wer (see Mnevis)
Nemty 204
Neper 117
Nephthys 159
Nergal 126
Netcher 'n
Name Deities 84
Nosey 84-
Nun 117
Nut 160
Ogdaads 77
Onuphis (see Buchis)
Onuris 118
Opener of the ways 191
Opet (see Ipet )
Osirapis 171
Gsins 118
Gskls-Aols-Atum-ttorus

17l
Osiris-Re 120
Osiris-5epa 233
csoromnevn 175
Over the Old One 84
Owner of faces 84
Owner of horns 84
Pakhet 180
Pale One 84
Panebtawy 123
Pashet (see Pakhet )
Pataikos 123
Peak 01 the West 224
Pedes! (see Peteese)
Pekhert (see Pakhet)
Pentads 77
Peteese 12.1
Pihor 123
Proficient leader 83
Ptah 123
Ptah-Naunet 19
Ptah-Nun 124
Ptah-Sokar 125
Ptah-Socar-Csiris 34
Ptoh-Tatenen 124
Qadesh 164
Qebesenuef 88

Qedeshet (see Qadesh)
Ra (see Re)
Raet 164
Raettawy (see Raet)
Re 205
Re-Horakhty 205
Re·Horakhty-Atum 208
Re-Osiris 206
Renenutet 225
Renpet 164
Repeller of the snake 83
Repulserof rebels 83
Reret 184
Reshep 126
Reshpu (see Reshep)
Royal ancestors 62
Ruler of the bows 187
Ruty 180
Sah 127
5akhmet (see 5ekhmet)
Satet (see Satisr
5atis 164
Sebegu 91
Sed 190
5ee whom you bring 84
Selkhet-abwy 166
Segeb 102
5ekar (see 50kar)
Sekhmet 181
5elket (see 5erket)
5elkis (see 5erket )
Sep (see Sepal
Sepa 233
Seph (see Sepal
5erapis 127
5eret 18..1
Setket 233
5erpent who brings and

gives 84
5erpent with raised head

84
5erqet (see 5erket)
Sesha 74
5eshat 166
Set (seeSeth)
Seth 197
5even blessed ones 88
5even cows 77
5even Hathors 77
Shay 128
Shed 135

She of Armant 150
She of Chemnis 77
She on her boat 83
She who is over the spirits

145
She who loves silence 224
5he who protects 77
She whose name has

power 77
Shentayet 175
Snepet 185
Shesemu (see Shezmu)
Shesmetet 183
Shezmu 128
Shu 129
Sia 130
Silent One 77
Sky Bull 175
Slicer ofsouls 83
Sobek 218
Sobek-Re 219
Sobk (see Sobek)
Socar 209
Socaret 74
Sokaris (see 50kar)
sons of Horus 88
Sopdet (see 50this)
Sopdu 211
Soped (see Sopdu)
Sopedu (see Sopdu)
Scthis 167
Souls of Nekhen and Pe 89
SpUtter of heads 83
Star Deities 00
Stars that know no rest 91
Storm in the sky 77
Suchos (see Sobek)
Sutekh (seeSeth)
Suty(seeSeth)
Swallower of shades 84
Tabitchet (see Ta-Birjet )
to-enjet 235
Tait (see Tayet)
Tasenetnofret 168
Tatenen 130
Tatjenen (see Tatenen)
Tauert (see Taweret;
Taweret 185
Tayet 168
Tefen 74
Tefnut 18..1

Temsep 84
Tenemit 174
Tepy-dju-ef 187
reretenu 102
Tetrads 76
The one who crosses 91
Thermouthis (see

Renenutet)
That (see Thoth)
Thoth 21 5
Thoueris (see Taweret)
Tjenenyet 168
Tree goddesses 168
Triads 75
Tutu 183
United-with-eternity 42
Unnut (see Wenet)
Uto (see Wodjet )
Wadjet 226
Wadj-Wer 130
Wadjyt (see Wadjet)
Wanderer 84-
Waset 169
woter-smner 84
Wememty -snake 84
Weneg 131
Wenenu (see Wenet )
Wenenut (see Wenet)
Wenet 199
Wepiu (see Wepwawet )
Wepset 228
Wepuaut (see Wepwawet)
Wepwawet 19]
Weret-Hekau 180
Wer.kherep·hemu 124
White of Teeth 84
Who gives protection in

the twilight 83
Who is given the tow-rope

of the sofar barque 83
Wind Deities 29
Wise, guardian of her lord

83
Wosret (see Waset )
Yah (see lah )
Yam 228
You of the altar 84
You of the cavern 84
You of the darkness 84
Youth 84
You who acted wi/lfuJly 84-
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Many Faces of the Divine

(Right) New Kingdomjar
representing thegod Res by
means of his characteristic
facialfeatures. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Berlin.

(Below) Generic star gods
depicted in the seated pose of
the 'deity' hieroglyph. 19th
dynasty. Tombof Irynefer,
western Thebes.

categoriesfollow (with somemodifications) those of
the list of hieroglyphic signs printed in Sir Alan
Gardiner's Middle Egyptian Grammar, which will
be familiar to some readers and which allows the
location of deities without frequent recourse to the
Index. The categories utilized in the catalogue are:
Groups of Deities; Male Anthropomorphic Deities;
Female Anthropomorphic Deities; Mammalian
Deities (which are divided into several sub
categories to aid identificat ion); Avian Deities
(divided into falcon deities and those represented
by other avian species); Reptile, Amphibian and
Fish Deities; Invertebrate and Insect Deities; and
Inanimate Object Deities.

While many Egyptian deities could appear
under several guises, almost all may be found more

frequently in one particular (usually the okIt.
form, and that has been the category to which
deity has been assigned. To avoid repetitior.and
allow full study of all aspects of a given deity.
various forms of any god or goddess are discuss
under the single heading of the most characr
form. Usually, the head of a given deity repr .
its characteristic nature and reflects ib
frequently depicted form. Thus, if a deity ap
as an animal it can be found in the catalogueUJ>o.

its relevant category. If it appears as a human
the head of an animal (such as the falcon-heac;
Horus or Re) it will, again, appear under
animal's category. Where a deity appears
fully human male or female it will be listed in
respective anthropomorphic section unless
fully human form is a variant of a more coma:.
zoomorphic deity, Later Egyptian representa
sometimes show all deities in purely human f
but in any event, deities are cross-referenced \\,...."
the catalogue where any confusion of form rmr'
occur, and an alphabetic listing is provided
use where that is preferred.

While it would be practically impossible
provide a descriptionof all known Egyptian deil:.
within a single volume, the following cata
provides a reference to all of ancient Egypt's
gods and goddesses and most of the minor ""
The catalogue is complete not in the sense of lis
'every deity' (because many gods are known to
existed which are unknown other than by ob .
references in the ancient texts, such as 'the god
is there', and others are known by single me
of their name alone but with no clue as to
identity or nature). Rather, the comprehensiv
of the following catalogue is a functionalone in
coverage is provided of the whole range of types.
deities found inEgyptian mythology.

(Rixht) The gods 0
Anubis and Horus PI

Tomb of Horemheb, laJt,o
theKings, western 71tt
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Sokaret
Input
Tefnut
Seshat

Female Deity

..
Led to

Egyptian thought usually stresses their co
mentary nature as a way of expressing the esse
unity of existence. The endless duality f
throughout the cosmic, geographic and tempoes
aspects of the Egyptian universe (heaven-e
existence-nonexistence, stasis-change, nortu-scea
desert-fertile, day-night, etc.) is found in pairs
gods and goddesses which represented these
many other binary aspects of the world. l .
were also 'created' as counterparts to establis
gods and goddesses in order to form balanced
ually paired couples, as may well have occurred
the following instances:

Sokar
Inpu (Anubis)
Tefen
Scsha

Male Deity

Egyptian mythology contains many groups of
deities but these are of two distinct types, although
they overlap occasionally. On the one hand, there
exist what might be called 'numerical groups'
formed from the uniting of independent deities
usually related in some symbolic manner. On the
other hand, many other deities - which mayor may
not have individual names and identit ies - exist
onlyas membersof generalized 'regional groups'.

Groups of Deit ies

Divinefigures werefrequently
depicted in pairs, either for the
sake of artisticsymmetry or
in the symbolic juxtaposition
of beings related in some way.
Detail of 21st-dynasty coffin
of I'adiamen. Luxor Museum
of Mummification.

NUMER ICA L GROUPING S

Numerical groups are almost always composed of
deities with distinct individual identities organized
to make groups of a symbolically significant size.
Some of these groups, such as triads, follow the
pattern of family and kinship units while others,
such as ermeads, are more abstract, but all are evi
dently symbolic in terms of the number of deities
involved. In somecases the processof grouping can
be seen historically as certain deities were aligned
for religious or even political reasons, though in
other cases deities were evidently grouped together
from very early times for reasons which are not
always understood.

Dyads

Deities were often grouped in pairs as the phenome
non of duality pervades Egyptian culture and is at
the heart of the Egyptian concept of the universe
itself - though rather than focusing on the essential
differences between the two parts of a given pair,

Almost invariably, dyads are composed of malt'
female elements such as these, though there art'



, 'examples of sibling dyads of the same sex such
- the brothers Horus and Seth and the sisters lsis

md Xephthys. Sometimes loo, deities may be men
}()t'(j together in pairs when their roles or areas of

uence are clearly related, Thus, the lunar deities
P>o<h and Khonsu. the solar deities Re and Atum,

two deified brothers Peteese and Pihor, and
:mlW others maybegrouped together in this manner,
\.no{ht'r way in which Egyptian religion formed
Pn,. ps of two deities is when two gods are utilized

represent a larger group, This may be seen in
n:amples of Thoth and Horus who are sometimes
d<optcted together representating the four gods of
""'" l lustration, Horus,Seth,Thoth, and Nemty.

Triads

r;".1llP:' of three deities are often aligned as rnern
i><r>: of a divine family of father (god), mother
If')dd .: )andchild (almost invariablya youngmale
:kit). '1. with the triad of Osiris, Isis and Horus being

(Left) The tutelary goddesses
0/ Upper andLower Egypt.
Nekhbel and Wadjet, crown
the king Dyads such as these
Of ten represent otheruise
unrelated deities linkedby
their specific roles. Temple
of Horus at Edfu, Ptolemaic
I'en"od.

(Right) The rerv loosely
relateddeities Ptah and
Sekhmet u'ere united by their
'child' Ramesses Il (centre,
mythologicaDy thegod
Neferteml into a fon nal
family triad 19th dynasty
Egyptian Museum. Cairo:

the most prominent example. The Egyptian king
sometimes functioned as the divine son or repre
sented him in such familial triads. w hile not all
combinations of three deities represent family
groupings, this is the most common form, We find
evidence of deities such as Amun and Osiris going
from individual and independent gods to members
of fully formed triads (in these instances, Amun
Mur-Khonsu and Osiris-Isis-Horus, respectively)
without any evidenceof groups of two- as Amun
Mut or Osiris.lsis - existing between the singular
deities and their triadic groupings. On the other
handsomedeities which coexisted in pairs dideven
tually form triads which were only superficially
regarded as fami lies. This was evidently the case
with Ptah and Sekhmet who were worshipped

Divine pairs wereoften
depicted with the EgyPtian
king as their 'son', forming
a family-based triad tshidi
strengthened the religious
position of both its human
and dinne members.
Tutankhamun (centre) with
Mut and Amun. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo,
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Groups of Deities

(Belouv Hathor, Mycerinus
and the goddess of thejackal
Name. Such non-fami ly triads
maylink deities through their
support of the king 4th dynasty
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

(Below right) Thefour sons of
Horus in their protective role
on the coffin of Psusennes,
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

together at Memphis long before the god Nefertem
was brought into their local grouping and the triad
Ptah-Sekhmet-Xefertem was formed.

Other groups of three deities may have been
formed for purely symbolic reasons. The number
three was an important one signifying plurality- or
unity expressed in plura lity - for the Egyptians.
and this is probably the underlying significance of
ma ny groups such as the important New Kingdom
triad of Amun, Re and Ptah. Beginning in the time
of Tutankharnun, and very commonly in Ramessid
times, we find these three deities grouped by virtue
of their sta tus or importance in the pantheon.

Sometimes triads are grouped together by
alone. On the sarcophagus of the 21st-dynastv
Pinedjern 11, three deities with the heads of a rae
lion, and a jackalstand in the coils of a serpent
deities are named as Re, lsis, and Anubis respectiva
though a number of variants of this same ITJ'

occur in which the gods may be depicted \', ith
heads of other animals or given other names.
would seem to show that the groups are si
representative of important afterlife deities 
number three representing plurality rather
any specific group.

Tetrads

r

In Egyptian symbolism the number four (requea
signified the four cardinal directions and
a kind of spatial or geographic totality.
significance is seen in the four 'races' of man
Egyptians (north), Near Easterners (east), Kut.'
(south) and Libyans (west) depicted in some _
Kingdom tombs. It is also apparent in a nu
of groupings of four deities, such as the
supports of the sky which may be personified
four individual deities or groups of deities
p. 78)aligned with the four points or quarters of
heavens. The connection is strong enough, in
that even when groups of four deities do not ~.

to originally have this symbolic significance it
become attached to them. Thus the morr.
deities known as the four sons of Horus may s
times be aligned geographically in representati
contexts although this is not always the
While the concept of completeness associated
the number four may have sprung entirely from
totality encompassed by the concept of the
cardinal points, the symbolic use of the number
frequently one of completion without any spt.'(t..
directional overtones at all. In the underv
books four forms of a given god or groups of
deities are frequently found and thus depicted
vignettes in the papyri and decorations of
royal tombs. An interesting example of this kind
tetrad is found in Ramessid times when the
Seth was elevated to the extent that he was ec...
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times named along with the three great deities
Amun, Re and Ptah. The four divisions of the
Egyptian army were named after Seth and the
other three deities in a group which clearly could
be conceived as holding the symbolism of tactical
or strategic completeness. While the members of
dvads and triads are usually distinguished from
one another in representational works, the deities
found in groups of four are often undifferentiated 
showing their apparently more 'generic' nature.

Pentads

Although not a common numerical grouping of
deities, pentads are occasionally found in Egyptian
mvthology.The five 'epagornenal' days added at the
end of the Egyptian year to raise the total of days
from360 (12 x So-day months) to 365 wereassigned
as the 'birthdays' of the deities Osiris, Isis, Horus,
Seth and Nephthys, making a distinct group of
these related deities. In the Hermopolitan tradition
the title 'Great of Five' was also applied to the god
Thoth.

Hebdomads

While the number six does not seem to have held
great symbolic significance for the Egyptians, the
number seven is frequently found and,as the sumof
three and four, may have been believed to embody
the combined significance of these two numbers 
plurality and totality. The number seven is there
fore , not surprisingly, associated with deities in
different ways. The sun god Re was said to have
seven bau or souls, and several other deities were
considered to be 'sevenfold' or to have seven forms.
The many different manifestations of Hathor were
frequently consolidated into a more manageable
and comprehensible group of seven, but the fact
that different groups of Hathors existed - com
pri~ of different goddesses - shows that the
sevenfold grouping was symbolically more impor
tant tran the specific deities included. The number
also appears in groups of different deities which
were brought together. The company of gods
revered at Abydos comprised seven gods, for exam
ple. and it is also probably not coincidental that the
number of the 42 judges who sat in the tribunal of
the afterlife to judge the deceased was a multiple of
-even. The seven cows found in Chapter 148 of the
Book of the Dead also provide a good example of
this kind of group. While these bovines were some
times identified as aspects of the goddess Hathor as
the so-called 'seven Hathors' and individually
named as 'Mansion of kas', 'Silent One', 'She of
Chemnis', 'Much Beloved', 'She who protects', 'She
..rbose name has power', and 'Storm in the sky', they
usually bear no clear association other than that of

their own grouping and the fact that they fulfilled a
cosmic role as goddesses of fate.

Ogdoads

As four (symbolic totality) doubled, and hence
intensified, the number eight is found in several
groups of gods, as when the god Shu created eight
Heh deities to help support the legs of the goddess
Nut in her guise as the great heavenly cow.
Although the names of the gods or goddesses in
such groups may vary in the Egyptian texts, the
fact that they always add up to eight deities shows
that the concept of the group of eight was of
greater importance than the specific deities which
comprised the group.Ogdoads of eight deities often
represent two sets of four or four sets of two gods
and goddesses with the latter being more common.
The greatest ogdoad - that of lIermopolis (see
below) - provides a good example as it was com
posed of four pairs of primeval deities which

(ToP) Hebdomad of the Seven
Divine Cows, differentiated
and named with their bull,
vumette to Chapter 148, Book
of tlte Dead of Maiherpri:
18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Above) Theseven cows
uniformly depicted and with
the solar disk and plumes of
Hathor with whom they were
frequently associated. Third
Intermediate Period. Papyrus
of Nestanebettawy, Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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Theeight Hell deities who,
along uith. the godShu,
supported thedivine cow who
represented the heavens in one
version of Egyptian
cosmogony Two of these
deities supportedeach kg or
'pillar of heaven', Outermost
shrine of Tutankhamun,
18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum. Cairo.

represented the sum of existence before creation.
The Herrnopolitan Ogdoad was visualized in the
form of four frog-headed deities - and their four
respectiveconsorts or female equivalents who were
snake-headed goddesses. The nature of these
deities was based on thesymbolic idea of these ani
mals as chthonicbeings and as creatures associated
with water and hence the primevalflood from which
the created world emerged. The individual deities
comprising thisogdoad were;

God Goddess Identity

Nun Naunet Water
Heh Hauhet Infinity
Kek Kauket Darkness
Amun Amaunet Hiddenness or Wind

Although the four goddesses are clearly only lin
guistical1y feminine forms of the names of the four
gods, they are nevertheless seen as necessary com
plements of the male deities. It is also interesting
that the four aspects of the primordial cosmos per
sonified by these deities also seem toappear later in
the creation account of the Hebrew Bible. Accord
ing to the various forms of the Egyptian myths, the
eight beings or deities together formed the original
mound which rose from the primordial waters, or
the lotus flower, or the cosmic egg, which preceded
thebirth of thesun god.Themain cult centreof this
ogdoad was the ancient Khemnu or Khmun mean
ing 'eight town' (the modern el-Ashrnunein which is
also derived from the Coptic shmun 'eight') in
Middle Egypt with which the god Thoth was also
associated, so that it was later known by the Greek
name Hermopolis. The Hermopolitan concept of
the ogdoad was accepted throughout Egypt.
however, and Medinet Habu in western Thebes was
regarded as the 'burialplace' of theeight primordial
deities, a location to which the kings of Egypt came
every ten years in the Cracco-Roman Period to hon
our their primevalancestors.

Enneads

The Greek term ennead is the equivalent of the
Egyptian pesediet ('nine') which may refer to any
group of ninegods. In thePyramid Texts, for exam
ple, we find theGreat Ennead (I' T 1655, etc.);Lesser
Ennead (VI' 178); Dual Ennead (PT 121,etc.); plural
enneads (pT 278, crc.) and even the seven enneads
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(Above) Ennead of Heliopolis
with the kinlt as Horus, the
son of Osiris and Isis: Second
shrine of Tutanhhamun.
18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Right)Nine geese probably
representing the members of
the Theban Ennead headedby
Amun. Votive offering, 19th
dynasty, Roemer and
Pelizaeus Museum,
llildesheim.



<PT oil ). As three (plurality) multiplied by itself,
the number nine seems to have represented the
ceocept of a great number and was used of many
crouP~. j\ 108t commonly, the number appears in
ccojuncnon with the Great Ennead of Heliopolis
which bound together nine 'related' deities. The
~p consisted of Atum, the so-ca lled 'father'

the Ennead, his 'children' Shu and Tefnut,
grandchildren' Geb and Nut, and 'great-

ndchildren' Osiris, lsis, Seth and Nephthys. A
variant of this cnncad included Horus the Elder as
second-born after Osiris. Although this group may
baw been constructed by the priests of Heliopolis
ID order to incorporate Osiris and his related deities
IOto their own theological system in a manner

rhich placed the netherworld god at a lower posi-
Mn than their own sun god, together the various
~)(b of the Heliopolitan Ennead nevertheless
ionntd a group of great significance. The deities
represented were not only those of creation but also

afterlife and, through Osiris and his eventualson
Borus. of the ideology and mythology of kingship.
Thus. the three areas which are arguably the most
m portant concepts in ancient Egyptian religion
were contained within the Heliopolitan Ennead.

Other cult centres constructed enneads of other
wise unrelated deities to which they awarded
special veneration - as in the temple of kedesiyah
Dl he eastern desert where Amun, Re, Osiris, Ptah,
lsis and Horus were grouped into an ennead
through the addition of three forms of the deified
Sethos I. The number of deities in these groups did
DO{ always equal nine, however, as the Egyptian
term pesedjet can have a generalized meaning.
Although the members of enneads arc often speci
fied the number most often represents a genera l,
all-encompassing group. The nine gods who stand
before Osiris in the sixth hour of the underworld
thus represent the rule of that deity over all the
netherworld gods, just as the 'nine bows' symbolize
all Egypt's traditionalenemies.

Dodecads

While twelve may have basic temporal significance
relating to the hours of the day and night (and
hence, for example, the 12 goddesses of the night
hours),as a multiple of both three and four the num
ber may also connote the combined significance of
those smaller numbers, Relatively few groups of
twelve occur in Egyptian mythology, however, one
example being the four groups of three gods with
me heads of ibises, jackals, falcons and phoenixes
which represented the 'royal ancestors' of the cities
llermopolis, Nekhen. Pe, and lIeliopolis respect ively,
These deities are sometimes found in vignettes
accompanying Chapters 107 and 111-1 6 of the
Bookof the Dead, though often not all twelve of the
deities are depicted.

REGIO N A L G RO U PI N GS

Regional groups of deities - meaning those of
specific areas of Egypt, or of a given area of the
cosmos such as star gods or netherworld deities 
may or may not have individual names and identi
ties, These groups could consist of any number
of deities, and are often, in fact, of varying or
indeterminate size. The category includes the
deities of the hours of the day and night as these
'hour' gods and goddesses represented not only
units of time but also parts of the cosmos as
imagined by the Egyptians.

Groups of Deities

(Left) Turtle, bull and ram
headed deities guarda 'gate'
of the underworld. Late
Period sarcophagus of
Djhutirdis, Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Below) Nethenoorlddeities
associated with specific
regions of the Beyond. Scene
from the Amduai. tomb of
Tufhmosis I!l. 18thdynasty,
Valley of the Kings,
westernThebes.
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Scene from the fifth section of
the Book of Caverns in the
Tomb of Ramesses VI, Valley
of the Kings, western Thebes.
According to this funerary
work the nethenoorld
containeda numberof caves
or caverns in which various
deities dispemed punishment
or assistance to the deceased.
20th dynasty.
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Cavern Deities

According to the ancient Egyptian conception of
the underworld, there existed a number of caves
or caverns in the nether regions which contained
various deities who were involved in the punish
ment of the wicked. These cavern deities were
systematically enumerated in the so-called 'Spell
of the Twelve Caves', a composition known
from a papyrus of the time of Amenophis If
(Cairo 24742), and from the walls of the southern
chamber of the Osireion at Abydos. Part of this
text (caves 8-12) was also included in the Book
of the Dead since the 18th dynasty and is found
as Chapter 168 in that work. The caverns are
places of punishment and execution - usually by
beheading - of the enemies of Re, but the deities in
these texts also aid the justified dead. The first
seven caverns contain alternating groups of three
mummiform and three anthropomorphic deities,
two being male and one female in each group.
The eighth to twelfth caverns contain varying
numbers of deities with the eighth cavern having
seven individuals and groups, for example, and
the ninth having as many as twenty. Beneath
the representations of these cavern deities, their
names and numbers are listed along with the
offerings prescribed for them and in some cases
the beneficent deeds the deities perform on behalf
of the deceased, such as the ability to move freely
in the underworld, or to have light, food and
protection. Understandably, offerings were some
times made by living Egyptians to these gods.

The deities of the tenth cavern are representative
of the types of individual and group deities found
in these texts:

Deities of the tenth cavern 
Actionperformedfor the deceased

Those who belong to the sunshine - give light.
Those who take hold - grant that the deceased be

acclaimed.
T he nine gods who guard those in the cavern - gin '

breath of life.
The nine gods whose arms are hidden - grant tha t tbr

deceased be a worthy spirit.
The hidden goddess - grants that the deceased's 'm

strong and his corpse intact.
T he souls of the gods who became members of 0 <

grant that the deceased have peace.
Those who worship Re - grant the deceased not be

turned back from any gate of the underworld.
Those whose faces are warlike - grant that the deceac

be cool ill the placeof heat.

Caiern Deities
(from theroyal tombs of the Valley of the Kings)'"

Cavern Representative Deities Enemies of Re

1 Serpent guardians of the
Silent Region, Osir is Beheaded, bound

2 Flame-breathing serpent,
Osiris, deities in
sarcophagi Bound, decapitated,

upside down
3 Aker, catfish-headed

gods, forms of Osir is Upside-down,
females

4 Serpent Great One on his
belly, forms of Osir is Upside-down, 1:x:Jl.a..

without bau
5 Nut, Osiris, Tatenen Punished in caulcP'-
6 Anubis, Horus,Osiris Beheaded males,

females, bauand
shadows punished

*Note: Other versions of the cavern myths present L
caverns, but with many variant deities.



Demons

There is no Egyptian word which corresponds to
the English word 'demon', but Egyptological litera
lure often uses this term to describe what are also
called 'minor divinities', From the ancient Egyptian
perspective, as Dimitri Meeks has shown, such
minor deities were subordinate to the major gods
and goddesses and performed specified tasks upon
demand; and while the major gods tended to be
more universal in nature, 'demons' were often
defined by specific actions, behaviour and location.
These beings were often associated with caves, pits
and tombs and also with bodies of water - all of
which were considered entrances into the under
world - and thegreatest number of demons were, in
fact , denizens of the beyond. These netherworld
demi-gods constituted different categories. While
some were clearly portrayed as frightening instru
ments of punishment for the damned, many were
not inimical and may often better be classed as
minor guardian deities such as the keepers of the
various gates of the underworld. Some were crea
tures specifically tasked with the protection of the
king or the deceased in the journey through the
netherworld. These latter demons were also
capable,of course,of aggressive behaviour in order
to fulfi ll their protective roles. Such demons may be
depicted zoomorphically but usually take human
form or are portrayed semi-anthropomorphically
with human bodies and the heads of creatures such
as turtles, which were considered malevolent but
whose power could be used for protection. A num
ber of images of such demons appear in vignettes
of the afterlife books and in some of the tombs in
the Valley of the Kings and Valley of the Queens.

Demons could also be associated with the world
of the living, however, and once again we find
benevolent and malevolent types. The latter type
included demons associated with Sekhmet and
other great deities in their aggressiveaspects, while
more benevolent demons were often called upon to
give protection from these. Interestingly. Egyptian
texts show that it was possible for a demon to be
freed from its subordinate role and responsibilities
and to become a 'greater god' through a process of
promotion, showing once again the difference
between 'demons' and 'gods' was primarily one of
degree rather than type.

Gate Deities

•

Groups of Deities

Demons were 0-ften.
represented with the heads of
fierce or fabulous creatures
and many weredepicted with
weapons such as knives. The
character of these minor
deities could be protective or
vengeful, however, as shown
by the various junerary texts
in iohidi they appear. Tomb of
A menherhhepshef Valky of
the Queens, western Thebes.

)
The demon called Sahekek
was depicted in the pose of a
nakedchild with a bad
headache. Demons such as
this were believed to be
responsible for many ailments
and illnesses. From a New
Kingdom ostracon.

The Egyptian conception of the underworld includ
ed many gates, portals or pylons which must be
passed by the sun god on his nightly journey, by the
deceased king as part of thesun god's entourage (or
fused with the god), and by the deceased who must
pass these barriers in order to reach the place of
afterlife existence. Different versions or accounts of
the netherworld gates were preserved in the various
funerary texts with over 1,000 deities depicted, but
inall cases thebarriers were guarded by minor gods
who would allow only those who knew their secret
names - and thereby had power over them- to pass.
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(Right) ThP goddess J laat.
tombof Neferrenpet. It.......

Thebes: As the daughter of
the sun god Re, Maat teas
considered to personify tJtt
first houramong the I'a'",,_
'hours of the day ' deities.

(Above and above right) On the walls of the royal tombs of the Valley of The following shows the 12 gates as depicted
Knife-wielding demons seated the Kings twelve pylons or ga tes were commonly tbe royal tombs of the Valley of the Kings:
before gales' of the incorporated into the funerary texts - such as ver-
undenoortd: According to the

sions of the nook of Gates - inscribed during the Gate Representative Deities Features of the areas
New Kingdom Book of Gates,

"New Kingdom. Al though each gate was depicted asthe Book of the Dead, and I The gods in theentrance,
other texts, each underworld an architectural feature, it was named as a goddess the 4 weary ones 4cardinal points
portal was guarded byat least and protected by a fire-spitting serpent and by its 2 Apophis,2enneads Lakeof fire
one such demon. Tomb of own guardian deity. The fifth gate, for example, is 3 Goddessesof thehours,
Sennedjem. Deir el-Medina, termed 'she of duration', its serpent is called 'flame- Osiris.Horus Lake of life, lake of
western Thebes. .

eyed' and its resident deity is 'true of heart'. In the uraer
4 Gods of space and time,

funerary papyri composed for nobles and others Osir is Throneof Osiris
there is more variation. In Chapter 144 of the Book 5 Osiris, Apophis, 12
of the Dead, for example, seven gates are men- restraining gods Circular lakeof fire
tioned, each with its own god, a doorkeeper and a 6 Osiris,theblessed and
herald.Thus theseventh gate is watched by the god punished dead Stakesof Geb

'sharpest of them all', the doorkeeper 'strident of 7 Lords of provision in
the West Fields of provisions

voice' and the herald 'rejector of rebels'. In other 8 Fire-breathing serpent,
texts there are 21gates known as the 'secret portals sons of Horus. ba souls Waters of the
of the mansion of Osiris in the field of reeds', each drowned
of which is given a number of names or epithets 9 Deities with nets,
andguarded bya zoo-anthropomorphic deity usually Apophis Area leading to
depicted seated and holding a large knife, The 'emergence'

10 Apophis, faceof Re,
names of the gates are mixed in nature,being some- goddesses of thehours Area of restraint of
times fearsome and sometimes innocuous as with Apophis
Gate 14 'mistress of anger, dancing on blood' or 11 Gods whocarry the
Gate 3 'mistress of the altar', The guardian deities blazing light, baboons of
are usually given terrifying or repulsive names such sunrise Area directly before
as 'swallower of sinners' or 'existing on maggots' in dawn

12 lsis, Nephthys, Nun, Nut,
order to heighten their threatening effect - although the reborn sun The primevalWaters
in somecases they are unnamed in the texts, adding from which the sun
to the number of Egyptian deities known to have emerges
existed but impossible to catalogue, ...
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Hours of the Day Deities

Each hour of the day was personified in Egyptian
religious thought by a deity - all of which were
associated with the sun in some way and many of
whom were often depicted along with the solar
li."Qd in representations of his day barque, the
_ mdt f. Although these gods and goddesses were
dearly linked with units of time, they are grouped
here - as are the hours of the night - as 'regional'
deities, as each hour of the day and night was
also a place - a physical part of the sun's transit
ac.::ross the sky or through the netherworld and the
uminal areas of the two horizons. The first of these
deitieswas Maat, the daughter of Re,and the others

"ere descendants of the sun god or his servants or
helpers:

Hour Deity

I Maat
? Ilu (annunciation)
3 Sia (perception)
-I Asbet
c Igaret
6 Seth
.. Horus
e Khonsu
9 Isis

10 Hcka (magic)
11 The god who is given the tow-rope of the solar

barque
12 Thegod whogives protection in the twilight

Hours of the Night Deities

Each hour of the night (corresponding toa regionof
the netherworld] was represented bya goddess who
was protective or as,..sistive in nature, with a particu
lar role according to her position in the topography
of the underworld. All of the goddesses strength
ened the sun god in some manner until the final
hour when the twelfth goddess, 'beholder of the
beauty of Re', witnessed the glorious rebirth of the
rejuvenated sun at the night's end. Accordingly, the
hour goddesses were given power by Re to control
the life spans of all living things. George Hart has
suggested that the ithyphallic figure caHed 'he who
conceals the hours' that is depicted in the burial
chamberof the tombof Ramesses VIcould symbol
ize the power desired by the monarch to negate the
power of time that these goddesses might wield
over the deceased king. The epithets of thegoddesses
areas follows:

Hour Epithet

1 Splitter of the heads of Re's enemies
2 The wise, guardian of her lord
3 Slicer of souls
1 Great of power
5 She on her boat
6 Profic ient leader
7 Repeller of the snake (Apophis)
8 Mistressof the night
9 Adorer

10 Beheadcr of rebels
11 The star, repulser of rebels
12 Beholder of the beauty of Re

The hour goddesses were not frequently depicted,
but they appear in characteristically anthropomor
phic form in some representations of the New
Kingdom funerary texts known as the Book of
Gates and the Amduat. ln the burial chamber of the
tomb of Ramesses I in the Valley of the Kings, for
example, the twelve goddesses are represented in an
illustration of the third division of the Book of
Gates. The goddesses stand in two files, six on
either side of a summary depiction of the nether
world, in the centre of which is a huge coiled
serpent 'he who should be removed'.The goddesses
each wear a five-pointed star on their heads but are
undifferentiated except for their names and the
alternating colours of their individualcostumes.
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Groups of Deities

The twelve hours of the night
were personified asgoddesses
in the Book of Gates uhere
they were depicted in vignettes
showinjf the twelve deities
grouped around a twisting
serpentwhich represented the
endlessness 0/ time.
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Judgment Deities (Great Tribunal,
Deities of the Hall of Justice)

References to an afterlife judgment by a tribunal of
gods may appear as earlyas the Pyramid Texts (pT
317, 386, etc.). Such references are clear in the
Middle Kingdom Coffin Texts, and by the time the
Book of the Dead became the chief funerary text,
this judgment was seen as the crucial event in the
deceased's entrance to the afterlife, Spell 125 of the
Book of the Dead gives the so-called 'negative
confession' or 'declaration of innocence' of the
deceased before a tribunal of 42 gods who were the
assessors who judged the dead in the netherworld
Hall of Justice or 'Hall of the Two Truths', The dec
laration takes the form of an address by the
deceased to each judge - who is named along with
the protestation of innocence regarding the specific
crime judged by that god. The gods were listed

Groups of Deities

(Below) The 42 deities of the
afterlife tribunalwhich judged
the dead in the nethenoorid
'HaY ofJustice'. Each deity
was responsible for a
particular crime which
rangedf rom murder and
rapaciousness fa religious
transgressions such as
blasphemy or damaging
the image of a god:

Name of God

1 Far-strider
2 Fire-embracer
3 Nosey
4 Swallowerof shades
5 Dangerous One
6 Double lion
7 Fiery eyes
8 Flame
9 Bone Breaker

10 Green of flame
11 You of thecavern
12 White of teeth
13 Blood-eater
14 Eater of entrails
15 Lord of truth
16 Wanderer
17 Pale One
18 Doubly evil
19 Wememty-snake
20 Seewhom you bring
21 Over theOld One
22 Demolisher
23 Disturber
24 Youth
25 Foreteller
26 You of the altar
27 Facebehind him
28 Hot-foot
29 You of the darkness
30 Bringer of your offering
31 Owner of faces
32 Accuser
33 Owner of horns
34 Nefertem
35 Temsep
36 You who acted willfully
37 Water-smiter
38 Commander of mankind
39 Bestower of good
40 Bestower of powers
41 Serpent with raised head
42 Serpent who brings and

gives
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Identification

Helicpolis
Kherara
Hermopolis
thecavern
Rosetau
the sky
Letopolis
Came forth backwards
Herakleopolis
Memphis
the West
Fayum
the shambles
House of Thirty
Maaty
Bubastis
Heliopolis
Andjcr
placeof execution
House of Min
mau
Cbcis
Weryt
Heliopolitan name
\Venes
the secret place
cavern of wrong
the dusk
the darkness
Sais
Kedjefet
Wetjenet
Asyut
Memphis
Busiris
Tjebu
the abyss
your house
the harpoon nome
the city
the cavern

the silent land

Crimejudged

falsehood
robbery
rapaciousness
stealing
murder
destruction of food
crookedness
stealing offerings
lying
taking food
sullenness
transgression
killing a sacred bull
perjury
stealing bread
eavesdropping
babbling
disputing
homosexuality
misbehaviour
terrorizing
transgressing
being hot-tempered
unhearing of truth
making disturbance
hoodwinking
copulating with a boy
neglect
quarrelling
unduly active
impatience
damaging a god's image
volubility of speech
wrongdoing, beholding evil
conjuration against the king
wading in water
being loud voiced
reviling God
d . ,omg . ...
making distinctions for self
dishonest wealth

blasphemy

according to their individual names and us
either a geographical area or some other idenrif
characteristic. Together, the 42 deities 'who '
cases' wereapparently believed to represent all pc
sible types of evil. The names of some of
deities are reminiscent of more well -known
(such as Nosey of Hermopolis = Thoth; Whit.
Teeth = Sobek) whom they may represent.

The council of assessor gods is frcqu
depicted in vignettes illustrating Chapter 125of
Book of the Dead, though only occasionally
all 42 of the gods shown. More frequently a l'l'JF
sentative selection of the deities is made. The !1'llL.
may be shown squatting in the position of
'seated god' hieroglyph, or standing, and may tx
knives or maai feathers as symbols of their jum'CL
power.

Nome Deities

Egypt was traditionally divided into administra
districts which the Egyptians called sepaui and
Greeks nomoi, from which the word nome co
'For most of the dynastic era there were 22 l"ppc
Egyptian provinces or names and in the later per
ods Lower Egypt was also divided into 20 nOl1lll

Each of these nomes had its ownemblem - us
that of its titulary deity/deities or some other dis
guishing element - which was displayed upon
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pole or standard so that the names were recognized
and named after their symbols, with names such as
ibis, fish, or crocodile nome.

In the representations carved on the walls of
Egypt's temples, the names were depicted as either
female or androgynous figures, usually bearing the
emblems of their districts on their heads. Their

depictions show them processionally carry ing
offerings into the temple to signify the gifts of their
areas to the upkeep and welfare of the god's
houses. Usually the 22 names of Upper Egypt were
depicted on the southern walls of temples and
the 20 names of Lower Egypt were depicted on the
northern walls.

(Above) The judgment of the
deceased in the Hall of justice
from the 19th-dynasty Book of
the Dead of l lunefer; British
Museum. Hunefer isshown
undergoing the weighing of
the heart, before the throne of
Osiris, and also kneeling
before a variant of the
Heliopoiitan Ennead with
certain additional deities.
Other vignettes of theBook of
the Dead show some or allof
the 42 deities who were
believed to oversee this
judgment.

Fecundityfigures personifying
names, cities and estates 
and sometimesidentified with
the king - are frequently
depicted in Egyptian temples
in thesymbolicpresentation of
produce and offerings.
19th dynasty. Temple of
Ramesses Il, Abydos.
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Upper Nome Name Location (modern) Maj or Deities

1 Ta-Seti First cataract to north of Gebelel-Silsila Khnum,Satis, Anukis, lsis,
Egyptian •• • Horus the Elder, Sobek<e 5>

Names and 2
J~

Throne of Horus Regionof Edfu Ham s

their Deities
3

~
Shrine Kom el-Ahmar to north of Esna Ham s, Nekhbet. Khnum, Neith

4

1
Sceptre Region of Armant and Luxor Amun,Mut, Khoneu. Montu. Bue

Sobek

5~~ Two Falcons Region of Qift Min. Seth

6
~

Crocodile Region of Dcndcra Ilathor

7

~
Sistrum Region of IIiw Bat

8

~
Great Land Region of Abydos and Ghirga Khentamentiu, Osiris,Onuris

9 6 Min Region of Akhmim Min

=0""
10

~
Cobra Region of Qaw el-Kebir Seth, Mihos, Nemtywy

11

~
Setb Region of Deir Rifa Seth

12
Le']

Viper Mount Region of Deir el-Gebrawi opposite
Asyut Nemty

"==-
13

~nm
Upper Sycamore and
Viper Reg ion of Asyut Wepwawet, Anubis

14
O~

Lower Sycamore and
Viper Region of Meir and el-Qusiya Hathor

'--
15 Hare Region of el-Amarna. el-Ashmunein

~ and el-Bersha Thoth. Ogdoad, Aten

16

~
Oryx FromBeni Hasan to north of el-Minya Pakhet, Khnum

17

~
Jackal Region of Samalut Anubis

18~ Nemty Region of el-Hiba to oppositeel-Lahun Nemty

19
1J l

Two Sceptres From el-Bahnasa to Biba Seth, Mormyrus fish

20 0 ~
Southern Sycamore Region of Beni Suet Heryshef

21
O~

Northern Sycamore Region of el-Wasta and Meidum Khnum. Seneferu

22
~

Knife From Atfih to region of Dahshur Hathor
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Lower No,", Name Location (modern) Major Deities

Egyptian
1rq White Wall Region of el-Lisht and Memphis Ptah, Sokar, Apis

...
Nomesand 2 Foreleg SWDelta around Ausim Horus. Kherty

their Deities ~

3

~
West NWDelta regionwestof Rosetta

branchof Nile Hathor

4R! Southern Shield SWDelta N. and S. of Samadun Neith

5RI Northern Shield Region of Sael-Hagar to coast Neith

6~~
Mountain Bull Central Delta to coast Re

7;tf Western Harpoon NW Delta region east of Rosetta
branch of Nile Ha

8tJtV Eastern Harpoon E. Delta along Wadi Tummilat Atum

9

~
Andjety Central Delta S.of Samannud Osiris, Andjety

l Ocs~
BlackOx SE Delta below Benha Horus

11

O~
Ox count East Delta around Tell el-Muqdam Shu.Tefnut, Mihos

1 2~ Calf and Cow NE Delta from Samannud tocoast Onuris

1310
Prospering Sceptre SEDelta apex Alum, Iusaas,Mnevis

14~f
Foremost of the East Eastern Delta S. of Port Said Seth

15~ Ibis NE Delta region of Damietta
branchof Nile Thoth

1 6~ Fish NE Delta from Tell el-Rub'a tocoast Banebdjedet, Hatmehyt

17 Behdet NE Delta region around el-Balamun
"'=0 tocoast Horus
=@

18jiin Princeof the South SE Delta around Tell Rasta Bastet

19)~ Prince of the North NEDelta E.of Sanel-Hagar Wadjet

20 ~ Plumed Falcon E Delta above Wadi Tummilat Sopdu
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(Right) Thegoddess SeitJr
lustnues the jackal-headed
Duamutef Each of the fOWl
sons of Horns was protl.'dt.
by one of thefour tutelary
goddesses. lsis. Nephthvs.
Neith and Serke!. In this
the viscera of the deceased
received a double degree of
protection. Decorated CGlWfIa

chest. Third Intermediate
Period. Egyptian Museum.
Cairo.

The four gods were the human-headed lmse
whoguarded the liver (and who was himself guardo.
by lsis); the baboon-headed Hapy who guarded
lungs (protected by Nephrhysj: the jackal-he
Duamutef whoguarded thestomach (oftenproreoe
by Neirh): and the falcon-headed Qebese·l1\k.
guardian of the intestines (who was often protecse
by Serket). The four gods were sometimes depi
on the sides of the canopic chest and had spear;
symbolic orientations, with Imsety usually ~:
aligned with the south, Hapy with the 11<

Duamutef with the east and Qebesenucf with
west. They were also depicted on the long sides
coffins and sarcophagi with Hapy and Qeb~

being placed on the west side while lmsety
Duamutef were placed on the east. During the Tbir
Intermediate Period embalming practices cha'fll:II
and the preserved organs were returned to the Doll,

cavity, each with an amulet of its respective son
Horus attached. Later similar figures of the f,

Sons of Horus

The earliest reference to these four gods is found in
the Pyramid Texts where they are said to be the
children and also the 'souls' of Horus.They arealso
called the 'friends of the king' and assist the
deceased monarch in ascending into the sky (PT
1278-79). The same gods were also known as the
sons of Osiris and were later said to bemembers of
the group called 'the seven blessed ones' whose job
was to protect the netherworld god's coffin. Their
afterlife mythology led to important roles in the
funerary assemblage, particularly in association
with the containers now traditionally called canopic
jars in which the internal organs of the deceased
were preserved. At fi rst the stoppers of these jars
were often carved into the shape of human heads
representing the head of the deceased, but from the
18th dynasty they were carved in the form of the
four sons of Horus who had become the patron
deities of theircontents. Each deity was in turn said
to be guarded by one of the funerary goddesses,
though there was some variation in this linkage.
The group may have been based on the symbolic
completeness of the number four alone,but they are
often given geographic associations and hence
became a kind of 'regional' group.

W,,:
. ~

Name Appearance Organ Orientation Tutelary Deity -", r.~

Imsety Human Liver South lsis
Duamutef Jackal Stomach East Neith
Hapy Baboon Lungs North Nephthys
Qebesenuef Falcon Intestines West Serket

Thefour sons of Horns, tomb
of Ay. western VaUey of the
Kings. Thebes. This unique
representation depicts the
sonsof Horus as seated
mummiformMures wearing
the White Cmum of Upper
l!.,'gypt (at left, on thesouthern
side) and the Red Crown of
Lower Egypt (at right, on the
northern side). 18th dynasty.

(Right) Limestone canopic
jars with the heads of
Duamutef, Qebesenuej, lmsety
and Hapy. OriginaUy, jars
depicting tlte sons of Horns
were made with human
headedstoppers but near the
end of the 18th dynasty they
weregiven thecharacteristic
forms seen here. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo
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gods werealsooften stitchedonto the outsideof the
wrapped mummy.

In the vign ettes of the various funerary texts the
(oursons of Horus could be represented indiffering
ways. In the Book of the Dead they may be shown
as diminutive figures standing on a lotus blossom
before the throne of Osiris,and on the third funerary

shrine of Tutankhamun they appear as heads fused
with the body of a protective serpent. In late New
Kingdom times the sons of Horus were also repre
sented as star gods (see p. 91) in thenorthern sky.

Souls of Nekhen and Pe

The sacred ancestral bau 'souls' of the Lower
Egyptian city of Pe (Buto)and the Upper Egyptian
city of Nekhen (Hierakonpolis) symbolized the
predynastic rulers of the two regions and were
regarded as powerful spirits or deities who served
the deceased king and who also assisted the living
king. In the Pyramid Texts the souls of Pe mourn
the death of Osiris - thesymbolic father of the king
- and urge the vengeance of Horus - the living king
- against Osiris' murderer (l'T 1004-D7); and the

The four sons of Horus
depictedas »no nmiform
figures and as deities on a
stylized mound. Thefour
deities became increasingly
important in the Egyptian
mortuary sphere. Papyrus of
Anhai, British Museum.

Rarnesses I depicted between
afalcon-he aded 'soul'of Pe
and ajackal-headed 'soul' of
Nekhen. The bau or souls
celebrate the regeneration 01
the king who has also become
a ba Tomb of Ramesses J,
Valley of the Kings, western
Thebes.
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Groups of Deit ies

(Right) Part of the elaborate
ceiling decoration of the
burial chamber of Ramesses
VI showing the ouerarching
body of the goddess Nut, the
newly born sun, anda
numberof netherworld deities
andgods of the carious hours
of the day. The scene
illustrates the New Kingdom
composition known as the
Book of the Day and shows
the stars lraveOing along the
inside of the skygoddess '5

body during the diurnal
period.20th dynasty. Valley
of the Kings, westenl Thebes.
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soulsof both areas arc likened tostars (pT 9(4) who
provide a gilded 'ladder' for the deceased king to
climb into the sky (J'T 478--79. 1253).

The souls of Pe are represented as falcon-headed
and those of Nekhen as jackal-headed gods. They
are both often depicted in the kneeling henu or
'jubilation' position as they salute the rising sun or
participate in other celebratory rituals. In the tomb
of Ramcsses I in the Valley of the Kings they are
shown flank ing the king in this position, celebrat
ing the rejuvenation of the king's ha or soul, as they
themselves are bau or souls. In this particular repre
sentation, the written henu hieroglyph is visible in
the inscription above the figures of the gods which
are, in fact,simply hieroglyphs made large. In a sim
ilar representation from the 18th-dynasty temple at
Buhen in Nubia. the falcon-headed gods of Pe are
accompanied by an inscription which states 'May
they give all life and power. ..[and] all stability
which they have.. .' showing that the gesturing fig
ures could a lso be symbolic of divine gifts. In
temple scenes the souls of Nekhen and Pe (or
masked priests) may carry the barque shrineof the
god on poles placed upon their shoulders, or, as in
the temple of Horus at Edfu, they may carry the

enthroned god himself by means of carrying po..
beneath his chair.

Star Deities

Egyptian astronomical texts and representat
mention many gods and goddesses of the rught
- some representing planets as well as astralbodiiI!
- which are conveniently called star deities. \ ll::
important of these were the 'Imperishable One!
representing the northern cireumpolar stars w
were visible each night, as opposed to the gn",
majority of stars which appeared and disappe
from view according to the earth's orbital I1l(J"

ments. These constant stars symbolized the idea
eternal survival for the Egyptians and it seems
have been the goal of early kings to join their n
her in theafterlife. Evidence for this early astral
is clearly found in the Pyramid Texts alongside
solar theology which had achieved dominans
before the 5th dynasty. The two approaches are
always successfully syncretized, so that
deceased king is said to be the morning star on
one hand.while he is also said tocross thesky in

4'
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(Below) Three star deities
includingImsety (centre - as
agoddess), and Hapy (right).
Tombof Pedamenope, Thebes.

(Above) Personified
constellations, ceiling of the
burial chamberof Sethos I,
Valley of the Kings, Thebes.
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rising approximated the beginning of the Nile's
inundation. In several of the royal tombs of the
Valley of the Kings - such as those of Sethos I and
Rarnesses VI - the night sky is depicted on the
ceiling of the burial chamber and many of the
important star deities are represented and named.
At this time many familiar deities- such as the four
sonsof Horus - alsoappearedas star gods.

* *
i

boat of the sun god. The growth of the cult of
Osiris also led to the stars being called tbe
'followers' of that god, so that it is clear tbat the
major theological systems attempted to incorporate
the star deities into their own schemes.

The brightest object in the night sky after the
moon, the planet Venus (the 'morning star'), was
viewed even from early timesas an important deity;
and from at least the Middle Kingdom the Egyp·
rians recognized five of the planets which they
called 'stars that know no rest' and which were rep
resented as gods who sailed across the heavens in
their own barques. These were Mercury (Sebegu,
perhaps a form of Seth). Venus ('the one who
crosses' or 'god of the morning'), Mars ('Horus of
the horizon' or 'Horus the red'),Jupiter ('Horus who
knits the Two Lands). and Saturn ('Horus bull of
the heavens').

As time progressed, many of the brighter stars
were mapped into constellations, though these have
proved extremely difficult to identify in some
cases. At the least, equivalents of the modern
constellations of Orion, the Great Bear,and perhaps
Leo and Draco are recognizable,however; and these
and other groupings represented either standard
deities within the Egyptian pantheon or unique
astral deities with their own identities. Already by
the Middle Kingdom complex 'star-clocks' or calen
dars had been constructed which divided the night
sky into 36 decans or groups of stars which were
visualized as 'star gods' who rose and moved
across the sky in the course of ten days, the most
important being Sirius (Sothis - see p. 167), whose
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Male Anthropomorphic
Deities

Creator god: In addition to being a member of
Ogdoad, the group of eight primeval deiti
worshipped in Hermopolis (see p. 77), Amun \\
worshipped as Amun kematef or 'Amun who ha.
completed his moment', a creator god in the form

Concealed god: The Greek writer Plutarch qu
the Egyptian chronicler Manetho as stating
Amun meant 'that which is concealed' or 'invisibe
and the god was also commonly given epithets g

as 'mysterious of form' - suggesting an essentia
imperceptible nature - and it is possible that
name originally referred to Amun as the invisi
power of the wind. While it is true that his na
was written without a defining determinative, thiI
was also true of some other creator gods, but
aspect of Amun as a mysterious, hidden god \\
primary to his nature.

Mythology
One of the most important gods of ancient E
Amun is first mentioned, along with his co,""',..
Amaunet, in the Pyramid Texts (PT 4461.
appears as a local godof the Theban region from
least the 11th dynasty when four rulers took
nameAmenemhet or 'Amun is pre-eminent'." .j
a century and a half Amun gradually displaced
old god of that region, Montu, and the ascendane
of the Theban kings in Middle and New King
times eventually propelled him (as the comb'
Amun-Re) to the position of supreme god of
Egyptian pantheon. He was associated with
other deities who together made up the local div.
triad of Thebes: his consort, the goddessMur- \\
largely replaced Amaunet in this role - and
lunar god Khonsu who was worshipped as their .
(see illus. pp. 31, 47). His character developed
the millennia into that of a richand varied personlL
ity. The Egyptians themselves called him AI
asha renu or 'Amun rich in names', and the god
only be fully understood in terms of the 1Il3III'
aspectswhich werecombined in him.

area. It was also the only private cult temple si~

among the royal monuments in this location. A21:
dynasty copy of a royal decree pertaining torheS
of Hapus temple indicates that his cult continued
be celebrated for at least three centuries after
death. The veneration of the deified Amenophi
a god of wisdomand healing also sawa resur
in the Ptolemaic Period. Together with Imlhoo",
chapels were dedicated to him in the temple
Hathor at Deir el-Medina and in Hatshepsc;
temple at Deir el-Bahri.The statues erected for
in the temple of Amun at Karnak were also uti '
as intermediaries with Amun, and prayers __
offered to them.

Amun, Amun-Re

Worship
Unlike the more widely spread venera
tion of Imhotep, the worship of

Amenophis Son of Hapu was limited
mainly to the Theban area and can beseen

to have grown in two stages. Even in
his lifetime his importance led to the
erection of a funerary cult temple
next to that of Amenophis III on the

west bank of Thebes. While small
compared to the temple of the king,
Amenophis' own monument was still
of considerable size and larger than
the temples of some kings in thesame

Mythology
Amenophis Son of Hapu was born in the Delta
town of Athribis c. 1430 BC and rose todistinctionas
a royal scribe and overseer of all the king's works
under Amenophis Ill. He appears to have moved
to the royal court at Thebes in about 1390 BC and
lived there until a man of venerable age, having
directed the construction of some of the greatest
architectural wonders produced in ancient Egypt.
Amenophis' works included not only the planning
and constructionof great monuments in the areaof
Thebes - such as the mortuary temple of
Amenophis III and its great Colossi of Memnon 
but also the templeof Soleb in Nubiaand temples in
other areas of the realm. Accorded great honour
during his lifetime, after his death Amenophis was
deified for his wisdom and in later periods for his
healing powers. In these roles he was paired during
Ptolemaic times, in Thebes at least, with Imhotep,
the legendary 3rd·dynasty architect of Djoser.

Iconography
As a deified person Amenophis Son of Hapu
was depicted only in human form. During his

lifetime several granite statues were set up show
ing him as a scribe in the temple of Amun at
Karnak (fine examples are now in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo and the Luxor Museum) and

heappears in a beautifullycarved scene in the
tomb of his relative, the vizier Ramose, at
Thebes. The Son of Hapu lived to be 80
years old, and a statue of himas an elderly
official survives.

Amenophis Son of Hapu

Honoured during his lifetime
with statues such as this one,
and with his own mortuary
temple, A menop his Son of
Hapu, the masterarchitect of
Amenophis 1Il, was deified
after his life andvenerated
both/or his wisdom and
healing powers. Black granite
statue, from Kamak.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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a snake which renewed itself. In this form Amun
was said to predate the other members of the
Ogdoad, and it was probably this form of Amun
that Plutarch refers to as 'Kneph' - an eternal, self
engendering god worshipped by the inhabitants of
Thebes. By the 18th dynasty Karnak Temple was
said to occupy the 'mound of the beginning' where
Amun brought the world into being;and a number
of New Kingdom hymns extol Amun for creating
the cosmos through his thoughts,an important step
in the theologicaldevelopmentof cosmogonic ideas.

Solar god: In the Book of the Dead Amun is called
'eldest of the gods of the eastern sky', an epithet
reflecting both his primeval character and solar
associatednature,andan 18th-dynastyhymn to Amun
preserved ona stela in the British Museum refers to
.Arnunwhen herises as Horakhty (seep, 201),directly
fusing the hidden one with the visiblesun. When he

was syncretized with the god Re, as the composite
Amun-Re, Amun took on a number of aspects of
thesolar deity, though these were clearly secondary
to his hidden nature and the god was regarded as
antithetical to the sun during the Amarna Period.

Fertility god: From the 12th dynasty, Amun kamute/
- literally, 'bull of his mother' - was the ithyphallic
form of Amun depicted in ritual scenes in the tem
ples of Thebes and especially Luxor Temple. The
epithet suggests both that the god was self
engendered - meaning that he begot himself on his
mother, the cow who personified the goddess
of the sky and of creation - and also conveys
the sexual energy of the bull which, for the Egyp
tians, was a symbol of strength and fertility par
excellence, In this ithyphallic aspect Amun was
related to the fer tility god Min (see p. 115) and is
sometimes called Amun-Min.

Thegreatgod Amun-Re 
depicted in both his normal
anthropomorphic form
(second from right) and
as theithyphallic Amun-Min
(at left). Amull was
venerated in a number of
roles but his identity as king
of the gods and as a powerful
fertility god were of primary
importance in New Kingdom
times. 19th dynasty Temple
of Sethos I, A bydos
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Warrior god: It seems likely that some of the char
acter of the old Theban war god Montu (see p. 203).
whom Amun largely displaced, was absorbed by
the ascendant deity. The Theban rulers of the 13th
dynasty had made their city a rallying point against
the invading Hyksos and, when the Hyksos were
finally driven from Egypt (c. 1550 BC), it was Amun
who received credit for the military victories of the
time. Likewise, in the succeeding period of New
Kingdom Empire Amun was not only said to insti
gate Egyptian expansion and to protect the
Egyptian king in battle,but the 'lord of victory' and
'lover of strength' was specifically given credit for
successful military strategy.

King 0/ the gods: Pyramid Text 1540 states 'you
have come, 0 king, as the son of Geb upon the
throneof Amun', and from the Middle Kingdom the
god was styled 'Lord of the thrones of the Two
Lands' of Upper and Lower Egypt. The fi rst known
example of Amun's title 'king of the gods' appears
on the 12th·dynasty 'White Chapel' of Senwosret I
at Karnak and is used frequently thereafter. He was
also called 'chief of the gods' in this same role of

divine king. By Ptolemaic times Amun was dir...,
equated with Zeus, and his Greek name Am.
sonther may be based on the Egyptian
Amun-Re nesu netcheru, 'Amun-Re king of
gods'.

Universalgod: Unlike deities who were thou
personify the sky, earth or some other limitedr
or phenomenon, Amun was held to be a univ
god who, at least in his developed theolozv;
meated the cosmos and all it contained. While a
other gods could be said to be 'universal' in na
it is with Amun that we find a developed rati
for this claim. As the god 'who exists in all thi
and the one in whom all gods were sub:,u,,",
Amun came particularly close to being a kind
monotheistic deity (see p. 38) and was someti
revered as the ha or soulof all natural phenomees,

Iconography
Usually Amun was represented in human
wearing a short kilt (to which is often attachttl!
bull's tail), a feather pattern tunic and a d
plumed crown. It has been suggested that these

Ram-headed sphinxes,
symbolizing the procreative
energy and power of A m un,
line the western entrance to
the god's great temple at
Karnak. Erected by Ramesses
Il, each crioephinx originaUy
held an image of theking
protectively between its paws.
19th dynasty. Thebes.
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feathers were a way of representing Amun as a god
of the wind - either as it could be seen ruffl ing the
feathers or as it might be generated by feather fans
- though this is purely speculative. The twin feath
ers would seem to reflect some aspect of the basic
dualism which pervades Egyptian symbolism, and
each feather was itself also frequently divided into
thesignificant number of seven sections.Anthropo
morphic images of Amun are found in two forms 
with red and blue skin. The god's original colour
was red, like that of most other gods, but after the
Amarna Period (and apparently in some instances
before), the god was also ShO\Vl1 with a blue com
plexion, possibly in order to symbolize his aspects
as a deity of the air and of primeval creativity. In
depictions of the god standing, Amun is usually
shown in a striding pose, though in his form of
Amun-Min he stands with legs together, and as
befitting his position as king of the gods, Amun is
frequently alsodepicted seatedon a throne.

Probably because of its procreative vigour, the
ram (ovis platyra aegyptiaca - recognized by its
curved horns) could symbolize Amun. The proces
sional routes which led to Amun's chief temple at

Karnak were flanked with prone rams or ram
headed lions symbolizing the god, and the great
festivalbarqueof Amun 'lordof the two horns' was
decorated with rams' heads at its prow and stern.
Occasionally, Amun is depicted as a man with the
head of a ram, a form easily confused with that of
the evening form of the sun god. The Nile goose
iAlopochen aegyptiaca) wasalsoa symbolof Amun,
probably because of its association with the crea
tion of the primeval world (see Gengen-Wer); and
for thesame reason Amun alsocould bedepicted as
a serpent, though the iconographicuse of this form
is rare. Finally, in his solar-related form, combined
with Re, Amun could also be associated with the
lion,and thecriosphinxes which represented him as
ram-headed lions must be understood in thisway.

Worship
Although of great importanceat Thebesduring the
Middle Kingdom, relatively little is known of the
worship of Amun before the New Kingdom when
the god rose to the position of supreme state god.
The monuments which were built to him at that
time were littleshort of astounding and Arnun was
worshipped in many temples throughout Egypt,
though inThebes itself,on thecast bank of the Nile,
two temples in particular were greatly enlarged in
his honour. The main temple of Amun at Karnak 
called by the Egyptians Ipet-isut ('most select of
places') - remains the largest religious structure
ever created and consisted of a vast enclosure con
taining Amun's own temple as well as several
subsidiary temples of other gods. This complex
was connected via a processional way with [pet
resyt, the 'southern sanctuary' of Luxor Temple
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Amun-Re in ram-headed
form (at right) with thegod
Khnum. The two deities are
differentiated by thecurved
horns of Amun and the
straight orundulatinghorns
of Khnum (reflecting different
species of ram), as weD as by
the characteristic tall plumes
of Amun.
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Thegod All"", (at right).
in his role as supremestate
godand namedas 'Lord of
the thrones of the Two Lands
{oj Upper and Lower Egypt!"
grants the gift of life to
Ramesses III 20th dynasty.
Mortuary temple of
Ramesses lll, Medinet Hahu,
toestern Thebes:
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which thegod visited annually in the 'BeautifulFes
tival of Opet', In this most important of Amuns
festivals, the god's cult statue was taken to his
southern temple to celebrate union with his divine
consort Mut in the form of the ithyphallic Amun of
Luxor whoappeared in theguise of the fertility god
Min. On the western bank of Thebes Amun also
had smaller but theologically important cult areas
in the temples of Dcir el-Bahri, Medinet Habu and
elsewhere that were also visited by the god in festi
valprocessions which crossed the Xile and travelled
from one shrine to the next. In the New Kingdom
and later Amun was incorporated into many Lower
Egyptian centres, notably at Perunefer (the river
port of Memphis) in the 18th dynasty, at Per
Ramesses in the 19th,and on a vast scale at Tanis in
theeastern Delta whereKarnak Wd S almost virtually
recreated during the 21st dynasty.

As a result of royalgifts fo llowing successful mil
itary campaigns during the New Kingdom and
other sourcesof income, tremendous wealth flowed
into the Theban cult centre of Amun,so that by the
time of Akhenaten (e. 1353 BC) it is clear that the
priesthood of Amun helda vast share of the wealth
- and doubtless power - in Egypt. Whetherthis fact
affected the religious revolution attempted by
Akhenaten to any degree is unclear, but Amun cer
tainly suffered the brunt of Akhenaten's religious
'reform', the names and images of the god being
zealously erased from temples throughout Egypt.
In the period of restoration which followed the
Amarna interlude the prestige and power of Arnun
were rapidly regained. By the time of Ramesses III
Amuns holdings extended to a full one-third of the
cultivable land in Egypt; and by the close of the
New Kingdom the first priest of Amun was power
ful enough to rival the contemporary pharaohs who
ruled from the north. During the 21st dynasty a
practice had beenestablished in which thedaughter
of the reigning king was consecrated to Amun as
the 'divine wife of Amun', a custom which helped
maintain the balance between Egypt's earthly rul
ers and her divine king. The Kushite kings of the
25th dynasty continued this pract ice, and their rule
actually led to a resurgence in the worshipof Amun
as the Nubians had accepted the god as their own.
Even after the invading Assyrians sacked Thebes
in 663 BC, Amun still held great sway in the religion
of Egypt; the god was sought out and honoured by
Alexander the Great and, under the name of Zeus
Ammon, continued to be worshipped throughout
the Greek and Roman Periods.

The worship of Amun also extended to the non
formal veneration of popular religion.The god was
regarded as an advocate of the common man,being
called 'the vizier of the humble' and 'he who comes
at the voice of the poor' (see p. 51),and as 'Amun of
the Road' he was also regarded as the protector of
travellers. Most amulets of the god do not seem to
predate the Third Intermediate Period but are often

made of expensive materials and seem to have been
worn in life, perhaps by the priests in his service.
The god was well represented in the spells and
charms of Egyptian magic and seems to have been
especially regarded as a god who cured eye
ailments. His power was also invoked in spells
against scorpions, crocodiles and other dangerous
creatures.

Andjety

Mythology
The god Andjety (Egyptian 'he of Andjet') was the
local god of the 9th Lower Egyptian nome (see
Name Deities) centred at Busiris, the ancient Andjet
or Djedu in the Delta. The deity seems to have been
one of the precursors of Osiris in the sense that he
was eventually absorbed by that god who took over
his attributes and characteristics (see Osiris). In the
Pyramid Texts he is one of the gods with whom the
deceased king is identified, and juxtaposed with
Anubis, ruler of the west as 'Andjety who presides
over the eastern names' (l'T 220, 1834). Judging by
his insign ia (see below) and the earliest textual
evidence, it is possible that Andjety may have
originally been a locally deified dead king of
Busiris or somehow personified the concept of
rulership. Andjety also had clear fertility aspects.
Even in the Pyramid Texts we find the substitution
of a stylized uterus for the two feathers in the
writing of the name of Andjety which probably
reflect s these aspects in some way, and in the Coffin
Texts of the Middle Kingdom Andjety is also given
the epithet 'bull of vultures', doubtless based on a
mythological role as the consort of several early
goddesses,

Iconography
Andjety was worshipped in anthropomorphic
form, apparently as a deified ruler, and his iconog
raphy clearly demonstrates his influence on Osiris.
From the beginning of the 4th dynasty he was
depicted wearing a high conical crown decorated
with 1\1,.'0 feathers very similar to the Atef Crown
later worn by Osiris.Andjety also held two sceptres
- a crook and flail - which likewise becameOsirian
insignia (see illus.p. 121).

Worship
The assimilation of Andjety by Osiris at an early
date precludes a clear picture of the worship of the
former god, but Andjety's position in the Pyramid
Texts indicates a wide-ranging influence and wor
ship of the deity in Lower Egypt in early times. He
did continue as an independent deity after the rise
of Osiris. but the two gods are seldom far removed
in later times and from New Kingdom times may be
combined, as in the funerary temple of Sethos I at
Abydos where the king is depicted presenting
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incense to Osiris-Andiety - a clear fusion of Osiris
with the deity who was perhaps his most important
forerunner.

Arensnuphis

Mythology
An anthropomorphic deity of Meroitic Nubia,
Arcnsnuphis' origins are unclear, but the godseems
to have been indigenous to the area to the south of
Egypt. Unfortunately, the Egyptian interpretation
of his name as Iry-hemes-nefer - 'the good
companion' - suggests only a benign deity,and pro
vides no real indication of his origins or essential
nature. In the temple of Arensnuphis at Philae the
god is called the 'companion' of lsis, but this title
does not seemto be based inanymythological back
ground. It is more important that he was equated
with the Egyptian gods Onuris and Shu, sometimes
being merged with the latter as the syncretic deity
Shu-Arensnuphis.

Iconography
Arensnuphis was usually depicted in the form of a
man wearing a feathered crown, sometimes
holding a spear. His association with Shu (see
p. 129) and Onuris (see p. 11 8) probably led to
similarities of iconography shared by these gods.
Arensnuphis could also be depicted in the form of a
lion, though in this form he may not be distinguish
able from other lion gods.

Worship
The cultof Arensnuphis is fi rst attested in Nubia at
Musawwarat el-Sufra east of the Nile's sixth cata
ract in the 3rd century BC. The god's worship spread
into Egyptian Nubia during the Graeco-Roman
Period,and a small kioskwas jointly built and deco
rated for him on the island of Philae by Ptolemy IV
(c. 221-205 BC) and the Meroitic king Arqamani
(c. 21&-200 RC). Arensnuphis was also depicted
in the temple of Dendur near the first cataract of
the Nile where he is shown worshipped by the
Roman emperor Augustus.

Ash

Mythology
The name Ash cannot be analyzed as Egyptian
the god is often thought to be of foreign origin, .
ertheless, Ash appears to have been an ancient
and is first attested on seals and inscriptionsat
Early Dynastic Period. He was venerated as the
of Egypt's western desert region, including the
lying oases and the area of Libya or "I ehenu'.
this gave the god a somewhat dualnature as he
associated both with the barren desert region:'
at the same time, with the fertile oases. Because
was venerated as god of the desert, a close ass
tion between Ash and the god Seth occurred
quiteearly times. This connection was enhanced
the fact that Ash appears to have been the ori
dei ty of Ombos (with the epithet 'nebuty' or 'hr
Nebut' [Ombos]), the Upper Egyptian town w
alsobecame a cult centreof Seth.

Iconography
Ash is normally depicted in fully anthropomo
form, but the god may also be depicted with
head of a hawk, or because of his association
Seth (see p. 197), the appearance of that gcd.
possible that he is represented as a lion, vulture
serpent-headed being on a late coffin, though t
uncerta in and thegod is seldom depicted in the
dynastic periods.

Worship
The god was without an established cult but he
depicted in certain temple scenes, as in the ~

dynasty pyramid templeof Sahureat Abusir.

Atum

Mythology
Atum was the great primeval deity of I1eliopo..
His cult was a very ancient one and by the
Kingdom he had risen to a very high level
importance in Heliopolitan theology. Atum is

=>
11 I !if

Thegod A lu m, his name
written before him, seated
within a solar disk on a divine
barque. The image thus
particularly reflects the
important solar aspect of tltis
deity. New Kingdom papyrus.
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of the eight or nine most frequently mentioned
gods in the Pyramid Texts and we thus have a good
deal of early information regarding the god's
myt hological roles and characteristics. His most
essential nature is that of the 'self.engendered one'
whoaroseat the beginning of time and who created
the first gods through his semen - or, according to
another story, through his saliva (see p. 17). Atum
had many other facets, however. The word tem on
which the name of the god is founded means
'complete' or 'finish' in both constructive and
destructive senses, and this range of meanings
fi ts well with a number of aspects of the god's
nature.

Lord of totality: Atum was the monad - the one
from whom all else originally came. One of the
ways in which his name might be translated carries
the idea of 'totality', and in the Coffin Texts and
elsewhere he is specifically called the 'lord of
totality' (Cf III 27). From tliis perspective, every
thing which existed was a part of the 'flesh' of
Atum, and every individual thing wassaid tobeone
of the millions of the god's kas, a concept which not
only stressed the god's primacy in coming before
all else but also his importance as a universal
god. By means of the magical formulae contained
in the Pyramid Texts, the deceased king hoped to
unite with Atum and thus become one with the
supreme deity (1'1' 147).

Creator: According to the Heliopolitan cosmogony
(see p. 17), Atum was god of the creative principle
whereby the world was created from primeval
chaos. In the Pyramid Texts the god was 'he who
came into being' of himself (IYI' 1248), and this
independence of prior causality was what allowed
him to exist as creator. Atum's creative nature has
two sides to it, however, because Atum can be
seen as the one who completes everything and
finishes everything. In this sense he is the uncreator
as well as thecreator.Thus, in theBook of theDead,
Atum states that at the end of the world he will
destroy everything he has made and return to the
form of the primeval serpent (BD 175).

A lum in serpent form and
as - or uith - the young sun
The god'sprimalaspect gave
him associations both with
creatures such as thesnake
and the image of the newly
born sun. Papyrus. Brooklyn
Museum of Art. -

Father of thegods and the king: As the creator god
Atum was the father of Shu and Tefnut, the first
divine couple, and hence 'father of the gods' (1'1'
1521, 1546). According to the viewpoint of Egypt 
ian mythology Atum copulated with himself to
produce the first divine pair (lY1' 1248-49), with the
hand utilized by the god in this act representing a
personification of the female principle inherent
within himself. Because the 'family tree' envisaged
by the Heliopolitan theologians led from the god
through Shu and Tefnut eventually to Osiris and his
son Horus (sce p. 18), Atum was also the genealog
ical father of the Egyptian king, and the Pyramid
Texts make clear the father-son relationship was
held to be a close one even from early times: '0
Atum, raise this king up to you, enclose him within
your embrace, for he is your son of your body for
ever' (IYI' 213).

Primal mound: Atum was not only viewed as the
creator but also the original creation itself. He was
thus the primeval mound which rose from the
waters of creation and was represented in this
aspect by the sacred ben-ben stone, which was wor
shipped at Heliopolis from the earliest dynasties
and which may have originally been a meteorite or
some other sacred stone.

The sun: Because the sun was regarded as a pri
mary factor in the process of creation Atum was
also linked to solar religion as the 'self-developing
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Thegod A tum (at right),
investedwith his distinctive
Double Crown bySethos I
19th dynasty. Limestone relief,
temple of Sethas I, Abydos.
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Thegod A lum, seatedon a
royal throne and crowned
with the Double Crown 0/
Egypt. 18thdynasty.
Luxor Museum.

•
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Iconography
Atum is most frequently represented in anthropo
morphic form and is usually depicted in this
manner wearing the dual crown of Upper and
Lower Egypt. He may also be represented with the
head of a ram, though this is more usual in depic
tions showing his solar or underworld aspects.The
god is often depicted seated on a throne and when
standing he may be shown standing erect or, to
stress his aged aspect, leaning on a staff. Zocmor-

Chthonicgod: As a primevalgod and as theevening
sun Atum had strongchthonic and underworldcon
nections. His power is thus invoked in many
netherworld scenarios. In the funerary books
inscribed f.?n the walls of the New Kingdom royal
tombs in the Valley of the Kings, Atum is shown as
an aged, ram-headed figure who supervises the
punishment of evildoers and enemies of the sun
god, and also subdues hostile netherworld forces
such as the serpents Apophis and Nehebu-Kau. In
non-royalfunerary texts Atumalso providesprotec
tion for the deceased from netherworld dangers.

scarab' (PT 1587) who represented the newly mated
sun. In fact, in the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts
Atum is often fused with the sun god as Re-Atum.
When Re and Atum are viewed separately, Re is
usually the rising sun of the day and Atum is the
setting sun of the evening, but this is not always the
case. In the Coffin Texts he is specifically said both
to 'emerge from the eastern horizon' and to 'rest in
the western horizon', so that he is in this way the
complete sun. In funerary contexts,however, Atum
was certainly more commonly the aged formof the
sun which set each evening and travelled through
the underworld before being reborn the following
day. As such he plays an important role in many of
the later mortuary books.

The 'body' or 'flesh' of A tu In
upon a serpent from the
seventh hourof theAmduat.
Like thesungod Re, with
whom he was associated,
Atum If/as constrained topass
through the nethenaorld
regions in thecycle of death
and regeneration.
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phically, Atum could be represented or symbolized
as a serpent in reference to his chthonic and prime
val nature, and also, in other aspects, as a
mongoose, lion, bull,or lizard,and as an ape - some
times in this latter guise armed with a bow with
which he shoots his enemies. In terms of his solar
connections he may be depicted as a scarab,and the
famous giant scarab statue which now stands by
the sacred lake at Karnak was dedicated to Atum.
Yet again, in terms of his primeval nature, Atum
couldalso be represented by the image of the prime
val hill, and in the First Intermediate Period 'Atum
and his hand' appear as a divine couple.

Worship
Atum was perhaps the most important god origi
nally worshipped at lJeliopolis, although his cult
was eventually eclipsed by that of Re (see p. 205).
Atum retained a good deal of his importance, how
ever. The god is often called 'Lord of Heliopolis',
and even after the rise of Re his influence continued
to be exerted in the solar cult centre. Atums impor
tance was by no means limited to the north,or to the
Old Kingdom, however. It is Atum, along with the
Theban god Montu, who escorts the king in New
Kingdom representations in the temple of Amun at
Karnak. Atum's close relationship with the Egypt
ian king is seen in many cultic rituals, and a
papyrus dating to the Late Period in the Brooklyn
Museum shows the god's importance in the New
Year's festival in which the king's role was recon
fi rmed. Atum is relatively rarely encountered in the
popular religion of ancient Egypt, but amulets and
small reliquaries of lizards - which were one of his
symbols - were worn in honour of the god in the
Late Period.

Baal

Mythology
Baal was the West Semitic storm god, the equiva
lent of the Amorite dei ty Adad or Hadad, and the
centrally important deity of the Canaanites. The
Hebrew Bible records the ancient Israelites aposta
sizing interaction with this god, and Late Bronze
Age texts found at Ras Shamra (the ancient Ugarit)
on tlie Levantine coast show that by c. 1400 BC I3aa1
had displaced the god El to become the most prorn i
nent deity in the local pantheon. Believed to be
active in storms, he was known as 'rider of the
clouds' and 'lord of heaven and earth'; he also con
trolled the earth's fertility. According to the
surviving ancient Near Eastern myths, Baal van
quished Yam, the tyrannicalgod of the sea,but was
eventually himself overcome by Mot, a personifica
tion of death, and descended into the underworld.
Baal returned to life with the help of his sister
consort Anat in a manner similar to the death and
resurrection of Osiris; and although the two gods

do not seem to have been directly connected in
Egypt, the similar background may well have aided
Baal's acceptance there. His bellicose nature as god
of storms meant that he was naturally equated
witli tlie Egyptian god Seth, and Ramesses 1I him
self was said to appear at the Battle of Kadesh like
Seth and 'Baal himself'.

Iconography
Usually represented inanthropomorphic form, Baal
was depicted as a powerful warrior, with long hair
and a full, slightly curved Syrian-style beard. He
wore a conical, funnel-like helmet with two horns
attached at its base and often carried a straight-

Gold and silverfoil-covered
image of the Canaanite god
Baal Thegod's nmne means
'lord' or 'master' and could
apply to several deities unih
similarcharacteristics:
Canaanite, c. 1900 BC.
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bladed sword at the beltof a short kilt. The god was
also often depicted grasping a cedar tree dub or
spear in his left hand and a weapon or thunderbolt
in his upraised right hand.This imagery is common
to many Near Eastern storm gods and may have
been the origin of the later iconography of the
Greek god Zeus. Baal's cult animal was the bull 
symbolizing his power and fertility - and in Near
Eastern art he is frequently depicted standing on
theback of a bull.

Worship
By the 18th dynasty Baal worship had penetrated
Egypt, and the god was formally served at several
sites, an important cult centre being located at Baal
Saphon near Peluscurn in the northern Delta. lie
was also popular at Memphis and in several other
areas, his popularity being attested in Egyptian
theophoric names during New Kingdom and later
times.

Be-Pet

Godof uncertain nature, though probably a deity of
pain or woe, Ba-Pef means simply 'that soul', but
the use of the non-specific name implies fear or
taboo of mentioning the god's real name. In the
Pyramid Texts the netherworld house of Ba-Pef
'wherein is woe' is mentioned, but no other details
are given. There is some evidenceof a priesthood of
Ba-Pef in Old Kingdom times (in the tomb of Mere
sankh III at Giza), though the god does not seem to
have beenof great importance in any period.

Bes

Mythology
The name Bes (perhaps from the word besa, 'to
protect') is a relatively late term used to describe
what are really a number of deities and demons of
Egypt, perhaps not all originally related, though all
of similar form. Perhaps ten separate gods - Aha,
Amam, Bes, Hayet, Ihty, Mefdjet, Menew, Scgeb.
Sopdu and Tetetenu - share similar, if not identical,
characteristics making 'Bes' a complex and not
always clearly understood figure. Although the
developed deity came to be oneof the most popular
and widespread of Egyptian gods, little can be said
with certainty of his beginnings. In the past differ
ent scholars have assigned him both African and
Near Eastern roots, but this is unnecessary and the
god is attested in Egypt - if somewhat indirectly 
sinceOldKingdom times.He (or related deities such
as Aha: 'fighter') appears on scores of artifacts of
Middle Kingdom date, but it is not until the New
Kingdom and later that Bes figures and images
become truly widespread and reflect popular accep
tance of the developed deity.

Despite his appearance, which changed in mar
details over time, Bes was deemed beneficent
humans and he was accepted by all clas-e
Egyptians as a powerful apotropaic deity. He "
especially associated with the protection of
dren and of pregnant women and those giving
and often depicted alongside Taweret in this
Just as the Res figure subsumed variousminx !,,>~

and demons, in later times he was himself ~yna

tized withother protective deities, forming the "CO'"

of a composite deity whose elements inch.Jd!I
Amun, Min. Horus, Sopdu. Reshef and other
Mythologically, Bes could also be associated w
Re. Ilathor and Ilorus - sometimesas the combi
Horbes - and a fema le form of the god, Beset. SI:

times appears as the mother of Horus.

Iconography
While the appearance of the god has been coe
pared with models as diverse as African pyg
and with prehistoric Libyan images. jarnes HomaJl'
demonstrated a number of years ago that theon
of the Bes iconography is most likely to be found
the image of a male lion rearing up on its hind pa
Later aspects of the deity - from New King-de
times - also display characteristics of achondr
plastic dwarfism so that in his developed form
god is usually portrayed as dwarf-like with ~hon

ened legs and an enlarged head which is usuaf
depicted from the front in two-dimensional repp
scntations. His mask-like and invariably beardes
features frame large staring eyes and a prntrudi
tongue, and he is often depicted with the mane of
lion and a lion's tail, which preserve his lea .
origins. Some Egyptologists believe that these
remnants of an original iconography in which



(Left) Besfigures - typically
brandishingknives orpli1yinR
musical instruments - were
often associated toith. the
hippopotamusRoddess
Tatoeret, as on this arm panel
from thechair of Princess
Sitamunfrom the Valley of
the Kings. F"gyptian Museum,
Cairo:

(Right) Theleonine figure of
this unguent jarfrom the
tomb01 Tutankhamun
exhibits several aspects and
attributes of the Rod Bes and
may have been chosen because
of the lion's connection with
Bes: 18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo:
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god wore a Iionskin cape rather than physically
possessing these characteristics. After the New
Kingdom Des is sometimes depicted wearing the
leopard skin worn in certain ritual contexts. For
much of his history Bes is also frequently depicted
wearing a plumed headdress and he is often given a
large belly and sometimes protruding breasts 
probably tying him to his role as a patron and
protector of pregnant women.

Because Bes was believed to provide protection
from snakes, he is frequently depicted holding
Or biting serpents, and in this form he assimilated,
Or was himself an avatar of, the demon Aha who
strangled serpents in his bare hands. Representa
tions of Res also commonly carry musical
instruments, knives, or the hieroglyphic sa sign sig
nifying protection, as these attributes all reinforced
the god's protective nature.Unlike other representa
'jons of the god, those showing him dancing with
musical instruments or with snakes frequently
-how him in profi le view as was necessary for
indicating movement.

From theThird Intermediate Period on, images of
just the head or mask of Bes occur both as indepen
dent amulets and as parts of other compositions 
the power of the mask alone being clearly
considered to be sufficient for protective purposes.
Conversely, in his later composite form Bes is
depicted as the head and sometimes body of a four
armed, winged and many-headed god with the tail
of a falcon and theattributesof many of thedeities
with whom he was combined. In theGraeeo-Roman
Period images of the god sometimes carry a sword
and circular shield to heighten his protective
qualities or perhaps because he was adopted as a
military deity. The effect is heightened in Roman

times when he is sometimes shown wearing the fu ll
costume of a legionary.

Worship
Although not worshipped in any formal temple
cult, Bcs was widely venerated as a protective deity
in the later dynastic periods of Egyptian history.
The image of the god protected the mammisi or

Faience image of Res holding
an infant in his role as
protector of childbirth nu:
tall plumed crown of the god
is common in his iconography
from the 18thdynasty. Harer
Collection, San Bemardina
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Protective images of Bes
such as this surmounted
thecolumns of the Roman
mammisi or birth house at
Dendera.
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birth houses of temples in the Graeeo-Roman
Period and perhaps earlier, and the figure of Bes
has also been found painted in roomsranging from
the palace of Amenophis ][[ at Malqata to the
workmen's houses at Deir el-Medina - perhaps all
being rooms associated with childbirth or children.
The vast range of objects upon which Bes was
depicted and the large number of his images and
amulets demonstrate his great popularity as a
household deity. His image was incorporated into
jewelry and his amulets were worn in life, and the
god is frequently depicted on headrests and beds,

where he protected the sleeper, as well as
mirrors, unguent jars and other cosmetic iter -is,
unguents and cosmetics were used for protects
from inimical influences as well as for adornmea
In the same way, and in addition to the Bes
figures of the so-called magical 'knives' or 'wa
of the Middle Kingdom, the image of
surmounted that of the infant Horus on many
the much later protective and healing-rela
plaques known as cippi of Horus. Individuals
have dressed in Bes masks or costumes to perf
dances aimed at protection, and an example of
lionJBes mask found by Petrie in a Middle Kingdcr
house at Kahun showed signs of frequent wear
repair,possibly indicating a professional role for
wearer. Another aspect of the god is prominent
Ptolemaic times from which we find 'incubation'
'Bes chambers' with images of Bes and a na .
goddess that seem to have been used in hear
rituals.

Thepopularity of Bes spread well beyond Elf)
and images of the god have been found on iv
work from Cyprus, fromSyria, and from Nimrud
Assyria.

Celestial Ferryman

The 'Celestial Ferryman' of Egyptological litcra
represents a deity of numerous names. Frequen
attested in the Pyramid Texts, the god ferries
deceased king across the 'Shifting Watcrw
(which may perhaps be identified with the cclipllo
- the apparent path of the sun and planets tbrou
the heavens), to the abode of Re, or to the after '
'field of offerings' (PT 999, etc.). The divine feIlJ
man is known as Her-ef-ha-ef 'He whose face
behind him' or by any of a dozen other names
many of which have similar meaning such
Ma-ha-ef 'He whose sight is behind him' - aI:Io

which seem to be linked to his role. Less Irequen
attested in later periods, the god is sometimes
depicted in the vignettes of the New Kingq
funerary texts seated or standing in his barque aIMI

being hailed by the deceased. In the Papyrus
Anhai he is shown, according to many of
descriptive names,with his head facing backwards,



Dedwen

Mythology
Originally a Nubian deity, Dedwen was known in
Egypt from at least Old Kingdom times when the
king is identified with 'Dcdwen, who presides over
:\ubia' in the Pyramid Texts (VI' 994, 1476). At a
very early date Dedwen had come to represent not
only Nubia but also its resources, and especially
mcense - which was imported into Egypt from the
south.The godwas thus identified as thesupplier of
incense for the gods and was also said to burn
incenseat royalbirths (PT 803, 1017).

Iconography
Depicted anthropomorphically, Dedwen was por
trayed as a male deity, usually with no special
characteristics and sometimes different iated only
by name. In the Old Kingdom his name was some
times written with the hieroglyphic sign for a
certain type of bird, but the god himself was not
depicted in avian formor with thehead of a bird.At
Kalabsha Dedwen is depicted with the head of a
lion, and the god couldalso beassimilated to Amun
or Khnum in theform of a ram.

Worship
Apart from his association (through incense) with
the cults of Egyptian gods and kings, the worship
of Dedwen seems to have remained largely limited
to Nubia itself. However, the god was honoured in
many pharaonic temples built in Nubia. Dedwen
was included, for example, with other deities in a
small temple built by Tuthmosis 1II at el-Lessiya:
and on the island of Uronarti near Semna, a temple
(perhaps of Middle Kingdomorigin)was dedicated
to Dedwen and Senwosret 111 by Tuthrnosis. A Late
Ptolemaic granite chapel at Kalabsha, re-erected in
the 1960s on the new site just south of Aswan, was
alsodedicated toDedwen.

Geb

Mythology
Athird-generation deity, the son of Shu and Tefnut,
Geb was the god who personified theearth and was
one of the most important of Egypt's primeval
gods. His staturesince early times is seen in the fact
that he is one of the most frequently mentioned
deities found in the Pyramid Texts, where he is
often juxtaposed with Reor other gods who were of
great importance in Egyptian afterlife beliefs. The
god's power was sometimes inimical. Earthquakes
came of his laughter and he could withhold his
blessings in dry times or in barren areas. More
importantly, as god of the earth par excellence, Geb
could also represent thegrave and it is stated in the
Pyramid Texts, for example, that the deceased king
'will not enter into Geb' or 'sleep within his house'
(PT 308).Geb usually had a morebeneficent aspect,
however. As god of the earth, grain was said to
sprout from his ribs and vegetation from his back.
Hewasalso thesource of fresh waters and ultimate
ly all that the earth produced so that Geb was
directly associated with the ferti lity of both the
earth and livestock;and Hapy, bountiful god of the
Nile inundation, was said tobe the 'friend of Geb'.

As the son of Atum andShu, Geb was the 'heirof
the gods',and as father of Osiris, the mythical king,
Geb also maintained a strong association with
kingship. The Egyptian king himself was called
the 'heir of Geb' and was said to sit upon 'the
seat of Geb'. The god was thus involved in the
transmission of kingship, and in the mythical story
known as the 'Contendings of Horus and Seth'
(preserved in the 20th·dynasty Papyrus Chester
Beatty I), it isGeb who acts as the presiding judge in
determining the rightfulheir to the throne. This role
of support for the king is present even as early as
the Pyramid Texts where Geb champions the king
as Horus over Seth.

Ma le Anthropomorphic
Deities

(Left) 'He whose face is behind
hi mis one of the many
names of thegodoften called
the 'Celestial Ferryman '.
Papyrus of Anhai, British.
Museum.

fRight) The enthroned Geb
is represented in both theRed
and Mlite Crowns on this
gold and lapis landi bracelet of
l Zth-dvnastv Queen Ahhotep
from western The bes:
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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Geb, god 01 theearth,
reclines beneath his spouse
Nut from whom he is
separated by theair god, Shu.
ThJ? body 01 Geb is covered
with hieroglyphs for 'reed'
suggestinghis fertile nature.
Detailfrom the Papyrus 01
Tentamun, 21st dynasty.
Bibliotheque Nationale, Pcris:
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The late tradition, unattested before the 30th
dynasty, that Geb lusted after his own mother and
violated her upon his father's death,appears tohave
been based on the Greek myth of the usurpation of
the place of Ouranos by his son Chronos whom the
Greeks identified directly with Geb.

Iconography
As with other cosmic deities Geb was usually
represented anthropomorphically. He may be
depicted as a man wearing the crown of Lower
Egypt, or in terms of his mythological role, reclin
ing on his side supporting himself with one arm
beneath the personified sky. In such scenes his
phallus may be shown stretching upwards toward
the goddess Nut, signifying their relationship.
Geb's mythological associations meant that he
could also be represented as a white-fronted goose
(a creature associated with creation), however, or
as a man with a goose on his head, and in the tomb
of Ramesses VI Geb is represented with the head
of a hare. In any of his forms Geb may be depicted
with green skin in order to symbolize his fertile
nature and the vegetation which springs from
him, and in some cases his body is decorated with
plants.

Worship
Although not honoured with a major cult of his
own, Geb was represented in many temple scenes
and was also important in some aspects of popular
religion. The god was associated with healing and
was particularly invoked in spells combating
scorpion stings. His healing powers were wide
ranging, and one magical text describes how Osiris

commanded Geb to restrain the malicious ~-

which caused colds and fevers.

Ha

Ha was a desert deity, of fairly limited impo,,.,.p
outside the arid regions, but of somesignificarxa
the western deserts and their oases where he
thought to provide protection from enemies ~

desert nomads and invading Libyan tribeSJ"
The god is attested as early as the 3rd dynasn
his association with the western regions incre..
as time progressed. Depicted anthropomorphi
Ha is recognized by the three hills of the
glyphic symbol for 'desert' or 'foreign lands' \\
he wore on his head. Sometimes he is depicted
a knife or bow as a symbol of his protective
The titles of priests of Ha have survived, but
more is known of any cult of the god.

Hapy

Mythology
The god Hapy (to be distinguished from the s
Horus with the same name - see p. 88) was p,ri'nL
Iy identified by the Egyptians as the inundati
the Nile - its yearly flooding which brought fern.
to the land through widespread watering and
new silt spread over the fields by the swollen
While it is often stated that Hapy was purely
inundation rather than simply the Ni le itself.
are some indications of overlap, so that •
sometimespo...ssible to characterizethe god as
senting the divine power of the Nile in g"",,.
More usually, however, Hapy is clearly the
Flood and the inundation was called by
Egyptians 'the arrival of Hapy'. The Nile wa s
the primary sourceof life in ancient Egypt and.
virtue of its cyclic rhythm, a manifestatioe
cosmic order so that Hapy is thus called creator
and even 'father of the gods' due to his life·m '"
and creative ability. He was also appealed to
caring father and a god who maintained ba
in the cosmos. Although the Nile was us
predictable, occasional weather disruptions
sub-Saharan Africa meant that severe famme
result from occasional excessively lowor high
of flooding, and thus it was Hapy who held
key to this proper balance of flooding and fern
As a result of his nature Ilapy was called 'I
the fishes and birds', and numerous crocodile
and frog goddesses were in his retinue. The pc
of Hapy was also expressed as both chthonic
sexual. The Late Period Famine Stela exp
these ideas in stating 'It (the cavern which is
god's dwelling] is the house of sleep of Hapy..
brings the flood: Leaping up he copulates as
copulates with woman.. .' - imagery which



applied to many of the gods who represented
aspects of fertility and primeval creation.

Iconog raphy
Representations of Hapy usually show the god as a
swollen-bellied man wearing an abbreviated belt or
loincloth and with long hair and pendulous, female
breasts. Often, thegod was depicted with a clump of
papyrus upon his head, and he is frequently shown
carrying papyrus and lotus stems and bearing a
tray laden with offerings. Most often he was shown
with blue skin, though other colours are occasionally
found. All of these attribu tes represented the
fertility Hapy supplied and as such were inter
changeable with those of other so-called fecundity
figures (see p. 131).Beginning in the 5th dynasty (in
the mortuary temple of Sahure), the lower registers
of temple walls were often decorated with depic-

tions of Hapy and other fecundity figures bearing
offerings into the temple as gifts and sustaining
supplies for the temple's divine owners. Statues
showing Hapy bearing loaded offering trays were
also made - sometimes with the features of the
reigning king, thus linking the monarch with the
fecundity deity.

Beginning in the 19th dynasty, reliefs portraying
two figures of IIapy, one wearing the papyrus
of Lower Egypt and the other the heraldic plant of
Upper Egypt, and binding together the two halves
of Egypt (symbolized by the respective plants
being used as ropes around the sema or 'union'
hieroglyph) were often carved on temple walls
and on the bases of colossal seated statues of kings.
An instance of Hapy depicted with the double
head of a goose appears in the temple of Sethos I
at Abydos.

Dualdepictions of Hapy 
representing Upper and
Lower Egypt- tie the symbolic
plants of the two lands
together in the sema-tawy
motif. The corpulent bodies of
the gods and the plants atop
their heads suggest the bounty
of the Nile's inundation iohicn
they represent. Throne
decoration, colossal statue of
Ramesses If, l.uxor Temple.
]9th dynasty.
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TIu! god Hapy, 'fatlu!r of flu!
ltods', clasping symbols of life,
receives the worship of
Ramesses JJI in a scene of
harvest andfertility. 20th
dynasty. Mortuary temple of
Ramesses Ill, Medinet Habu,
western Thebes.
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Worship
Hapy was especially worshipped in areas where the
Nile was particularly turbulent such as Gebel el
Silsila and near the supposed source of the Nile
where the god was believed to dwell in a cavern in
the vicinity of Aswan. Although it was said of
Hapy that 'he has no shrines, nor portions, no ser
vice of his choice' (The Hymn to Hapy), he was
widely venerated outside his cult centres and fre
quently depicted in the temples of other deities. One
text, relating how 1,089 goats were sacrificed to
Hapy, shows something of his importance. Many
Egyptians celebrated the god's annual festival and
composed hymns and paeansof praise to him.

Hauron

Mythology
The Canaanite god Hauron was a somewhat
obscure deity of the desert and the earth. perhaps,

according to Canaanite mythology, a son of
Astarte. Hauron may have been a god associated
with herdsmen and those who wandered the desert
areas; in Egypt he was known as 'the victorious
herdsman'. He is attested in Egyptian texts from
Middle Kingdom times in the form of a Canaanite
theophoric name, but the appearance of Hauron as
an adopted Egyptian deity seems to date to around
the time of Amenophis 1I at the earliest. The god
was associated with the Great Sphinx at Giza, but
the reason for the equation is not clear. Perhaps it
was as a result of the presence of Canaanitc or
Syrian workers who were located in the area of the
Sphinx, or it may have been as a result of some
mythologicalconnection which is no longer evident.

Iconography
Hauron was usually depicted in anthropomorphic
form as an armed man, but he could also appear in
other ways. In a famous statue in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo the god is represented in the form



of a falcon standing behind and protecting the
crouching figure of Ramesscs II who is shown as a
child.

Worship
A temple or chapel of this god, the 'house of
Hauron', was constructed in front of the Great
Sphinx at Giza in New Kingdom times. Hauron also
obviously entered Egyptian popular religion in his
capacity of divine herdsman, as a spell to be cast
over a field is known which invokes a number of
deities - including Hauron - to protect cattle from
attacks by wild animals.

Heh

Mythology
Heh was the personification of infinity - usually in
the temporal senseof eternity. In hieroglyphic writ
ing the figure of Heh wa s used to denote a million.
The god was thus associated with the idea of mil
lions of years and is sometimes pain.."CI with the
female deity Hauhet representing the alternative
Egyptian word for eternity, djel. Mythologically,
however, Heh- along with his consort Hauhet - was
a member of the ogdoad of eight primeval deities
worshipped at Hermopolis Magna. The god was
also associated with the myth of the 'celestial cow'
who was supported by Shu and eight Heh deities 
two at each leg - and with the solar barque which
Heh liftedback into thesky at the end of its noctur
naljourney through the netherworld.

Iconography
Hch is depicted in male anthropomorphic form,
with divine wig and beard, usually kneeling and

Male Anthropomorphic
Deities

(Below /eft) Thegod llanron
in falcon fon n. Statue of
Ramesses 1/from Tanis,
Egyptian Museum, Cairn
The statue base is inscribed
'Ramesses. beloved of
Hauron'. 19thdynasty.

(RelowJ Hell. the
personification of infinity.
holds the notched palm
branches which were the
ancient method of recording
time andthus the hieroglyphic
signs fo r 'years'. Detail of
decorated chair0/
Tutankhamun. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum. Cairo.
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grasping in each hand a notched palm branch
which was used for ceremonial time/record-keeping
in the temples and was thus used as the hieroglyph
ic symbol for 'years'. Sometimes a palm branch is
also placed on the god's head. In detailed represen
tations the palm branches are given additional
elements such as the tadpole glyph for '100,000' or
the shen ring of 'eternity'.The godoften kneels on a
basket signifying 'all' or universality,and may have
ankh signs suspended from his hands or arms. Heh
deities may also be depicted in the mythologicalset
tings describedabove - supporting thecelestialcow
or the solar barque of Re.

Worship
These iconographic characteristics reinforced the
use of the figure of Heh to express the wish of
millions of years of life or rule, so that the god is
frequently depicted in amulets from as early as late
Old Kingdom times, and in royal iconography 
especially on household or personal itemsassociated
with the king.Anumber of objectsfrom the tombof
Tutankhamun, for example, were decorated with
the figure of Heh, and these would indicate that the
god's presence was an important addition to the
New Kingdom royal funerary assemblage.

Heka

Mythology
For the Egyptians, heka or 'magic' was a divine
force which existed in the universe like 'power' or
'strength' and which could be personified in the
form of the god Heka. Mythologically, heka was
believed to have existed from the time of creation
and to have empowered the creation event so that
the god Heka could likewise be seen as a creator
god. At Esna, although doubtless based on a late
popular etymology, his name 18 thus explained as
'the first work'. Magic empowered all the gods, and
Heka was also a godof power whose name was tied
to this meaning from the 20th dynasty onward by
being written emblematically with the hieroglyph
for 'power', although originally the god's name may
have meant 'he who consecrates the ka', and he is
called 'Lord of the kas' in the Coffin Texts (CT 261).
Because of his great power the Pyramid Texts
make it clear that Heka was feared by the gods
themselves (PT 472), and he was said to accompany
the sun god in his barque as well as to protect the
god Osiris in the underworld.

Iconography
Invariably portrayed in anthropomorphic form,
Heka was usually represented as a man, with the
usual garb and curved beard of the gods. In the
Late Period, however, Heka was venerated in
the form of a child - as were several other male
deities - and was thus shown accompanying

various divine couples as their 'son' in a number of
representations.

Worship
Like most deities representing areas or aspects of
the cosmos, Heka was not served by a regular cult
though his role in religion was of considerable
importance. He was naturally invoked in many
magico-religious contexts and at Esna in Roman
times, for example, a statue of the god was taken in
procession from the temple through the surround
ing fields to ensure their productivity. Heka also
played a role in afterlife beliefs. Because he was
viewed as a god of inestimable power, the Pyramid
Texts directly claim his authority (l'T 539) and the
Coffin Texts contain a spell 'to become the god
Heka' (CT 261)

Harus

see p.ZOO, Avian Deitiessection

Hu

Hu personified the concept of 'authoritative
utterance' and was thus closely connected to ideas
of powerand controLHe was said tohave come into
being from a drop of blood from the phallus of the
sun god and therefore was tied to the power of tbe
pre-eminent deity Re. However, he is also closely
linked - at least conceptually - with the Memphite
idea of creation, in which the god Ptah created the
universe through his own authoritative utterance
(see p.123).Hu is often found in connection with Sia,
the personification of perception, understanding or
knowledge, especially in contexts such as creation
or the sun god's journey through the underworld
Hu's association with the netherworld and afterlife



is an early one. In the Pyramid Texts the god
appears as the companion of the deceased king in
the heavens (l'T 251), and these texts repeatedly
assert that the king assumes authority - in one
instance explicitly saying 'authority [HuJ has
bowed his head to me' (IT 697) - showing that the
king maintains his monarchical authority and has
power over the forces of the afterl ife. Hu was rarely
represented pictorially, but is sometimes depicted
as an anthropomorphic deity and appears as such
in scenes showing the boat of Re and his attendant
deities in the underworld.

fah

Iah was a lunar god whose name means 'Moon' and
who is knownfrom relatively early times.Originally
an independent deity, he was later largely absorbed
by Khonsu and is thus sometimes viewed as an
adult formof that god and sometimes independently.
lah appears in thePyramid Texts wherethedeceased
king announces that the moon (lah) is his brother
(1'1' lOOl) andfather (IT 1104),but byNew Kingdom
times Khonsu and Thoth play more dominant roles
as lunar deities. Nevertheless, lah is found as an
amulet and in other representations in later dynas
ties in which he is depicted as a standing man, often
wrapped in thesame manner as Khonsu,and wearing
the same full and crescent moon symbols, though
often these are surmounted by an Atef Crown with
yet another disk above it. In addition to the divine
beard, the god usually wears a long tripartite wig
rather than thesidelock of Khonsu,and he may also
carry a tall staff. To a somewhat lesser degree lah
was also fused with Thoth and he may be depicted
as ibis-headed like that god. One of Tutankhamun's
pectorals has a winged scarab holding up the boat
of the lunar eye above which is a crescent moon and
disc - imagery which could refer to lah.

fmhotep

Mythology
A high official of the 3rd dynasty, Imhotep is best
known as the vizier and 'overseer of works' of King
Djoser, for whom he constructed the great Step
Pyramid complex at Saqqara - the first Egyptian
pyramid and the world's first known monumental
stone structure. Although apparently a commoner
by birth, he served as a priest of Ptah and his con
nection with the god led eventually to the myth that
he was the son of Ptah by a human mother named
Khreduankh. During his lifetime Imhotep rose
through the ranks of templeand government offices
to becomea high priest and courtier of great impor
tance. In addition to his work as architect, he seems
to have been a man of considerable learning asso
ciated with many other intellectual achievements
and he became a patron of medicine,of writingand
of knowledge in general, Although his medical
achievements are not contemporaneously docu
mented, the fact that Imhotep became known as a

Step pyramid of Djoser,
Saqqara. Thegreatest
accomplishment of the
'overseer of works' lmhotep.
the step pyramid became the
basis of thearchitect's lasting
fame and eventual veneration.

(Left) Thegod Hu, directly in
front of the deceased, stands
with Khepri, Thoth and Isis in
this afterlife scene. 20th
dynas(y. Tomb of lnherkha,
western Thebes:

(Right) The deified lmhotep
(at nght) shown before the
craftsman godPtah with
uhom he was often associated.
Private stela, Saqqara.
Late/Ptalemaic Period:
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(Right) The scholar and
architect lmlwtep is often
shown enthroned and
accorded full attributes of
divinity in images from the
LatePeriod and Graeco
Roman era.

(Below) In the Ptolemaic
Period inner sanctuary of the
temple of Hatshepsut at Deir
ei-Bohri, Imhotep was
venerated along with the
deified Amenophis Son of
Hapu (not shown).

virtual medical demigod within a century or so of
his death seems to indicate that he may well have
been a highly ski lled physician. As a result of bis
reputation for learning, Imhotep was also linked to
the cult of the god Thoth.The tomb of Imhotep has
never been found, though it is possible that the large
uninscribed mastaba numbered 3,518 at Saqqara is
in fact that structure.

Iconography
Surviving statue fragments from Saqqara d
strate that Irnhotep was granted the
privilegeof being named alongsidehis king.I 
in formal statuary, but representations of
priestly architect are not known till much
Nevertheless, from the Late Period onwards \
bronzes and other small sculptures as w
amulets of Imhotep were common. Usually
depicted in scribal fashion, seated and wea .
long kilt and skull-cap or shaven head with a
rus roll unscrolled across his lap to symbolize
scholarly natureand scribalpatronage.

Worship
The veneration of Imhotcp grew to deificati
the Late Periodand theGraeeo-Roman era wbee
cult reached itszenith, and a number of shrines
temples were dedicated to the deified scholar.
main areas of worship appear to have been i
area of Saqqara, on the island of Philae, anc.
Thebes where he was also worshipped along
the deified 18th-dynasty sage Amenophis S
Hapuat Deir el-Bahriand in the Ptclemaic k mpl
Deir el-Medina. An important inscription regani..
him was placed in the temple of Ptah at Kar
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the reign of Tiberius.His cult centres were places of
pilgrimage for sufferers who prayed and slept there
in the hope that the god would heal them or reveal
remedies to them through inspired dreams. As the
patron of medicine he was identified by the Greeks
with their god of medicine, Asklepius, and his cult
centre at Saqqara is called the 'Asklepion'. Mummi
fied ibises were left by worshippers as votive
offerings for Imhotep in the underground cata
combs in this area, and pilgrims also left models of
injured limbs or diseased organs there in the hopeof
being healed by the god. While Imhoteps position
as a deified commoner was not unique in ancient
Egypt, he was unrivalled in the high degree and
widespread level of veneration he received.

Khonsu

Mythology
The god Khonsu was a moon god whose earliest
attested character is considerably different from his
later manifestation in New Kingdom Thebes where
he appears as the benign son of Amun and Mut. In
the Pyramid Texts he appears in the famous 'Canni
bal Hymn' as a bloodthirsty deity who assists the
deceased king in catching and slaying those gods
that the king 'feeds upon' in order to absorb their
strength (IT 402). Later the god appears to have
been associated with childbirth, but it is in his role
as an integral member of the all-powerful Theban
triad (Amun, Mut, Khansu) that Khansu is best
known. There Khonsu was primarily viewed as a
lunar god,but he exhibited several different aspects,
appearing among other forms as Khonsu pa-khered
('Khonsu the Child'); Khonsu pa-ir-sckher 'Khonsu
the provider' (the Chespisichis of the Greeks);
Khonsu heseb-ahau 'Khonsu, decider of the life
span'; and Khonsu em-ioaset nefer-hetep 'Khonsu in
Thebes' - apparently the most important Theban
manifestation of the god. The various forms of the
god interacted with one another as can be seen from
the inscription known as the Bentresh Stela 
inscribed in Thebes in the 4th century BC but pur
porting to record a pronouncement of Ramesses 11
some 800 years earlier. The stela tells how the
Egyptian king loaned a statue of Khonsu pa-ir
sekher to the king of Bakhtan toaid in the healing of
his daughter, Bentresh, and includes discourse
between this form of Khonsu and the more senior
Khonsu in Thebes.1\lthough fi rmly associated with
Amun and Mut at Thebes, at Kom Ombo Khonsu
was regarded as the son of Sobek and Hathor, and
at Edfu Temple Khonsu was linked to Osiris as 'the
son of the leg', referring to the relic of the nether
world god said to be preserved at that site. As a
moon god Khonsu was also sometimes associated
with Shu, god of the air, and with Horus. Like
Thoth, he participated in the reckoning of timeand
was believed to influence the gestation of both

humans and animals. In the past the name of
Khonsu was thought to be derived from the
elements kh 'placenta' and nesu 'king' as a personifi
cation of the royal placenta, but it is now generally
believed to be based on the verb khenes 'to cross
over' or 'to traverse', meaning 'he who traverses
[the skyj'.

Iconography
Khonsu is usually depicted in anthropomorphic
form - most often as a young man enveloped in
mummy bandages or a tightly fi tting garment,
though his arms may be partially or completely
unrestrained.He frequently wears his lunar symbol
consisting of the full lunar disk resting in a crescent
new moon upon his head; in his role as divine child
of Amun and Mut he commonly wears the sidelock
of youth, though he may also wear thecurved beard
of thegods. The god was often depicted holding the
crook and flai l associated with Osiris and Horus,
and a was or died-headed staff (see illustration below),

Male Anthropomorphic
Deities

Black and red granite statue
of Khonsu with thefeatures
of Tutanhhamun. The
sideloch of youth and the
curved divine beard are both
chamcieristic of thegod's
iconography. r'./JYPtian
Museum, Cairo.
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Khonsu in his falcon-headed
form with thecharacteristic
attributes of disk and crescent
moon. 20th dynasty Tomb of
Montuherkhepeshef VaUeyof
the Kings, western Thebes.
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but his most distinctive attribute is usually the
necklace he wears with its crescent-shaped pectoral
element resting on his chest and its heavy counter
poise on his back. This counterpoise is usually
depicted in an inverted 'keyhole' shape and can be
used to differentiate the god from representations of
the god Ptah whose necklace counterpoise is of a
different shape. As a sky deity Khonsu can also be
depicted with the head of a falcon - usually differ
entiated from Horus and Re by the lunar disk and
crescent. As a lunar deity one of his symbols was
the Cynocephalus baboon, though Khonsu himself
does not appear in this form as frequently as does

the god Thoth. Small amulets representing Khonsu
in human form are known from the later dynasties,
as are plaques depicting the god in fully human or
falcon-headed form, sometimes with his divine par
ents Amun and Mut, or like Horus, standing on the
back of a crocodileon thehealing plaques known as
cippi (seep. 132).

Worship
Khonsu had many sanctuaries throughout Egypt,
but his main w it centre was Thebes. Begun in
the 20th dynasty by Ramesses 1Il and completed
by a number of later rulers, the temple of Khonsu
was erected within the precincts of the great Amun
temple at Karnak. In certain of his festivals - such
as the New Year's festival at the temple of Luxor
where the god participated in the celebrations
with his parents, Amun and Mut - the cult statue
of Khonsu was transported from his precinct at
Karnak on a sacred barque which was identified
by a falcon's head at its prow and stern. The god
processed along his own statue-lined avenue
running from his temple to Luxor indicating his
importance in this and other festivals. Khonsus
fame as a god of healing was also widespread and
enhanced in later times by the fact that he was
believed to have personally healed one of Egypt's
kings, Ptolemy IV, who called himself 'beloved
of Khonsu who protects the king and drives away
evilspirits'.

Mandulis

Mythology
A local solar god of the Lower Nubian region.
whose actual Egyptian name was Merwel, this god
is usually called Mandulis - the Greek version of
his name. Little is known of the god's origins or
early history but his nature was undoubtedly solar.
and a late text known as the 'Vision of Mandulis'
equates him quite naturally with Horus and with
the Greek god Apollo. He was also equated with the
Greek Helios and at Philae he was called the
'companion' of lsis.

Iconography
Mandulis was depicted in anthropomorphic form
wearing a crown of ram-horns, sun disks and
cobras surmounted by tall plumes.He could also be
represented in the form of a human-headed bird.
not unlike the Egyptian ba bird, but wearing the
god's complex characteristiccrown.

Worship
Although he was worshipped throughout Lower
Nubia, the best evidence for the cult of Mandulis 1:"
found at New Kalabsha where the god is represented
along with various Egyptian deities on the walls of
the re-sited Roman Period temple. The remains of a



chapel dedicated to the god may also be seen
adjacent to the eastern colonnade of the Great
Temple of Isis at Phi lae.

Min

Mythology
Min was one of Egypt's most ancient and enduring
deities, functioningas the supremegodof male sex
ualprocreativityandas a deityof theeastern desert
regions throughout dynastic history. The origin of
his name, Menu, is unknown and gives us noclue to
his nature, though the Greek writer Plutarch
caimed that it meant 'that which is seen', doubtless
based on a similarity with a form of the verb to see.
That he was already worshipped in predynastic
times is seen in the early presence of his emblem
and in the three apparently predynastic colossal
statues of the god discovered by Petrie at Coptos in
1393 and now in Oxford's Ashmolean Museum.
Although not mentioned by name in the Pyramid
Texts, Min may be the god referred to as the deity
'who raises his arm in the east', and a reference to
the 'procession of Min' occurs in a Sth-dynasty

tomb at Giza, showing that his cult was already
established. He is also found in the Coffin Texts
where the deceased associates himself with the
'woman-hunting' Min in order to possess the god's
sexual powers. During the Middle Kingdom Min
became associated with the god Horus as Mm-Her
and as a result he was sometimes described as the
son of Isis, though the association also led to Min
being worshipped as the consort of Isis and father
of Horus. As god of the eastern regions and
because of his associations with sexuality and fer
tility, it was natural that Min gained as consort the
Syrian goddess Qadesh whom he shared with the
Syrian storm god Reshep. Of greatest importance
to the mythological history of Min is the fact that
during the 18th dynasty thegod became increasingly
assoc-iated with Amun of Thebes and became in
essence the manifestation of Amun as primeval
creator god, somewhat analogous to Aturns rela
tionship with Re at Heliopolis. The Amun-Min
association had direct political overtones, however,
and from Middle Kingdom times the coronations
and jubilee fest ivals of the pharaoh seem to have
incorporated rituals of Min aimed at promoting the
potency of the king.This form of Minrevered in the
Theban area was known as Min-Amun-ka-mute/ or
simply Arnun ka·mute/'Amun, bull of his mother'.
The Greeks associated Min with their god Pan.

Iconography
Min was usually depicted in fully anthropomorphic
form as a wrapped or mummified ithyphallic man
standing upright and wearing a cap or crown to
which long streamers are attached and surmounted
by two tall plumes. Ilis legs are always held tightly
together - either as a result of his swathed body or
in continuity of the form of the earliest sculptural
representations of the god - and only his erect
penis, held in his left hand, and right arm project
from the wrappings enveloping his body. The god's
right arm is raised with his hand extended upwards
and appears to be held behind him in two
dimensional representations, though sculptural
works make it clear that this is a result of artist ic
convention and the arm is in reality held upward at
the god's right side. The gesture is not really under
stood, but may well be protective or smiting in
nature, as this appears to be its meaning among
several other Near Eastern raised-arm deities.
Usually a flail is placed on or above the god's raised
arm. Representations of Min may depict him with
various other items such as a collar or pectoral and
braces, but none of these items is a fixed attribute.
In coloured representations the god's skin is always
black, perhaps symbolic of the black soil which
was the basis of all fertility in Egypt. Min was
depicted as a falcon in the 5th Upper Egyptian
name, but this was not a standard aspect of the
god's iconography, while in his cult centres of
Gebtu and Khent-Min, the god was worshipped in
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(ufl) The Nubian god
Mandulis in the form of
a human ba but with his
characteristic plumedcrown.
Ptolemaic Period: Temple of
Kalabsha, Nubia.

(Below] Bronze figurine of the
god Min: lVhile the ithyphaUic
nature of thegodclearly
relates to his fertility role, the
significance of his raised arm
is not fuUy understood. Late
Period. EroPtian Museum,
Cairo.
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(Above) Amun-Min, an aspect
of A mun meritedwith Min;
whose black face symbolizes
the fertile richness of the
damp earth from which life
sprang each year. Rem! block
of Tuthmosis Illfrom Deir
el-Bahri. Luxor Museum.

(Above n"ght) Senwosret 1
presents bread to AmunR e
in the form of Min before
a garden of lettuce which
was a symbolic attribute of
the fertility god. 12th dynasty.
lVhite Owpelof Scmoosret.
Karnak.
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the form of a white bull, which clearly represented
Min's sexual potency. The cos lettuce (Lactuca sati
va) which was often depicted in pots or on offering
tables with the god from the 6th dynasty through
Roman times was also a sexual reference, as the
milky white sap of the lettuce seems to have been
viewed as symbolic of semen and the plant may
have been considered an aphrodisiac. The strange
emblem of Min may also be an iconograph ic clue to
the god's original character, but it remains enigmat
ic, having been interpreted as everything from a
fossil belemnite and a lightning bolt to the sliding
bolt of the god's shrine.

Worship
Although Min was venerated throughout Egypt,
two cities were particularlyassociated with thegod.
The oldest site is that called by the Greeks Coptos
and the Egyptians Gebtu (the modern Qift, between
Qena and Luxor) at the western end of the Wadi
Hammamat which led to the mining regions of the
eastern desert - and hencerepresented Min's roleas
a tutelary deity of that area. The original god of

Gebtu may have been the ithyphallic Rahes who is
called 'regent of the land of the South' in the
Pyramid Texts, and it was this god that was repre
sented with :\1in in falcon form on the 5th Upper
Egyptian name sign, though the creatures were
later identified as Horus and Min. Archaeological
evidenceof theworship of Mindating to the Middle
Kingdom has been found at Coptos as well as in the
foundation deposits of a New Kingdom temple,
though the surviving ruins are of Graeco-Roman
date. The other major site associated with Min was
Khent-Min or 'Shrine of Min' which the Greeks
called I'anopol is (the modern Akhmim, near
Sohag), and the emblem of the nome standard in
this area was theMin emblemitself. Khent-Min was
the home of the high priest of Min Yuya, who was
the father- in-law of Amenophis III and father of
Tutankhamun's successor Ay, who built a rock-cut
chapel to the god in that area. Min's role as a god of
fert ility was of understandable importance in an
agricultura lly dependent area such as ancient
Egypt, so we find scenes such as a relief of
Ramesses III at Medinet Habu where the king is
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The god Nun lif ts thesolar
barque with the new-bornsun
from the waters of creation.
The original creation was also
mirrored in thecycle of the
dally sunrise. Papyrus of
AnJwi. British Museum,
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temple lakes, artificial pools and ponds, and even
underlying ground water all called by the god's
name or said to be his. The consort of Nun was
Naunet who was really only a linguistic and logical
complement to the god without any true individual
identity.

Iconography
When Nun was depicted in scenes representing the
creation or recreation of the sun god he was shown
in anthropomorphic form as a large figure with the
tripartite wig and curved beard of the gods whose
upraised arms lift the sun (usually held in a boat)
into the horizon from which it was reborn into a
new day, This image appears both in the vignettes
of funerary papyri and also on the walls of New
Kingdom royal tombs such as that of Ramesses VI
in the Valley of the Kings, The deep 'well' shafts
and some steeply descending passages in some of

Nun

TIle god Neper was a grain deity whose agricultu
ral origin was an early one and who may well have
predated that aspect of Osiris whom he resembled
51 several ways. The Coffin Texts mention Neper as
_1:Qd "living after behas died' (eT 11 95),and thegod
wa..:;, largely assimilated with Osiris as time pro
~~d. The hieroglyphic writing of Ncper's name
IDCludes the symbol for grain; and in a procession of
drities carved in the reign of the 5th-dynasty king
Sahure the body of the god is dotted to symbolize
the gram which Neper represented. Because the
barvest was so dependent upon the yearly flooding

[he Nile, the inundation deity Hapy was said to
'lord of Neper'. but the god was honoured in his

rn right as an important deity of the harvest and
pI'O':':perity. Neper was often associated with the
robra goddess Rencnuret who also was a patron of
me harvest. A cult centre of the god is known to
haw been constructed in the southern Fayum by
Amenemhet III and IV,

Neper

ythology
. .un personified the primeval waters which existed
a [he time of creation and from which the creator
sun god arose. He was thus called the 'father' of the
guds,but this was mainly a temporal distinction as
be bore no genealogical relationship to them. Like
other members of the Ogdoad (see p. 77), he was

ssentiallv an element of the unformed cosmos and
thus persisted as a feature of Egyptian religion but
without any developed mythology, Nun, however,
wa...' considered to continue to exist outside the
bounds of the created universe even after the world
ceased to be. In this sense Nun was the hiddenabyss
and is referred to in this manner throughout the
Pyr amid Texts and in later literature more as a loca
tion than as a deity, The only relat ionship between
this world and the outlying waters of Nun is found
111 the fact that beings such as stillborn babies and
mndemned souls who had no part in the afterlife
were consigned to this area beyond existence. On
the other hand, any terrestrial body of water could
also be called Nun and we find the Nile River, sacred

<00","'1 cutting wheat before Min; and the god's
major festival, 'the coming forth of Min', which was
crJebrared at the beginning of the harvest season,
wa.;: among the most impor tant religious
¥ricultural fest ivals in Egypt. Amulets of Min
occur from an unusually early date withone in gold
bring known from a 12th,dynasty burialat Abyoos.

Io>t amulets of the god date to the Late Period,
"""'eYer,and may have been utilized by men for the

re et the god's procrea tive powers.
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The worrier-hunter god
Onuris in the pose of a
spear-holding deity. Detailof
a Late Period bronze dyad,
Musee des Beaux-Arts,
Budapest.

these Xew Kingdomroyal tombs appear tosymboli
canydescend toward the underlying waters of Nun
in order to tie them to the underlying basis of crea
tion and thus recreation and rebirth. Nun was also
represented in another symbolic manner in the
undulating mudbrick enclosure walls constructed
around many temples. The convex and concave
courses of these walls are believed to have repre
sented the waters of Nun, symbolically depicting
the outlying parameters of the universe which was
modelled in the architectural programme of Egypt
ian temple design.

Worship

As an aspect of the precreated world Nun had no
personal cult and had no temples, priests or certain
rituals, though the ritual purification of the priests
in the sacred lakes constructed within the precincts
of temples came closest to this, as the pious ablu
tions not only physically cleansed the sacred
officiants but also allowed them to rise, renewed by
the waters of Nun.

Onuris

Mythology
The Egyptian god Anhur, more commonly known
by his Greek name Onuris, was a god of war and
hunting originating in the Thinite region around
Abvdos. His name means 'he who leads back the
distant one' and appears to be based on the
mythical manner in which Onuris is said to have
journeyed to Nubia in order to bring back the leo
nine 'Eye of Re' who became his consort as the
lioness-goddess Mekhit. In this legend Onuris
parallels the Heliopolitan god Shu who was also
considered to have brought back the fearsome 'eye'
as his own consort, Tefnut, though the meaning of
the name Anhur suggests the story may have been
original with him. In any event, Onuris was often
equated with Shu and was also linked to thesun god
under the epithet 'son of Re' who hunted and slew
the enemies of his solar-deity fa ther. Onuris was
also associated with Horus, In the Ptolemaic Period
Onuris was identified by the Greeks with their own
war god,Ares,and the Romans also maintained this
martial identity of Onuris as may beseen ina repre
sentation of the Emperor Tiberius on a column
shaft in the temple of Kom Ombo which shows the
Roman wearing the characteristiccrownof the god.

Iconography
Onuris was depictedas a standinggod,beardedand
with a short wigsurmounted by a uraeus and either
twoor four tallplumes.As 'lord of the lance' the god
stands with his right hand raised as if to thrust a
lanceor spear, while in his left hand he often holds a
length of rope perhaps symbolic of his role in cap
turing his lioness consort. In some cases the rope is

not shown and the god may be represented gras
ing his raised spear in both hands, while in otbs'
cases neither spear nor rope are shown and the
is simply depicted with his arms raised as if
were holding these attributes. The iconography
the god clearly shows that he is intended to be ee<r
as preparing to thrust his spear downward inr
subdued enemy rather than in the act of throwi
the spear. Onuris thus controls rather than sim
attacks his enemies. The god is most frequen
depicted wearing a long kilt which is often deco
ed in a feather-like pattern.

Worship
Although the original cult centre of Onuris was
This near Abydos in Upper Egypt, his main area
worship in later times was in the Delta town
Sebennyros (the modern Samannud) where he w
venerated alongside or as a form of the god Shu
temple of Onuris-Shu at this site has been dated
the reign of Necranebo 11 of the 30th dynas
though worship of Onuris here would seem to has,
predated this structure. Silver and bronze amu
of the god occasionally occur in Late Period buriak
in different areas.

Osiris

'Hail toyouOsiris,
Lordof eternity, king of gods,
Of many names, of holy forms,
Of secret rites in temples"

'The Great Hymn to Osi

Mythology
Osiris was unquestionably one of the most impor
tant deities of ancient Egypt, figuring prominent
in both monarchical ideology and popular religUt
as a god of death, resurrection and fertility.Both tilt
meaning of thegod'sname and hisexact originsare
enigmatic, The etymology of the name Osirjs
(Egyptian Usir) is made confusing by its abbreviar
ed hieroglyphic spelling, but a recent stud)
concluded that it is most plausibly 'mighty one
(Egyptian useru). His birthplace was said to be
Rosetau in the necropolis of the western desert near
Memphis, but this is doubtless a mythical place
ment related to the god's funcrary role.

The developing character of Osins: It seems likeJ,
that Osiris was originally a fertility god with
chthonic connections based in his identificatioa
with the earth, and that he was also associated ar
some point with the Nile's inundation, perhaps
through its resultant alluvium and fertility. Yet tbe
direct association of Osiris with agriculture seems
to have occurred later. As time progressed and tbe
cult of Osiris spread tbroughout Egypt, the god
assimilated many other deities and rapidly took 00



their attributes and characteristics. It seems prob
able,for example, that thegod took over thestory of
an earthlyruler whowas resurrected after his death
from the ancient god Andjety of Busiris whose
msignia werealso the same as those used by Osiris,
. lany of the epithets accorded Osiris may also be
seen to have been taken over from other deities.
From the ancient jackal god Khenty-imentiu of
Abvdos Os.ris took the title 'foremost of the
eesterners', and from Anubis he took the title 'he

-00 is the god's tent', relating to the temporary
boothof embalming,etc.Many of the titles and epi
thet::3 applied to himalso reflect thegod's nature as a
funerary deity, which if not original to Osiris cer
tainly became central in his identity. Chief among
the-e, the title ioenenefer, from which the Greek
name Onnophris was taken, probably means some
thing like 'he who is in everlastingly good
condition',showing the god's victory over the decay
of death. His seemingly anomalous title 'Lord of
the bving' is also a purposeful denial of death and
refers tothose 'living' in the netherworld. An impor
tant development of Osiris. however, which went
beyond his basic identity as a resurrected god and
ruler of the underworld, was the role he played as
JUdgeof thedead.

TJu' mythic cycle of Osiris: In the Pyramid Texts
Osiris is of primary importance as one of the three
most frequently mentioned deities along with
Horus and Re. It seems clear that once Osiris began
o rise to widespread importance the priests of

Hel iopolis incorporated him along with certain
other deities into their own theological framework.
The Osiride legends thus incorporate Osiris'

-- ----.,..

'siblings' Isis,Nephthvs. and Seth as well as his son
Horus, and represent the most extensive mythic
cycle in ancient Egyptian culture. In their developed
form the core myths were preserved by the Greek
writer Plutarch in his work De Iside et Osiride,
where essentially it is claimed that the god once
ruled Egypt as a king until he was murdered and
cruelly dismembered and scattered by his jealous
brother Seth. Due to the loyalty and dedication of
his wife Isis and with the help of their sister Neph
thys, Osiris was found and revivified and became
thegodof the netherworld.Horus, theposthumously
conceived son of Osiris and lsis, avenged his
father's death by defeating Seth and in time became
the king of all Egypt as the rightful heir of Osiris.
This story had great appeal both as a theological
rationale for the Egyptian monarchial system in
which the deceased king was equated with Osiris
and was followed to the throne by his 'Horus' suc
cessor, and also as a story which proffered the hope
of immortality through resurrection - which had a
universal appeal and was claimed at first by kings
and eventually by nobles and commoners also. On
the other hand, it is equally true that as a chthonic
god Osiris retained a measure of fearsomeness and
could be regarded with awe. The Pyramid Texts
preserve this darker aspect of the god in spells
which imply the king'sprotection from Osiris by Re,
as do the Coffin Texts, which speak of Osiris as a
threatening power in some cases, and the Book of
the Dead - which along with the god's positive titles
also lists epithets such as 'the terrible'. Overall,
however, the human origin, vulnerability, and resur
rection of the god and the emphasis on family
devotion and loyalty which runs through the
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Enigmaticdepiction of
Oeiris as a reclining
ithyphallic fzgure associated
with the sun god Re. TJu: scene
cannot beascribed 10 a tmoum
funerary 'book' but appears in
the tomb of Ramesses IX and
in certain funerary papyri.
Papyrus, Egyptian Museum.
Cairo.
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lord of the heavens and Osiris as lord of the under
world. Osiris was also mythologically conneos
with the moon, however, though this was a relati
ly minor association. The ultimate fusion of 0-..,
with other deities occurred in the reign of I'rcl
who introduced the hybrid Scrapis as a fusion
Osiris, Apis and various Greek gods - an an i
creationwhich nevertheless becomeoneof the IDl

important deities of Egypt at the end of the d~

tic age. The Greeks themselves associated 0-..,
with theirown god Dionvsus.

Iconography

Osiris is usually represented in anthropomorpt
form,as a human mummy whoseskin may be w
- perhaps to symbolize the mummy wrappings >
more usually black as the colour of chthonic dei
and of the dark Nile alluvium, or green as represee
tative of vegetation and fertility. The god
invariably depicted standing or sitt ing stiffly tnC

with both legs together and with his hands pro
ing from his wrappings to grasp the crook and
which are his chief attributes. These items
regalia have been thought to represent past
implements, but the origin of the flail is not c
and it may have had other meanings.In any even
seems more likely that both items were taken (1'ilfI

together from royal regalia as they are present
representations of kings from the time of l'iaI IUd'

on. Sometimes the god holds a was sceptre,but
isclearlya later usage taken overfrom the iconORT.l
phy of other gods. Regional variation has beer
shown to affect the manner in which the regalia
held. In Middle Egyptian Osiride figures the ana
are usually held at the same level, whereas inCpps
Egypt they are frequently crossed at the wrists.

The relationship of Osiris with other gods: Outside
of the Osiride myths themselves Osiris was asso
ciated withseveral other deities. For example, theba
or soul of the god was thought to reside in the
sacred ram Ba-neb-djedet which was worshipped in
the Delta town of Mendes; and the Apis bull of
Memphis, normally associated with l'tah. was seen
as a manifestation of Osiris. A complex and part ic
ularly important relationship existed between
Osiris and the sun god Re. Although Osiris was
incorporated into the IJeliopolitan theological
system at a relatively early date, the god continued
to grow in importance and by New Kingdom times
his stature asan independent god was considerable,
as isseen in titles which wereapplied to him such as
'lord of the universe', 'ruler of eternity' and 'king of
the gods'. Osiris' position became, in fact, compar
able to that of the sun god himself. He came to be
regarded not only as the counterpart of Re in the
netherworld, but also in some cases as the sun god's
own body - so that Osiris and Re came to be consid
eredas representing the body and soul, respectively,
of a single great god. The solar cycle was thus
imagined as the ba of Re descending into the under
world to unite with Osiris as his own corpse.
Nevertheless, Osiris and Re maintained indepen
dent characteristics, identities, and realms. The
fusion of the two gods was mainly a product of
Xcw Kingdom theological expression in specific
contexts and Egyptian theology never totally over
came the dichotomy implicit in the idea of Re as

Osiride myths meant that Osiris was viewed as
a benign deity, who represented the clearest idea
of physical salvation available to the ancient
Egyptian.

Male Anth ropomorphic
Deities

Nefertari before the throne of
Osiris 'Wenm:/er .. .ruler of
eternity'. Diminutivefigures
of thefour 'sons of Horus (or
Osiris)' stand before the
seated god. J9th dynasty.
Tomb of Nefertari; Valky of
the Queens, western Thebes:



(/.ejt) The crook. flailand
feathered Atej Crown.
although taken over byOsi ris.
became unmistakable
attributes of the nethenoorld
god. Basalt statueof Osiris,
from the tomb of Psamtik.
Saqqam. 26th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

(Right) Horemheb before
Osiris. The pose (except that
he is standing) and dress of
thegodare oirtually identical
to those in thestatue opposite
but are viewed according to
the canons of Egyptian two
dimensional representation.
19th dynasty Tomb of
Horemheb. Valley of the
Kings, western Thebes.

earliest known representation of Osiris, which
dates to the 5th dynasty (a partial representation on
a block from the reign of King Djedkare-lsesi],
depicts the god wearing a divine wig; but from the
Middle Kingdom he is frequently shown wearing
the White Crown of Upper Egypt - possibly indi
cating his Upper Egyptian origin - and this crown
is found in Osiride iconography throughout all later
periods. Another crown closely associated with the
god is the so-called Atef Crown - similar to the
White Crown but with two side feathers and occa
sionally with horizontal horns and solar disks
attached. This crown, either placed directly on the
head or atop a royal wig, appears to have originated
with the god Andjety, however,and to havea secon
dary association with Osiris, Osiris is sometimes
shown wearing other crowns and,especially in later
periods, these can be of complex, fused forms, but
the White and Atef forms remain standard. From
Xew Kingdomtimes the god is oftenshown wearing
a broad collar and sometimes bracelets worn at the
wrist. La ter iconographic forms also often tend to
Incorporate an increasing amount of detail in their

depiction of the god's mummy wrappings - as in
instances showing bands (Tossed over the chest, a
sash tied at the waist,a counterpoise attached to the
broad collar, etc. The association between Osiris
and the symbol known to the Egyptians as the djed
column or pillar meant that the god was often
depicted in the form of the died, sometimes as a
partially-personified pillar with human arms or as
an anthropoid mummy with a dj ed-pillar head.
Although the death of Osiris was never depicted in
Egyptian art, the god is frequently shown lying on
the funerary bier, mourned by Isis and Nephthys.

Osiris' close connection with kingship and his
role as king of the dead mean that he is probably
more often depicted enthroned than any other deity.
In funerary scenes the deceased is thus frequently
shown before the enthroned god who is supported,
at his rear, by Isis and Nephrhys (less frequently by
Hathor as mistress of the west). When depicted in
this seated manner, the god is sometimes shown
with the diminutive figures of the four sons of
Horus before him or, in other cases, the so-called
imiut fetish.
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nameBusiris means 'house of Osiris'. The temple
the god at this site was also early as it is menti
inOld Kingdom inscriptions and the cult centre
supposed to hold the burialof the god's backbone

The worship of Osiris was as diverse in its mar
festations as it was widespread in its extent. In
funerary sphere, the god was honoured inmany
ferent ways. Although the prayers for offerings
the tombs of courtiers of the Old Kingdom were
first addressed to Anubis, by the 5th dynasty :
had assumed an important role in private bu .
and the funerary texts came to reflect this with
standard opening 'An offering which the king
toOsiris [on behalf of the deceased]...', Of paroo
lar importance was the identification of the ""'"
with Osiris so that deceased individuals of all c
es came to be called 'the Osiris .. .' in which
person's name was added to that of the god. n
god is found in many aspects of the funerarv
and is seen, for example, in the utilization of the
called Osiris-bed in New Kingdom times. The cor1"
or grain-Osiris. corn-mummy or Osiris-bed. was
hollow frame constructed in the form of the
and fi lled with earth - usually Nile mud - in w
seed grain was sprinkled. The frame was se....
times wrapped in linen winding sheets to corn
the Osiride appearanceof the effigy and the r",_Uo.
ing germination of the seed corn was seen as
powerful symbol of the resurrective power
Osiris. In addition to its funerary usage the ob
was also used inreligious festivals honouring Osi
such as the great Khoiak festival of the 5th TllOIlI.

of the Egyptian year, Temple rituals and celeln
tions honouring Osiris were also diverse, th
often opaque. We haveevidencefrom as earlyas
and Middle Kingdom timesof someof these rit
the most important of which was the annual f _
val of Osiris at Abydos. In this festival the
statue of Osiris was carried from his temple to
traditional tomb in the area known today as L
el-Qab or 'mother of pots' from the countless cup!

jars, bowls and other pottery offering vessels left
ancient pilgrims. A stela of the Middle Kingdo-
official lkhernofret now in Berlin descr ibes aspecr
of this festival and is instructive in the clear stres
placed on the 'mysteries' of the god which \\
extensive even by Egyptian theological standards
Osiris was certainly one of the most important
those deities honoured in the 'popular religion'
ancient Egypt, although surprisingly, amulets
Osiris are Quite rare and onlya few are known tre.

Due to the gradual unification of solar and
Osirian ideas during the New Kingdom, Osiris is
also sometimes depicted in the syncretized form of
Osiris-Re or Re-Osiris. Usually this fusion takes the
form of a mummiform body (Osiris) with the head
of a falcon, ram, or beetle (Re) as seen in the tomb of
Nefertari in the Valley of the Queens, which depicts
a ram-headed mummy identified both as 'Re resting
in Osiris' and 'Osiris resting in Re'. The relationship
between Osiris and Re is also seen in many repre
sentational works which juxtapose the symbols of
the respective gods in the same composition - such
as mummy and falcon, died and sun disk, etc.
Because Osiris was also mythologicaUy associated
with the moon, the god may sometimes be repre
sented by the lunar disk - especially in depictions
where this is shown with Anubis,

Worship
The cult of Osiris lasted well over 2,000 years. It
was already well established by the end of the 5th
dynasty when the god's name appears in both the
Pyramid Texts and inscriptions in private masta
bas, and flourished till the end of the dynastic age.
It was also universal in that the god had many cult
centres and was venerated throughout Egypt. Due
to the mythicalscattering of the dismembered body
of Osiris, a number of sites claimed pieces of the
god and were thus at least loca lly important centres
of his worship. Such, for example, were Athribis
which claimed the god's heart; and Biga.Edfu,Her
akleopolis and Sebennytos which all claimed oneor
more of his legs. The most prominent sites linked
with Osiris were Abydos and Busiris. the two
locales most closely associated with the god and his
chief cult centres inUpper and Lower Egypt respec
tively. Abydos, the ancient town of Abdiu.
represents the oldest known sanctuary of Osiris
and the remains of an Old Kingdom temple of the
god are still extant there. The area also boasted the
Osireion, a symbolic 'tomb of Osiris' adjoining the
temple of Sethos I, and the 1st-dynasty tomb of
Djer which was traditionally venerated as the tomb
of Osiris from at least New Kingdom times. The
symbol of the Abydene area was a beehive-like
container surmounted by two tall plumes which
was interpreted to represent a reliquary containing
the god's head. Busiris in the middle Delta was the
Lower Egyptian counterpart of Abydos. Its ancient
name was Djedu, the hieroglyphic writing of which
contained two died columns, and the later Greek
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Plants sproui from a mummy
in a visual image reminiscent
of theseeded 'grain- Usir is'
figures which were sometimes
placed in Egyp/ian tombs.
Coffin detail, FitzwiUiam
Museum. Cambridge.
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the Third Intermediate and Late Periods. Small
bronzes of the god are more common, many made
as pendents, and Osiris was, of course, frequently
represented in funerary decoration. He was also
invoked in many spellsand protective texts, some of
which were written in the form of royal decrees
made by Osiris as king of Egypt.

Although the cult of Osiris grew by its own
power and appeal throughout most of Egyptian
history, it becameespecially widespread beyond the
borders of Egypt in Graeco-Roman times due to its
close link to the cult of Isis - whooffered her follow
ers a form of physical salvation based almost
entirely on her role in the mythicaldrama of Osiris.

Panebtawy

Divine child of Haroeris (see Horus) and his consort
Hathor-ta-senet-nefret at Kom a mbo, Panebtawy,
whose namemeans 'the lord of the TwoLands',per
sonified the pharaoh as the divine son of Horus the
Elder and thus the rightful heir to the kingdom of
Egypt.Hewasdepict edasa young man with theside
lockof youthand with his fingerplaccd at hismouth.

Pataikos

Mytho logy
Paraikos represents a type of minor amuletic deity
named from a passage in Herodotus which men
tions dwarf-like protective images with which the
Phoenicians adorned the prows of their triremes.
Herodotus thought that these dwarfish figures rep
resented pygmies and wrote that they were similar
to the statue of Hephaistos (l'tahl in Memphis. The
Egyptian images so named may well haveoriginated
with the craftsman god Ptah as the epithet 'Ptah the
dwarf' is known and dwarfs seem to be always
present inOldKingdom scenes of metal workshops.

konoqraphy
The Egyptian pataikoi are similar to the god Bes in
appearance but have some distinctive differences.
Like Bes they usually represent a small, short (and
usually bow-legged) male with hands resting on his
hips. They may also brandish knives and hold or
bitesnakes, but their overly large heads are without
facial hair, and they do not have the enlarged eyes
and prominent tongue associated with Be.". The fig
ures have bald or closely-cropped human heads or
sometimesthe head of a falcon or a ram upon which
they may wear a side1ock,a scarab beetle or an Atef
Crown. In some cases pataikoi arc two-headed or
they may be represented back to back with other
deities, notably Res and Harpokrates (see Horus).
The pataikoi themselves also often show affinities
with Harpokrates, as when they are shown stand
ing on crocodiles in the manner of that god.

Worship
Crudely produced amulets of Pataikos seem to
appear in the late Old Kingdom, but it is not until
New Kingdom time-s that clearly detailed examples
are found and they then continue throughout the
later dynasticperiods.

Peteese and Pihor

Peteese and Pihor were deified brothers who were
worshipped as minor gods in the region of Dendur
a little to the south of Aswan in Lower Nubia. The
two brothers seem to have lived during or around
the 26th dynasty and apparently were elevated to
divine status as a result of drowning in the Xile and
subsequently becoming associated with Osiris. The
Emperor Augustus built a small temple to honour
the brothers on the west bank of the Nile at Dendur
which was moved to avoid flooding by the rising
waters of Lake Nasser and which is now in the Met
ropolitan Museum of Art in New York. Reliefs in the
temple show Peteese and Pihor pres enting offerings
to the superior deity Isis.

Ptah

Mythology
Ptah appears to be oneof theoldest of Egypt's gods
and is attested representationally from the 1st
dynasty onward. Nevertheless, the great god of
Memphis was perhaps originally only a locally
important deity whose influence developed and

v

Thedwarf godcalled
Pafaikoswas associated
with Ptah of Memphis but
also hadan independent
existence as an apotropaic
deity. Glazed amulet, British
Museum.

Thegod Ptah embraced by
Semoosret 1. Detail of a pillar
from Senwosret's destroyed
temple at Karna k: 12th
dynasty. Egyptian Museum,
Cairo.
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spread slowly over time.Even in the Pyramid Texts
Ptah is mentioned only indirectly a very few times,
though it is difficult to ascertain if this is due to an
early relative lack of importance,a lack of function
in the mortuary sphere, or the desire on the part of
the Heliopolitan theologians to minimize the posi
tion of the Mernphitc deity. Mytholozically the
consort of Ptah was the lioness-goddess Sekhmet,
and her son Nefertem completed the major divine
triad of the Memphite region. Eventually the god
fulfilled several important roles.

Ptah, lord of Memphis: There is no doubt that the
primary geographic association of Ptah was with
the general region of Memphis. The founding of
'Ineb-hedj' or 'White Walls' - the city later called
Memphis - as the administrative capital of Egypt
at the time of the unificationof the country around
3000 BC doubtless had a profound effect on the
development of Prah's importance, and the god
soon became the chief deity of the area. By the
Middle Kingdom Ptah was thus called 'Lord of
Ankh-tawy', referring to the city of Memphis; and
many scholars believe that the name Egypt itself is
based on the Greek form of the Egyptian 'Hut-ka
Ptah', 'the temple of the ka of Ptah'. The Memphite
locality was also the origin of several of Ptah's fre
quent titles such as Ptah res-ineb-ef, 'Ptah who is
south of his wall', in reference to the position of the
god's sanctuary beyond his temple's great temenos
wall 10 the south of Memphis, and Ptah hhery-bas
ef, 'Ptah who is under his rnoringa tree', referring to
an ancient tree-god of Memphis who was absorbed
by Ptah at an early date.

Ptah the craftsman: If Prah was not originally a
god of craftsmanship, this aspect of his identity
was certainly an ancient one as it can be seen at an
early date and then remains constant throughout
the god's history, The artistic and cultural develop
ment of the Old Kingdom and the great increase in
the number of craftsmen needed to serve thecapital
of Memphis and to produce the funerary goods
needed for its necropolels could wen have been
influential in the rise of the god. During the Old
Kingdom the high priest of Ptah bore the title tuer
kherep-hemu 'great leader of the craftsmen'; and
while thegod's name gives no firm clue to his origin,
it is perhaps basedon a root of later words meaning
'tosculpt' and thus related to his identity as a crafts
man god. In this role Ptah was both the sculptor or
smith of mankind and creator of thearts and crafts,
and the Memphite deity of craftsmen became par
ticularly associated with the dwarves who seem to
have traditionally worked as jewellers and artisans
in Old Kingdom workshops. Ptah was also clearly
associated with other groups of craftsmen such as
the workers of Deir el.Medina who constructed the
royal rombs in the Valley of the Kings. Naturally
enough the Greeks and Romans associated Ptah

Ptah-Sokar-Oeirls figures
such as this fused the
creator god with the ancient
mortuary deity Sokar and
with Osiris. Late Period.
Kunslhistorisches Museum,
Vienna.

directly with their own smith gods Hephaistos
Vulcan.

Ptah the creator: As a result of his identifica
with craftsmanship, or concurrent with it. I
became a god of creation and was known as
'sculptor of theearth' who, like the ram god Khn
was believed to form everything on his potter
wheel. More fundamentally, Ptah came to be know
as the 'ancient one' who united in his person bo
the masculine primeval deity Nun and his femini
counterpart, Naunet, so that he was seen as the JX'l
mordialdeity whose creative power was manifes
every aspect of the cosmos.He was sometimes \\
shipped as Ptah-Nun or even Ptah-Naunet in t

role, though thecreat ive process was alsoattribu
to the god alongside the old Mcmphi te earth l<'JIo
Tatenen under the name Ptah-Tatenen,The story
creation as attributed to Ptah by the priests
.\1emphis - whereby the god was said to have crear
ed the world through his thought and creative w
or command (see p. 18) - was one of the most inr
lectual creation myths to arise in Egypt and in thr
whole of the ancient world.



Ptah the chthonic and afterlife god: As a result of
hi:" proximity to the Memphite earth god Tatencn
and the mortuary deity Sokar, Ptah took on someof
the aspects of those deities. He was thus sometimes
venerated in a creat ive. chthonic aspect as Ptah
Tatenen. Although Ptah himself was not frequently
associated with the afterlife, as the composite deity
Ptah-Sokar and later as Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, he
gained. considerable importance in this area also.
The murnmiform nature of Ptah in his pa inted and
carved representations a lso must have served as a
constant reminder of the funerary and afterlife
associations of the god.

Ptah, hearer of prayers: As with most deities, the
epithets accorded Ptah were wide-ranging and com
plimentary. Honourific titles such as ne/er-her
'merciful of face' or neb-moat 'lord of truth' are
often given to the god in inscriptions, but epithets
extolling the god as a hearer of prayers seem to
have had part icular significance.Many votivestelae
have been found in the area of Ptahs temple at
~lemphis and elsewhere in Egypt carved with rep
resentations of human ears and dedicated to the
god as mesedjer-sedjem, 'the ear which hears', who
would hear the petitions of his devotees. As both
the god of craftsmen and hearer of prayers we find
evidence of Ptah being beseeched by the workmen
of Deir el-Medina such as one Neferabu whoadmits
on a votive stela that he made a false oath in Ptah's
name and subsequently lost his sight in some
manner so that he begs 'the ear which hears' for
forgiveness. On the perimeters of temples we also
rind shrines or chapels of the hearing ear which
likewise served the purpose of transmitting the
individual's prayers to the deity within the temple.
Thegod Ptah often figu res in these shrines, as in the
one constructed at the entrance to the great
mortuary templeof Ramcsses III at Medinet Habu,

Iconog raphy
The iconography of Ptah was particularly stable
and persisted in essentially the same form through
out most of the dynastic age - beginning with the
earliest known depiction of the god on a Ist
dynasty bowl from Tarkhan, Ptah was almost
invariably represented anthropomorphically as a
standing; mummiform figure with fee t together and
with his hands protruding from his tightly wrapped
shroud to hold his characteristic sceptre (compris
ing a u'as sceptre surmounted by anklz and djed
symbols]. The god usually wears a close-fi tting
skull cap without any additional elements of head
dress, though in his association with Osiris Ptah
sometimes is depicted with a small disk atop
his head flanked by the two tall plumes worn by
that god.

From the Middle Kingdom onwards he wears a
distinctive straight beard rather than the usual
curved divine beard found on representations of

(Above] Ptah within his
shrine. The straight beard and
particular style 0/ ncctsoce
counterpoiseat the Rod's back
are distinctioeattributes
rarely seen with other deities.
Tomb of Amenherkhcpeshef;
Valley of the Oueens, western
Thebes.

(Left) Gilded statuette of
Pta IJ the creator from the
tomb of Tutankhamun:
The pedestalon u·hich the god
stands may represent the
moundof creation or the
craftsman's level and the
hieroglyphic symbol/or truth.
18th dynasty: Egyptian
Museum. Caim
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Reshep

•

(Far rif!ht) Depictions of
Reshep tm"th his
characteristic gazelle head
ornament worn ona
simple headband and with
a Syrian-style beard show
the god's West Semitic
ongms:

(Right) Limestone statuette
of the Syrian deity
Reshep with EgyPtianized
iconography Late Period:
MetropolitanMu.~eum of
Art, New York.

Mythology
Reshep was the West Semitic god of war
thunder who was assimilated into Egyptian
ion, along with various other Near Eastern deit
in New Kingdom times.The god was identified
the Mesopotamian deity Nergal, god of pesti
and warfare,and is attested in theHebrewBible
at ancient sites ranging as far afield as Spain.
was probably introduced into Egypt by the Hr
and is first attested in names of foreign origin.
by New Kingdom times he was connected 1(

Egyptian deities with whom he shared pestilers
martial affinities, especially Seth and the Theta..
war god)'1ontu,though heretainedhis alien char.l
ter and identity. The consort of Reshep was
goddess ltum who is mentioned alongside the

'who hears prayers' he remained a favourite
frequently addressed by the common P"'''
although amulets of the god are surprisingly
Of those that do exist the plaqueform amu.
depicting thegod flanked by Sekhmet and Xei
are mainly of 26th-dynasty dateand may have
utilized primarily in life rather than in funerarv
texts. Ptah also played at least an indirect role if'
funerary aspect of Egyptian religion by way 01
'opening of the mouth' ceremony performed
funerary statues and on the mummy of
deceased by the selan-priest who utilized a rr_
metalchiselsuggestive of the craftsman deity,

other Egyptian gods. Ptah is also usually depicted
wearing either what appears to be a large tassel at
the rear of his garment or a broad collar which is
balanced by a counterpoise hanging behind his
back. This counterpoise is rounded at the top and
sometimes flared at the bottom like a narrow, tube
like bell and is distinctive enough to allow even
partial images of Ptah to be differentiated from sim
ilar representations of the god Khonsu who wears a
key-hole shaped counterpoise. Usually Ptah is rep
resented standing on (1 narrow plinth like one of the
hieroglyphs used to write the word maat or 'truth'
and which also resembles the measuring rod used
by Egyptian workmen, or upon a stepped dias sug
gestive of the primeval mound. Frequently he is
depicted within an openshrine.

The god was perhaps alsodepicted as a dwarf,as
Herodotus claimed to see statues in this form in the
temple of Hephaistos {Ptah) at Memphis (see
Pataikos), and though these statues could also have
been votive representations of dwarf workmen
rather than the god himself, the god alsoappears in
the form of a dwarf on some of the magical cippi
(healing plaques) of the Late Period.

Worship
Although little remains of Ptah's chief temple at
Memphis. surviving historical and archaeological
evidence indicates that it was a great complex befit
ting a god who ruled supreme in his own area for
well over 2,000 years. The present remains date
mainly to New Kingdom times, though it is evident
that there were structures honouring Ptah at this
site at far earlier dates. It was also at Memphis that
the sacred Apis bull, which served as a manifesta
tion and intermediary for Ptah, resided with an
important cult of its own. Although he was perhaps
originally associated only with the Memphite area,
the veneration of Ptah soon spread throughout
Egypt and the god isrepresented in almost all major
Egyptian sites. He had hisown sanctuary in the pre
cinct of the great templeof Amun at Karnak since
at least Middle Kingdom times and this temple con
tinued to be expanded and embellished throughout
the rest of the dynastic age, showing a clear conti
nuity in the god's importance and worship in Upper
Egypt. Ptah was also venerated in Egyptian Nubia
where his presence is found in a number of temples
including those of Ramesses 11 at Abu Simbel, el
Derr, and Gerf Hussein, The god's particular
importance in New Kingdom times is also seen in
his inclusion in the grouping of the major deities
Re,Amunand Ptah (as seen in thestatuary group in
the shrineof the Great Temple of Abu Simhel) and
in the names of a number of kings such as
Mcrenptah (beloved of l' tah) and Siptah (man of
Ptah),as well as high-ranking officials.

As the patron deity of craftsmen, Ptah was par
ticularly venerated at sites such as Deir el-Medina
where workmen and artisans lived; and as the god
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Egyptian texts; however he was also associated
nth other Near Eastern deities, and was frequently
eererarcc as part of a triad consisting of Min.
~h and Reshep.

Worship
~hep was worshipped in a temple at Memphis
and perhaps in other locations where Asiatic peo
pb settled, though evidence of the god has been
found throughout Egypt from the Delta to the
... dan.Well attested in Xcw Kingdom times,hecon
tinues to appear well into the Ptolemaic Period both
D1 temple lists and in artifacts of various types.
~Iany bronze statuettes apparently depicting the
god havebeen found as wellas a single clearly iden
tified stone statue, and he appears on numerous

Male Anth ropomorph ic
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Mythology
The hybrid god Serapis was a composite of several
Egyptian and Hellenistic deities introduced at the
beginning of the Ptolemaic Period in the reign of
Ptolemy 1. The god thus answered the needs of a
newage in which Greek and Egyptian religion were
brought face to face and the new deity was created
to form a bridge between the two cultures. Linguis
tically, thegod's name is a fusion of Osiris and Apis,
and a cult of Osirapis had in fact existed in Egypt
before the rule of the Ptolemies, but to this Egypt 
ian core were added a number of Hellenistic deities
which predominated in the god's final form. Zeus,
Helios, Dionysus, Hades and Asklepius all added
aspects of their respective cults, so that Serapis
emerged as a thoroughly Egypto-Hellenistic deity

Serapis

Soh

The god Sah personified the constellation of Orion
- the most distinctive of all the constellat ions in the
night sky. While not part of the 'imperishable' cir
cumpolar stars, the constellation became important
in Egyptian mythology especially as it rose directly
before the adjacent star Sirius (the Egyptian Sothis)
- the brightest fixed star which was utilized in the
calculationof theEgyptian calendar. The constella
tion god was thus connected with the star Sothis
from an early date and the two cametobe viewed as
manifestations of Osiris and Isis respectively.

Sah is mentioned quitefrequently in the Pyramid
Texts where he is called 'father of the gods' (JYr
408), and the deceased king is said to enter the sky
'In the name of the Dweller in Orion, with a season
in thesky and a season onearth' (l'T 186).The asso
ciation of Sah with Sothis is also clear in these early
texts where the king is told, 'You shall reach thesky
as Orion, your soul shall be as effective as Sothis'
(PT 723). In the funerary texts of the New Kingdom
Orion is said to row towards the stars in a boat and
Sah is sometimes depicted in this manner in repre
sentations found in temples and tombs - as a god
surrounded by stars who sails across the sky in a
papyrus skiff.

stelae- either aloneor with other deities, particular
ly Min and the Syrian goddess Qadesh. The image
or name of the god also occurs on many scarabs.
The martial nature of Reshep made him an ideal
royal deity, and his adoption in this way is seen in
the famous stele set up by Amenophis 1I near the
Great Sphinx at Giza and in other monuments of
that king. His martial nature could alsobe turned to
healing, and Reshep was sometimes named in spells
to overpower inimical influences such as the demon
Akha who was believed tocauseabdominal pain.

1

k onography
Ajwa vs represented anthropomorphically, Reshep
r.l.' depicted as a bearded god (usually with the fu ll
Sear Eastern style beard), wearing a short kilt and
the White Crown of Upper Egypt, which was often
decorated with a long streamer and either the horns
I complete head of a gazelle. This ornament may

ve reflected the god's desert origins or could have
n a result of his identification with Setb, though

m some instances Reshep may wear a uraeus in
place of the gazelle emblem. Usually represented
5tanding in stridingstance,thegod characteristically
brandishes weapons of various kinds, most
oommonly a spear, mace,axe,or sickle sword in the
rizhr hand and in the left hand a shield or some
timesa was sceptre or ankh sign.
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(Right) The hybrid deity
Serap h. wearing his
characteristic modius or
kalathos Cfown in the form of
agrain measure. Panel from a
triptych 0/ Serapis, I~L~ anda
priuate citizen. Roman Period,
AD 180-200.J Paul Getty
Museum, Malib«

(Below) The enthroned
Serapis wearing the triple
AtefCrown. Detailfrom a Idle
relief at Meroe.
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who personified the aspects of divine majesty, the
sun, fer tility, the underworldand afterl ife, as well as
healing The mythology of Serapis was, therefore,
the mythology of his underlying deities, hut the
aspects of afterlife and fertility were always pri
mary to his nature. Theconsortof Serapis was said
to be lsis, the greatest Egyptian goddess in Hel
lenistic times.

Iconography
The Hellenistic elements of Serapis dominate the
god's iconographyand attributes. He was portrayed
in anthropomorphic form as a man wearing a
Creek-stylerobe with Greek hairstyle and fullbeard
and usually bearing a tall corn medius or measure
on his head. In some depictions Serapis is alsogiven
curving ram's horns. Sometimes, as a result of the
chthonic and fertility aspects of the god and his
consort Isis, the two deities were depicted as ser
pents - one, with a beard,representing Serapis.

Worship
The cult centre of Serapis was the great Serapeum
Temple at Alexandria which was regarded as a
wonder and a site of pilgrimage throughout the
Mediterranean world until it was destroyed by

order of the Emperor Theodosius in AD 389.~
smaller temples and shrines were dedicated t

god in locations throughout Egypt, and the
cult was spread through much of the Gran
Roman world by traders and converts. A.. R"",,,"
Period sculpted head of the god was found
London, and a templeof Serapis is even recoroeo
an inscriptionfound at the Roman siteof Eburao.:
(modern York) in England, sbowing that his impo
tance was great enough to reach even the dis
areas of the Roman Empire. In Egypt itself. M
er, the Egyptians never fully accepted the h)
god and theevidence for his popular worship i
siderably less than for other, traditional Eg)'U<1o
deities.

Shay

Mythology
Shay was the personification of the idea of de-t
in Egyptian religionand as such was thegod of
span, or more broadly of fate and fortune" In
Instructions of Amenemopet, for example, it is.
that 'none can ignoreShav'. though this is meant
the abstract sense of the inevitability of ta:e rat
than the imminence of a predatory deity. ~:,.,

could thus be invoked as much as an idea as a ps
sonified god, as may beseen in inscriptions from
reign of Akhenaten where the solar Aten (s soe
times said to be 'Shay who gives life'. A~

personified god Shay is sometimes mentioneda
with certain goddesses such as Mcskbenet
Renenutet whoshared an affinity with his role.
in the Ptolemaic Period he was identified lA

Agathodaimon, the Hellenistic serpent dei ty ,"t1l/5'

ated for his fortune-telling ability.

Iconography
Shay was rarely represented in Egyptian art. but
sometimes appears in the form of an anthropomor
phic god in vignettes depicting the weighing of
heart scene in New Kingdom funerary papyri.
these scenes he is shown as an undiffcrentiat
divine figure with the curved beard of a god
identified primarily by name.

Worship
Textual references to Shay and the few representa
tions of the god which have survived indicate that
he was recognized more as an abstract pcrsontnca
tion or conceptual ization of destiny than a persona
deity to bevenerated or served.

Shezmu

Mythology
Thegod Shezmu wasa deity of wine and oilpresses
with a strongly bipolar personality who could



equally bless or destroy. He is attested from Old
Kingdom times on and in the famous 'Cannibal
Hymn' of the Pyramid Texts (l'T 403), Shezmu is
the fearsome being who butchers and cooks the
gods themselves that the king might absorb their
strength. In the Coffin Texts of theMiddle Ki ngdom
the god lassoes the damned and corrals them for
slaughter, squeezing their heads like grapes in a
bloody image of destruction (CT VI, 6). In the later
exts of the Book of the Dead Shezmu alsoappears

in connection with the nets which captured beings
in the afterlife (BOD 153). Yet despite the apparent
cruelty of his nature Shezrnu could also be benefi
cent,and as god of the presses he provided wine, oil
and perfumes. By the Xew Kingdom there is more
stress on these positive aspects, and Shczmu
became known as the provider of perfumes for the
cods. The Book of the Dead also contains the state
ment, 'Shezmu is with you, he gives you the best of
the fowl' (nOD 170). This role of beneficent provi
sion finally became primary in the Gracco-koman
Period.

Iconog raphy
Shezmu is not frequently depicted in Egyptian art
but was usually shown in anthropomorphic formas
the master of a press. One mythological papyrus of
the 21st dynasty depicts hawk deities working the
presses of retribution which must surely represent
Shezmu, and the god may also be depicted in
leonine form or with the head of a lion - an iconog
raphy in keeping with the more ferocious aspect of
his personality. Some late representations alsoshow
Shezmu in ram-headed form.

Worship
There is some evidence that Shezmu already had a
priesthood during the Old Kingdom, and by the
~ l iddle Kingdom his cult was certainly well estab
lishcd in the Fayum and probably elsewhere. As the
benign aspect of the god's nature was increasingly
stressed, he probably became more widelyaccepted
3 :' an ancillary in the cults of theother gods until, in
Ptolemaic times, in temples such as Edfu and
Dendera.special rooms for the production and stor
age of oilsand unguents and other products used in
temple service were presided over by Shezmu 'mas
ter of the perfumery' .

Shu

Mytho logy
Sbu. whose name may mean 'emptiness' or 'he who
rises up',was the godof the air and alsoof sunlight.
In the Ennead of primary deities organized by
the priests of Heliopolis, he was created by the
demiurge Atum, either from his semen or mucus.
Shu was husband of Tefnut, the goddess usually
said to represent moisture, and the pair in turn

produced Geb, god of the earth and Nut, goddess
of the sky. According to Egyptian myth, Shu
separated these two after Nut swallowed the
constelJations and Geb became angry with her for
'eating' their children. Shu is mentioned in the
Pyramid Texts where the deceased king is purified
in the 'lakes of Shu' which may represent mists and
issaid to climbup to heaven upon the 'bones of Shu'
which are probably the clouds. The god was also
associated with light - perhaps perceived as an
aspect of the air - from Old Kingdom times, and
even the arch iconoclast Akhenaten honoured the
god who was said to dwell in the sun's disk. For
reasons which remain unclear Shu was associated
with the lunar deities Thoth and Khonsu, perhaps
in terms of the light of the lunar disk, or because
his wife Tefnut was often associated with the
moon. The god was also sometimes equated with
the protective deity Bes; but on the other hand, he
had a darker aspect for in the netherworld he was
said to operate an executioner's block, although he
also helped protect the sun god from the serpent
fiend Apophis. According to one mythic story
recorded on a Ptolomaic Period granite shrine, Shu
ruled as king of Egypt for many years until he
became weak and tired. Then he ascended to the
heavens and took up residence along with the sun
god Rc.

Iconography
In his iconography Shu could be represented as a
lion but is usually seen in human form as a god
wearing a feather - the hieroglyphic symbol for his
name - upon his head. He is often depicted with his
arms raised supporting the sky goddess Nut and
holding her apart from her consort Geb with the
assistance of the magical Heh deities. The god also
appears in certain other mythologically-based
scenes such as that portrayed in the famous head
rest found in the tomb of Tutankhamun. In that
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(Belou) Shu; god of the air
and of sunlight, is commonly
identified by the tall feather
worn on his head

(Bottom) S hu was frequently
depicted in Egyptian art
holding the body of his
daughter, the skygoddess
Nut, above his son, the earth
god Geb.
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Ivory Mad-restfram the tomb
of Tutankhamun showinJ? the
god Shu who supported the
head of the king
symbolically the sun - as it
'set' and 'rose' between the
lions of yesterday and
tomorrow 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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artifact the god kneels between two liens symboliz
ing Shu and Tefnut and the horizons of yesterday
and tomorrow, to support the sleeper's head on his
upraised arms, doubtless symbolic of his uphold
ing the sun. Although not found frequently in
three-dimensional representations, he does appear
in amuletic form, usually kneeling with his arms
raised - often supporting a sun disk.

Worship
Apart from early references in the Pyramid Texts
and Coffin Texts, thecultof theair god is notactual
ly attested until New Kingdom times when he is
mentioned in many texts of differing kinds. His
chief cult centre, which he shared with his consort
Tefnut, was at the ancient Nay-ta-hut (modern Tell
el-Muqdam) which the Greeks called Lecntopohs or
'lion city' after the form in which the two deities
were worshipped there. In the later Dynastic Period
Shu was increasingly credited with powers that
renewed the cosmos, as the god who filled the uni
verse with the very air which was the breath of life.
As a result Shu was incorporated into everyday
religion in prayers and positive spells as well as cer
tain magical texts where the 'poisons' of the god
were conjured to defeat demonic threats.

Sia

Sia was the personification of perception and could
besaid to be the equivalent of the 'heart' or mind of
the god Ptah which underlay creation in the Mem
phite theology.According to myth,Sia, like Hu - the
god personifying spoken command or utterance 
came into existence from drops of blood spilled
from the cut phallus of the sun god Re. Hu also
might be equated with the spoken creative word of
Ptah. so that just as Ptah created everything
through the two aspects of mind and word, the two

deitiesSiaand Hu form a dyad which wouldseemto
represent the same aspect s of the mind and word of
Re.Usually depicted inanthropomorphic form, dur
ing theOld KingdomSia was visualized as a kind of
divine functionary who stood at the right side of Re
and held the god's sacred papyrus scrolL In the New
Kingdom too, Sia was depicted, along with Hu and
other deities, accompanying the sun god in his
underworld barque,as in a number of the tombs in
the Valley of the Kings,

Tatenen

Mythology
Tatenen was a Memphite god who first dearly
appears in the Middle Kingdom, although he may
be identical to an earlier deity known as Khcntv
Tjenenet attested in Old Kingdom times. The god's
name means 'risen land' and, like the Heliopolitan
ben-ben (see p. 212), he symbolized the emerging of
the primeval mound from the waters of-original
creation, though in a secondary sense Tatenen
could also symbolize the emergence of the fertile
silt from the Nile's annual inundation, and by exten
sion the resultant vegetation. From Ramessid times
Tatenen was associated with the great Memphite
god Ptah and was often viewed as a manifestation
of that god and fused with him as Ptah-Tatenen. As
an earth god Tatenen could also symbolize Egypt
itself and could be associated with the earth god
Geb. His primeval aspect meant that he could be
viewed as a bisexual deity and in one text he is
called the creator and 'mother' of all the gods.
Tatenen also had a chthonicaspect in which he was
viewed as a protector of the deceased king in the
netherworld. ln the New KingdomLitany of Re he is
cited as the personification of the phallus of the
dead king, perhaps based on a linguisticplay on the
ideaof rising or risen conveyed in his name.

Iconography
Usually Tatenen was represented anthropomorphi
callyas a bearded man with a headdress consisting
of a sun disk with ram's horns and two plumes.
Because he was a chthonic deity and linked to the
emergence of vegetation, his face and limbs may be
painted a dark hueof green or someother colour.

Worship
The cult of Tatenen is known to have flourished at
Memphis, and although the god may be found in
temples in other areas of Egypt, his own sanctuar
ies remained primarily in the Memphite area.

Wadj-Wer

A Hapy-like fecundity figure whose name means
'the great green', Wadj-Wer was long believed to



have personified the Mediterranean Sea, or the sea
in general, but actually may have represented the
large lakes and lagoons of the north Delta region.
This conclusion is based on the fact that certain
texts seem to describe the crossing of the 'great
green' by foot - which could refer to travelling
between nearly contiguous lakes - and some texts
use the determinative sign for dry land rather than
that for water in writing the term. In any event, the
deity is attested as early as the Old Kingdom in the
mortuary temple of the Pyramid of Sahure at
Abusir, where he is depicted with water linesacross
his body along with other 'fecundity figures', and it
is clear that he represents the rich yield of the area
he represents.The god's protective underworld role
also meant that he appears in the New Kingdom
royal tombs, and he is clearly depicted in the monu
ment Ramesses III made in the Valley of theQueens

for his son Amenherkhepeshef. The god seems to
have been represented in amulets, but these may
also represent the combined Ptah-Tatenen.

Weneg

A little known god whoappears in theOldKingdom
Pyramid Texts (PT 607, 952), Weneg was a son of
the sun god Re and seems to symbolize order and
stability by supporting the sky and thus preventing
the chaos outside the cosmos from crashing down
upon the world. In this aspect he bears a different
yet related role to that of Re's daughter Maat and is
also similar to the Heh deities which supported the
sky. Weneg was also said to be a judge of other
gods, again perhaps paralleling tlie judicial role of
thegoddess Maat.

Thegod Wadj-lVer (at
right), his body covered in
symbolic waves, in a
procession of deities bringing
offering-hieroglyphs into the
sanctuary of the mortuary
temple of Sahure. Abusir, 5th
dynasty: Egyptian Museum,
Berlin.
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MALE C H ILD DE IT IES

This category of deities includes a number of gods
who overlapped considerably in both their mythol
ogyand worship. In some cases deities wererevered
in both child and adult forms, though this is rela
tively infrequent, and the so-called 'child deities'
usually represented the young offspring of major
deities. As such these child gods often played a role
relating to the divine conception and birth of the
king and some were associated with the mammisis
or 'birth houses' of later temples.

Horus the Child

The name 'Hams the Child' was given to a number
of related forms of divine infant. Most of these
were the son of Osiris and the goddess lsis whom
she bore in the papyrus marshes of Chemmis in the
northern Delta and raised in secret there in {ear of
the god Seth. Occasionally, however, the infant god
was included in temple groupings as the child of
other divine parents - as at Medamud where he was
the son of Montu and Racttawy. Already in the
Pyramid Texts the god is referred to as 'the child
with his finger in his mouth'; and in this form he
was known as Har-hery-wadj or 'Horus upon his
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(Above right) King luput in
the guise of 1I0YU S the
Child seated upon the lotus
fknoer which rosefrom the
primeval waters of creation.
Detailof faience plaque, 23rd
dynasty. Royal Museum,
Scotland.

(Left) Cippus or amuletic
plaque of Horus depicting
Horus the Child grasping
noxious creatures and
standing upon theheads of
crocodiles beneath a mask of
Bes. Such magical stelae
symbolized thegod's power
to protect from, and to heal,
the bites and stings of toild
creatures. Ptolemaic Period:
Egyptwn Museum, Cairo.

papyrus plants' and sometimes as 'Horus hidden
behind the papyrus' in reference to the myth of his
origins. Thegodwas most commonly called Har-pa
khered (Greek Harpokrates), which translates as
'Horus the Child' and was often depicted in this
form seated on the lap of lsis, or standing, alone, as
depicted in the amuletic plaques known as cippi of
Horus. As Harsiese, 'Horus son of Isis', the god was
clearly identified in his role as the goddesses' legiti
mate son and heir of Osiris. This is also true of the
related names Horus iun-mutef or 'Horus pillar of
his mother' and Har-ncdj-itef (Greek Harendotes)or
'Horus saviour of his father'.

thy

Mythology

Iby wasa child god, whose name was interpreted by
the Egyptians themselves as 'sistrum player' or
'musician' and who personified the jubilation asso
ciated with the use of the sacred instrument (see
p. 143). Another meaning of his name could be
'calf', referring to his relation to thecow Hathor who
was usually held to be his mother - as at Dendera,
and at Edfu where he appears as Harsomptus. Ihy
was alsoregarded as theson of certain otherdeities,
however, and could be associated in this way with
lsis. Nephthys and evenSekhmet. \Vhile Ilorus was



most commonly viewed as Ihy's fa ther, the god was
also said to be the offspring of Re. Although his
mythological na ture was primarily connected with
music, he was also connected with the afterlife in
some contexts. In the Coffin Texts and the Book of
the Dead Ihy is called 'the lord of bread' andsaid to
be 'in charge of the beer' in reference to offerings,
but also possibly in allusion to ritual celebrations
which involved intoxication in the worship of
Hathor.

Iconography
The god was depicted as a naked boy, wearing the
sidelock of youth and with his finger to his mouth.
He is not always shown in diminutivesize, however,
and may bedepicted at thesamescale as his mother
and other deities or the king appearing in the same
scene. He may a lso wear the uraeus on his brow and
is sometimes depicted holding the sistrum and the
menai necklace which were his symbols and those
of his mother, IIathor. Despite Ihy's usual depiction
in anthropomorphic form, there is limited evidence
of the god being depicted in the form of a calf.

Worship
As the son of Horus and Hathor; Ihy was oneof the
triad of deitiesworshipped at Dendera and this was
his main cult site. A very early shrine in this loca
tion was rebuilt in the 4th dynasty by Khufu and

specifically dedicated to llathor and to Ihy,The god
plays particularly important roles in the mammisi
or birth house of Nectanebo1at Dendera where his
divineconception and birth - and that of the king 
were celebrated, and where 'mystery plays' in 13
ad s concerning the divine birth appear to have
been performed. A second birth house at this site
built for Caesar Augustus celebrates the divine
birth of Ihy as the sonof Hathor.

Neferhetep

Not as well known as the child god Ihy, Xeferhetep
was also portrayed as an infant deity, the son of
Hathor, in the town of Hiwnear Nag Harnmadi.The
young god's name means 'perfect in conciliation',
probably reflect ing the mythological fact that the
raging goddess Hathor was transformed intoa gen
tle and loving mother. Neferhetep was also viewed
as a divine ram and symbol of male potency. lie
was said to be loved by 'wives at the site of his
beauty' in which beauty is a circumlocution for the
god's phallus. The god thus functioned in two com
plementary aspects - as both a child and the power
behind the child'sconception.

Nefertem

Mythology
Nefertem is often thought of as the god of per
fumes, but this association is a secondary one and
he was primarily the youthful god of the lotus blos
som which rose from the primeval waters according
to Egyptian myth.Nefertem was thus not only iden
tified with the blue lotus tNymphaea ceruleai but
also with the sun god who emerged from it,and his
association with Re is common. In the Pyramid
Texts he is called 'the lotus blossom which isbefore
the nose of Re' (PT 266), showing that his associa
tion with perfume was an early and natural one. In
later times Ncfcrtem was also closely associated
with Horus the son of Re and the two deities were
sometimes merged. At Memphis, Nefertem came to
be grouped with the pre-eminent god Ptah and his
consort Sekhmet ina particularly important triad in
which he was commonly viewed as their child.
Other Egyptian cities also claimed Nefertem, how
ever. At Bute he was the son of the cobra goddess
Wadjet and he was also sometimes viewed as the
son of the fel ine goddessBastet.

Iconography
In his representations, Nefertem is usually depicted
anthropomorphically as a male god wearing a lotus
blossom upon his head. Sometimes this lotus head
dress is augmented by twoupright plumes and twin
necklace counterpoises which hang at its sides.
Occasionally Nefertem is also depicted as a lion-
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(Left) Thecluldgod lily. son
of Halhor. Roman birth
house, Dendera. Elsewhere,
thegod was sometimes
regarded as the child of
other deities.

(Below) Thegod Neter tem
wearing his characteristic
lotus flower headdress u:ith
the addition of twin plumes
and necklace counterpoise:
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(.Right) Netertem. uhose
lotiform headdress symbolized
both his identityas 'lord of
perfumes'and the
regenerationand rebirth
implicit in the lotus's mythic
role ill creation. 18th dYllasty.
Tomb of Horemheb, Valley of
theKings. western TIU'b€s.

(Opposite above) This
painted wooden head of
Tutanhhamun emerging
f rom theblue lotus appears to
depict the king as Netertenc
Chapter 81 of the Booe of the
Dead proiides a speDfor the
deceased to be reborn in the
form of the lotus of this god,
Egyptian Museum. Cairo.
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headed god (in reference to his leonine 'mother'
Sekhmet) or standing on the backof a lion (perhaps
also relating to hissolar connections). In a fewcases,
depictions of Nefertemas a lion wearing hisdistinc
tive lotus headdress alsoarc found. The god usually
wears a short kilt and may hold a khepesh sickle
sword - perhaps in association with one of his epi
thets khener tatoy 'protector of the Two Lands'.
Because of his association with the primeval crea
tion myths Nefertem may be represented as a child
seated on a lotus blossom, and a variation on this
motif is found in examples which show only the
head of the god emerging from the lotus - as in the
famous painted wooden example found in the tomb
of Tutankhamun. In these images the association of
Nefertem and the infant sun god is particularly
close, and such depictions might be seen as repre
senting the king as oneor the other, or even both of
these deities.

Worship
Nefertern's mythological characteristics meant that
he was primarily a deity of royal and divine monu
ments. He was not commonly worshipped and, in
fact, was popularly more often feared as the son of
the ferocious Sekhmet. Amuletic 'divine decrees' of
the Third Intermediate Period, made when a child
was born, thus often promise to protect the child
from manifestations of Nefertem along with other
deities who were considered potentially harmful.
On the other hand, a few protective amulets depict
ing the god werealso made in this period.

Shed

Mythology
Shed, 'l ie who rescues' or 'the enchanter', was a
protective god venerated mainly from New
Kingdom times, though he is attested earlier. He
was the master of wild beasts of the desert and
river as well as weapons of war so that he was
believed to provide protection from dangerous
animals and martial harm as well as against illness
and inimical magic. Shed was connected with
Horus, sometimes appearing in the form Horus
Shed, to the extent that by the Late Period he was
largely subsumed by the greater god.

Iconography
Shed was depicted as a child or young man, usually
with a shaved head except for the sidelock of youth,
wearing a kilt and sometimes with a broad collar
and with a quiver slung over his back. He usually
grasps serpents and wild, symbolically noxious
animals and stands on the back of one or more
crocodiles - essentially the same iconographic
attributes found on cippi of Horus.

Worship
Shed was primarily a god of popular religion with
out his own temples and cultic service. He is
attested in personal names, and representations of
the god on protective plaques, pendants, etc, are
known from a variety of contexts. Two stelae
dedicated to Shed were found in a chapel m the
workmen's village at Amarna showing the god's
popularity and persistence in even that restrictive
period.

The protective child god
Shed depicted grasping
serpents and wild animals
and standing on crocodiles.
Pectoral, i s/19th dynasty.
Roemer and Pelizaeus
Museum, Hildesheim:
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Amaunet

ideology of royal ritual as a protective, tutelary
deity. The goddess appears in this role in the Akh
menu or festival hall of Tuthmosis III at Karnak
and in Ptolemaic times she was shown nursing the
infant figure of Phi lip Arrhidaeus at her breast as
part of scenes depicting the king's enthronement
which were carved on the wall of Karnak's inner
sanctuary. In a typical contortion of Egyptian
mythology, Amaunet as 'mother of Re' could alsobe
the mother of herown consort, Amun in the form of
Amen-Re.

The temple of Amun at
Karnak Through the
prominence of her husband
Amun thegoddess A m aunet
achieved adduionol stature at
Karnah. which became one of
hermost important cult sites.

Mythology
Amaunet, whose name means 'the female hidden
one', was the consort of Amun and oneof the eight
Hermopolitan gods (see p. 77) who represented
aspects of the primordial existence before the
time of creation. As this group of original powers
consisted of four balanced pairs of male and
female deities, and Amaunet's name is clearly
derivative of that of her husband, it seems likely
that she may have originally have been an artificial
ly created complement to Amun rather than an
independent deity. Mythologically, as the Pyramid
Texts show, the shadow of Amun and Amaunet
was a symbol of protection (PT 446), and it may
have been for this reason that Amaunet entered the

Iconography
In representational works Amaunet is usually
depicted as a goddess in human form, wearing the
Red Crown of Lower Egypt and carrying a
papyrus-headed staff. The exact reason for this ico
nography is unclear, but at Karnak she is known to
have been identified with the goddess Neith whose
cult centre was in the Delta region. Acolossalstatue
of the goddess set up in the temple of Amun at
Karnak in the time of Tutakhamun is the most
famous and imposing known representation of this
goddess. Atypeof vultureamulet called 'amunet' is
probably not to be connected with Amaunet and,
like the goddess Mut, her representations arc nor
mally anthropomorphic.



Worship
Despite her probable ongms as the female
complement of Amun, at Thebes Amaunct was
overshadowed by Arnun's other consort, Mut, since
at least the time of Senwosret I (12th dynasty) in
Middle Kingdom times. However, Amaunct is
known to havehad her own priests at Karnakand to
have found some prominence in rituals associated
with the king's accession and Sed or jubilee
festivals. Although she does not seem to have
been widely worshipped outside the Theban
area, Amaunet did maintain her identity into the
later dynasties of Egyptian history as an important
local goddess.

Anat

Mythology
This goddess was one of a number of deities intro
duced into Egypt from the Near East. She was a
warrior goddess particularly associated with the
region of ancient Ugarit (modern Ras-Shamral on
the Syrian Levant; and although she was given
titles such as 'mistress of the sky', and 'mother of
the gods', Anat's nature was primarily martial. In
the West Semitic myths relating to the goddess she
ruthlessly sent an eagle to slay a youth named
Aquat whose bow she coveted, and when she slew
the monster Mot whom she fought, she vengefully
hacked and burned his body before grinding his
bones and scattering them in the fields. She thus
became one of the patron deities of the military
exploits of the Ramessid kings. A war hound of
Ramcs scs 11 was called 'Anat in strength' (oneof the
daughters of that pharaoh was also called Bint
Anat or 'daughter of Anal') and the goddess was
said to personally protect Ramesses III in battle.
Anat was often referred to as a virgin, but she had a

strong sexual aspect and was said to have united
with Reshep and with Baal. In Egypt Anat was con
sidered to be a daughter of Re and, like other Near
Eastern goddesses, she was sometimes equated
with IIathor - especially as the Egyptian deity
could herself exhibit a violent aspect to her nature.
Her aggression and foreign origin led to Anat being
said to be one of the consorts of Seth, while her
sexual aspect also led her to be associated with the
fertility god Min.

Iconography
Representations of Anat usually reflect her mytho
logical character, and she was characteristically
depicted in the form of a woman holding a shield,
spear and battle axe - often with one arm raised
holding one of her weapons in a threatening ges
ture. She normally wears a long dress and a high
crown similar to the White Crown of Upper Egypt
but flanked by plumes on either side. Her iconogra
phy can sometimes reflect elements of the goddess
Hathor with whom she was associated.

Worship
Anat is first attested in Egypt towards the end of
the Middle Kingdom, but she seems to have been
favoured by the Hvksos during their period of rul
ership in Egypt (one of whose kings took the name
Anat-her), and by Ramessid times Anat was estab
lished as a fairly important goddess in the Delta
region. In the Third Intermediate Period a large pre
cinct was dedicated to the goddess in the temple of
Mut at Tanis,and the nameAnat-em-heb or 'Anat in
her festival' was a theophorous name taken by
Egyptians analagous to the older Hor-em-heb or
Amen-em-heb 'Horus/Amun in his Festival'.
Although the goddess was often associated with
Astarte, the cult of Anat was clearly practised inde
pendently.

Female Anthropomorphic
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The royal craftsman Qeh
and his family worship the
goddess Anatin her typical
iconography: Lauer register of
the stela of Qehf rom Deir et
_Medina. 19fh dynasty Britisn
."v!useum.
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Anukis

Mythology
Anukis was the goddess of the southern border
region of Egypt and particularly the cataracts of
the lower Nile in the region of Aswan. Shewas wor
shipped since at least Old Kingdom times as a
daughter of Re, but in Middle Kingdom times she
was incorporated into the triad of Elephantine as
the offspring of Khnum and Satis. The goddess's
name is difficult to interpret but may mean
'embracer' with either the meaning of motherly
embrace or crushing, strangling grip. It is also pos
sible that thes e meanings indicate a dual nature
similar to the known nature of llathor - with whom
Anukis was associated at Thebes. Like Hathor and
certain other goddesses, Anukis was viewed in a
mythologically maternal role towards the Egyptian
king, and is sometimes given the epithet 'mother of
the king'.The Greeks identified Anukis with Hestia,
their goddess of the hearth.

Iconography
Representations of the goddess depict her as a
woman wearing a headdress which consists of a
low crown surmounted with a row of bound
plumes, sometimes with streamers at the rear or a

The goddess A nu kis
ioearingtheplumedheaddress
which is hermost characteristic
attribute. Detail, decorated
block. temple of [)akka,
Nubia. Ptolemaic Period.

uraeus at the front. In addition to the ubiquitous
ankh, the goddess is oftenshown holding a papyrus
sceptre. Her sacred animal was the gazelle, and she
is sometimes depicted with this animalor by means
of it. In her maternal role she is sometimes shown
nursing the figure of the king, as in the small
Nubian temple of Beit el-Wali.

Worship
ln addition to the cult centres she shared with
Khnum and Satis at Elephantine and Aswan, there
was a temple dedicated to Anukis a little to the
south of Aswan on the island of Sehel at the fi rst
cataract. She was worshipped throughout most of
lower Nubia and appears in monuments such as the
temple of Reil e1- Wali along with other deities of
the region. The popularity of the goddess is also
attested in both male and fema le personal names
such as 'beloved of Anukis' and '[he] of Anukis'.

Astarte

Mythology
Astarte was the West Semitic counterpart of the
Babylonian goddess Ishtar (the Sumerian Inanna)
worshipped in Mesopotamia. Like Ishtar, she had
both a benevolent and a terrifying aspect - she was
a goddess of love and fertility, but also of war. This
latter aspect was dominant in the goddess's Syro
Canaanite manifestation - she appears as a war
goddess in the Hebrew Bible (l Samuel 31) and
entered Egypt in this guise during the New
Kingdom where she was particularly linked to the
military use of chariots and horses. She is men
tioned on the Sphinx Stela set up by Amenophis 1I
(perhaps her first appearance in Egyptian texts) as
being delighted with the young prince's equestrian
skill and, like the Syrian goddess Anat, was
believed to protect the pharaoh's chariot in battle.
She was adopted into the Egyptian pantheon as a
daughter of Re (or sometimes Ptah)and wife of the
god Seth with whose fearsome and bellicose nature
she could easily be equated. According to the frag
mentary 19th-dynasty story of Astarte and theSea,
the goddess seems to have been involved in thwart
ing the demands of the tyrannical sea god Yam,
though the details of this myth are lost to us. While
the sexual aspect of Astarte does not seem to have
been as pronounced in Egyptian religion as in her
Canaanite homeland, it was probably not entirely
absent in her Egyptian mythology.

Iconography
In Egypt, Astarte was usually portrayed as a naked
woman on horseback brandishing weapons and
wearing an Atef Crown (see p. 121) or a headdress
with bull's horns. According to the Classical writer
Philo, Astarte wore the horns of a bull as a symbol
of domination; but Mesopotamian and Syrian gods
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Ostracon u!ith the image of
an unidentifiedgoddess in
theform of a female winged
sphinx and with a complex
crown may weD depict
Astarte in one of her
Near Eastern forms. New
Kingdom. from Deir
d-Medina.
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and goddesses commonly wore horns as a sign of
their divinity, so this attribute may not have had
any special significance with Astarte. A number of
depictions of an otherwise unidentified goddess
wearing a horned helmet - as on ostraca found a t
the workmen's village of Deir el-Medina - may well
represent this goddess.

Worship
A formal temple of Astartc existed in the Ramessid
capital of Pi-Ramesse in the Delta, and there were
doubtless a number of temples where the goddess
was incorporated into the existing cult, such as that
found at San el-Hagar, the ancient Tanis, where
Astarte is known to have been worsh ipped along
with the Egyptian deities Mut and Khonsu. While
there is not a great deal of evidence from Egypt of
the popular veneration of Astarte - as opposed to
expressions of her tutelary role as a military deity 
votive stelae showing worship of the goddess are
known, and the appearance of her image or name
on scarabs and ostraca may also indicate a level of
popular acceptance.

the title 'Baalat Gebe!' - 'lady of Byblos'. In Egypt,
the goddess was associated with Hathor probably
because they were both linked with the products
and resources of the region to the northeast of
Egypt and also because of the Canaanite deity's
proclivity for sexuality. At Dendera Hathor was in
fact described as residing at Byblos. In the small
temple of Hathor located at Serabit el -Khadim in
the Sinai, a sandstone sphinx was dedicated with
both the name of Hathor in hieroglyphs and the
nameof Baalat in anearly Semiticalphabetic script.
Worship or recognition of Baalat in Egypt may
have gone back as far as the time of the cedar wood
trade with Lebanon during the reign of the 3rd·
dynasty king Sneferu. However her assimilation
with Hathor meant that she was rarely regarded as
an independent deity and was probably of most
interest to Egyptians working or trading in the out
lying regions where she was commonly found.

Hathor

Boa/at

'Lady of Fragrance.. .
Sovereign, revered one. ..
The Two Lands are under your sway.'

Froma hymn to Hathor

Baalat was goddess of the Canaanite and West
Semitic area and feminine counterpart of the storm
god Baal. Baalat means 'lady' or 'mistress' and like
the word baal is often equated with a locality as in

Mythology
One of Egypt's greatest goddesses, Hathor may
possibly have originated in predynastic or early
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dynastic times, though most of the evidence for her
dates to later periods. While she appears infre
quently in the Pyramid Texts, she is of great
importance in the Coffin Texts and later religious
literature and is eventually found in so many
contexts that only the most important can be
considered here.

Mother or wife of Horns: The name Hathor was
writtenas a composite hieroglyph showinga falcon
within the hieroglyphic sign representing a walled
building or courtyard and literallymeans 'the house
of Horus', relating to the goddess's mythological
role as mother of the ancient falcon god. Though
this may not have been her original name, it clearly
became one of the most important aspects of her
identity and it is as the mother of the god or as his
consort that Hathor was worshipped in her main
cult centre at Dendera and elsewhere. Hathor was
also protective and healing in this role, with her
healing aspect probably a result of the myth in
which the goddess restored the sight of Horus after
his eye had been injured by Seth.

Sky goddess: From the written form of her name 
as the house of Horus - Ilathor may also be seen as
the sky in which the great falcon lived or, alter
natively,as the womb, metaphorically referred to
as 'house', from which he was born. In this
form, Hathor was both a solar sky-goddess
and a goddess of the primeval sky-waters (see
below), and she may also have functioned as a
personification of the night-time sky or the
Milky Way, though this aspect of the goddess
is less clear. But her connection with the sky is
obvious, and in the Pyramid Texts she is
equated in this guise with the clothing of the
ascendant king who states 'My kilt which is on
me isHathor, my plume is a falcon's plume and I
will ascend to the sky .. _' (PT 546) - referring to
both Hathor and Horus as sky deities.

Wife or daughter and 'eye' of Re: Hathor was
closely connected with the sun god Re
whose disk she wears and whose
wife, 'Eye' or daughter she was said
to be. It has been suggested that the
goddess was 'created' as a consort
for thesun god as he rose topower at
the beginning of the Old Kingdom,
which fi ts well with much of the
evidence we have of a relatively unknown
goddess who is suddenly propelled into
importance. Thus, Hathor played an important
role in the royal sun temples of the later Old
Kingdom, and her mythological relationship with
the sun god was firmly established. As the 'Golden
One' she was the resplendent goddess who accom
panied the sun god on his daily journey in the solar
barque,and she could also be feared as the vengeful

'Eye' of Re as seen in the story of the narrowly
averted destruction of the human race by IIathor in
her rage. In the Pyramid Texts Hathor assists the
king in this role of 'Eye', however (PT 705) - pre
serving him by enabling his daily rebirth with the
sun.

Cow goddess: Although Hathor is most probably
not the cow-deity depicted at the top of the Narmer
Palette as is often stated (see Bat), or the deity
whose standard was the skull of a cow mounted
upon a pole in predynastic times, an ivory engrav
ing from the 1st dynasty
depicting a recumbent cow
inscribed 'Hathor in the
marshes of King Djer's
city of Dep' seems to
reflect an early use of
bovine imagery for the god-
dess. In any event, Hathor's I
bovine form is central to her



developed persona and it is in this form that she
must berelated to the primeval cow goddess Mehet
Weret, whom she seems to have assimilated by
Middle Kingdom times. In her bovine form Hathor
also protected the king and acted as a royal nurse,
symbolically suckling the monarch even as an
adult. The so-cal led 'seven Hathors' found in the
Book of the Dead and elsewhere wereaspects of the
goddess usually depictedas seven cows (see p. 77).

Goddess of women, female sexuality and mother
hood: lIathor was often described as the 'beautiful
one' and was inextricably associated with love and
female sexuality as well as with motherhood. Not
surprisingly, the Greeks identified lIathor with
Aphrodite and the goddess was especially venerat
ed by Egyptian women. Mythologically, Hathor
wasperhaps chief among thosegoddesses who rep
resented the female creative principle who were
called the 'hand of Atum', in reference to the story
of Atum copulating with himself at the time of

(Above) Hathor emerging
from a papyrus thicket at the
base of the mountain, a motif
particularly common in
representations of the
goddess from western Thebes.

(Left) Hathor in her bovine
form tmxeas thehighoffidd
Psamtik in a manner
reminiscent of theancient
motif of the kingprotected by
the Hornsfalcon. 26th dynasty
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

creation. Her overt sexuality is seen in the story
which recounts how Hathor cheered the dejected
god Re by exposing herself so that the great god
laughed and rejoined the company of the gods.One
of her names was 'mistress of the vagina', and
Hathor was associated with all aspects of mother
hood and bel ieved to assist women in conception,
labour and childbirth.

Mother or unfe of the king: A particularly impor
tant aspect of Hathor's maternal nature is the role
she played as the mother of the king, which was
often expressed by means of her identity as the
nurturing bovine goddess discussed above. The
Egyptian king was called the 'son of Hathor' per
haps both in this sense and also in the sense that
lIathor was the mother of the falcon god Horus
whose incarnation the reigning king was. Hathor
was also the 'wife' of the king from an early date,
and already in the 4th dynasty we find the king's
chief wife acting as her priestess and probably
being viewed as the earthly manifestation of the

Queen Nefertari (right)
greeted by thegoddess
Hathor in her fully
anthropomorphic guise. 19th
dyna..'ity. Tomb of Nefertari,
Valley of the Queens, western
Thebes.
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Hathor in the guise of
'Mistress of the West', and
with theheaddress-symbol of
Imentet. embraces the kingin
the afterlife. 18th dynasty.
Tomb of Horemheb, Valley of
the Kings, western Thehes:
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goddess. The relationship between Hathor and the
king is particularly clear in the famous sculptural
works from Menkaurc's mortuary temple at Giza
depicting !Iathor with the king, which depict the
goddess both in the role of a wife stood next to
her husband and as a seated mother figure. Much
later, in New Kingdom times, Hathor still remained
a potent deity with whom royal wives were
associated.

Goddess of foreign lands and their goods: In addi·
tion to her purely Egyptian roles, Hathor was also
made a goddess of foreign lands as far apart as
Byblos in the Lebanon in the north and Punt
(probably northern Eritrea) in the south. As the
patroness of foreign regions she oversaw trade and
the acquisition of many mineral and other resources
won from the deserts. In the Sinai, for example, the
Egyptians mined turquoise, copper and malachite
from the beginning of the Old Kingdom till New
Kingdom times, and it was Hathor who acted as the
protector and patroness of these remote mining
areas, At such sites in the Wadi Maghara and later
at Serabit el-Khadim and elsewhere, Harhor was
specifically worshipped as 'the mistress of
turquoise'. By extension, based on the similarity of
colour, Hathor was alsocalled 'mistress of faience '.

Goddess of the afterlife: Women aspired to be
assimilated with Hathor in the afterl ife in the same
manner that men desired to 'become' Osiris, but the
goddess's relationship to the deceased applied to
men and womenalike. Fromquite early times, espe
cially in the Mernphite region, she was worshipped
as a tree goddess, 'mistress.of the sycamore', who
supplied foodand drink to the deceased;andfromat
least the 18th dynasty she served as the patron
deity of theTheban necropolis,where she protected
and nurtured royalty and commoners alike, either
in the fo rm of the cow or as the anthropomorphic
'mistress of the west' who was often depicted wel
coming the deceased to the afterlife with purifying
and refreshing water. She was considered to receive
the dying sun each evening and so it was a desire of
thedeceased to be 'in thefollowing of Hathor'.

Goddess of joy, music and happiness: Although
closely related to Hathor's aspect as a goddess of
fertili ty,sexuality and love, her role as a provider of
pleasure and joy was independent in itself. In a sim
ilar manner, while Hathor's relationship with music
was clearly cultic in cases such as the ritual use of
her rattle-like sistrum, it was also present in the use
of music for the purposes of popular festivity and
pleasure. Hathor was also associated with alcoholic
beverages which seem to have been used extensive
ly in her festivals, and the image of the goddess is
often found on vessels made to contain wine and
beer. Hathor was thus known as the mistress of
drunkenness, of song, and of myrrh, and it is eer-

Faience 'naos -tyte sistrum
decorated with the human
bovine face of Hathor. 26th
dynasty British Museum.

tainly likely that these qualities increased the
goddess's popularity from Old Kingdom times and
ensured her persistence throughout the rest of
Egypt's ancient history.

Iconography
Hathor was most often represented in anthropomor
phic formas a woman wearinga long wig bound by
a filet, or with a vulture cap with a low medius, sur
mounted by a sun disk between outward curving
cow horns. In this form, in late representations, she
is often indistinguishable from Isis, who took over
many of her attributes andcan only be identified by
inscription. In her guise as mistress of the west
Harhor wears a falcon perched upon a pole which
served as the hieroglyphicsign for 'west'.Often she
is depicted in a turquoiseor red sheath dressor in a
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The architectural use of
Hathorheaded columns
such as this IS known to
have occurredfront Middle
Kingdom tunes and may have
originated earlier. Ptolemaic
Period. Temple of Isis, Philae
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garment combining tbese colours, and at Edfu she
is specifically called 'mistress of the red cloth'.She
is one of the few goddesses to be depicted carrying
the was sceptre, and she may hold a papyrus stem
or sistrum as a personal attribute. But the goddess
could also be represented in bovine form as the
'great wild cow', as a woman with the head of a
cow, or as a composite human-bovine face. Hathor
was particularly venerated in fully bovine form in

the Theban area where we find monarchs such as
Arnenophis It Ilatshepsut and Tuthmosis 1II
depicted crouching under the belly of the cow god
dess drinking from her udder, or standing before
her bovine image. In the same area we also find
Hathor depicted as a cow emerging from a papyrus
thicket at the foot of the western mountain of
Thcbcs. Usually only the head and neck of the cow
are depicted in this form of the goddess and the
motif is clearly expressed in theelegant gilded head
of a cow found in the tomb of Tutankhamun which
doubtless represented this aspect of Hatbor. When
depicted in the form of a pillar, Ha-her's image was
a fusion of bovine and human characteristics. The
capital of the pillar was formed as an essentially
female face, but it was triangular in shape to incor
porate the faceof a cow and with a cow's ears and a
wig which curls at each side - perhaps in imitation
of the bicornate uterus of the cow. Insome contexts
Hathor could also be represented in other zoomor
phic forms - primarily as a lioness, or as a serpent,
and even in plant form as a papyrus plant or syca
more tree.

Worship
Theorigins of the worship of Harhor are difficult to
pinpoint. If she is not the goddess represented by
the standard of the 7th Upper Egyptian nome, as
seems likely, then the site later called Diospolis
Parva (modern Hiw) was not a cult centre of the
goddess from the Predynastic Period, as is some
times suggested. The ivory artifact of the lst
dynasty mentioned above seems to show the antiq
uity of Hathor's worship, however. A temple of the
goddess which continued through Roman times
was first built at Gebelein (called by the Greeks
Aphroditopolis) in the 3rd dynasty; and in the Old
Kingdom several temples of the goddess are men
tioned in the annals recorded on the Palermo Stone.
The southern side of the valley temple of Khafre
(Chephren) at Giza is known to have been dedicated
to Hathor, and the title 'priestess of Hathor'
becomes common from the 4th dynasty on. As time
progressed, temples dedicated to Hathor were built
throughout Egypt and also beyond Egypt's borders
in Nubia. the mining regions of the Sinai, Byblos
and other areas of Egyptian influence and control.
In Egypt proper, important temples to Hathor were
established at Atfih (also called Aphroditopolis by
the Greeks), at Cusae, Deir el-Medina, and Dendera.
her greatest cult centre. The annual high point of
the developed cult of Hathor was the sacred mar
riage which took place between the goddess and
Horus of Edfu in the third month of the summer
season. Fourteen days before theappearance of the
new moon, the statue of the goddess was taken
from her shrine at Dendera and began the proces
sion to thetemple of Horus some 70 km (33 miles) to
the south. Eventually, on reaching Edfu during the
day before the new moon, the statues of IIarhor and



Horus part icipated in various rituals before being
placed in the birth house where they spent the night
together. For the next 14 days the celebrations
which followed this div ine marriage represented
one of the greatest religious festivals of ancient
Egypt in which royalty, nobles and commoners
alike participated.

Fromthe 18th dynasty till theendof the Dynastic
Period Hathor-head amulets are common. Amuletic
figures depictinga walking or seated goddess hold
ing a papyrus stem appear beginning in the Third
Intermediate Period and may represent Hathor or
Isis, though those showing the goddess with a cow's
head certainly depict Hathor. In addition to these
amulets and charms.many items 01 daily use, such
as mirrors, perfume containers and cosmetic items,
were decorated with the figure or symbols of
Hathor according to her various roles. She was also
commonty represented on ex vow objects, such as
statues, stelae and offering vessels. which were left
at her shrines and sacred areas as gifts and as
requests for specific blessings. In her roleas deity of
sexuality and fertility, wooden and stone phalli
were dedicated to Hathor and in at least one of her
fest ivals a model phallus was carried in procession
in formal reference to this aspect of her nature.

However, just as Hathor simply cannot be
delimited in any of the individual forms or aspects
described above, her worship was also often diverse
and difficult to generalize. It must also be
remembered that the worship of Harhor was so
widespread that she was often regarded as a formof
the indigenous deity in localities where she originally
had no cult of her own. In this way, at Thebes
Hathor was identified with Mut, and at Elephantine
with Sothis. Despite the fact that by the end of
Egypt's history Hathor was often assimilated with
the goddess lsis, there remain many instances
where the ancient deity still maintained her identity
and continued to be venerated by the Egyptb ns
with great affection.

Heret-Kou

A little-known goddess whose name means 'she
who is over the spirits', Heret-Kau seems to have
been associated with the afterlife, but her exact
nature and roles are uncertain. She was invoked in
the foundation rituals of certain Lower Egyptian
temples along with Neith and Isis, and a priest of
the goddess is attested in Old Kingrlom times,
though little more isknown of hercult.

lot

A minor goddess of milk, this deity's name resem
bles iatet, an Egyptian word fo r milk. Iat was
naturally associated with the nursing of infants

and also, perhaps by extension, with their birth.
She is mentioned in these ways in the Pyramid
Texts where the kingstates 'my foster-mother is Iat,
and it is she who nourishes me, it is indeed she who
bore me' (pT 131). The goddess is seldom
mentioned in Egyptian texts, however, and little is
known about her.

Imentet

The goddess of the western regions of the dead,
Imentet is recognized by the hieroglyphic sign for
'west' upon her head. She personified the necropo
leis of the western side of the Nile Valley and is

Female Anthropomorphic
Deities

The goddess Hathor depicted
in theform of Imentet (left),
Goddess of the West, uith. Re
llorakhty. The falcon symbol
on thehead of thegoddess
represents the hieroglyphic
sign for 'west'. 19th dynasty.
Tomb of Nerfertari, valley of
the Queens, western Thebes.
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Isis nursingherson Horus,
one of the most commonly
depicted motifs inEgyptian
art of the later periods.
Bronze statuette. Ptoemaic
Period, c. 300 BC. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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depicted in various tombs welcoming and giving
water to the deceased.Yet although she had an inde
pendent iconography, Imentet often appears to be
no more than a manifestation of Hathor or lsis.

/5i5

'Mighty one, foremost of thegoddesses
Ruler in heaven, Queen on earth ...
All thegods are under her command.'

Froman inscription at Pbilae

Mythology
Theorigins of Isis,who in the later periods of history
was tobecomeEgypt's most important goddess, are
shrouded in obscurity. Unlike the situation wi th so
many deities, no town in Egypt claimed to be her
place of origin or the location of her burial and
there are actually no certain attestations of her
before the 5th dynasty. Yet she is clearly of great
importance in the Pyramid Texts where she
appears over 80 times assisting the deceased king.

In the funerary texts of later periods her protective
and sustaining roles were extended to nobles and
commoners and her powcr and appeal grew to the
point that she eventually ecl ipsed Osiris himsel f
and was venerated by vi rtually every Egyptian. As
time passed, and her importance grew, Isis merged
with many other goddesses including Asrartc,
Bastet, Nut, Renenutet and Sothis, but her most
important native syncretism was with Hathor from
whomshe took many of her iconographic attributes
and mythological characteristics. Compared with
some of Egypt's earlycosmic goddesses, the mytho
logical roles played by Isis are relatively restricted,
yet they are immensely important roles which
together personified her as a goddess of great
power whose relationship with her followers was a
personal one extending from this life into the after
life itself.

Sisier-unfe of Osiris: According to the theology of
the Heliopolitan sun cul t, Isis and Osiris were both
the children of Geb and Nut (see p. 18), but lsis
became the wife of her brother and assisted him in
ruling Egypt during his mythological kingship on
earth. The myths concerning the two deities are
extensive, and the fullest account is found in
Plutarch's De !side et Osiride,but after Osiris' death
and dismemberment at the hands of his enemy
Seth, lsis, along with her sister Nephthys, mourned
inconsolably and began to search for her husband.
Eventually the goddess found her husband's scat
tered parts and reunited his body (or in another
version, she found his body enclosed in the trunk of
a tree). Through her magic lsis revivified the sexual
member of Osiris and became pregnant by him,
eventually giving birth to their child, Horus. This
underlying mythological role as the wife of Osiris is
the basis of the importance of the goddess in all of
her other aspects.

Mother and protector of Horus: A number of
myths elaborate how Isis fled from Seth to the
marshes of the Delta where she gave birth to her
son Horus (see p. 201) at Khemnis or Akh-bity
which means 'papyrus thicket of the king of Lower
Egypt'. The Egyptians made literally hundreds of
thousands of statues and amulets of the infant
Horus nursing on his mother's lap in celebrat ion of
this mythic mother-child relationship showing the
importance of the goddess's role as mother of
Horus. After the birth of Horus various dangers
threatened the young god, but throughout them Isis
steadfastlycared for her son.Shegained healing for
him in one instance from a potentially lethal scor
pion sting, which became the mythological basis for
her healing powers and those associated with the
so-cal led cippi or healing plaques of Horus the
child. Isis continued to nurture and protect Horus
until he was old enough to avenge his father and
gain his rightful inheritance as kingof all Egypt.



vtother of the king: As the wife of Osiris and
mother of Horus, Isis wasalso the symbolic mother
of the king whosymbolically was the incarnation of
the latter god. As early as the Pyramid Texts it is
said that the king drinks milk from the breasts of
hi, 'mother' lsis (PT 2089, etc.), and pharaohs of the
Xew Kingdom and later periods had themselves
depicted verbally and visually as the son of Isis.
Because the goddess's name was written by means
of the hieroglyphic sign for 'seat' or 'throne', it is
possible that she originally was the personification
of the power of the throne. Though many scholars
feel that this may have been a later development,
some have stressed that amongsome African tribes
the throneof thechieftain is known as the mother of
the king, and this anthropological insight fits well
with what weknow of the goddess.

Goddess of cosmic associations: Although not orig
inally a cosmic goddess, the great importance of
lsis nevertheless led to several cosmic associations
being made for her. She assumed the role of the
'Eye' of Re and according to Plutarch she was also
venerated as a moon goddess, though it is more dif
fi cult to find substantiation for this claim. Isis was,
however, closely equated with the star Sirius. just as
Osiris was equated with the constellation Orion. In
this role she merged with the goddess Sothis and
was sometimes called lsis-Sothis, At the height of
her development, as may beseen in the hymns dedi
cared to her in her temple ar Philae, Isis was also
ascnbed powers of cosmic proportions. One hymn,

which is not atypical, states that 'She is the Lady
of Heaven, Earth and the Netherworld, having
brought them into existence...'; and in a late
aretalogy or list of her virtues, Isis is made tosay, 'J
separated the Earth from the Heaven, I showed the
paths of the stars, I regulated the course of thesun
and moon."

Great of magic: Magic iscentral to lsis' many roles,
for it is through magic that Osiris was revived,
Horus conceived and protected, and the deceased 
whether royal or commoner - assisted in the after
life. The magic of Isis was also invoked in many
spel1s for protection and healing - often imploring
the goddess tocome to theaid of a child or individu
al as if he or she were Horus himself. Most of the
myths relating to the goddess stress her magical
abi li ty and one in particular - in which she learns
the true name of Re - stresses her position as the
greatest of thegods in terms of magical knowledge
and power. In this myth Isis creates a snake which
bites Re, and the stricken sun god is ooly healed of
the snake's venom when he reveals his true name to
her and thus further enhances her power.

Mourner, sustainer and protector of the deceased:
Along with her sister Nephthys, Isis represents the
archetypal image of the mourner in Egyptian liter
ature and art. Both goddesses are mythically
equated with the kite, a bird of prey with a particu
larly shrill piercing cry which has been thought to
have been suggestive of the cries of women wailing

Female Anthropomorp hic
Deities

The conception of Horus by
Isis in the fonn of a hawk
flying above the deceased
Gsiris. Isis is attended by the
birth goddess Heket in the
form of afrog at thefoot of
thefunerary bier. Roman
Period Western roof chapel.
temple of Hathor, Dendera.
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The enthroned fsis (centre)
and her son Horus receive
offerings from theking
The goddess's headdress
incorporates both the
hieroglyphic signior the
throne and the ho rned sun
disk. Roman Period. Temple
of Hathor, Dendera.
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in mourning. The kite is also essentially a scaveng
ing rather than hunting bird of prey that often
wanders looking for carrion, and it is in this form
that Isis was said to have searched for hermurdered
husband.The goddess was more than just a mourn
er, however, and through her great power Isis was
ableto function as theprotector and sustainer of the
deceased in theafterl ife.Even in the Pyramid Texts
she issaid tocare for thedeceased, as shedid for her
own son Horus,and in thelater periods of Egyptian
history Isis becomes the supreme deity in this
capacity, caring for the deceased in a personal way
basedon her character as a devoted mother.

Iconography
Isis is represented anthropomorphically in the form
of a woman wearing Cl long sheath dress and
crowned with ei ther the hieroglyphic 'throne' sign
which represents her nameor,beginning in the 18th
dynasty and most commonly in the later dynastic
periods, with the horns and solar disk which she

appropriated from Hathor. The attributes she
frequently holds, the sistrum rattle and menai
necklace, were also takenover from Hathor,but Isis
often holds only the generic ankh sign and papyrus
staff commonly depicted with other goddesses.
While her most commonly depicted representational
pose shows her standingupright, Isis is also depict
ed kneeling - often with her hand resting on the
shen or eternitysign. In either of these positions the
goddess may be shown in the guise of a mourner
with one hand lifted to her face. Often her arms are
outstretched and placed around the seated orstand
ing figure of Osiris and sometimes her arms are
winged. She is depicted in this manner on the sides
or corners of royal sarcophagi of the 18th dynasty
and instatues or representations wheresheshelters
and supports Osiris. ln oneknown instance a figure
of Isis protecting an image of herself personifies
the protective nature of the goddess. Isis may also
be represented as a scorpion, in fully avian form, as
a kite, and as a mother goddess she may be depicted



as a BOW or in bovine form - in the latter case an
analogue of Hathor or as the mother of the Apis
bull. Finally, Isis could also be depicted in the form
of a tree goddess, as in the tomb of Tuthmosis III in
the Valley of the Kings where she appears as a per
sonified tree, nursing the king at her breast which
descends from one of the tree's branches. Amuletic
depictions of Isis - usually in anthropomorphic
form - or the symbol often called the Isis knot and
known by theEgyptians as the tyet, were frequently
placed on the mummy from New Ki ngdom times,
and the goddess's protective power was doubtless
utilized in amulets carried by many Egyptians in
life also,

Worship
For a good part of Egyptian history it seems that
Isis was not usually associated with any particular
locali ty or worshipped in her own temples. Rather
she was incorporated into the temples of other
deities with whom she was associated, There are
minor exceptions such as the chapel of Isis 'Mis
tress of the Pyramid' constructed at Giza in the 21st
dynasty. However, the first important temple
known to have been dedicated to the goddess, the
Iseion - her temple at Behbeit el-Hagar in the east
ern Delta - was not begun unt il the reign of
Nectanebo II in the 30th dynasty, and only complet
ed under Ptolemy Ill. Even here,as in her other later
sanctuaries, Isis was venerated along with Osiris
and Horus as was probably the case in earlier
shrines which existed on the site. Other important
chapels and temples of Isis were built at Dendcra
where the goddess was honoured by Augustus with
a small independent sanctuary. This was at Deir el
She1wit just south of Thebes where a small temple
was alsoconstructed for her in Roman times, and in
her most famous temple on the island of Philae
which was begun by Nectanebo I and grew under a
series of Ptolcmaic rulers and Roman emperors.
The hymns inscribed there identify Isis with many
other goddesses and show that she had successfully
absorbed them as 'Isis inall her manifestations'.She
was thus invoked in many spells of the later dynas
ties often tailored to her own character, as in spells
and love charms to make a woman love a man as
Isis loved Osiris. or to make a woman hate her
present partner as lsis hated Seth.

Her influence was amazingly widespread, There
\ \ -3 S a temple of Isis at Byblos, where the goddess
was equated with the local form of Astar te, from
quire early times, though it is not known for certain
whether the myth of Osiris' body being washed
ashore at that site and the subsequent visit of
Isis predates actual Isis worship at Byblos or not.
Later, the worship of his became widespread in
the Craecc-Roman worlds as one of the Eastern
'mystery religions', and the Classical writer
Apuleius left a detailed description of the initiations
into her cult. Evidence of veneration of the goddess

has been found as far apart as Iraq and England,
with temples being built to Isis in Athens and other
Greek cities and later in many parts of the Roman
Empire as well as in Rome itself. The cult of Isis
rivalled those of the traditional Greek and Roman
gods, and its importance and persistence is seen in
the [act that her worship continued at Philae until
the 6th century AD - long after most of Egypt and
the wider Roman world had been converted to
Christianity.

Female Anthropomorp hic
Deities

The goddess lsis-Aphrodite
combined the great Egyptian
deity with the Greek goddess
of love in a form which
became popular througlwut
much of the ancient
Mediterranean world.
Terracotta figurine. c. 100 RC
Uniuersuy of Leipzig
Museum:
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Thisgrey granite statue of
Iunit; spouse of the Theban
godMontu, is the first known
representation of this
goddess. 18th dynasty.
Luxor Cachette statue.
Luxor Museum.
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Junit

A goddess of mainly localized importance in the
Theban region, Iunit was incorporated into the local
ennead of Karnak in New Kingdom times. Along
with the goddess Tjenenyet, she was venerated as
the consort of the ancient falcon war god Montu
(see p. 203) in the town of Armant (Hermonthis) a
little to the south of Thebes, Her name means 'She
of-Arrnant', and although the goddess fi rst appears
in reliefs dated to the reign of Mentuhotep III of the
11th dynasty, it is thought that she may have been
worshipped there from very early times. It is
perhaps possible, though not likely, that she is the
goddess of the same name mentioned in the
Pyramid Texts (PT 1066). The female deity Raet,
also known from the Theban region, seems to be
related to Iunit and may possibly represent a solar
aspectof the goddess of Armant.

lusoos

Iusaas was a Hel iopolitan goddess whose name
seems to mean 'she comes who is great' and who
functioned as a feminine counterpart of the male
solar-creator principle personified by Atum.
Because of these associations Iusaas is depicted in
anthropomorphic form as a woman with a scarab
beetle upon her head.LikeNebet-hetepet (see p. 156)
whom she resembles in function and who may be a
different form of the same goddess, lusaas played
an important theological role as the embodiment of
the female creative principle but was not important
in terms of cultic activity or worship.

Khefthernebes

A minor goddess, Khefthernebes was a divine per
sonification of the region of the Theban necropolis
in New Kingdom times. She was overshadowed,
however, by other fema le deities of the region such
as Imentet, Mererseger and Hathor.

Moot

Mythology
The goddess Maat personified the concepts of
truth, justice and cosmic order (Egyptian moat) .
She is known to have existed at least from the Old
Kingdom and is mentioned in the Pyramid Texts
whereshe is said tostand behind the sun god Re (PT
1582, passim), though it is not uotil the New
Kingdom that we have evidence of her being called
the 'daughter of Re'.Thegoddess was also associat
ed with Osiris - who is said to be 'lord of maat at an
early date - and in later times she was subsumed to

some extent by Isis, although according to Egypt
ian mythology the husband of Maat was usually
said to be the scribal god Thoth. As the daughter of
Re Maat was also the sister of the reigning king
who was the 'son of Re', and the relationship of the
goddess with the king was a vital one. Both the
monarch's legitimation and the efficacy of his reign
were ultimately based upon the degree to which he
upheld moat and it was common therefore for kings
to style themselves 'beloved of Maat'.

Her role was multifaceted but embraced two
major aspects. On the one hand, Maat represented
the universal order or balance - including concepts
such as truth and right - which was established at
the time of creation. This aspect is the basis of her
relationship with Re - for she is the order imposed
upon the cosmoscreated by the solar demiurge and
as such is the guiding principle who accompanied
the sun god at all times. The order represented by
Maat must be renewed or preserved constantly,
however, leading to the ritual presentation of Maat
discussed below. As a natura l corollary of her
identity with right balance and harmony Maat also
actively represented the concept of judgment. In the
Pyramid Texts the goddess appears in this role in
dual form, as 'the two Maats' judging the deceased
king's right to the thrones of Geb (PT 317), and in
the later funerary li terature it is in the 'Hall of the
two Truths' (the dual form of Maat) that the judg
ment of the deceased occurs. The gods themselves,
acting as the judges of the divine tribunal, are
called the 'council of Maat'.

Iconography
Maat was almost always depicted in fullyanthropo
morphicform as a goddess wearing a tall feather on
her head. The feather a lonecould represent the god
dess, however, as could the hieroglyphic sign also
used to write her name which resembled a builder's
measure or the plinth upon which statues of the
gods were placed. In representations of the king
presenting Maat to the gods, the diminutive image
of the goddess is sometimes depict ed in such a
manner <:IS to form a rebus of the name of the king
himself. This is the case when Ramesses If presents
the goddess holdinga 'User' staff and crowned with
a solar disk of Re in addition to her own tall plume
in order to spel l the king's throne name: User-Maat
Ra. In the vignettes from the funerary papyri and in
other depictions Maat is featured in the ceremonyof
the weighing of the heart of the deceased on the
scales of judgment. Usually the heart is depicted
being weighed against the feather of Maat or in
somecases a small image of the crouching goddess,
and the figu re of Maat sometimes surmounts the
balance scale itself.

Worship
A small temple to Maat was built within the pre
cinct of the Montu temple at Karnak but such



(R1f{hl) The image of Maat.
J("i/h <lll /spreadwinf!.~ and
bicdmg on a hiaog£vphic
si,I!'I I/'hich couldsif(n/fy
'meum', was utilized at the
entrance to a number of later
S ex Kingdom royal tombs.
J9th dynasty. Tomb of
iip,'ah. VaO£)' of the Kings,
IH'.s!. m Thebes:

fBdow) 71us gtlded siluer
ima~e of an unknown king
prcsentmg the imape of
J/aat represents the classic
ritualof royal responsibility
and adherence to order, justice
and truth 19th dvnas/y.
lsnwre. Paris.
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Thepharaoh Horemheb
stands beticeen the goddess
Maat and the god Ptah; who,
like certam other ROds. could
be called 'Lord of Truth', 18th
dynasty, Tomb of Horemheb,
Yallev of the Kmgs, western
Thebes.
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sanctuaries for the forma] worship of the goddess
are uncommon and Maat is usually depicted in the
temples of other deities. Even the title 'priest of
Maat' is often regard.ed as an honourific which may
have been given to those who served as magistrates
or who dispensed judicial decisions on her behalf
and who apparently wore small golden images of
the goddess as a sign of their judicial authority.
Theologically, the most important manifestation of
the veneration of the goddess was the king's ritual
presentation of a small figu re of Maat in the
temples of thegods. In the New Kingdom Maat was
offeredespecially to Amun.Re and Ptah, thoughshe
was also sometimes presented to her husband
Thoth and was in effect offered to all the gods. Erik
Hornung has pointed out that the equivalence of
the presentation of the goddess with all other offer
ings can beseen inepithets of .'vlaat such as 'food of
the gods' and 'clothing' and 'breath', as well as in
other statements which affirm that the gods 'Jive on
Maat'. Likewise Emily Teeter has shown that most
examples of the king presenting Maat are essential
ly identical to those in which the king presents food,
wine or other forms of sustenance to the gods. At
another level, the offering of the image of the god
dess was also a tangible expression of the king's

offering of his own work of maintaining maat in
preserving order and justice on behalf of the gods.

Merhyt

A goddess associated wi th the Nile and with water,
Merhyt may have also represented the twohalves 
north and south - of the Nile Valley. though little is
known of her actual roles.

Merit

Merit was a minor goddess of music who was
nevertheless credited as having helped in the estab
lishment of cosmic order by means of her music.
song and the gestures associated with musical
direction.

Meskhenet

Mythology
A goddess primarily associated with chi ldbirth.
Meskhenet alsoaffected other aspects of a person's



rRriow) Thegoddess of
childbirth and destiny
.Heskhenetu:ith the
charactensttcsif{ll on her
head that probably
represented the uterus.
18/h dyt/ast>: Temple of
Hotshepsut. Deir elBahn.

life according to Egyptian belief. Beyond presiding
over an individual 's birth, the goddess was said to
decide the life destiny of the child. The Westcar
Papyrus describes how the goddess assured the
infants Userkaf Sahure and Neferirkare, the fi rst
three kings of the 5th dynasty, that they would all
come to rule Egypt. Meskhenet also played a role in
the afterlife . She is often depicted in funerary vig
nettes close to the scales upon which the deceased's
heart was weighed - in order to assist in the rebirth
of the individual enteringthe afterlife.

Iconogra phy

The iconography of this goddess depicts her in the
form of a rectangu lar brick (upon which ancient
Egyptian women squatted to give birth) with the
head of a woman at one end. She may also be
depicted anthropomorphically as a woman with a
brick upon her head, though this form is less com
monly found. Asymbol having two loops at the top
of a vertical stroke which was used to represent the
goddess almost certainly depicted the stylized
uterus of the cow.

Worship

Although without a formal cult, Meskhenet was
an important household deity and is mentioned in
3 number of known hymns and prayers. A text
in the temple of Esna mentions four protective
~ fe:3khenets associated with the creator god
Khnum. but apart from this there are few instances
of the goddess's presence in temple settings except
in ritual birthscenes.

Mut

Mythology

Mut was the great mother and queen of the gods
who ruled in 'Thcbes. Her origins are somewhat
uncertain and while she is not known in textual or
representat ional sources before the end of the
Middle Kingdom, she may have been established in
the Theban region or elsewhere at an earlier date.
Some Egyptologists believe that MUI was virtually
'invented' as a wife for Amun whi le others feci
that she was more likely a minor or little known
deity who rose to prominence alongside the god. At
some point, however, Mut displaced Amaunct, the
original consort of Amun, to become the god's
chief wife and the adopted mother of Khonsu in
the great Theban triad.The goddess's name, which
was written with the hieroglyphic depict ion of the
gr iffin vulture (Gyps julvus), may possibly represent
her earliest form, but this is doubtful as the word
mu! and the vulture used to write it mean 'mother'
and this deity was regarded both generally as a
mother goddess and as the mother of the king
in particular. She was also identified with the
Egyptian queen, and in the New Kingdom queens
usually wore headdresses made in the form of
the vulture which were also symbolic of divine
motherhood.

From at least New Kingdom times, however, the
primary mythological association of Mur was with
the lioness. In this form she was the southern coun
terpart of the northern lioness goddess Sekhrnct

f emale Anthropomorphic
Derties

Headof the goddess Mnt,
detail of a calcitePOll' statue
of Amun and Mui fro m the
Luxor Cachette Re/an of
Tutonhhamun, reinscribed in
the 19th dynasty. Lesor
Museum.
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and was also related to the cat goddess Bastet 
with whom she was joined as Mut-Bastet, Her leo
nine aspect also made her one of the goddesses
regarded as a savage 'Eye of Re' along with
Sckhmet, Tefnut and others. She was associated
with Re in other ways and part of a ritual in her
honour as-serts that she was present 'at the splitting
of the ishcd tree together with Re in Heliopclis'. Mut
was also associated with the god Ptah of Memphis.
Unlike most of Egypt's other major goddesses Mut
played relatively little part in funerary beliefs, and
her mythological sphere of influence was mainly
centred on the world of the living. Nevertheless, she
is described in some vers ions of Chapter 164 of the
Book of the Dead as a goddess who del ivers souls
andbodies from 'the abode of the demons which are
in the evi l chamber', showing her power could also
extend to the netherworld, A final aspect of Mut's
absolute and rather terrifying power is seen in the
fact that by the latter part of the New Kingdom
rebels and traitors who plotted against the king
were destroyed by fire in the brazier of Mut - per
haps portraying a goddess who not only protected
the person of the kingbut also the state itself with a
power which was as fierce as it was final.

Iconography
Although the earliest known representation of
Mut - dating to around 1700 BC - depicts her as
a lioness-headed goddess, her primary representa
tional form in later times was anthropomorphic.
In this female human form Mut is depicted wearing
a dress often brightly coloured in red or blue and
marked with a pattern suggestive of feathers.
She is distinguished by the vulture headdress
surmounted by either the White Crown of Upper
Egypt or the Double Crown of the combined Two
Lands - the only goddess usually depicted in this
composite crown. In this form she may be depicted
standing or enthroned - often holding a papyrus
or lily-headed staff - with Amun and Khonsu (see
illus. p. 30) or, in seated representations, nursing an
infant to symbolize her motherly role. She is repre
sented in this manner in many amulets, though
these can usually only be distinguished from
similar amulets of h is by the presence of the crowns
or an inscriptional label. Because of her leonine
aspect Mut was sometimes depicted as lion-headed
and is in essence linked with Sekhmet in the many
famous lion-headed statues of that goddess that
were placed in the precincts of the temple of Mut at
Karnak. Interestingly, this leonine aspect is also
mirrored in some images of Amun, as in one of the
side chapels of the temple of Khonsu at Karnak
where he was depicted in lion-headed, ithypballic
form. In some vignettes to Chapter 164 of the Book
of the Dead, beginning in the 21st dynasty, Mut is
also depicted (:IS a composite deity with out
stretched wings, an erect phallus and three heads
those of a vulture, lion and human. These some-



what bizarre images represented an aggressive
deity 'mightier than thegods'.

Dedications to the goddess in the milder form of
cat statuettes were extremely common, and a well
known informal New Kingdom painting which
shows a cat with its arm around the neck of a goose
perhaps also playfully suggests the familial rela-

tionship between Amun - whosesacredanimal was
the goose - and Mut in her feline form. It is interest
ing, however, that although Mut maintained her
position as consort of Amun, in 'official' representa
tions the relationship between the deities appears
more familial than sexual. In sexual or fertility
related scenes Amun is portrayed with other
'younger' goddesses such as Isis and Hathor, but in
formalscenes of power or matters of state it is Mut
who is enthroned as the mature mother figure and
powerful queen of the gods.

Worship
In Middle Ki ngdom texts Mut is called 'mistress of
Megeb', a location in the tenth nome of Upper
Egypt close to modern Qaw el-Kebir, but little more
is known of her association with this area. She is
also known to have had sanctuaries at Hel iopolis
and at Giza, and a large precinct at Tanis, in addi
tion to her presence at Thebes. Yet althoughshe was
depicted along with her husband Amun on most of
the major walls of the Great Temple at Karnak, and

Female Anthropomorphic
Deities

(Opposite) The goddess Mut,
in lion-headed form, with the
notched palm-branch of
recorded time. Luxor Temple

(I.eft) Gold bracelet n'ith
image of winged Mut fro m
Meroe. National Collection of
Hgyptian Art. Munich.

(Below) Thegoddess Mut
with horned sun disk, temple
of KhOf!SU, Karnak. As the
mythological mother of
Khonsu. Mut played a part in
the cult of thatgodalong u..ith.
Amul'l, his mythological
father. 20th dynasty.
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(Right) Hm Yl zc statuette of
thegoddess Neith in
characteristic pose. Originally
thegoddess would have held
an an kh and staff Late
Penod-Ptolemaic era. Harer
Collection, San Bemardinc
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in chapels and representations in many other tem
ples throughout Egypt, Mut maintained a level of
independence, and the goddess's main cult centre
was her own 'Isheru' precinct to the south of
Kamak Temple. The major part of her temple was
constructed during the 18th dynasty, much by
Amenophis III (who also set up the manystatues of
Sekhmet around its precincts), though construction
was continued by rulers of later periods through
Ptolemaic times. Mut participated in many of the
great festival processions with her husband Amun
and was transported in her own sacred barge for
these occasions. She also exercised independent
power in her own cultic rituals and ceremonies such
as the important 'Festival of theNavigation of Mut'
held on thegreat Isheru lake.Another of her impor
tant templeritualsboth at her Isher uprecinctand in
her other sanctuaries was that known as the 'over
throwing of Apep', the inimical serpent who
threatened the sun god. In this ritual wax models
were made representing the physical enemies of
Egypt which were identified by name before being
destroyed.vlur is known tohave had a temple oracle
to which worshippers brought problems, and the
'Great Mother' was represented in manyvotive stat
uesand amulets showing a high degreeof personal
veneration of the goddess.

Nebet-hetepet

A relatively minor Heliopolitan goddess whose
name means 'mistress of theoffering' or 'mistressof
conten tment', Nebethetepet was a feminine coun
terpart of the creator god Atum and her identity
was similar to that of the goddess lusaas also
venerated at Hel iopolis. Both goddesses personified
the female principle represented by the hand with
which Atum was said to grip his phallus in
bringing the world into existence. Nebet-hetepet
could beassociated with Hathor and was venerated
at several sites, but was primarily little more than
a logical complement to the masculine deity of
creation.

Nehemtawy

A minor goddess known mainly as the consort
of the serpent deity Nehebu-Kau or of Thoth.
Nehemtawy usually appears in anthropomorphic
form and was frequent ly depicted in the shape of a
goddess nursing an infant on her lap. In representa
tions of this type she can usually only be
distinguished from other nursing goddesses such
as Isis and Mur by her headdress which is usually in
the form of a sistrum. Little is known of the
worship of the goddess other than that she was
venerated with Thoth in his cult centres, especially
that of Herrnopolis in Middle Egypt.

Neith

Mythology
Neith isone of the most ancient deities known from
Egypt. There is ample evidence that she was one of
the most important deities of the prehistoric and
Early Dynastic periods and, impressively, her ven
eration persisted to the very end of the pharaonic
age. Her character was complex as her mythology
continued to grow over this great span of time, and
although many early myths of the goddess are
undoubtedly lost to us, the picture we are able to



recover is still one of a powerful deity whose roles
encompassed aspects of this life and the beyond,

~Va rriorgoddess: While this aspect of her personal
ity was perhaps overstated in some older studies of
Egypt's deities, it is undeniable that Neith was
associated with weaponry - either in a context of
hunting or warfare or possibly both - from very
early times. Her earliest emblems consisted of
eras-sed arrows and bows and she was called 'mis
tress of the bow' and 'ruler of arrows'. Early
Egyptian thecphoric names such as 'Neith fights'
and 'Neith is victorious' also underscore this bel li
coseaspect of thegoddess's character, and fromOld
Kingdom times Neith could appear as one of the
manifestations of the fierce 'Eye of Re'. In the
Rarnessid story known as the 'Contendings of
Horus andSeth', Neith is a wise counsellor to whom
Rehimself appeals for help, though her aggressive
nature is seen in her threat that she willgrow angry
and makethesky fall to the earth if heradvice is not
ioliowed. The ancient Greeks identified Neith with
Arhena, probably primarily because of her warlike
aspect, though there were other aspects of Neith
which supported this association.

Creator goddess: ln her cosrnogonic role Neith was
also identified with the waters of Nun which pre
ceded creation, and with the process of creation
itsel t As such she was called 'great cow' or the
°great flood',and closely associated with the creator
deity Mehet-Weret. The earliest extant reference to
thi::; role appears on the sarcophagus of the 19th
dynasty king Merenptah where Neith is said to be
the creative force present at the very beginning, yet
the idea was doubtless much older. In Roman times,
text s inscribed in the temple of Khnum at Esna
attempted to claim Neith as an Upper Egyptian
deity who emerged from the primeval waters to
crea te the world before travelling northward to
round her Delta city of Sais.These same texts claim
that Neith created both Re and thesun god'sarchen
emy Apophis making her the original demiurge.
Xeirh was also considered to have created mankind,
and in the 'Contendings of Horus and Seth' she is
specifically called Neith 'the eldest, mother of the
cods,who illuminated the first face'.

-'{other goddess: The metaphors of creation and
birth clearly overlap and as mother of the gods,
~ith is naturally seen as an archetypal mother fig
ure. in the New Kingdom she was regarded as the
mother of humans as 'well as gods,and a text dating
from the 6th century BC sta tes that it was she who
invented birth. Amenopbis II claims that he is onc
'whose being Neith moulded' and in a similar man
net It is Neith, along with the goddess Serket
(another deity associated with motherhood) . who
supports the bed in which the queen and the god
Amnn embrace in the theogarn ies depicted in Hat-

shepsuts temple at Deir el-Bahri and in Luxor
Temple. Already by Old Kingdom times Neith was
regarded as the mother of the crocodile god Sobek
and thus 'the nurse of crocodiles'. Although no male
deity was fi rmly celebrated as the partner of Neith
and it is sometimes said that she may have been a
neutral, almost sexless deity not unlike the Near
Eastern virgin goddess Anat or the Greek Athena,
the evidence of Neith as a mother goddess militates
against this view.

Goddess of Lower Egypt: Neith was certa inly the
most important goddess and perhaps the most
important deity of Lower Egypt. Although she W 3 ::;

sometimes called 'Neith of Libya', this reference
may simply refer to the proximity of the Libyan
region to the goddess's chief province in the west
ern Del ta. Her frequent representations wearing the
Red Crown of Lower Egypt indicate that Neith
came to personify the northern. Delta region or
acted as tutelary goddess of the crown of that area.
In the Pyramid Texts her aggressive nature is tied
to this role in the statement, 'May the terror of you
come into being... like the Net [Neith}crown which
ison the King of Lower Egypt' (PT724). The temple
of Neirh at Sais was sometimes called the 'house of
the bee' and the bee became an important monarchi
al symbol incorporated into the developed royal
titulary often associat ed with Lower Egypt.

Funerary goddess: From Old Kingdom times
(though rarely at first) Nci th was associated with
Egyptian funerary beliefs and rituals. In the
Pyramid Texts she is said to watch over the
deceased Osiris along with lsis , Nephthys and
Serket (l'T 606), and eventually the four goddesses
were each assigned one side of the coffin with the
responsibility of watching over the four canopic
guardians known as the sons of Horus. In this role
Neith was usually placed at the east side of the coi
fin as the protectress of Duamutef, guardian of the
stomach of the deceased. Spells of the Coffin Texts
equate the deceased with Neith in the underworld
and also identify her as one of the judges of the
dead (CTSpe1l630). In the la ter 'Book of that which
is beyond' Neith aids the king and Re himself in the
underworld journey. Because Neith was also the
inventor of weaving according to Egyptian myth,
she was naturally associated with the funerary
process as provider of the mummy bandages and
shrouds.

Iconography
The first representational evidence for Neith is the
early form of her emblem (two crossed arrows
mounted on a pole) which occurs in prcdynasnc
times. The first anthropomorphic representations
of the goddess herself occur somewhat later, in the
Early Dynastic period, and these representations
make Neith one of the earl iest Egyptian deit ies

Two-dimensional
representation of Neith.
wearmg theRed Crown
minors thepose of the
sculptural representation
Opposite. Detail, painted coffin.
ERyptian Museum, Casra
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depicted in human form. At fi rst, the goddesswears
two bows on her head,andshe"is notdepicted wear
ing the Red Crown of Lower Egypt, the region wi th
which she wasmost closely associa ted, until the5th
dynasty when sheappears this way in the temple of
Userkaf at Abu Ghurob. Her representations fre
quently depict Neith carrying only the was (power)
sceptre and the ankh (l ife) symbol, but in her guise
as warrior goddess she frequently holdsa bow and
arrow or a harpoon. Later in history Neith could
also be portrayed in zoornorphic form. Herodotus
records seeing the image of the goddess as a kneel
ing cow with a sun disk between its horns during
her festival at Sais, and a bovine form of her image
was also used at Esna. The goddess could also
appear in serpentine formas protectress of the king
or of Re, as may be seen in the Book of the Dead
(BD 185) and in the gilded wooden cobra found in
Tutankhamun's tomb. In her guise as mother god
dess and as the mother of Sobek. Neith is shown in
the nursing motif, and amulets show the goddessas
a. woman standing, suckling a small crocodile at
each breast, or as a woman with a crocodile's head.
At Esna Neith was associated with the Nile perch
which could represent her because, according to

myth, she turned herself into such a fish toswim in
taepnmeval waters.

Worship
Neith's prominence in early dynastic times - as seen
in Ist-dynastv labels, funerary stelae, and in the
names of her priestesses and the contemporary
queens such as Neithotep and Merneith - suggest
the goddess was worshipped from the beginnings
of Egyptian culture. In fact, the earliest portrayal
of what is thought to be a sacred shrine in Egypt is
associated with Neith. Her symbol stands in the
enclosure of a reed-built sanctuary on an ebony
label from Abydos which seems to depict a visit
made by the Ist-dynasty King Aha to a sanctuary
of Neith. Yet widespread depict ions of Neirb's
standard on early pottery indicate the goddess was
venerated over a considerable area, and she was
doubtless the most important goddess of the Early
Dynastic Period. This pre-eminence may have
eventually been challenged, however, and the
Sth-dynasty King Userkaf is believed to have
re-emphasized the cult of Neith after the later rulers
of the4th dynasty had supplanted her with Ilathor.
Nevertheless, there is ample evidence that Neith's
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(Below) Kneelingfigure of
NephthvsWith her hieroJ{lyphu
'mistress of the mansion'
headdress. Late Period.
Brooklyn Museum of Art.

(Bottom) Nephthys and Isis
In the form of birds of prey
watch over the mummy of
Osms. 19th dynasly Tomb of
Nefertan, Valley of the
Queens, western Thebes
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Mythology
Nephthys was a funerary goddess who usually
played a subordinate role to her s ister Is is. She
appears only in the myths of Heliopolis and noth
ing is known about her before her appearance there.
T he goddess's Eg yptian name. nebet-hut. means
'mistress of the mansion' but gives us norealclue to
her original identity. As the daughter of Gob and
Nut, shewasoneof the four deities at thecore of the
Osiris myth, characterized as the nominal partner
of the god Seth just as lsis was the wife of Osiris,
According to one late story Nephthys also had a

Nephthys

In the Middle Kingdom and early New Kingdom
Neith seems to have lost some of her earlier status,
but perhaps as a result of the Ramcssid relocation
of the capital to the Delta area. Ncith regained
importance in the 19th dynasty. She was credited
with superlative powers in several tex ts, and in
Ramcsses I1's coronation scene recorded in the
Great Hypostyle Hall at Karnak it is Neith who
stands next to the enthroned state god Amun. In
post-New Kingdom times Neith naturally rose to
particu lar importance in the 26th dynasty when
kings of the great cult centre of Neith - the Delta
city Sais (modern Sa el-Hagar) - ruled Egypt. The
goddess received revenue from the Greek trading
settlement at Naukratis, further enriching her
impressive temple, which the Greek historian
llerodotus described.Neith was highly venerated in
other temples of the Graeco-Rornan Period - espe
cially at Esna - where she was worshi pped with
Khnum.and hergreat festivalwas celebrated on the
thirteenth day of the third month of the 'summer'
season each year. The worship of Neith thus
spanned virtually all of Egypt's history and she
remained to the end 'Nei th. the great' .
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status continued to be high. By the Old Kingdom
Xei.h also had a sanctuary at Memphis, and
the Coffin Texts (Spell 408) also refer to her as
'mistress of Mendes', indicating an important
presence there.
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(Abol'e) Wmgedfigurcs oj
Nephtliys and Isis protect
the djed column of Osms.
Pectoral of Tutanehamun.
18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Above nghtl Neplz/hys
tradiuonally guardedtile head
of Osins and was depicted rJ}/
the head-end of coffins and
sarcophagi, lSth dynasty.
Sarcophagus of Tuthmoss IV,
Valley of the Kings, toestem
Thcbes.
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sexual liaison with Os.ris resulting in the birth of
her son Anubis. Her role in the Osiris myths is
always supportive of Isis and Osiris and the god
dess does not seem to ever take her husband's side
in the mythical struggles. When Osiris is murdered.
Nephthys mourns greatly and joins her sister in
searching for the god and reassembling and guard
ing him when he is found. In the Pyramid Texts the
goddess appears alongside Isis many times. usually
with assertions that the two sisters assist, protect
and support Osiris. Their roles were naturally
applied to the king who is also said to be
'reassembled' by them as well as being 'conceived'
and 'nursed' by the two goddesses. along with vari
ous other metaphors stressing their part in the
king's resurrection or afterl ife rebirth. Nephthys
thus became oneof the major deities held to be pro
tectors of the dead and along with Isis she was one
of the four guardian deities of the canopic jars and
of other items of the funerary assemblage in royal
and private burials alike. In the' Late Period Ncph
thys was also linked with Auukis. though her
primaryassociation remained always with Isis.

Ico nography
The usual manner of depiction for Nephthys is
anthropomorphic as a female goddess distin
guished only by the hieroglyphic symbols for her
name which she wears on her head. Nephthys may
also be represented as a kite, however, especially in
the vignettes of funerary texts where the two sis
ters are sometimes depicted in this avian form
guarding the body of Osiris. In human form Neph
thys was represented at the corners or ends of
sarcophagi, coffins and shrines for the protection of
their contents and is usually placed at the head end
of the deceased while lsis was positioned at the feet
- although the two sisters are occasionally both
depicted at the head of the deceased. ln scenes
where Osiris is depicted the two goddesses usually

flank the netherworld god or his symbol, and when
he is shown enthroned they both stand behind him
in a position of protection and support.

Worsh ip
Despite her important position in ancient Egyptian
funerary beliefs and her widespread representation,
Nephthys appears to have had no temples or formal
cult of her own, though her association with Isis.
Anukis and other deities led to the representation of
Nephthys in their sanctuaries. Amulets of the god
dessarequite common, but even these appear much
later than those of other members of the Os'rian
drama. While one or two examples are known from
the 22nd dynasty. no other amulets of tbe goddess
are known to date before the 26th dynasty. After
this time, however, Nephthys amulets appear on
virtually every Egyptian mummy, usually along
side thoseof lsis,

Nut

Mythology
The goddess Nut was primarily the personification
of the vault of the heavens, though her character
included many different aspects with in this role.As
a member of the great Ennead of Heliopolis she
was the daughter of Shuand Tefnut - the deities of
air and moisture who were the first offspring of the
primeval demiurge Atum; and she herself repre
sented the fi rmament which separated the earth
from the encircling waters of chaos our of which
the world had been created. Nut thus fulfil led an
important cosmogonic role - she was not only the
great sky whose 'laughter' was the thunder, and



whose 'tears' were the rain, but she was also the
'mother' of the heavenly bodies who were believed
to enter her mouth and emerge again from her
womb each day, The sun was thus said to travel
through the body of the goddess during the night
hoursand thestars travelled through her during the
day. This cosmic imagery was the basis of the
asser tion that the goddess was 'the female pig who
eats her piglets'. Nut was nevertheless viewed in a
positive manner, and the myth of the birth of her
children was recorded by Plutarch who states that,
fearing the usurpation of his own position, the sun
god placed a curse on the sky goddess stopping her
giving birth on any day of the 360-day year. The
god Hermes (Thoth) came toNut's aid,however, and
won five extra days for the year enabling the god
dess to bear herchildren.

Several scholars have suggested tha t Nul may
originally have represented the Milky Way, as Spell
176 of the Book of the Dead refers to this broad
band of stars which crosses the night sky and the
following spell begins with an invocation of Nut,
and some representations of the Ramessid Period
show stars around the figure of the goddess as well
as on her body. There is astronomical evidence
which may support the equation. Ronald Wells has
shown that in the predawn sky at winter solstice in
predynastic Egypt the Milky Way would have
looked remarkably like a stretched out figure with

Female Anthropomorphic
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(Below) The f{or/dess Nut
unih. wings outstretched in a
brotectiue pose adorns this
pectoral of Tutankhamun:
18th dynasty: Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Below left) The outstretched
figure of Nut was carved on
the lids of some royal
sarcophagi to umte unih. the
deceased 19th dynasty.
Sarcophagus oj Merenptan,
reused by Psusennes I, from
Tams EgyptianMuseum,
Cairo.

arms and legs touching the horizons in exactly the
manner in which thegoddess was often later depict
ed. Furthermore, at the time of the winter solstice
the sun would have risen in the area of the
goddess's figure - her pudendum - from which it
would be imagined to be born, just 88 nine months
earlier, at thespring equinox, thesun would haveset
in the position of the goddess' head - suggesting it
was beingswallowed.

Nut also became inextricably associated with the
concept of resurrection in Egyptian funerary
beliefs, and the dead were believed to become stars
in the body of the goddess. According to Hcliopoli
tan theology Nut united with her brother Geb, the
earth god, to produce Osiris and those deities
associated with him in the great mythic cycle of
resurrection. In this way the priests of Ileliopolis
were able to incorporate the important netherworld
god into their own solar religion and at the same
time to strengthen the association of Nut with the
concept of resurrection andrebirth. Nut is therefore
an important deity in thePyramid Texts, appearing
therealmost 100 times. She fulfi l1cd a central ro le in
the resurrection of the deceased king both as hea
venly cow (PT 1344) - and as a funerary goddess
who addresses the king as his 'mother Nut in her
name of "sarcophagus" ,..in her name of "Coffin"
and...in her name of "tomb'" (PT 616). In the later
Coffin Texts similar ideas are elaborated for the
non-royal deceased. Not surprisingly, in later times
the roles of Nut and Hathcr - also a cow deity and
Iunerary goddess - were sometimes conflated.
Hathor was thus sometimes viewed as a sky god
dess and Nut sometimes replaces Hathor as the
goddess of the divine sycamore tree who nourishes
the deceased, although the connection of Nul her
self with the coffin may have led to her association
with wood and thus thesycamore tree.
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The figure of Nu t from
thesecond gilded shrine of
Tutankhamun. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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Iconography
In most of her representations Nut was depicted in
anthropomorphic form (often as a goddess identi
fied by the circular water pot which she wore on her
head, sometimes with the addition et the ceiEng
like sky sign, as the hieroglyphic symbol for her
name). She is often shown in profile, bending naked
over the earth god Geb and sometimes supported
by Shu, the god of the air, with her arms and legs
bent down so that she touches the horizons with her
hands and feet. Because of the conventions of
Egyptian art in which the goddess's arms and legs
seem to be held together, in these representations
she appears as a narrow bridge across the sky (as
would certainly be appropriate if she were equated
with the Milky Way), though it is possible that she
was imagined to cover the whole vault of heaven
with her hands and feet respectively placed at the
four cardinal points. On the ceiling of the burial
chamber of the tomb of Ramesses VI in the Valley
of the Kings, the goddess is depicted in twocolossal
profi le images painted back to back separately rep
resenting the day and night sky.

Nut was also depicted en face on the undersides
of the lids of coffins and sarcophagi - frequently
showing the solar disk in the process of being
swallowed or reborn. In these representations the
depiction of the goddess was placed over the
deceased so that a kind of union was achieved, and
the coffin itself symbolically became the body of
the goddess from whom the deceased would be
reborn.The tomb of Tutankhamun may contain an
interesting visual allusion to this idea for the young
king is shown there with the goddess Nut directly
after the 'opening of the mouth' ceremony and
before he goes before the god Osiris, as though his
depiction with Nut represents the transitional time
in the coffin between burial and the afterlife. In the

private tombs of Thebes and in vignettes in the
Book of the Dead, Nut is also depicted as a goddess
rising from the trunk of the divine sycamore to
proffer life-sustaining water and nourishment in the
afterlife.

The goddess could also be depicted in zoornor
phic form as the sky cow or sky sow. In her bovine
form her four hooves were the cardinal points, and
the sun god and stars areoften shown sail ingacross
the underside of her body. In this form the divine
sky cow was also often shown supported by the air
god Shu who stands with upraised arms beneath
her, and by Heh gods (see p. 78) who support her
legs which are the 'pillars of the sky'. Because Nut
could also be regarded as a female pig,she was also
represented in the form of a sow. sometimes shown
with her young.

Worship
As with most cosmic deities, Nur had no cult or
temples of her own, though she was depicted in
astronomical ceilings and representations in many
temples and tombs. Her place in popular religion.
while probably very limited, is perhaps neverthe
less seen in amulets of thesow, sometimes with her
piglets. which appear in burials from the Third
Intermediate Period onwards. Some of these amu
lets may have been worn in life and could stress the
goddess's power in the area of ferti lity or as a deity
of rebirth.
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(AboUt) Nul swallows thedisk
of iJU' sun which trards
through her budy to be reborn
the followUlI( MY, Thefigures
before thegoddess tow the
barque of the sun towards
ha . Detau. 1300/, of lhe /Jay.
:!OtT, dynasty. Tomb of
Ranresses VI, Valll:y of the
;';iJi},.'S. western Thebes.

Right) Nut, 'Mis tress of
Hl Gt-ell ', offers punfying
eater - m tilt' form of u:m'P·
like lmes which issuefrom her
hands - to the deceased kinK
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Upper section of the stela of
the royal craftsman Qehfrom
Deir el-Medsna showing the
goddess Qadesh fianked by
her consort, the Asiatic god
Reshep (right), and the
Egyptian fertituy god Mill
(left) who was associated with
the eastern desert regions.
19th dynas ty. Bntts h Museum:

l64

Qadesh

Mythology
Qadesh wasa Syrian goddess of sacred eestacy and
sexual pleasure. Her Semitic name would seem to
mean 'holy' and despite her Near Eastern orgins,
the goddess was thoroughly assimilated into
Egyptian religion in New Kingdom times to the
extent that she was worshipped as part of a popu
lar divine triad along with the ferti lity god Min and
the Asiatic god Reshep. Qade.<;h was often linked
withHarhor whom she resembled insome ways and
with the inherentlysensual Near Eastern goddesses
Anat and Astartc, both of whom were known in
Egypt.

Iconography
In Egyptian representations Qadesh is almost
invariably depicted as a naked woman - shown
frontally - holding lotus blossoms in her right hand
and snakes or papyrus stems in her left hand, all of
these being symbols of eroticism and fertil ity. Her
similarities to Hathor meant that the iconography
of l-er hairstyle and headdress sometimes approxi
mate those of the Egyptian goddess. Frequently
Qadesh is depicted standing on the back of a lion
and in some representations she is Ranked by vlin
on her right and Reshep on her left, the two gods
usually being depicted standing on plinths or

shrines which elevate them closer to the same
height as the leonine-borne goddess.

Worship
In the Near East the cult of Qadesh involved the
simulation of a sacred marriage between the god
dess and her consort Reshep by her followers. It is
not known whether similar rites were enacted in
Egypt. where the cult of Qadesh was established at
least as early as the 18th dynasty, but the goddess
seems to have been fairly widely venerated. Her
image is foun d ona good many 19th-dynasty votive
and funerary stelac and she was worshipped in
temples at Memphis and other locations.

Raet

By at least the 5th dynasty a female counterpart
had been assigned toRe, thesun god,andthesimple
name of the goddess - the feminine form of the
name Re- indicates that she was created tocomple
ment the sun god rather than having been a deity
with an independent priorexistence.Inthe Pyramid
Texts the goddess is called Raet and though a fuller
variant of hernamewas Raettawy, 'Raet of theTwo
Lands', it is uncertain at what point this form was
first used. In later times she was addressed by the
expanded titles 'Raet of the Two Lands. the lady of
heaven, mistress of the gods'. parallel to the super
lative titles of her husband. Nevertheless. the
goddess played a lesser role in Egyptian mythology
than Hathor who was also viewed as the wife or
daughter of Re.Raet is therefore not frequently rep
resented pictorially and is usually depicted in Cl

Hathor-like form as a woman wearing a solar disk
with horns and a uraeus. sometimes with the
addition of two feathers abovethe disk.Afestivalof
Raet was held in the fourth month of the harvest
season, and she was venerated, along with Montu
and Harpokrates, in the Graeeo-Roman temple of
Medamud.

Renpet

A minor goddess who personified the year,and was
recognized by the notched palm branch which was
the hieroglyphic sign for 'year' which she wore on
her head. Renpet was quite frequently depicted in
temple and other scenes but had no important cult.

Satis

Mythology
The Upper Egyptian goddess Satis guarded the
southern frontiers of Egypt in historical times and
was also connected with the Nile. Her link with the
upper reaches of the Nile perhaps caused her to be



associated with the annual inundation and with
Elephantine in the area of Aswan which Egyptian
mythology sometimes identified as the source of
the Ni le. Her name is first attested on stone jars
found beneath the Step Pyramid at Saqqara (3rd
dynasty), and by the 6th dynasty she is mentioned
in the Pyramid Texts as purifying the deceased
king with four jars of water from Elephantine. As
'm.stress of Elephantine' Satis became the consort
of Khnum and thus mother of Anukis, though a
relatively early connection with the Theban god
xlontu is also known for Saris and the original con
sort of Khnum appears to have been the goddess
Heket. When Khnum was identified with Re, Satis
became an 'Eye of Re' and the goddess then some
times assumed some of the characteristics of
Ha thor, the goddess more usually depicted in this
mythological role. Saris was identified with the star
Sirius, caIJed Sothis, which heralded the Nile inun
dation each year. The Greeks identified Satis with
Hera. the wife of Zeus.

Iconography
Satis is almost always depicted as a woman wear
ing the conical White Crown of Upper Egypt to
which are attached antelope horns or plumes and a
uraeus, Usually she wears a simple sheath dress
and may carry an aukh or was sceptre as signs of
her divinity rather than personal attributes. Early
writings of her name use a hieroglyph representing

(Lefl) Silver cmuletic statuette
of Saris Third Intermediate
Period, 21st-24th d.V1UJsty.
Ham' Collection. San
Bemardina

(Right) Sa tis (at right)
embraces Tuthmosis llf 18th
dynasty. Carted black, temple
of Satis, Elfphantine.

a shoulder knot in a linen garment, but later writ
ings use an animal skin pierced by an arrow. This
latter symbol could have been assimilated from
Anukis the huntress goddess who came to be seen
as her daughter. The symbol is sometimes depicted
with the goddess in representational works"

Worship
The principal cult centre of Satis was at Elephan
tine where her shrine was built on an early
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predynastic site. Research by Ronald Wells has
shown that elements of the temple of Satis were
carefu lly aligned with the positionof thestar Sothis
or Sirius in the night sky, tying the goddess in this
manner to the star's rising and the annual inunda
tion of the Ni le. It has also been pointed out that the
goddess's temple was situated at a point where the
waters of the inundation might be heard before
they became visible in thelower reachesof the Nile.
so that her function of protector of the borders
could also be tied to that of guardian of the Nile's
flood and its resultant fert ility.

Serket

seep. 233, In vertebrate and Insect Deities section

Seshat

Mythology
Seshat(literally, 'the femalescribe') was thegoddess
of all forms of writing and notation. including
record keeping, accounting, and census taking as
well as being 'she who is foremost in the house of
books': the patroness of temple libraries and ether
collections of texts. The goddess is known fromas
early as the 2nd dynasty when she is attested assist
ing King Khasckhemwy in the ritual 'stretching the
cord' ceremony, as Seshat was also the 'mistress of
builders' and it was she who established the ground
plan on the found ing or expansion of every sacred
structure. Beginning in the Old Kingdom Sesha t is
alsofound recording herds of di fferent types of ani
mals seized as booty, and from the Middle Kingdom
she records the names of foreign captives in addi
tion to their tribute, and in New Kingdom temple
scenes she records the king's regnal years and jubi
lees on the leaves of the sacred ished or persea tree.
Along with Nephthys, Seshat was said to restore
the members of the deceased in the afterlife. The
goddess was also associated with some few other
deities, main ly the god Thoth whose sister, consort
or daughter she was variously said to be. In Xew
Kingdom times Seshat was parallelled by the god
dess Sefkhet-abwy whose characteristics and
attributes seem to be virtually identical to herown.
It is unlikely, therefore, that she is really anything
but a form of Sesbat.

Iconography
Seshat was depicted in anthropomorphic form as a
woman often wearing a leopard skin over her robe
and with a headdress consisting of a headband
with a tall extension upon which was an obscure
emblem resembling a rosette or seven-pointed star.
This 'star' is often s-urmounted by a bowor crescent
moon-like svmbcl resembling downturned horns,
which was itself sometimes crowned by two falcon



fea thers.Usually the goddess holds a palm rib upon
which the years were notched and which may termi
nate in a tac1pole (the hieroglyphic number for
100,000) seated upon the shen (eternity) hieroglyph
symbolizing an infmite number of years. In scenes
where Seshat records the jubilees of the king, hiero
glyphic signs for the festival are also suspended
from the tip of the branch. When she is depicted
alongside the king in the foundat ion ceremony,
Scshat often holds the stake and mallet and stretch
es taut the line used to mark out the parameters of
new buildings.

Worship
By her very nature Seshat was a deity of official
building, recording and writing projects and she
rarely appears outside of these contexts. She
appears to have had no temple of her own, but by
virtue of her role in the foundation ceremony she
was a part of every temple building. In a similar
manner she played no real part in popular religion,
although she may havebeen held tobe a patron god
dess of sorts among scribesand builders.

Sothis

Mythology
T he goddess who personified the bright, first
magnitude star Sirius (the 'dog star') was called
Sopdet by the Egyptians and Sothis by the Greeks,
Her husband was Sah, god of the neighbouring
constellation Oricn. and her son Soped or Sopdu,
another astral deity, The importance of Sirius for
the Egyptians lay in the fact that the star's annual
appearance on the eastern horizon at dawn herald
ed the approximate beginning of the Nile's annual
inundation which marked the beginning of the
agricultural year. Thus the goddess was called
'bringer of the New Year and the Nile flood' and
became associated at an early date with Os.ris who
symbolized this annual resurgence of the Nile and
who was also personified in the night sky by the
neighbouring constellation Orion, Even as early as
the Pyramid Texts Sothis was described as having
united with the king/Osiris to give birth to the
morning star, Venus, and through her association
with the netherworld god she was naturally identi
fied with lsis - eventually appearing at times as the
combined goddess Isis-Sothis,

Iconography
Although the earliest known representation of
Sothis - found on a l st-dynasty ivory tablet of
Dier from Abydos - depicts the goddess as a
reclin ing cow with a plant-like emblem (perhaps
representing the 'year') between her horns, she is
almost invariably represented as a woman wearing
a tall crown not unlike the White Crown of Upper
Egypt but with tall, upswept horns at the sides and
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Thegoddess Seshat. toearing
herenigmatic emblem on her
head and a stylized scribal
palette on hershoulder. umtes
upon the notched palm leaf
rib wfuch denoted flu> wordfor
'yearin the hieroslvphic script
andwhich was symbolic of
recorded time. Thegoddess
was said to inscribe the length
of the kings ' reigns:in this
mannerat their accession.
19thdynasty. Luxor Temple.
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Panebtawy,Her name means 'thegood sister' or 'the
beautiful sister' and she appears to be essentially a
local manifestation of Hathor.

Tayet

.*"

(Above) The goddess Sothis
with her characteris tic crown
surmounted by a five-pointed
star. Late Period bronze
statuette, British Museum.

(Above n".Rht) The combined
lsis-Sothis standing in the
barque in which she crossed
the heavens. Roman Period.

surmounted with a five-pointed star, In this form
Sothis hadfew iconographic attributes and is usual
ly depicted as simply standing with arms at her
sides or with one arm folded across her lower
breast. On occasion the goddess could also berepre
sented as a large dog, however, and in her form of
Isis-Sothis she is also shown riding side-saddle on
this symbolic animal on some of the coins minted at
Alexandria in Roman times.

Worship
The star Sirius may have been worshipped as a
cow-goddess in predynastic times, but eventually
became identified with Isis and with Sothis. While
Sothis was clearly a goddessof some importance in
herownright,her increasing identification with Isis
led to a lessening of her individual identity in later
times, In the Old Kingdom she was important as a
deity of the inundation and as an afterlife guide to
the deceased king, yetby the Middle Kingdom she is
identified as a 'mother' and 'nurse', and during the
Graeco-Roman Period her assimilation with lsis
was almost complete.

Tasenetnoiret

A goddess with only fai rly localized importance,
Tasenetnofret was honoured at Kom Ombo in
Upper Egypt as the consort of Harus and mother of

Tayet was thegoddess of weaving known from Old
Kingdom times when she appears in the Pyramid
Texts, where it is said that she is the king's mother
who clothes him and liftshim up to the sky (pT 741),
and that she guards the king's head,gathers togeth
er his bones, and grants him favour with other gods
(PT 738). In later mythology Tayct was also said to
weave the curtains or walls of the tent of purifica
tion in which the embalmers worked, but the most
significant role played by this goddess is that she is
the deity who provided the bandages in which the
mummy was wrapped. The importance of these
wraps to the ancient Egyptians and the proper
burial procedure which utilized them is seen in the
Middle Kingdom story of Sinuhe, where the hero of
the tale is urged to return to Egypt by Senwosret r
who reminds him that only there will he receive
'wrappings from the hands of Tayet' upon his
death. The goddess was linked to Nei th, who was
also associated with weaving, and with Osiris. Isis
and Nephthys because of her funerary role.
Althoughshe had no temples of herown, Tayet was
honoured in sanctuaries of several deities with
whom shewas associated,

Tjenenyet

Tjenenyet isfirst attestedby name on carved blocks
dated to the 12th dynasty but may have existed
prior to that time. She was worshipped, along with
the goddess Iunit, as joint consort of the falcon
deity Montu in the town of Armant (Hermonthis}
and in the surrounding Theban region. In the
Ramessid Period of the New Kingdom she rose to
somewhat greater importance, but declined in later
Egyptian history, Although sometimes thought to
be the same as the goddess Raet, the association
does not seem likely as the two deities are known to
have been depicted together,

Tree Goddesses

Several Egyptian deities wereassociated with trees:
Horus with the acacia, Osiris with the willow, Re
with the sycamore and Wepwawet with the tama
risk, for example; but none of these male gods hel d
associations with trees as closely as did a number of
female deities.Thesycamore was especially regard
edas a manifestationof thegoddesses Nut, Isis, and
Ilathor - who was given the epithet 'Lady of the
Sycamore', and there were also a number of minor
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the trunk at the centre of a tree. Many such repre
sentations show Hathor,Nut, or some othergoddess
reaching out from a tree to offer the deceased food
and water.Sometimes only the arms of the goddess
were shown proffering food or water, and in the
well-known representation in the tomb of Tuthrno
sis III the king is shown being nursed at the breast
of 'his mother lsis' in the form of a sycamore tree.
The identifi cation of several maternal deities as
tree goddesses also meant that burial in a wooden
coffin was viewed as a return into the womb of the
mother goddess.

Waset

This goddess, whose name (often written Wosret)
means 'the powerful female one', is associated pri
marily with the Theban area and was possibly the
earliest consort of the god Amun before the rise to
power of Mut. Her name is that of the city of
Thebes and she appears in the names of the three
Middle Kingdom pharaohs of Thcban origin called
Senwosret (Sesostris) which means 'manof Wosret'.
Waser may have originally been a form of the god
dess Hathor, but she certainly took on her own
identity as time progressed. She was depicted in
anthropomorphic form as a goddess holding her
symbol, the was 'power' sceptre to which a plume
and ribbons wereattached.

Fem ale Anthropomorphic
Deities

(Left) A tree goddess.
symbolized by her fruit- tree
headdress, bestows offerings
on the deceased. 18th dynasty.
Tomb of Nakht, western
Thebe~

(Below le/I) The deceased
wars/ups before a tree
goddess who offers gifts.
Canopic box. 19th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Berlin.

tree goddesses. These deities were represented in a
va riety of ways. Images of trees labelled as god
desses are known and fuJly anthropomorphic
persnnifications of tree goddesses are also found,
though the most usualdepiction consisted of a com
posite of the upper body of thegoddess rising from

•,

(Left) The goddess Wase~

as personification of the city
of Thebes, could be depicted
in a martialguise with bow,
arrows and axe which
symbolized the military mzght
of the Theban pharaohs.
Detail, New Kingdom relief
carving Western Thebes.
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BO VINE DE IT IES

Egypt's bovine deities wereamong the most impor
tant of anher gods. They represented both male
and female deities, some of which existed from the
earliest periods of Egyptian history, Generally
speaking, female bovine deities represented the
powers of creation and fecundity, and a number of
mother and sky goddesses were depicted in bovine
fo rm. Male bovine deities could havecosmic associ
ations but generall y represented the power and
sexual potency embodied by the bu ll and were
strongly tied toaspects of kingship and monarchical
ideology.

Apis

Mythology
Apis was the most important of the bull deities of
Egypt and can be traced back to the beginning of
the Dynastic Period. The origins of the god called
by the Egyptians Hap are not entirely clear, but

because his cult centre was at Memphis he \V3 :::

assimilated into the worship of the great ;vlernphitt'
god Ptah at an early date- first as the 'herald' or son
of that god. and eventually as the living image or
manifestation of the 'glorious soul' of Ptah himself.

There was only one bull representing Apis al

a time and it was chosen after its predecessor":"
death by means of its appearance. According to
Herodotus, the Apis bull was always black with
particular markings (see Iconography) and with a
scarab-like hump under its tongue and the hair of
its tail being divided into two strands. Mvtbologi
caIJy, it was said that the Apis bull was born of a
virgin cow that had been impregnated by the god
Ptah, and Apis' association with the Memphite god
tended to stress the sacred bulls procreative power
as a concrete expression of the creative power oi
Ptah. As chief of the Egyptian bull dei ties Apis
was also closely linked to monarchical ideology
where the physical power of the bull was stressed.
The king's power was equated with that of the god.
as when the pharaoh strode alongside the Apis bu ll
in the performance of the Sed festival which
aimed at the strengthening and rejuvenation of hI:::
powers.

(Left) The Apis bull carries
themummy of the deceased.
Footboard of a wooden
coffin. 25th dynasty,
c 700 BC. Kunsthistorische
Museum , Vienna.

(Above nghl) Hatshepsut,
In her kin/{ly role, deputed
along with the A p is bull
running the ritual 'race'
of the Sed festival 18th
dynasty. Decorated block
from the ChapeUe Rouge,
Karnak.
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After his death Apis fused with Osiris, becoming
the composite god Apis-Osiris or Osirapis (and
later, in Hel lenistic times, the anthropomorphical ly
depicted god Serapis). In this context the living
Apis bull itself was sometimes called the ba of
Ostris, and the process of assimilation with other
deities also led to the composite Osiris-Apis-Atum
Horus. In some funerary texts Apis was said to
hresh the grain in the afterlife, but it is usually his

power and virility which are tied to the deceased 
so that in the Pyramid Text' the deceased king
claims the surging power of the bull's pha llus as

ne of the ways in which he is said to beable to rise
p to the heavens (pT 1313),

Iconography
Apis isusually represented asa walking bull which,
m pest-New Kingdom times, was depicted with a
-un disk (occasionally a lunar disk) between his
~rns - often witha uraeus rising fromitsbase.One
or the most important markings of the Apis bull
was a white triangular blaze on its forehead which
I.' often represented in silver on statues of the god.
Apis also had special wing.like markings on his
back called by Herodotus an 'eagle' but represent
in,\.{ the hawk's or vulture's wings. In many
depictions of thebull a rectangular cloth with a dec
orative diamond pattern is also shown on its back.
In the latest periods Apis was represented oncoffins
In the form of a sacred bull running with the
mummy of thedeceasedas it was taken to the tomb.
Amulets of Apis in the form of a standing bull are
rare. but votive bronzes of the bull. decorated with

its distinctive mark ings, are quite common from
the Late Period. Representarions of Apis as a bull
headed man are known but are also rare, and there
is an unusualclass of scarab amulets with the head
of a bull on the body of the beetle - probablv relat
ing it to the funerary aspectof Apis,

Worship
The Sth-dynastv Palermo Stone indicates that Apis
was worshipped as early as the reign of Den in the
Is; dynasty. The god is known to have been espe
cially venerated at the site of Memphis throughout
most of Egyptian history, and according to the

Mammalian Deities

Bronte statuette of the Apis
bull showingstylized 'eagIR 's
U1"ngS · and blanket on the
buU's back as Itell os the sun
disk and uraeus commOll on
later images. Late Period.
British Museum.

Hugecalciteembalmingtabu
used in the mummification of
the divine Apis bulls:26th
dynasty. Ptati templecomplex.
Memphis:
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3rd-century wr iter Aelian, the god's cult was estab
lished in that location by Menes and continued until
Roman times which clearly reflects a tradition of
great antiquity for the Memphite cult of Apis.
According to the Pyramid Texts and the Book of
the Dead, the divine bull was also worshipped at
Sais and Athribis in the Delta.

In Memphis the Apis bull was kept in special
quarters just south of the temple of Ptah where it
was adored by worshippers and entertained by its
own harem of cows. In addition to its participation
in special processions and other religious rituals,
the animal was utilized in the delivery of orac1es
and was regarded as one of the most important
oracular sources in Egypt.

According to the Classical writers Herodotus and
Plutarch, when the Apis bull reached its 25th year it
was killed with great ceremony. It was then
embalmed and buried in a great granite sarcopha
gus - some weighing as much <.1S 70 tons - in the
vast subterranean galleries of the Serapeum at
Saqqara. The funeral ceremonies were extensive
and it was said that in the Late Period, at the height
of its worship, Egypt mourned for the deceased
Apis as for the death of the pharaoh himself. The
cow which ha d produced the Apis bull, known as
the Isis cow, was also taken to Memphis at the time
of the bull calf's selection and also kept under spe
cial circumstances to be eventually buried in the
'Iseum' not far from the Serapeurn.

Bat

Mythology
Bat was an early cow goddess whose name means
'female spirit' or 'female power' and who appears to
have been an important deity of the late predynas
tic and early historical times. It is difficult to
pinpoint Bat's emergence in Egypt and it has been
suggested, in fact, that she may have been imported
from Mesopotamia. H, as seems likely, she is the
goddess depicted on several predynastic objects
(including the Narmer Palette), then her nature was
almost certainly that of a celestial cow goddess. In
any event, there are relatively few mythological ref
erences to her, and the earliest written evidence for
the goddess is found in the Pyramid Texts which
mention 'Bat with her two faces' - alluding to the
double image of the goddess as seen in representa
tions of her on sistra (see Hathorl and elsewhere. It
has been pointed out that the mythology which
developed around Bat may somehow have stressed
the unity of Egypt, as her image is represented at
the centreof a 12th·dynasty pectoral flanked by the
reconciled Ho-us and Seth,

Iconography
Bat is seldom depicted in Egyptian art, though her
iconography was distinctive and was an important

influence on the cult of Hathor. The goddess is
depicted having a human head with bovine cars and
horns - which grow from her temples rather than
from the top of her head, and which curve inwards
(rather than outwards as do Ilathor's) giving the
head a lyre-like appearance. Her head is often
shown atop a pole or a 'body' resembling either a
necklace counterpoise or a type of garment knot,Sri

that the total image is suggestive of a sistrum or
sacred rattle (see Hathor).

If Bat is the deity depicted at the top of the
Narmer Palette, and also on the king's belt on that
monument,she may also be the deity representedon
an even earlier palette depicting a bovine head with
outstandingears taking the form of stars with stars
attached to the tips of the horns and at the top of
the head. This celestial-related iconography would
also apply to the heads on the Narmer Palette which
appear to look down on the depicted scenes from
above.

In the Middle Kingdom the iconography of Bar
was almost completely absorbed into that of
Hathor, yet her particular image survives on many
Hathoric columns.

Worship
Whatever the situation regarding this goddess's
early history, as the chief deity of the 7th Upper
Egyptian name (the area around modern Nag
Hammadi, where her cult centre was known as 'the
mansion of the sistrum') Ba t was an important
local goddesss for many hundreds of years.Eventu
ally, however, in Middle Kingdom times, she wa s
subsumed by !lathor, the greater goddess of the
adjacent 6th nameof Upper Egypt, who took on her
identity andattributes as an aspect of herself.

Buchis

Mythology
The sacred bull known to the Greeks as Buchis (in
Egyptian bakh, ba-ahh or bakhu) was worshipped in
the area of Arrnanr, the ancient Herrnonthis, and
elsewhere in the region of Thebes. The burial
ground of these bulls, known as the Bucheion, lie:'



(lA:!t) Head of a bovine deity
most probably representing
fur. Detail. Narmer Palette.
Emtl' Dynastic Period,
c. 3000 BC Egybtian
stsceum, Cure

(Right) Li mestone stela
detnctsng a kingoffering to the
Buchis bull associatedhere
usth. Montu. PtolemaicPeriod,
c. 181 BC l .;gyptUln Museum.
Cairo.

the desert's edge at Armant. and although rav
eed through time their discovery in 1927 revealed

impressive cemetery which seems to have func
-oned from New Kingdom times, Archaeological
_cavenon presently provides evidence for well
-er 600 years of use from at least the time of

. ·taneba 11 (c. 360 BC) to the time of the Emperor
Docletion (c. AD 300). The burial place of the cows
..rho were the successive Buchis buWs mothers,
known locally as the Baqariyyah, is also known at
Armant. The legends of the Buchis bull were also
b ng lasting, and as late as c. AD 400 the Roman
wr iter Macrobius described the sacred animal with
fanciful embellishments including the assertions
that the bull changed colour every hour and had a
coat of hair which grew backwards.

Iconography
Although, according to one ancient author, the
Buchis was an animal with a whi te hide and black
face. it seems the bull could be of other colouring
tperhaps the basis of the statement by Macrobius
above), and it is not always easily distinguished
from other sacred bulls.Amuletic images are part ic
ularlv difficult to identify, but depictions of the bull
rue! areknownonstelaeand fromvarious other coo-

XL-- from the 19th dynasty on.

orship
Bechis was associated with Re and Os'ris and par
f1ClI larly wi th the Theban god Montu with whom he
.Id::- identified directly. As a result, although never

-; important as the i\pis bull of Memphis or the
Inevis bull of Heliopolis, Buchis was highly

revered in the Theban region and was worshipped
DlX only at Armant but also at Thebes itself, and at
1le outlying sitesof Tod and Medarnud.It is unlike
.. thata separatebull was maintained at all of these
ocarions and more probable that a single sacred

imal travelled from site tosite and was represent
!d by a statue during times of its absence from any
-oe sanctuary. As was the case with other sacred

lls. Bcchis delivered oracles at his cult sites but
n....: also famous for curing diseases, especially
eose of the eye. The Buchis bull was also
orrlOwned for its ferocity, which may have been a

result of its association wi th the warlike Montu. and
inscriptions at Medamud show that the animal par
ticipated in fights wi th other bulls which were
staged in a special arena.

Hesat

Hesat was a cow goddess with a number of mytho
logical associations. Her name may mean 'the wild
one'- and as the wild cow she may have been wor
shipped from very early times. Already in the
Pyramid Texts she appears as the mother of
Anubis (PT 2080 ) and of the deceased king (PT
1029) who is characterized as her son in the form of
a golden calf. She was also the divine nurse of the
liv ing king, The goddess was said to suckle a num
ber of divine bulls and in particular was the
mythical mother of the sacred Mnevis bull, and in
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some texts, the Apis bull. At Heliopclis, the mothers
of the Mnevis bulls were buried in a special ceme
tery dedicated to Hesat. Hesat also provided milk
for humanity and was often named with Tenemit,
the goddess of beer, through her power to quench
thirst through the 'beer of Hesat', In the Ptolemaic
era Hesat was associated with Is's. and the goddess
was honoured in the form of the sacred lsis-Hesat
cow.

Mehet-Weret

Mythology
An ancient cow goddess whose name means 'Great
Flood', Mchet-weret was said to have risen from the
waters of creationand to havegiven birth to thesun
god Re whom she placed, as a solar disk, between
her horns.This imageof the cow who raises the sun
disk into the sky also equates Mchet-Weret with the
heavens and she is clearly viewed as a sky goddess
in the Pyramid Texts, where the goddess represents
the waterway of the sky which was sailed upon by
thesun god and the king (PT 1131). The goddess of
the great flood was closely associated with Neith
and often identified with her. In later times she was
alsoassocia ted with Harhor as wesee in the Book of
the Dead (Spell 186). where both are referred to as
the 'Eye of Re' (see p. 206). She could also be linked
with Isis,

(Above (ef t) Bronze statuefle
of the cow-headedgoddess
sometimes called Mehet
~Veret but more usually lsis,
the motherof the Afris bull
Late Period. Petrie Collection,
UniversityColl.l!J~e, Lo ndon.

Wooden images of the
sky cow lsis-Mehet, or
Mehet-Were t. from
one of thefunemrv beds of
Tuianhhamun. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum. Cairo.

Iconography
This goddess was almost invariably represented in
bovine form. In the vignettes of the New Kingdom
funerary papyriand in tomb paintings she is depict
ed as a sacred cow with the sun disk between her
horns, kneeling on a reed mat and often wearing a
ceremonial collar and decorated blanket and with a
sceptre or fla il rising from her back as a sign of her
power and div inity. She is almost certainly the deity
identified as Isis-Mehet (with Mehet probably being
an abbreviation of vlehet.weret) portrayed in the
giant funerary couch of Tutankhamun made in the
form of two slender cows each with a sun disk
between its horns.

Worship
As a conceptualization of primeval creation Mehe..
Weret appears to have had no independent cult of
her own, though her importance as a power in the
area of creation-birth-rebirth meant that she was
commonly incorporated into funerary literature
and representations.

Mnevis

Mythology
The divine bull of Heliopolis which was known to
the Egyptians as Mer-Wer (though the oldest form
of the name as it appears in the CoffinTexts is Nern
Wer) and called by the Greeks Mnevis was
originally an independent deity who was incorpo
rated into the worship of the sun god at all
unknown early date. Mancthc claimed that the
god's cult was introduced in the 2nd dynasty, but he
appears in only a minor capacity as the 'bull of
Heliopolis' in the Pyramid Texts. Yet at some point
Mnevis came to be regarded as the ba or 'power' of
Re and a manifestation of the combined Re-Atum
and as such gained considerable importance.
According to Plurarch the Mnevis bull was second
only to the Apis bull of Memphis and was also
accorded great respect and privileges. lie provided
oracles in the same manner as the more famous
Apis, being regarded as the 'herald' who mad....
known the sun god's wishes and decisions, Like the
Apis bull, Mnevis is also mentioned on the Rosetta
Stoneas oneof the recipientsof Ptolemy Vs largesse.
In a clear effort to enhance the stature of Mnevis.
the priests of Heliopolis claimed Mnevis to be the
fa ther of Apis. Although there are some known
links between Mnevis and Osiris - as in dual names
such as Mnevis-Osiris and Mnevis-Wenncfer 
thesemay besimply the result of an abstract fusion
of the solar and netherworld deities rather than
being based onany direct mythological association.

Iconog raphy
As with the other sacred bulls of Egypt, there was
only one Mnevis bull at any one timeand theanimal



selected for the honour was usually one with a
completely black coat without any markings what
socver. For this reason, in his representations
"vlnevis wears a solar disk and uraeus between his
horns which are usually hisonly attributes.

Worship
As well as being provided with his own bovine
harem (consisting principally of two wives repre
senting the cow goddesses Hathor and IUMas),
Mnevis was honoured with burial in a special ceme
tery. Because of his close association with the sun
god, the Mnevis bull was one of the few deities
apparently tolerated by Akhenaten who decreed
that a cemetery for the divine animal was to be
made in his capital of Akhetaten (the modern el
.Araama), though the site of such a burial has not
been found. In later times the burial ground of the
sacred Mnevis bulls is known to have been located
[0 the northeast of the sun god's main temple at
Heliopolis, and great ceremony accompanied the

animals' interment there. 1\ separate burial ground
was also main tained for the mothers of the Mnevis
bulls who were identified with the CO\\' goddess
Hesat. Mnevis was also honoured in other areas and
appears, for example, in the Gracco-Roman temples
of Dendera and Edfu . At the site of Soknopaiu
Nesos in the Fayum there was a temple of Serapis
Osoromnevis, effect ively combining the veneration
of Os'ris with Apis and Mnevis,

Shentayet

T he name of this goddess means 'widow' but her
origins are obscure. She was depicted as a cow or
cow-headed woman but eventually assimilated to
the goddess Isis under the name lsis-Shentayet. In
this late form Sbcntayet was associated with the
resurrection of Osiris and identified with the sar
cophagus of the god.

Sky Bull (Bull of the West)

Found in vignettes of Chapter 148 of the Book of
the Dead the Sky Bull was a mythical creature or
deity associated with the heavens and with the
afterlife and thus also called the 'Bull of the West'.
The bull was said to be the husband of seven cows
(see p.77) which usualJy accompany him.

Mammalian Deities

(Left) The Mnevis bull with a
later form of its name. Meni,
redrawn from Champollion's
Pantheon Egvptien 0/ 1823.

{Isetmo left) Men-Wer, the
Mn ecis buU, called 'The
Herald of Re'. 18th dynasty.
Stria of Qen, t.'gYPfian
Museum, Berlin.

(Below) The S ky Bull with
three 01 the seven cows which
constituted Ius harem, 19th
dynasty. Tomb of Nefertari.
Valley oj the Queens, western
Thebes.
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Feline deity, tomb of
Amenherkhepeshef Valley of
the Queens, western Thebes.

The evening form of the sun
godsails through human
headed A ke r. From the Book
of the Earth, New Kingdom
Papyrus.
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A number of thefeline deities found in the Egyptian
pantheon were of great importance and no gods
were more widely feared and respected. Although
the majority were leonine in form, a great deal of
variation occurs in the way these deities existed as
lions or cats - and sometimes in both forms at dif
ferent times or even in the same period. Egypt's
feline deities could also be strongly malignant or
benign, and many were associated in one way or
another with the supreme power of thesun.

Aker

Mythology
The earth god Aker was an ancient deity known in
both singular (aker) and plural (akeru) aspects. In
their plural form the Akeru were primeval earth
deities of uncertain mythological origin. In the
Pyramid Texts they are not described, but they
appear in several apotropaic passages in which
they are said to tremble before the king or to refrain
from laying hold of him (PT 393, 658, 2202). On the
other hand, the singular earth god Aker was said to
open the gate of the earth to allow the king to pass
into the underworld, and to protect the king by
grasping or restraining the various serpent demons
which threaten him (PT 504, 676). In later texts 
such as the Book of Akcr or Book of the Earth
which was inscribed in the tomb of Ramesses VI in
the Valley of the Kings, and the mythological
papyri of the 21st dynasty - Aker was also said to
imprison the coils of the great serpent Apophis
when it was cut into pieces,

Iconography
In the earliest certain representations of Aker (and
occasionally later), the god is simply represented as
a strip of land with anthropomorphic heads at each
end representing theentranceand exit of the under
world. Later thegod is portrayed as the foreparts of
two lions or sphinxes ~ representing the two hori
zons - joined back to back, and this is his most

common iconography. The representation of the
god thus resembles a kind of bowl or socket, and
Aker was, in fact, associated with the socket which
held the mast on the deck of the solar barque. In his
double lion or sphinx form the god Aker appears
along with other protective deities on Middle
Kingdom apotropaic 'wands' where he is often
shown holding knives as a symbolof his role as pro
tector of the entrance to the underworld. In the
vignettes of later funerary papyri the sun god is
shown travelling over the back of the Aker image
and Aker is depicted on either side of the under
world cave in which the 'flesh' of Sokar is
contained.

Worship
Although the god Aker may possibly reach back
into the Early Dynastic Period and is certainly
viewed as a potent force by the time of the Pyramid
Texts, he remained a cosmic-geographic type god
for whom there was no independent cult. There is
some evidence for his inclusion in popular religion,
however. Aker may be intended in some of the
instances in which the double-lion image was uti 
lized as an amulet of protection or renewal; he
certainly appears on the apotropaic wands dis
cussed above; and the god was apparently believed
to neutralize poisons in the body of anyone who
was bitten by a snake or other venomous creature,
or who had swallowed something harmful or repul
srve.

Apedamak

Mythology
An apparently indigenous lion deity of the Meroitic
civilization to the south of Egypt, Apedamak is
thought to have been a deity whose origins were
independent of Egyptian religious thought, yet
whose worship was incorporated into the Egypt
ian-infl uenced temples of the Sudanese region, and
even some of the Egyptia.n-built temples of Nubia.
In character, Apedamak was a god of war - a fact
which integrated mythologically with the Egyptian
concept of a killer lion deity of thesouthern regions
- though in Egypt this vengeful lion was always
viewed as a female deity (see Tefnut). Although
Apeda-nak's independent nature and worship were
clearly maintained without absorption into any
purely Egyptian cult, the god is depicted alongside
Egyptian deities such as Amun and Hathor in the
'lion temple' at Naqa, and he headed a unique triad
which incorporated Isis and Horus as his divine
consort and child.

Iconography
Apedamak was usually represented in the form of
an anthropomorphic-bodied deity with the head of
a lion, or even as a three-headed lion, though there



(Left) TIw lion god
Apedamak as a conqueror
with bound captives. Detail of
Meroitic relief, lion temple at
Musaunoarat el-Sufra,
UpperNubia.

(Right) Apedamak in the
form of a serpent-lion. Detail,
pylon relief from the lion
temple at Naqa, Upper Nubia.
Meroitic Period.

(Far nJ?ht) Three-headed
form of A peda m ak with
characteristic tnpk Atef
Crown. Detail, Meroitic relief
at Wadi Ban-Naqa, Upper
Nubia.
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are cases where fully zoornorphic depictions of
lions, and even serpent-lions, represent the god.
Although he is sometimes said to have been
depicted with the head of an elephant, there are no
certain representations of the god in this form. ln
his semi-anthropomorphic depictions he may be
shown holding a distinctive sceptre surmounted by
a crouching lion, and most images of Apedamak
depict him wearing the triple crown.

Worship
The main cult centres associated with Apedamak
were at Musawwarat el-Sufra and Naqa, both of
which are located in the desert east of the sixth
cataract of the Nile in the Sudan. The vast temple
complex at Musawwarat included the largest
known temple of Apedamak which seems to have
functioned from about 300 BC for over 750 years.
Interestingly, and inexplicably, the inscriptions
dedicated to the god in this temple were written in
Egyptian hieroglyphs rather than in the Mero itic
script. There were also 'lion temples' at Meroe and
probably other sites in that region, though there is
less evidence of Apedamak in northern Nubia;and
it seems that the god wasprimarily worshipped as a
tutelarydeity of the more southerly area.

Bastet

Mythology
Original1 y a lioness deity, in the course of time
Rastet became a cat or cat-headed goddess of mild
er nature, though both aspects of her personality
seem to have then existed concurrently In the
Pyramid Texts whereshe appears in her dangerous
form, Bastet already also appears as a mild-natured
mother and nurse of the king (PT lll l) ; and in the

Bronze statue of a cat,
personification of the goddess
Hastet in her more peaceful
felinefo rm. 26th dynasty:
El!yptian Museum, Cairo.
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Bronze statuetteof Bastel as
a cat-headed woman holding a
sislrum rattle andan aegis.
Late Penod-Ptotemaic Period.
Harer Collection, San
Bernardina
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Coffin Texts she provides protection for the
deceased, though her aggressive aspect is still seen.
As with other lioness deities, Bastet was regarded
as the daughter of the sun god and could be identi
fied with the 'Eye of Re', but was also associated
with the moon as the 'Eye of the moon'. Even when
she was represented as a cat goddess she still
retained her association with Re and became 'the cat
of Re' who destroyed the sun god's serpent enemy,
Apophis. Nevertheless, Bastet's deve loped nature
was definitely not as aggressive as that of Sekhmet
and although her own son Mahes reveals the savage
leonineaspects of her origins, in later times thegod
dess is frequentlyfound as a symbolof motherhood
who was believed to protect women during preg
nancy. The Greeks equated Bastet with their own
goddess Artemis.

Iconography
In her earliest known form, as depicted on stone
vessels of the 2nd dynasty, Bastet was represented
as a woman with the maneless head of a lioness.
The iconography of the goddess changed, however,
perhaps as her nature began to be viewed as milder
than that of other lioness deities. She was associat
ed with the cat from Middle Kingdom times, and
after theclose of the NewKingdom she was usually
depicted as a cat-headed woman.In this form Bastet
is often portrayed holding the rattle-like sistrum,
associated with Hathor, and sistra were thus some
times decorated with the images of cats. In asimi lar
manner, the goddess was also associated with the
ritual menat necklace. Late Period amulets depict
ing lioness deities, while usually uninscribed, seem
to often depict Bastet, especially those in which the
goddess is shown holding a sistrum, menat, papy
rus sceptre, or wedjat eye symbol. Often, especially
in bronze statues of the goddess, she is shown with
a small group of kittens at her feet. In her fully
feline form as the cat of Re she was often depicted
decapitating the Apophis serpent with a sharp
knife.

Worship
Bastet seems to have been an important goddess in
fairly early times. The valley temple of Khafre at
Giza records on its facade the names of only two
goddesses: Hathor, representing southern Egypt,
and Bastet, representing the north, The goddess's
popularity grew over time and in the Late Period
and Graeco-Roman times she enjoyed great status.
The main cult centre of this deity was the city of
Bubastis - Tell Basta - in the eastern Delta, and
although only the outlines of the temple of Bastet
now remain, Herodotus visited the site in the 5th
century I3C and praised it for its magnificence. The
festival of Bastet was also described by Herodotus
who c1aimed it was the most elaborate of all the
religious festivals of Egypt with large crowds par
ticipating in unrestrained dancing, drinking and

revelry. Cemeteries of cats mummified and buried
in honour of Bastet have been found at Bubastis
and at other sites such as Saqqara where Bastet
held a tutelary position. Bastet was also venerated
in southern Egypt where she was equated with
Mut, theconsort of Amun at Tbebcs.

Amulets of cats and litters of kittens were popu
lar New Year gifts, and the name of Bastet was
often inscribed on small ceremonial 'New Year
flasks ', probably to evoke the goddess as a bestower
of fertility and because Bastet, like other lioness
goddesses, was viewed as a protective deity able to
counter the darker forces associated with the
'Demon Days' at theend of the Egyptian year.

Bes

see p. 102, Male Anthropomorphic Deities section

Mahes

Mythology
Although the word mahes is found in the Pyramid
Texts in the sense of 'lion', it is not until the MiddJe
Kingdom that theophoric names utilizing the term
Mahes as the name of a god appear, and it is in the
New Kingdom that references to the god first
become common. He was said to be the son of
Bastet or sometimes of Sekhmet and was called
Miysis by the Greeks as well as Mios or Mihos.
Although locally important,he was not particularly
featured in Egyptian mythology, though he was
said to aid the sun god in the fight against the ser
pent Apophis, Because of his nature Mahes was
also viewed as a war god and a guardian of sacred
places, and a late Greek text describes him as a god
of winds, darkness and storm. He was associated
and identified with several deities including Horus,
Ne£ertem and the sun god himself.

Iconography
Mahes was depicted zoornorphically as a lion and
also as a ucn-headed man wearing a short kilt and
variousheaddresses. Among these he may wear the
sun disk and uracus, the Atef Crown, or the floral
headdress of Nefertem. As a lion man he is fre
quently shown holding a knife in his paws with a
clump of lotus flowers - reminiscent of his connec
tionwith Nefertem - behind him.

Worship
The main cult centre of Mahes was the ancien:
Taremu (modern Tell el-Muqda-n)which the Greeks
called Lcontopolis - 'lioncity' - in theeastern Delta.
Although the site is not well preserved and the tem
ple ruins have not been conclusively dated, it
appears that there was already a temple at Taremu
in the 18th dynasty; but evidence of worship of the



god is primarily from later times. In the 23rd dynas
ty Osorkon III erected an important temple to him in
the northern part of the main Bastct sanctuary at
Bubastis, his mother Bastet's sacred town, and he
was also worshipped in the town of Aphroditopolis
in Upper Egypt. From these cult centres the god's
worship spread southwards, and he is well repre
sented in the Cracco-Roman temples of Upper
Egypt as at Dendera. Edfu and Philae, and in Nubia
where he appears at sites such as Dabod and
Dendur. Worship of Mahes is also attested in the
outlying oases of J3ahariya and Siwa. In the prac
tice of magic and popular religion :Vlahc'S is
mentioned in amuletic papyri of the late New
Kingdom, and in the Late Period he was frequently
depicted in small amulets of glazed composition
and sometimes of bronze.

Mekhit

vlekhit was a lioness goddess of which relat ively
little is said in Egyptian mythology. Like the better
known Sekhmet and Tefnut, Mekhit was one of the
deities who could symbolize the vengeful 'Eye of
Re' (see p. 206), though shemay have also beenasso
d ated with the moon. The goddess was the consort

of Onuris and shared that deity'scult centre at This
near Abydos.

Menhyt

A lesser-known lioness goddess, Menhyt was wor
shipped in thearea of Edfu in Upper Egypt andalso
in the Delta region where she was associated with
the goddess Neith at Sais and also with Wadjet, the
tutelary deity of Lower Egypt with whom she is
linked in theCoffin Texts. Menhyt could function as
the uraeus on the broc...' of the sun god so that, as
with many leonine deities, she was also regarded as
a solar figure.

Mestjet

A lion-headed deity known from only a single
inscription, Mestjet was one of the many forms of
the fierce 'Eye of Re' and as such provide." a clear
example of the multiple manifestations of certain
deities. The stela on which the goddess's name
occurs dates to the 21st dynasty and was found at
Abydos, indicating that Mestjet was a specific form
of the 'Eye' worshipped in that particular region.

Mammalian Deities

(Below left) Mekhit, the
lioness consort of thegod
Onuriz Detail/ram a Late
Periodbronze dyad. Mus€c
des Beaux-Arts, Budapest.

(Below) Stela depicting the
veneration by a woman and
her daughter 0/ the lioness
goddess Mestjet, a/arm 0/
the 'Eye of Re'. 21st dynasty.
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The twin lion deities called
Ruty may be depicted as two
figures oras a single god with
thedual name. 21st dynasty.
Detail. relief from Tanis:
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see p. 153, FemaleAnthropomorphic Deities section

Pakhet

Mythology
A fierce lioness goddess whose name means 'she
who scratches' or 'tearer'. Pakhet is known from
Middle Kingdom times when she is described as a
night huntress with sharp claws in the Coffin Texts.
Pakhet was believed to instill terror in her enemies
and must be grouped with the other leonine deities
whose nature was,like Sekhmet, primarily aggressive.
She was called the 'goddess at the entrance of the
wadi', probably referring to the lion's habit of fre
quenting watering areas at the edge of the desert.
The goddess was associated with a form of Horus
as herpartner, and identified with certain other god
desses such as Weret-Hekau, Sekhmet and Jsis.
Pakhet the huntress was naturally identified by the
Greekswith their own goddess of hunting, Artemis,

Iconography
Pakhet was not widely depicted in Egyptian art,
but she most usually appears in combined
anthropomorphic-zoomorphic form as a lioness
headed woman. She has no special iconographic
attributes, but amulets depicting a lioness goddess
standing over the prostrate figures of captives usually
appear to represent Pakhet.

Worship
The worship of Pakhet was somewhat localized
and her chief realm of influence was the area near
Beni Hasan in Middle Egypt. A rock-cut chapel to
the goddess carved out of the limestone cliffs by
Hatshepsut and Tuthmosis III at that location is
known by the Greek name Speos Artemidos (the
cave of Artemis) due to Pakhet's association with
that Greek goddess, A whole cemetery of sacred
cats was dedicated to Pakhet in this area, though
most of the burials appear to date to the Late
Period.There is no survivingevidence for a cult for
the goddess at Beni Hasan before early New
Kingdom times, though it is probable that l latshep
sut honoured an established localdeity and a formal
cult of the goddess certainly seems to date to as far
backas Middle Kingdom times. Amulets of thegod
desses were worn in life, probably both for
protection and fecundity.

Ruty

Mythology
The twin divine lion gods known as Ruty (Egyptian
ru.ty. 'the pair of lions') were linked from early

times with the Heliopolitan deities Shu and Tefnut
(PT 447), but because lions typically inhabited the
deser t margins to the cast and west of the Nile
Va lley, the animals came to be associated with the
eastern and western horizons. The general identifi
cation of leonine deities with the sun god
strengthened this association, and in the 17th chap
ter of the Book of the Dead Ruty thus became the
double lion over whose back the sun rose each day.
The twin lions were associated with a number of
deities, however. In the Pyramid Texts they may be
equated with Atum (pT 2081) and in the Coffin
Texts we find associations with Geb, Nut, Re and
other gods (eT I, 8; 11, 204; 11, 175;etc.). In the Book
of the Dead theyareequated collectively withAtum
and also, individua lly, with Re and Osiris,

Iconography
Although Ruty could be depicted as a single lion or
lion-headed god, thetwin deitywas mostfrequently
shown as two lions, often positioned back to back
and with the sun disk or horizon hieroglyph (akhet)
depicted between them. Because the two animals
respectively faced thesunset and sunrise they could
thus replace the mountains on either side of the
horizon hieroglyph in some representations. The
well-known ivory headrest found in the tomb of
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Tutankhamun which has a figure of the air godShu
supporting the head of the king is Banked by small
images of the lions of the eastern and western hori
zon, so that the king slept symbolically between the
guardians of yesterday and tomorrow.

Worship
The original cult centre of Ruty was perhaps
\ay ~ta ~hut, the Greek Leontopolis (modern Tell el
Yahudiya) in the Delta, but in the Old Kingdom the
lion pair was also aligned with Heliopolis and may
have been venerated at a number of other sites.
Although an essentially cosmic deity, Ruty also
entered popular religion. In amuletic form the two
lions linked the wearer with the daily regeneration
of the sun and thus had significance in both every
day life and in funerary contexts.

Sekhmet

Mytholo gy
Sekbmet was the most important of Egypt's leonine
deities. As with many Egyptian goddesses, she had
[W O distinct aspects to her personality - on the one
hand a dangerous and destructive aspect, and on
the other a protective and healing aspect. Hf'I name
means 'powerful' or 'the female powerful one' and
well suits the nature of the goddess as expressed in
destructiveness, though ir had equal implications
for her other aspects. From early times Sekhmet
was regarded as the daughter of Re and she became

one of the most important manifestations of the
'Eye' of the sun god. In the version of the 'Eye myth
applying to Sekhmet (and also to Hathor), when
Re became old and his human subjects began to
plot against him he sent the fearsome goddess
to punish them -e leading to the near destruction of
all humanity. Because Sekhmet was said to breathe
fire against her enemies she was adopted by many
Egyptian kings as a military patroness and symbol
of their own power in batt le, and bore martial titles
such as 'smiter of the Nubians'. Even the hot desert
winds were said to be the 'breath of Sekhmet'. The
leonine goddess was also directly associated with
plagues (often called the 'messengers' or 'slaughter
ers of Sekhmet'), and this too could be tied to the
king's power. A passage in the Middle Kingdom
story of Sinuhe states that the fear of the king
overran foreign lands like Sekhmet in a time of
pestilence.On the other hand,Sekhmet's power was
used to protect the king in an almost motherly man
ner, and as early as the Pyramid Texts it is stated
that the goddess conceived the king (PT 262. 2206).
The goddess also had power to ward off pestilence
and she could function as a healing deity, even
being called 'Sekhmct, mistress of life'. Sekhmet
was associated with a number of other deities. She
was regarded as the consort of Ptah and mother of
Nefertem at Memphis where she eventually
absorbed a number of other, more minor deities as
'mistress of Ankhtawy'. Sekhmet was often closely
associated with Hathor - especially as the Eye of
Re - and was also linked with the Theban goddess

Paired lions - here called
'yesterday' and 'tomorroic ' 
may represent the twin lion
Rod Ruty, the double lionRod
Akeror other gods such as Re
or Alum. 19th dynasty.
Papyrus of Anhai, British
Museum.
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Granite statue of the goddess
Sekhm et depicted as a
lioness-headed woman.
New Ktngdom. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

Some of the hundreds of
statues of Sekhmet
ongmally set up in thearea of
the temple of Mut at Kam ah.
New Kingdom.

Mut, becoming in effect an aggressive manifesta
tion or counterpart of that goddess, as well as
being linked with Pakhet, the lioness goddess of
Middle Egypt, and the cat goddess Bastet, among
others.

Iconography
Sekhmet was most frequently depicted in semi
anthropomorphicform as a lioness-headed woman.
She often wears a long wig and usually has a solar
diskbalancedatop her head in this aspect The long
dress worn by thegoddess isoften coloured red,and
one of Sekhmet's epithets was 'mistress of red
linen' symbolizing either her native Lower Egypt or
her warlike nature. Sometimes her garment has a
rosette pattern over each nipple and while this has
been suggested to reflect patterns in the shoulder
hair of lions it is perhaps more likely that the pat
tern reflects an astronomical symbolism of the
'shoulder star' of the constellation Leo which is
marked in Egyptian astronomical paintings.
During the reign of Amenophis Ill, hondreds of
statues of Sekhmet were set up in the area of the
temple of Mut to the south of the Great Temple oJ
Amunat Karnak,and in the king's mortuary temple
in western Thebes. These impressivestatues, which
were carved from hard black granite or diorite,
often show the goddess either seated or standing
with a papyrus sceptre - the symbol of her native
Lower Egypt. Depictions of lion-headed goddesses
wearing the Double Crown usually represent the
fusion of Sekhmet and Mut, Sekhmet could also be
depicted in fully zoornorphic form as a lioness,
though this is relatively uncommon. The leonine
head of the goddess (or that of certain other feline
deities) was also represented on many examples of
the so-called aegis - a metal collar surmounted by
the head of a deity - which was used from New

Kingdom times in cultic ceremonies for the propitia
tion of the divine.

Worship
Although the main cult centre of Sekhmet was at
Memphis, the goddess had temples in many other
areas. A sanctuary was buil t in her honour at
Abusir (where sheappeared in reliefs as early as the
5th dynasty), and she is represented in numerous
temples up through the Graeeo-Roman Period. Her
association with other deities led to furthercult cen
tres, and there was a specific temple to the
combined Sekhmet-Hathor, for example, at Korn el
Hisn in the western Delta. The priests of Sekhmct
are known to have been organized for the cultic ser
vice of the goddess from Old Kingdom times and
also appear to have played an important role in the
magical aspect of medicine in later times. reciting
prayers and spells over the sick along with the
physical ministrations of the physicians. The
formal rite of 'appeasing Sckhrnet' was also
performed by her priests to combat epidemics. In
popular religion, the 'seven arrows of Sekhmet'
which were believed to bring bad fortune were par
ticularly feared, and many spells and charms were
utilized for protection against the wrath of the god
dess and her messengers. A spell called 'The book
of the last day of the year' was recited over a piece
of cloth which was worn around the neck at the
potentially dangerous time of year's end, and on
New Year's Day itself many Egyptians exchanged
presents often in the formof amulets of Sekhmet or
Bastet inorder to pacify these goddesses.Statues of
the goddess can still inspire feelings of awe or
apprehension, and the famous statue of Sekhmet
which now stands in the temple of Ptah at Karnak
was broken early in the 20th century by localpeople
whofeared that it might harm their children.



Seret

The leonine goddess Seret is only meagrely attest
ed.but a Sth-dynasty inscription shows that shehad
a presence in the 3rd Lower Egyptian nome. This
area was inhabited by a predominantly Libyan
population in early times, and it is possible that
the goddess was of Libya n origin. Seret is some
times called a 'goose goddess', but this is an error
based on a misunderstanding of the writing of her
name.

Shesmetet

The leonine goddess Shesrnetet is generally
believed to be a form of Sekhmet or Bastet but she
may haveoriginated as an independent deity, and it
i- possible that her epithet 'lady of Punt' reflects an
origin in this African area to the south of Egypt.

~- -
Shesmetet is attested in Egypt [TOm the Early
Dynastic Period, however, and is found in the
Pyramid Texts (PT 262, 2206) where she is said to
give birth to the king. In la ter funerary texts she
also acts as the mother of the deceased. Shesmetet
was associated with,or considereda personifica tion
of. the shesmet girdle - a belt with an apron of
beads which was part of the attire of kings of the
Early Dynastic Period and Old Kingdom and also
worn by certain deities such as the god Sopdu. The
~oddess was depicted in leonine form or as a
woman with the head of a lion, and her potential
ferocity meant that she was invoked as a protective
deity in popular religion and in magical spells.

Tefnut

Mythology
According to the Heliopolitan theology Tefnut was
the daughter of Atum and the sister-wife of Shu,
but she is a somewhat enigmatic deity, Her role in
[he cosmic scheme is usually said to be that of god
dess of moisture and Tefnut certainly is associated
with moisture in certain ways - she created 'pure
water' for the deceased king from her vagina, for
example (PT 2065), but her central identity may lie
elsewhere. The goddess's name has no certain
etymology, though it has been suggested to be an
onomatopoeic representation of the sound of spit
ting as this is mythologically one of the ways in
which the div ine pair Shu and Tefnut were sa id to
be created by Atum, and her name was represented
by a pair of li ps, spitting, in late texts. But the earli
est evidence for Tefnut's original nature is found in
the Pyramid Texts where lames Allen has shown
that it is perhaps possible that she represents the
atmosphere of the lower world just as Shu rcprc
sents theatmosphere of the upper - as it is said that

'the earth (Geb) is held up under Nut (the sky) by
your arms, Tefnut' (PT ltt05). According to one
story Shu and Tefnut were said to be created in the
form of two lion cubs which also gavethe goddess a
distinct leonine identity. Tefnut was thus an 'Eye of
Re',and a late papyrus tellshowshe quarrelled witb
the sun god and taking leonine form flew in a rage
to Nubia from where she was eventually persuaded
to return by the god Thoth.

Iconography
Tefnut could be depicted in fully anthropomorphic
form but was most often represented as a lioness or
lioness-headed goddess in reference to her leonine
associations. In human or semi-anthropomorphic
form, she may wear a long wig and a solar disk and
uraeus atop her head. Like other leonine goddesses,
Tefnut was frequently represented on eultic aegises
and counterpoises, sometimes together with her
brother-husband Sl-u in an unusual dual-headed
design. The goddess could also be depicted as a
rearing serpent upon a sceptre, and sometimes as a
lion-headed serpent.

Worship
The main cult centres of Tefnut were at Hel iopolis
where she had a sanctuaryas one of themembers of
that city's great Ennead, and at Leontopolis (mod
ern TeU el-Muqdam) in the Delta where she was
worshipped with her brother husband Shu in the
form of a pair of lions. Amulets and plaques of
Tefnut are known from the Late Period,but popular
veneration of the goddess was probably mainly
localized around her cult centres.

Tutu

A somewhat obscure apotropaic god venerated
mainly in the Graeco-Roman Period, Tutu was
called 'he who keeps enemies at a distance' and was
believed to provide protection from hostile manifes
tations of deities and demons. The god was said to
be theson of Ncith, and was depicted in the form of
a walking lion or as a composite deity with human
head, the body of a lion, the wings of a bird and a
tail which was a snake.

HIPP O POTAMINE DEITIE S

The hippopotamus was viewed quite ambivalently
in ancient Egypt. The maleanimal was regarded as
dangerous and destructive and was therefore often
associated with the god Seth. The femal e hip
popotamus, however, while possessing the same
strength and destructive potential, was regarded
benignly as a protective force and a symbol of
motherhood. Already in the Old Kingdom there
were at least three names or distinct forms of

The goddess Tetnut; depicted
here with a large uraeus atop
her head, was usually
portrayed in leonine or
leonine-humanfo rm but she
could also be representedas a
serpent, or es a Lion-headed
serpent.
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Iconography
The basic iconography of Reret - as a composite
hippopotamus goddess with pendulous breasts and
swollen belly - does not usually differ from that of
her counterparts, though in astronomical contexts
she takes on some specific attributes. While Reret
may hold the knife, torch, sa or ankh signs found
with all forms of the hippopotamus goddess, in
astronomicalpaintings suchas that on the ceiling of
the tomb of Sethos J in the Valley of the Kings, she
is frequently depicted holding a mooring post 
sometimes in the form of a crocodile - to which is
tethered one or more of the northern, circumpolar

Reret

Mythology
The name Reret means 'sow', and under that name
or Reret-weret 'the great sow', or in the form of
Ncbet-akhet 'mistress of the horizon' (an epithet
also given to Taweret), the hippopotamus goddess
represented one of the constellations of the north
ern sky as visualized by the Egyptians. This seems
to have been the constellation we now call Draco in
which the ancient pole star,Thuban, is situated;and
in this role the stellar hippopotamus seems to have
secured the 'imperishable' circumpolar stars which
revolved around her. Perhaps due to her celestial
associations Reret (and sometimes her other hippo
potamine counterparts) was identified with the
goddesses Nut and Hathor and was also seen as a
protectress of the sun.

Mythology
The benign hippopotamus goddess Ipet was a pro
tective and nourishing deity. In the Pyramid Texts
the king asks that he may nurse at her breast so that
he would 'neither thirst nor hunger.forever' (PT
381-82) and in later funerary papyri she is ca lled
'mistress of magical protection'. Her name means
'harem' or 'favoured place' and under the epithet
lpet-weret, 'the great lpet', the goddess fuses to
some degree with Taweret 'the great one', but she
nevertheless maintains some independent charac
teristics. Ipet appears to have had a strong
connection with the Theban area and it is possible
that the goddess may have served as a personifica
tion of that city. In Theban theology she was
considered the mother of Osiris and as a result her
afterlife associations are clear in the funerary texts
in which she appears .

Ipet

Worship
Ipet was particularly venerated in the region of
Thebes. She appears as a protective figure on the
back of a sta tue of a lZtb-dynasty rulerof the area,
and although in most areas there was no cult asso
ciated with the goddess, a temple of Ipet was built
just west of the temple of Khonsu within the com
plex of the Great Temple of Amun at Karnak in the
Late Period and Ptolemaic times. According to
Theban beliefs it was at this place that the goddess
rested when she gave birth to Osiris.

Iconography
Ipet, like the other deities in this section, was
usually depicted as a fusion of hippopotamus, croc
odile, human, and lion, though the hippopotarnine
aspect of her appearance is primary. She was
depicted as a female hippopotamus, usually stand
ing upright on legs which have the feet of a lion.Her
arms are often human in appearance though they
usually terminate in leonine paws and she was also
depicted with large pendent human breasts and the
swollen belly of a pregnant woman. The back and
tail of the goddess are those of a crocodile and
sometimes this aspect isshown as a complete croco
dile stretched over her back. Sometimes her
representations appear to be atotropaic in nature,
and in the vignettes of funerary papyri (as in Spell
137 of the Book of the Dead of Ani) the goddess is
shown holding a torch and lighting incense cones to
providelight and heat for the deceased.

the female hippopotamus deity; Ipet, Reret
and Taweret. Generally their characterist ics were
similar and it is often impossible to tell them apart,
yet it is not always clear whether they should be
viewed as differing forms of the same goddess or as
separate, if largely confiated,deities.

The constellation called 'Isis'.
'Reret-weret' or other
names. Tomb 0/ Pedamenoie,
western Thebes:

Mammalian Deities
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constellations in the form of an ox. There are also
variants which show the goddess holding a rope
attached to a foreleg which symbolizes the same
constellation. In these depictions marks on thechest
or armof the hippopotamus may have represented
the ancient pole star Thuban.

Worship
r nlike Ipet. Reret does not seem to haveenjoyed the
service of a cult in her own name;and unless she is
,..iewed as only a form of Tawcrct, neither did she
have amulets or other evidences of popular venera
non.

Shepet

Shepet was a female hippopotamine deity who
appears to be a form or name variant of Reret or
Taweret. In some cases, as in the Roman birth house
at Dendera, the goddess appears with typical
'Taweret'-like iconography but with the head of a
crocodile.

Taweret

Mythology
Tawerer (Egyptian 'the great [female] one'), along
with her counterparts, is attested since Old
iingdom times. She is the most commonly encoun

...-ed form of the Egyptian hippopotamus

.:oddesses and had a number of mythological asso
ciations.Sometimes the hippopotamus goddess was
equated with Isis - forexample, in some of the Late
Period cippi - though the connection between the
two deities is not always clear. More frequently
Taweret is equated with Hathor whose headdress
~ often shares. In the vignette accompanying
Book of the Dead Chapter 186 in the Papyrus of
Anhaishe stands together with theHathor cow and
seems to be identified with that goddess directly, as
1I11y Hathor is mentioned in the spell. An unusual

elae in New York's Metropolitan Museum of Art
ws Taweret offering before an image of Mut

sometimes seen as a form of Hathor) with the Iea
ft1f~ of Tiye, wife of Amenophis III, a queen who
seems to haveassociated herself with the hippopot
amine goddesses for some reason. Because the male

ppopotamus was associated with Seth in Egypt
an religion, Taweret was ca11ed the 'concubine of
~ h' who, according to Plutarch, had become one of

. 'followers of Horus'.However,Taweret was also
IlId to be the consort of the god Bes.

k onography
aweret is depicted with pendulous breasts and the

lien belly of a pregnant woman. The goddess
escallv wears a female wig which may be sur
"""Il"nted with a feathered headdress, a modius, or

with horns and solar disk. She is usually shown
with her mouth open or her lips pulled back to
reveal rows of teeth in a grimace which perhaps
emphasizes her protective fu nction. The main
attributes of the goddess are the sa symbol of pro
tection, the ankh symbol of life, and the torch, the
flame of which was intended both to dispel dark
ness and to expel inimical forces. Usually the sa
symbol is the largest of these attributes and is
placed on the ground before the goddess who rests
one or both paws upon it. Variants of Taweret
include forms of the goddess with the head of a cat
or the head of a human woman, as seen in a carved
wooden unguent jar in the formof Taweret (or lpet)
but with the features of Queen Tiye. A small
faience figure (probably a copy of an 18th·dynasty
object) is known of much later - Ptolemaic - date
which follows this same form, but with the more
pronounced facial features of the Amarna Period.

Worship
Although she appears in some late temple scenes as
a protective deity and there is a temple dedicated to

(Above Ieft) Taweret, 'The
Great One ', stands with sa
hieroglybhs of 'protection'.
26th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.

(Above) Wooden statuette of
Queen Tive. wife of
Amenophis 1JI, in theform of
Tauieret: 18thdynasty.
l.;gyptian Museum, Turin.
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CANINE DEIT IES

Egyptian religion embraced a number of canine
deities from ancient times. Some of these deities
were clearly represented by the wolf while others
such as Anubis himself - were more generic and
exhibit qualities of both the dog and the jackal,
Regardless of their specific origin, canine deities
frequently represent mortuary and afterlife con
cerns and almost all were eventually associated in
some way with the cult of Osiris, In some cases,
however, the connection between certain canine
deities and the person of the king is clear.

TIw deceased worships
Taweret andthe goddess
Hathar. in bovine form, who
emerges from thehill
representing the western
necropolis of Thebes. The
two deities, associated uith
childbirth andlove
respectively, andboth having
ties to the afterlife, were
sometimes juxtaposed.
Vignette to SpeD 186, Book
of theDead of Userhatmose:
19th dynasty. Egyptilln
Museum, Cairo.
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the related goddess Ipet (Opet) at Karnak, Taweret
was one of the Egyptian deities who regularly had
noformalcult.Nevertheless, judging by thenumber
of images of the goddess that have survived,
Taweret appears to have been oneof the most popu
lar of Egyptian household deities. The goddess is
one of the earliest recognizable apotropaic deities
and she is widely represented on amulets from Old
Kingdom times onward. She was represented on
beds, head-rests and othersmall items of furniture
as well as on cosmetic items such as unguent pots
and spoons, and on various items with fertility sig
nificance such as the so-called 'paddle dolls' .
Faience vases, similar to the small jars in human
form which were made to hold mother's milk, were
made in the shape of the goddess with pouring
holes at the nipples. probably to hold milk for magi
cal use. Interestingly. large numbers of Taweret
amulets were found in the excavated houses of
Akhenaren's capital at el-Amarna, and Bes and
Taweret images decorated some of the rooms there.
In a similar manner, some of the houses in the
workmen's village at Deir el-Medina in western
Thebes contained a room with a bed-shaped altar
and wall paintings depicting Bes, Taweret and
naked women which may have been associated
with childbirth rituals. In her role as a protective
deity, Taweret spread as a result of Egyptian trade
in the wider Mediterranean world and eventually
entered the iconography of Minoan Crete,for exam
ple, where her form remains recognizable despite
the modification of her role as a goddess of water.

(Above) Early sla tepalette
representing unidentified
canid. Oriental Institute
Museum, Chicago.

(Right) The Anubis animal
exhibits features of both the
jackaland the dog and may
represent a hybrid of the two.
Egyptian Museum,
Cairo.



Anubis

Mythology
Before the rise of Osiris, Anubis was the most
important Egyptian funerary god. Originally he
appears to have been primarily concerned with the
burial and afterlife of the king, though eventually
this role was extended to incorporate all the dead.
One Egyptian textderives thename of Anubis from
a verb meaning 'putrefy' , and his name was also
linked to a word for 'king's son ', perhaps in relation
to Osiris, but these are probably later, contrived ety
mologies, and the original meaning of the name is
unsure. The god's as.sociation with the dead
probably originated in the habit of desert canines
scavenging in theshallowgraves of early cemeteries,
and, as was common in Egyptian protective magic,
the form of the threat was then utilized in order to
provide protection for the dead. During the Old
Kingdom the prayers carved on funcrary stelae and

on the walls of the mastaba tombs were
addressed directly to him, and in the
Pyramid Texts he is mentioned dozens of
times in connection with the king's burial.
Eventually the cult of Anubis was assimi
lated to that of Osiris who wassaid to be the

fa ther of Anubis who in turn was said to have
wrapped the body of the underworld god, thus
tying his role in mummification to the worship of
Osiris,Differing myths have survived regarding the
parentage of Anubis, however. In the Coffin Texts
he is the son of thecow goddess Hesat,and also the
sonof Bastet. According toother stories he was the
son of Seth or of Re and Nephthys while Plutarch
records the tradition that he was the son of Neph
thys but by Os' ris and was subsequently adopted
by Isis as her own son.

The central, mortuary character of Anubis is
well illustrated in the epithets which were given to
him. There were many of these, but some of the
most frequently used titles of the god summarize
much of his essential nature.

Foremost of the ioesiemers: Because the majorityof
the Egyptians' cemeteries were constructed on the
western bank of the Nile - the symbolic direction of
the setting sun and the underworld - the deceased
were referred to as 'westerners'. Thus, the epithet
khenty-imentiu, 'foremost of the westerners', refers
to the role of Anubis as the leader of the dead. The
title was taken from the earlier canine deity of that
name that Anubis superseded at Abydos,

Lordof the sacred land: The epithetnebta-dieser cs
'lord of the sacred land' is similar in signifying the
supremacy of Anubis over the desert areas where
the necropoleis were located. The word djeser is
often translated pure, so this epithet sometimes
appears in translation as 'lord of the pure land'. In
addition to this general epithet Anubis also bore
many titles relating him to specific areas in Egypt
such as 'lord of the White Land', meaning the area
of Gebelein.

He who is upon his sacred mountain: Anubis tepy
dju-ef 'who is upon hismountain', is a title probably
based on the image of the jackalgod watching over
the burials of the dead from the heights of the
desert cliffs overlooking the necropoleis. The

expression was a general one relating to the
high desert areas to the west of the Nile
rather than any particular mountain.

Ruler of the bows: In the PyramidTexts there is
a reference to 'the Jackal, the Governor of the

IJows, .. .Anubis' (PT 805), which refers to the so
called 'nine bows' - nine ethnically differentiated
figures depicted as literal bows or as bound cap
tives who represented the enemies of Egypt. This
expression underlies the motif used in the seal
which was placed upon the entrances to the royal
tombs of the Valley of the Kings in the New
Kingdomand which showed the figure of Anubis
crouching above the nine bows, symbolizing the
god's control of evildoers who might endanger
theburialor the underworld enemies of thedead.

Mammalian Deities
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(Above) Anubis attends the
mummy of the deceased.
Detail; paintedsarcophagns
22nd dynasty TWYNian
Museum. Cairo.

(Opposite /eft) Anubie in
f ully anthropomorphic form.
19th dynasty. Temple of
Sethos I. Abydos.

(Opposite right) Anubis in
his typicalhybridform. 19th
dynasty. Tomb of Tauosret,
Valley of theKings, western
Thebes.
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He who is in the place of embalming: Anubis imy-ui
- 'who is in the place of embalming' - specifically
referred to the role of i\nubis in the embalming pro
cess and as master of the per umbet, the ritual tent
or pavi lion where embalming was carried out.
Mythologically it was Anubis who embalmed the
body of Osiris and the deceased kingand who then
protected it along with the containers in which the
internal organs were preserved - a process known
to have been carried out from at least the beginning
of the 4th dynasty.

Foremost of the divine booth: Theepithetklwnty·sekh
-netjercssi symbolically refer to eithertheembalming
booth or the burial chamber, or even to theshrine in
which the coffin and sarcophagus were placed in
New Kingdomroyalburials.Thegod isoften depicted
in this role in his zoomorphic form atop fu nerary
chests, and thestatueof Anubisseated upon a gilded
model shrine which was found in the tomb of
Tutankharnun symbolized this epithet specifically.

During the Graeco-Roman Period Anubis was
transformed in a number of ways and took up new
roles, becoming something of a cosmic deity reign
ing over the earth and sky and being related to
arcane wisdom as the bringer of light to humanity.
In his original mortuary role hewas alsoassociated
with the Greek Hekate and with Bermes Psy
chopompos who, in Greek mythology, conducted
the souls of the deceased to the shores of the River
Styx.

Icon ography
The various roles played by Anubis are seen in the
iconography and representation of the god. In zoo
morphic form, the identityof theanimaldepicted in
representations of Anubis is uncertain, as the term
used by the Egyptians for him, sab, was used of the
jackal and of other canines. The animal bears
certain traits of the dog family such as the long
muzzle, its round-pupilled eyes, five-toed forefeet
and four-toed hind feet, while on the other hand, its
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ta il is wide and club shaped and characteristically
carried down more like that of the jackal, fox or
wolf. It is therefore possible that theoriginalAnubis
animal was a hybrid form, perhapsa jackalcrossed.
with some type of dog. The black colouring of the
animal was certainly symbolic and was connected
with the discolouration of the corpse after its prep
aration for burial and the black colouration of the
fert ile earth which was itself a symbol of regenera
tion. In this animalform, Anubis is usually depicted
lying on a shrine or simply as if he were doing so,
with his cars erect, his legs stretched out before him,
ar.d his tail hanging down, vertically, behind him.
Often he wears a collar and a ceremonial tie around
his neck, and either a sekhem sceptre or flail (or
both) may be depicted rising from his back.

Anthropomorphica lly, the god is depicted - with
rare fully human exceptions - with the head of the
Anubis animal on a human body and sometimes
with a tail, though usually without specific items of
insignia or other iconographic attributes. He is
shown performing the 'opening of the mouth' cere
rnony on the mummy and statues of the deceased,
attending the mummy in the tomb and escorting the
spirit of the deceased into the underworld. He is
frequently depicted weighing the heart of the
deceased against the feather of truth in the pres
ence of Thoth and also leading the deceased before
Osiris, His mythical role in protecting Is is at the
rime of her giving birth to Horus and his relation
ship with the well-being of the king led to the
appearance of Anubis in the mammisi or birth
houses of the Graecc-Roman Period. In very late
representations, as on the walls of the catacombs of
Alexandria. Anubis could be shown dressed in the
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armour of a soldier in his protective role and w~th

the lower half of his body in serpent form to reflect
some of his lateraspects.

Worship

Anubis was the chief deity of the 17th Upper
Egyptian name in Middle Egypt and its capital
which the Greeks called Cynopolis or 'city of the
dogs' (the modern elQeis), bot his cult was recog
nized throughout Egypt and chapels and images of
the god occur in mortuary temples and in tombs
throughout the pharaonic period. The chapel of
Anubis in the templeof Hatshepsut at Deir el-Bahri
may have given continuity toan earliershrine of the
god in that area and provides an excellent example
of the continuing importance of the god long after
his assimilation into the cult of Osiris. Because he
"vas said to have prepared the mummy of Osiris.
Anubis became the patron god of embalmers, and
in the Memphi te necropolis an area associated with
the embalmers seems to have become something of
a foca l point for the cult of Anubis in the Late
Period and Ptolernaic times and has been termed
the Anubeion by modern Eg-yptologists. Masks of
thegod are known,and priests representing Anubis
at the preparation of the mummy and the burial
rites may have worn these jackal-headed masks in
order to impersonate the god; they were certainly
utilized for processional use as this is depicted rep
resentationally and is mentioned in late texts. The
many two- and three-dimensional representations
of Anubis which have survived from funerary con
texts indicate the god's great importance in this

aspect of Egyptian religion and amulets of the god
were also common. The fragmentary royal annals
preserved on the Palerrno Stone show that in the
Old Kingdom, statues of Anubis, called 'births' of
the god, were also made to designate certain years,
indicating his importance in yet another way.

Input

Input was the female counterpart of Anubis.
Although she did not share the level of importance
of her consort, she had her own cult in the 17th
Upper Egyptian nome.

Sed

Sed was an ancient jackal-like god who may have
been an independent deity or, alternatively, related
in some way to the jackal god Wepwawet.The earli
est textual attestation of the name Sed is found on
the Stb-dynasty Palermo Stone, and he appears as
the theophoric element in personal names up
through the Middle King-dom when he appears to be
replaced by Wepwawet in this context. This and
other evidence suggests the possibil ity that Wep
wawet may have been an epithetof Sed in the same
way that the feminine parallel Wepetwawet was an
epithet of the goddess Neith, though this is uncer
tain. In any event, Sed was closely related to
kingship ideology, and the ancient Sed festival or
jubileeof the Egyptian king is thoug-h t to be named
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TIw importance of Anubis
in ancient EKYPtianJimerary
belief can be seen in the
veneration accorded the god
throughout much of Egyptian
history. Of considerable
importance long before the
rise of Osins. Anubis
continued to be ioorshipted
until the very endof the
pharaonic period. 22nd
dynasty Tomb of Shoshenq.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.



after this god. Sedwas also associated with Maat in
certain ways and may have been viewed as a cham
pion of justice similartoMaat herself.

Wepwawet

Mythology
Wepwawet was possibly the oldestof Egypt's jack
al gods, being already represented on one of the
standards preceding theking on theNarmer Palette
at the dawn of Egypt's historical period and
attested by name from the :lrd dynasty. The
archaeological evidence indicates that the god's ori
gins were probably in the region of Upper Egypt,
but his worship soon spread: and in the Pyramid
Texts he is even said to have been born in the Lower
Egyptian shrine of the goddess Wadjet (PT 1438).
\Vepwawet translates as 'opener of the ways', but
the meaning of the god's name is susceptib le to a
number of interpretations. Based on the god's
freq uently attested warlike character, it could refer
m the opening of the ways before the king in terms
of military conquest. In the context of the 'adze of
Wepwawet' which was used in the 'opening of the
mouth' ritual, it could alsorefer to the magicalopen
:ng of the deceased king's eyes and mouth, and in
funerary texts Wepwawet also 'opened the ways' in
leading the deceased through the netherworld and
the king to ascension (PT 1009). The title could be
even understood in a cosmic sense as he is said to
open the way for the sun to rise in the sky (PT 455).
As 'leader of the gods', the image of Wepwawet

w epuxueet in juUy
zoomorbhic form on his
characteristicstandard.
Detail, relief of Ramessee Ill.

went before the king and before other gods in many
events and the name could possibly relate to his
leading of these ritual processions. Finally, in the
Mernphite Theology we find the expression 'the
opener of the body, wepwawet', so that as a first
born the god could beseenas the opener of the way
of the womb. Wepwawet and Anubis aresometimes
confused - even in the ancient texts - but it is clear
that they were independent deities. On the other
hand, Wepwawet may have been synonymous with
the god Sed wbo was depicted as a canid atop an
identical standard in early times. In a less direct
manner, Wepwawet was identified with the god
Horusand could also beassociated with thesun god
in the form of Wepwawet-Re.

Iconography
Wepwawet was usually depicted in the form of a
jackal or other wild canid and occasionally as a
jackal-headed man. In zoomorphic form the god
may be differentiated from Anubis when colour is
present, as Anubis was usually depicted as black
and Wepwawet, grey. When standing, the latter ani
mal was also characteristically depicted with its
sloping back legs together rather than apart. Butas
a jackal-headed man the god often appears indistin
guishable from Anubis and can then only be
differentiated by a naming text, if
not by his attributes of
mace and bow. In
vignettes of the
138th chapter
of the Book

Mammalian Deities

King Wepwawetemsaf before
Wepwawetin hsbrid form.
Limestonestela from Abydos.
13th dynasty. British Museum.
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Finely carvedlimestone head
of the curved-horned 'Amun
ram ' Ovis platyra. 29th
dynasty-early Ptolemaic
Period, c. 400-200 se.
Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York.
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of the Dead Anubis and Wepwawet are depicted on
eithersideof a representation of Osiris.As symbols
of north and south or east and west arc also usually
depicted on each side, it seems clear that the two
god:::. could have symbolic orientationalsignificance
- with Anubis often being linked to the north and
Wepwawet the south. When depicted on his stan
dard, Wepwawet usually has before him a peculiar
bolster~like emblem called the shedshed which may
have represented the royal placenta which was
regarded as the king's 'double'.

Worship
In later historical times the major cult centre of
Wepwawet was at Asyut in Middle Egypt which
was called by the Egyptians Zauty and by the
Greeks Lykopolis or 'wolf city'. The god was also
venerated at Ab ydos in connection with Osiris.
There Wepwawet went before the ritual funerary
procession of the netherworld god, and on funerary
stelae from this site it is common for the deceased to
wish to 'behold the beauty of Wepwawet during the
procession'. The god was also depicted on stan
dards placed before the tomb in some depictions of
funerary ceremonies. While infrequently found in
expressions of popular veneration, Wepwawet
appears in some theophoric names - as in the name
of King Wepwaweternsaf of the 13th dynasty.

OVINE DEI TIE S

Most ovine deities were, in fact, male ram gods and
the majority were tied to fairly specific locations.

The greatest of these was the god Khnum of the
region of Elephantine, though a number of lesser
ram-gods enjoyed considerable status in their own
areas. Due to the similarity of the onomatopoeic
name of the ram 'ha' and the ba spirit, a number of
ram gods were worshipped as the ba of great gods
such as Re or Osiris.

Banebdjedet

Mythology
An ancient ram god of whom little is known in
terms of his origins, Banebdjedet means 'the ba
Lord of Djeder' (the city of Mendes). Because ba,
the onomatopoeic word for ram, sounded like the
word ba meaning spirit or soul, mythologically
the god was supposed to have represented the
soul of Osiris: and in the Late Period this associa
tion was widened to four ma nifestations - as the
soul of Re, Osiris, Shu and Geb - an aspect of his
nature which added considerably to his importance.
As a ram god Banebdjedet was also credited with
strong sexual powers and an account preserved
in the temple of Ramesses III at Medinet Habu
states that the god Tatenen transformed himself
into Banebdjedet in order to copulate with the
king's mother so as to become the father of
Ramesses. The god also appears in the somewhat
later story from the reign of Ramesses V which is
preserved in Papyrus Chester Beattv I and which
tells the story of the 'Contendings of Horus and
Seth'. In this tale Banebdjedet plays an important
role in counselling the gods to seek the advice of
Neith whose judgment in the dispute is eventually
followed .The god was made famous in the writings
of the Classical authors, especially the Greek
geographer Strabo, the poet Pindar and the
Roman historian Diodorus of Sicily.

Iconography
Banebdjedet was depicted as either a ram or ram
headed man or, as issometimes the case, as the head
of a ram alone. From New Kingdom times he was
often depicted as having four heads - two facing
forwardand two facing back - tosymbolize his var
ious aspects as the souls of the four gods he
represented.

Worship
The main cult centre of Banebdjedet was at
Mendes (modern Tell cl-Rub'a) in the northeast
Delta region where the god was worshipped along
with his consort, the dolphin or flSh goddess
Hatmehyt, and his son Harpokrates. A cemetery
with the sarcophagi for the burial of the sacred
rams of the god has been excavated there,
though little else remains of his cult. Although
of considerable importance in the Delta region,
Banebdjedet tended to be supplanted by other



ram deities in southern Egypt, though the god's
mythology demonstrates a wide and lasting
veneration. According to the Greek Pindar the ram
was scandalously allowed to have intercourse
with women in the course of its veneration, though
this is not documented in Egyptian sources.
Ram-headed amulets of the Late Period may
represent this deity, and certainly do when they
have four heads to depict the god's quadrapartite
nature.

Heryshef

Mythology
The name of the ram god Heryshef - literally 'he
who is upon his lake' - has been seen as suggesting
a creator god who emerged from the waters of the
first primeval lake,but could just as likely refer toa
feature such as a sacred lake of the god's main cult
centre. The Greek historian Plutarch rendered the
god's name as 'Arsaphes', transla ting the word as
'manliness', though this seems to be based on an
apparent etymology suggested by the procreative
aspect which was an essential part of the god's
nature. To the Greeks Heryshef was Herakles and
so his major cult site, the Egyptian Hnes, was
named Herakleopolis by them. Mythologically
Heryshef became associated with both Osiris and
Re and was known as the ba of these great gods. He
was also associated with Atum who was linked
with the sacred 'naret' (perhaps sycamore) tree of
Hnes.

Iconography
Heryshef was usually represented as a long-horned
ram or a ram-headed man. In zoo-anthropomorphic
guise the god was depicted in a kingly pose
wearing a royal kilt but with the head of a ram.
Due to his association with Osiris, Hervshef was
also frequently shown as a ram or a ram-headed
man wearing the Atef Crown. and due to his links
with Re he was also depicted in both forms wearing
the disk of the sun god.

Worship
The main centre of worship for this god was the
town of Hnes or Herakleopolis Magna near the
modern town of Beni Sucf in Middle Egypt The
god's cult is attested at this site as early as the
1st dynasty in the records preserved on the Palermo
Stone, and Heryshef is known to have risen to
considerable importance during the First Interme
diate Period when Hnes served as the capital
of northern Egypt - though the earliest temple
structures that have been found so far at this cult
site date to Middle Kingdom times. The temple of
Heryshef was greatly enlarged in New Kingdom
rimes, especially by Ramesses Il. and appears to
have thrived down to the end of the pharaonic

exquisitely formed votive
image of the ram god
Her yshef'from the temple
at Ennasva. 25th dynasty.
Museum of FineArts,
Boston.

period. In popular religion, Heryshef appears on
ivory wands of the Middle Kingdom and is also
doubrless the deity represented by many ram or
ram-headed amulets of the later periods.

Kherty

Kherty, whose name means 'lower one', was a
chthonic deity, a ram-god who inhabited the nether
world and who thus could act as a deity of hostility
or protection. The god appears in the Pyramid
Texts (PT 1308) where he is said to be the 'chin'
of the king among many deities representing the
deceased monarch's body, and in the Old Kingdom
he was associated wi th Osiris as a benevolent
partner of the underworld god who could aid in
protecting the king's tomb. On the other hand,
Kherty also exhibited a negative side and it was
said that Re himself must protect the king from
Kherty's malevolence (pT 350). Kherty was usually
depicted as a ram, but may also appear in the form
of a bull or a lion, and in any of these forms
he could have associat ions with the sun god Re.
Khcrty's ovine form also led to his association with
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The god Khn um as a
ram-headed man with the
undulating horns of the Ovis
longipes ram, Decorated red
sandstone block f rom a temple
waU.18th d.'i1lasty. British
Museum,

the great ram god Khnum. The god's major cult
centre seems to have been at ancient Khem or
Letopolis, the modern Ausim, a little to the north of
Cairo,

Khnum

Mythology
Khnum was one of Egypt's most important ram
gods and was associated with the Nile and with the
creation of life, Particularly linked to the fi rst cata
ract, Khnum was said to control the inundation of
the Nile from the caverns of that region. and as a
result of this power as well as the inherent procrea
tive power of the ram, the god was viewed as a
personification of creative force. His association
with the Nile and with its fertile soil perhaps con
tributed to his portrayal as a potter who was said to
have shaped all living things upon his wheel. As a
result of his creative abil ity and because the ono
matopoeic word for ram - 'ba'- was similar to the
spiritual aspect or ba of living things Khnum was
held 10 be the ba of Re. The sun god was thus
depicted as a ram-headed being in his netherworld
representations - and Khnum himself is sometimes
called Khnum-Re. In a similar manner Khnum was
also held to be the ba of thegods Geb and Osiris. At

Esna Khnum was associated not only with the lion
goddess Menhyt, but also with the goddess Neith.
Khnum'sassociation with the Nile made him 'lord of
the crocodiles', probably suggesting his link to
Neith who was mother of the chief crocodile god,
Sobek. At Elephantine he was the head of a triad
including thegoddessesSatisand Anukis who were
alsoassociated with the same geographicarea.

Iconography
Khnum was most frequently depicted in semi
anthropomorphic form as a ram-headed god
wearinga short kilt and a long, tripartite wig.Origi
nally he was depicted with the horizontal,
undulating horns of Oois longipes, the fi rst species
of sheep to be raised in Egypt, but as time pro
gressed he was also depicted with the short curved
horns of the Ovis plaiyra ram (the 'Amun ram') and
may thus have two sets of horns atop his head. He
was also called 'high of plumes' and may wear two
tall feathers, or the plumed Atef Crown, or the
White Crown of Upper Egypt on his head. His most
distinctive attribute, however, was his potter's
wheel, with which he was often depicted moulding
a child as a concrete representation of his creative
work. This motif was naturally utilized in the mam
misi or birth houses of temples where Khnum was
shown forming the infant king, but the motif also
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(Relow) Khnum, as creator,
moulds an infant 011 his
potter's wheel
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The so-called 'Famine Stela '
on theisland of Sehel near
Aswan contains a prayer to
Khnum. whois said to have
ended a time of famine
caused bylow Nile floods.
PtolemaicPeriod.

appears elsewhere. Khnum may also be depicted in
[he fully zoomorphic form of a walking ram as in
many amulets and pectoral decorations, but these
representations are often extremely difficult to dis
tingu ish from those of other ram deities such as
Heryshef without inscriptional evidence.

Worship
The major cult centre of Khnum was the island of
Elephantine at Aswan where he was venerated
since early dynastic times. Mummified rams sacred
to thegodand buried instonesarcophagi have been
discovered there, but little survives of early cult
structures, The best preserved temple of the god is
that at Esna which, although it only partially sur
vives, provides much information about the god
and his cult in the many inscriptions carved on its
wal ls.Hewas worshippedas the ba of Geb at He-wer
near the modern town of cl-Ashmunein, and as the
1>0 of Osiris at Shas-hotep, the modern Shutb near
Asvut. Khnum's role as 'potter of mankind' led to

his widespread recognition as a godassociated with
childbirth, but his role as controller of the Ni le also
deserved veneration, and amulets of the god may
have been made with either or both of these powers
in mind. The so-called FamineStela of Schellsland
near the first cataract preserves an appeal to the
god at a time of famine caused by seven years of
low inundations.The inscription dates to Ptolernaic
times, but is a copy or forgery of a text from the
time of the 3rd·dynasty king Djoser.

O THER MAMMA LIA N D EITI ES

While deities taking bovine, feline, hippopotamine
and ovine form represented most of the important
mammalian deities of ancient Egypt, a number of
more minor gods and goddesses took other animal
forms. These were usually represented by actual
animals such as the baboon and the desert hare,
though the most important exception -the godSeth
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The baboon was primarily a
solar creature in Egyptum
religIOn - as in the case of
these animals depicted
worshipping the sun god with
Ramesses fl1 at Medinet Habu
- or a creature of Thoth. Rut
the baboon could also exhibit a
darker side m the fo rm of the
aggressivedeify Babi.
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- seems to have beenof imaginary hybrid form and
wasalso a deityof considerable standing.

Babi

Mythology
A fiercely aggressive baboon god known from Old
Kingdom times, Babi is mentioned in the Pyramid
Texts where heappears as the powerfulguardian of
the sky.Thegod's power is linked directly to his sex
ual potency and aggression, so that his phallus is
said to be the doorbell by which the sky is opened
or closed, and is also said to be the mast of the
underworldferryboat. The king aspires to thisgod's
power in the afterl ife and is associated with the god
directly so that it is said 'The king is Babi. Lord of
the night sky, Bull of the baboons' (PT 516). The
behaviour of the god is often clearly that of unre
strained aggression; he was said to live on human
entrails and to murder unhesitatingly. In PT 1349he
is accused of having stolen the offering of a god
dess and he is sometimes identified with Seth, the
god of chaos and destruction. Yet despi te Babis
vicious nature, his great power could be used to
ward off snakes and other harmful creatures and
even to control certain inanimate dangers. His viril
ity could also be channelled positively, and in later
periods whenprotectiveorheal ingspells associated
specific deities with various parts of the body, Babi
was the god usually associated with the penis. In
the Rook of the Dead the deceased seeks to become
identified with Babi in the process of his transfor
mation into an eternal son of Osiris.

Iconography
Babi was portrayed in zoomorphic form as a great
male baboon wi th heavy mane and often with a
prominent sexual member. In the Pyramid Texts he
is specifically described as 'red of ear and purpleof
hindquarters' (PT 1349); and this colouration is
sometimes applied in representations of the god,
perhaps to differentiate him from the baboon of
Thoth and tohelp stress his violent nature.

Worship
Although without a formal cult, Bebi's appearances
in the Pyramid Texts and later 'afterlife books'
show his importance as a mythological force in
Egyptian religion with spells existing both for pro
tection from the god and for the utilization of his
powers. Amulets thought to represent Babi may
demonstrate that the god's power was sought both
in life and for the afterlife.

Mafdet

Mythology
The goddess Mafdet (the meaningof whose name is
not clear) was an ancient protective deity, attested
from the 1st dynasty, who was associated with a
feline or mongoose-like predator whose ferocity was
believed to prevail over the attacks of snakes and
scorpions. In the Pyramid Texts thegoddess protects
the sun god Re and also the deceased king from
such dangers:'Mafdet leaps at the neckof the indief
snake... againat theneck of the serpentwith raised
head' (PT 438), and the teeth and claws of the Mafdet
animal are thus likened to knives and the barbs of
harpoons (PT 440-42. 1212) which are said to
decapitate her enemies. ln Middle Kingdom times
Mafd et was depicted on various magical objects as
an apotropaic deity, and from thissameperiod she is
sometimes paired with the scorpion goddess Hededet
in her protective role. Destruction of harmful crea
tures could also be symbolic of the punishment of
wrong doers: in the New Kingdom funerary works
Mafdet appears in scenes of the afterl ife judgment
hall in the capacity of punisher or executioner.

Iconography
The identityof theanimalbywhich Mafdet is usually
represented is difficult toascerta in as different types
of evidence suggest different possibilities. In some
cases a feEne predator seems to be intended, but in
many others a smaller animalsuchas thecivet, ocelot
or ichneumon (the African mongoose)must be meant.

Thegoddess was alsoassociated with the 'instru
ment of punishment' (PT 230) perhaps used in
executions from very early times. This consisted of
a pole, curved at the top, to which a knife waslashed
with a length of rope and seems to have been car-

Thesymboliccreature of the
goddess Ma/det was perhaps
the African mongoose.



ried in royal processions as a symbol not unlike the
later Romanfasces in form or function. In her 7.00

morphic form as the serpent-killing predator,
Mafdet was sometimes shown running up the pole
of this instrument. The solar association of the
goddess - as protector of Re - led to the representa
tion of the Mafdet animal with a solar disk - and
sometimes a uraeus - atop its head.

Worship
Although she had no cult of her own, Mafdet is
mentioned inseveral temple inscriptions - especially
of the latest periods - and she was also invoked in
magical rituals which utilized her mythological
strengths in everyday life. A spell to counter the
harmful effect of a demon or ghost that has survived
from the Zl.st dynasty applied the assistance of the
goddess inan interesting if somewhat bizarremanner.
The spell was to be spoken over a phallus-shaped
loaf inscribed with the name of the harmful super
natural being; this was then wrapped in fatty meat
and given to a cat - as the animal consumed the
magical loaf it was believed that Mafc1et herself
would destroy the influence of the malevolentpower.

Seth

Mythology
Seth seems to havebeen originally a desertdeitywho
early came to represent the forces of disturbance
and confusion in the world. He is attested from the
earl iest periods and survived until late in thedynastic
age, but the history of the god appears as tumultu
ous as his character. An ivory artifact carved in his
distinctive form is known from the Naqada I Period
le. 4000-3500 RC), and thegod appears on standards
carved on the macehead of the protodynastic ruler
Scorpion, indicating that he was certain ly well
established by this time. In the 2nd dynasty thefigure
of Seth appears on the serekh (the device in which
the king's name was written) of Peribsen and
together with Horus on theserekhof Khasekhemwy,
indicating an equality at this time with the great fal
con god. Yet after this the god seems to have lost
-orne prominence, though in the Old Kingdom his
importance is seen in his many appearances in the
Pyramid Texts. By the Middle Kingdom Seth was
assimila ted into solar theology as thegod who stood
in the bow of thesungod'sbarquetorepelthecosmic
serpent Apophis, and was already incorporated into
theHeliopolitan Ennead as theson of theskygoddess
Xut,and the brotherof Osiris, Isis and Nephthys. In
the Hyksos Period Seth was identified by the foreign
rulers with their own god Baal and rose to great
importance as their chief deity. While not as impor
rant in the early New Kingdom, in the 19th and 20th
dynasties the god was elevated as a kind of patron
deity of the Ramessid kings - some of whom bore
his name (e.g., Sethos 'man of Seth', and Sethnakhte

'Seth is mighty'). But evidence for Seth declines after
the 20th dynasty, and his role as god of the desert
and foreign lands led to his association in the later
periods with Egypt's hated foreign enemies such as
the Assyrians. By the25th dynasty, in fact,widespread
veneration of Seth had virtually ended, yetheremains
a fascinating if ominous deity whose character and
mythology reflect both negative and positive aspects.

Cod of violence, chaos and confusion: Seth was the
'Red One', the ill -tempered god who personified
anger, rageand violence, and whowas often regard
ed as evil personified. As the god of chaos he
opposed the harmony of maat (truth) and was a
veritable dark side to the fabric of the universe.Asa
god of the desert or 'Red Land ', he opposed and
threatened the vegetation upon which life itself
depended; and as the inimical foe of Osiris, rightful
king of Egypt, he represented rebellion and strife.
InEgyptian writing theSeth animal was used as the

Ramesses JlJ crowned by
Horns and Seth as the
mythical heirs of Lowerand
Upper Egypt.20th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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Egyptians, was called 'the bones of Seth'. In the
Pyramid Texts it is the strength of Scth that the
deceased pharaoh claims (IT 1145) and many living
kings linked themselves to him. The warrior Turh
mosis ill called himself 'beloved of Seth', for example,
and Ramesses II is said to have fought like Seth at
the great Battle of Kadesh. The strength of Seth is
also utilized in representational motifs associated
with kingship, as in the scenes carved on the thrones
of statues of Senwosret I in the Egyptian Museum
in Cairo which show Scth opposite Horus in the
sema-tasoy motif binding the symbolic emblems of
the two halves of the land. Here the strength of the
god as well as his juxtaposition withHorns is implicit
in the scene. Even the gods utilized this god's help.
Thus, although Seth could be identified with the
chaos serpent Apophis, he also was the sun god's
defender against the same monster, and a partially
preserved myth tells how the strength and cunning
of Seth were used to save the goddess Astarte from
the baleful sea god Yam who had demanded her as
tribute. Seth could also protect and help in other,
more mundane ways. A diplomatic text which tells
of Ramesses Il's marriage to a Hittite princess
explains how the king prayed toSeth to mitigate the
severe weather conditions which were obstructing
the princess's journey to Egypt, and the god's help
was similarly sought by many common people for
protection or the removal of adverse conditions.

Iconography

Seth was originally depicted as an animal with a
curved head, tall square-topped ears, and erect
arrow-like tail. In the earliest clear examples of the
creature it is depicted standing, though later repre
sentations often show it in a seated or crouching
stance. The god's importance is clear in his repre
sentations. A l Zth-dynasty pectoral now in the
Myers Museum of Eton College shows the Seth ani
mal in this representational form, in juxtaposition
with the god Horus as emblems of the two king
doms. The close association between Seth and the
rulers of the Ramcssid dynasties is also seen in
monuments such as the statue in the Egyptian
Museum in Cairo which depicts the crouching god
overshadowing and protecting a king in exactly the
same manner in which other monarchs were por
trayed beneath the figure of the Horus falcon. The
seated Seth animalappeared on the standard of the
11th Upper Egyptian name - in later times impaled
with a knife to counteract any potential harmful
ness of the image. There arc also scenes showing
the sun god's barque being towed by Seth animals
instead of the customary jackals.

As time progressed Seth was also represented in
semi-anthropomorphic form as a man with the head
of theSethanimal, and this form of his iconography
is particularly common in New Kingdom times.
Imagesand amulets of thegodsometimes show him
wearing the White Crown of Upper Egypt, or the

determinative sign for many words connoting con
fusion and chaos at the personal, social and cosmic
levels. These aspects arc all reflected in Egyptian
mythology. An early tradition claimed that at birth
he savagely tore himself free from his mother (PT
205), and his mythical relationships arc character
ized by dispute and violence. According to legend
he murdered his brother Osiris and then engaged in
a bitter contest - lasting 80 years - with Osiris' SOIl

and heirHor us whom Seth challenged for the role of
rule-ship. In this ongoing contest Seth put out the
eye of Hor us who in turn castrated Seth, doubtIf'ss
an allusion to the suppression of the sexual power
and violence of the god who was associated with
rape and unnatural sexual desire. Although his sis
ter Nephthys was said to be his wife, even she left
him to become a 'fol lower of Hor us' - as did the hip
popotamus goddess Taweret who was also said to
be a consort of Seth along with the violent Semitic
goddesses Astarte and Anat. In the Pyramid Texts
(PT 1521) Seth is also paired with the sometimes
belligerent goddess Neith.The god's fearsome char
acter is seen in Egyptian funerary literature of the
t\C\V Kingdom where he is said to lurk in the nether
world and to seize the soul of the deceased, and his
malevolent character was thought to be expressed
in this world also: in all kinds of problems and
crimes, in sickness and disease, as well as civil
unrest and foreign invasion. lIe was associatedwith
storms and bad weather of all types and was also
thought to be the god of the wide, raging sea.
Mythologically he could be identified with other
malignant Egyptian deities including the great
chaos serpent Apophis, and hewas identified by the
Greeks with their own rebellious god Typhon.

Cod of strength, cunning andprotective power: The
character of Seth was not entirely inimica l, however,
as he was also held to be cunning and of great
strength and these qualities could be put to good
use. One of his most common epithets was 'great of
strength ' and his sceptre was said to weigh the
equivalent of some 2,000 kg (4,500 lb). He was the
lord of metals; iron, the hardest metal known to the
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Despite their inimical
characters, thereconciled
Seth and Ham s may be
depicted as a combined deity
unih theheads of bolh gods.
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Double Crown of all Egypt which heclaimed as his
own. He may also be shown fused with Horus as a
two-headed deity - symbolically binding the ruler
ship of Upper and Lower Egypt. In the later periods
sculptural representations of the god in this aspect
were often changed into the form of more accept
able deities such as Thoth. Yet in some areas where
his worship persisted the image of Seth was utilized
until relatively late times. In the temple of Hibis in the
el-Kharga Oasis the god is represented as a winged
figureslaying the serpentApophis, a depiction which
some scholars believe may have provided the origi
nal inspiration for the Christian motif of St.Georgc
and the dragon. In addition to the Seth creature
itself,a number of animals such as theantelope,ass
or donkey, goat, pig, hippopotamus, crocod ile, and
certain fish were all regarded as symbolically nox
ious by theancient Egyptians,so thegodSeth could
also be represented in the guise of any of these
abhorredcreatures.Sometimessuchanimalsareused
as visual circumlocutions for thegod,just as in writ
ten texts he is often referred to indirectly as 'Son of
Nut' rather than by name. In the fi rst millenium BC,
in fact, the Seth animal disappeared from art and
writing, and the god was most frequently depicted
a" an ass with a knife in itsheadtorender it harmless.

Worship
Despite the odious character of Seth, the god
received considerable veneration in the course of
Egyptian history. Even apart from those periods in
which he was elevated to a special position, Seth
had cult centres in variousareas and particularly in
Upper Egypt where he was often regarded as a
patron deity of the region, symbolically balancing
Horus in Lower Egypt. The earliest cult centre of
the god was perhaps at ancient Nubt, the Greek
Ombos,some 30 km (19 miles) north of Luxor,at the
entrance to the Wadi Hammamat which controlled
(fade to theeastern desert regions, and it was in this
area that Seth was said to have been born. He was
particularly venerated in the 5th, 10th, 11th and
19th Upper Egyptian names, but Seth wasalso ven
erated in Lower Egypt, however, and especially in
the area of the 14th name which lay on Egypt's
northeastern frontier. A cult centre of the god also
existed in the royal city of Pi-Rarnesses in the Delta.

Although not an aspect of the veneration of the
god, the sacrifice or destruction of various Sethian
animals was part of the religious activity which
surrounded him. From early times a red ox repre
senting Seth was sacrificially slaughtered, and a
similar ritual of 'strangling the desert bird' is also
known. Perhaps the most important rituals of this
type involved the hippopotamus,and as earlyas the
lsrdynasty there is evidence for the royal hippopot
amus hunt in which, in its developed form, the king
hunted and destroyed a wild hippopotamus as a
symbol of the victory of Horus over Seth. The
destruction of the hippopotamus became especially

r,

important in the later periods when widespread
veneration of Seth had virtually ended.

Amulets of the god are not common, though
some which are extant are finely made and were
probably worn in life. Seth was frequently invoked
or mentioned in magical spells, however, where his
power was utilized against other inimical deities or
against conditions which were relevant to the god's
own mythology. Overall, however, for many Egyp
tians - over much of Egypt's history - Seth seems
to have remained an ambivalent deity at best. Wax
models were made of the god and then thoroughly
destroyed in order to combat his influence, and in
the Egyptian calendar the birthday of Seth was
regarded as a particularly unlucky day.

Thoth

see p, 215, Avian Deities section

Wenet

Wenet was the patron goddess of the area of Wenu
- later Hermopolis Magna - and the surrounding
15th Upper Egyptian nome. Known as 'the swift
one', her sacred animal was the desert hare and the
goddess was depicted as a hare, as a woman with a
standard bearing a recumbent hare on her head, or
even with a human body and the head of a hare.
According to Plutarch the Egyptians venerated the
hare on account of its swiftness and keen senses,
but the animal's form was also taken by certain
underworld deities and at the same time Wenet was
sometimes depicted in the form of a snake, a crea
ture with clear chthonic associations. Amulets
made in the shape of the hare may have related to
some aspect of the creature's nature or may have
been symbolic of this goddess. Wenet's male coun
terpart, Wenenu, was sometimes identified as a
form of Osiris or Re.

Mammalian Deities

Thegod Seth, in his role
as a martial deity, teaches
Tuthmosis III the use0/ the
war-bow. 18th dynasty. Detail
of a relic/, Karnah.
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Avian Deities
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assimilated with the falconiform god Nemty and is
known only in that form thereafter. The falcon god
Dunawi - 'hewho stretches out the arms [wings]' 
mentioned in the Coffin Texts (CT VI 126) appears
to be a later form of the same god. Like most other
local falcon gods, Dunanwi was also assimilated to
Horus and, because his nome was adjacent to that of
Anubis (the 17thUpper Egyptian nome), he appears
in the Late Period as the combined Horus-Anubis,

Iconography
As depicted on the standard of his name, the falcon
god stands atop the standard's pole, often with
wings outstretched. In some representations the
birds own wings are clearly extended, while in oth
ers the falcon appears to have a second set of wings
which are stretched in addition to those folded over
its back.

Worship
The repeated mention of Dunanwi in the Pyramid
Texts might indicate at least a fairly wide level of
recognition of the god in early times, but after his
assimi lation with Nernry and eventually with
Horus, his veneration was mainly limited to that of
a local god of his own name.

Horus
Re in theform. of a ram
headedfalcon, andassociated
with Osiris, flanJ?cd by the
mourning tsis and Nephthys
as birds of prey. 19th dynasty.
Tomb of Siptah. valley of the
KIngs, western Thebcs:
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FALCON DEITI ES

From the very earliest times the falcon seems to
have been worshipped in Egypt as representative of
the greatest cosmic powers. According to this view,
the eyes of the soaring bird were the sun and the
moon and the speckled feathers of its unders ide
were perhaps seen as the stars. Many falcon gods
existed throughout Egypt, however, and only as
time progressed were a good number of these
assimilated to Horus, the most important of the
group. The falcon also became important as a
symbol of the king and as a god of kingship from
early dynastic times.

Dunanwi

Mythology
Dunanwi (Egyptian for 'he who stretches out the
claws'), god of the 18th Upper Egyptian nome, may
have originally been a divinity in fe line or other
form, but was certainly known in the aspect of the
falcon for most of Egyptian history. In the Pyramid
Texts Dunanwi appears in several contexts, includ
ing that of the purification ritual in which the god
represents the east in accompanying Thoth, Horus
and Scth who together personify the four cardinal
points (PT 27, etc.j. From the end of the Old
Kingdom, however, Dunanwi seems to have been

Mythology
Horus was one of the earliest 01 Egyptian deities.
His name is attested from the beginning of the
Dynastic Period and it is probable that early falcon
deities such as that shown restraining the 'marsh
dwellers' on the Narmer Palette represent this same
god. The Turin Canon, which provides some of our
most important information on Egypt's early histo
ry, specifica lly describes the Predynastic rulers of
Egypt as 'Followers of Horus'. But Horus appears
in many forms and his mythology isoneof the most
extensive of all Egypt's deities. The following rep
resent only the god's most significant aspects - and
each subsumes a number of forms of the deity.

Sky god:This is the original form of Horus as 'lord
of the sky' which preceded all others. The Egyptian
word her from which the god's name is derived
means 'the one on high' or 'the distant one' in refer
ence to the soaring fl ight of the hunting falcon (if
not a reference to the solar aspect of the god).
Mythologically, the god was imagined as a celestial
falcon whose right eye was the sun and left eye the
moon. The speckled feathers of his breast were
probably the stars and his wings the sky - with
their downsweep producing the winds. It was in this
form that Horus was apparently worshipped at
someof Egypt's earliest sites such as Hierakonpolis
and in which Horus assimilated a number of other
local falcon gods.



the Os.rian family in very different form - as a
div ine infant.

God of kingship: HOTUSwas direc tly linked with the
kmgship of Egypt in both his falconifoTm aspect
and as sonof Isis, Fromthe earliestDynastic Period
the king's name was wri tten in the rectangular
device known as the serehh which depicted the
Horus falcon perched ona stylized palaceenclosure
and which seems to indicate the king as mediator
between the heavenly and earthly realms, if not the
god manifest within the palace as the king himself.
To this 'Horus name' of the monarch other titles
were later added. including the 'Golden Horus'
name in which a divine falcon is depicted upon the
hieroglyphic sign for gold, though the significance
of this title is less clear, The kingship imagery is
found in the famous statue of Khafre seated with
theHorus falconat the back of his head and inother
similar examples. As the son of Isis and Osiris
Horus was also the mythical heir to the kingship of
Egypt, and many stories surrounding his struggle
to gain and hold the kingship from the usurper
Seth detail this aspect of the god's role. Harwer
(Haroeris) 'Ilorus the Elder' was the maturegod rep
resented in these stories who battles the typhonic
Scth fOT80years until the tribunalof thegods finally
awards him his rightful place on the throne of all

Avian Deities

(Left) Go/den head of an
image0/ the llorusfakon
u.:ithpolished obsidian eyes.
From Hierakonpous, oneof
the earliest cult centres of
Horus: 6th dynasty. ER.vptian
Museum. Cairo.

(Below) The Horuzfalcon, as
tutelary deity. protects Kmg
Kha fre Detail; one of 23
statues from the vaUey temple
of Khafre: 4th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

Sun Rod: A s a natura l outgrowth of his role as
cosmic sky god Hams was also venerated more
specificallyas a solar god.An ivory cumb of the Ist
dynasty king Den depicts a falcon in a boat riding
on outstretched wings suggesting the falcon tra
versing the sky as the sun god. The Pyramid Texts
specifically refer to Horus in solar terms as 'god of
the east' and he appeared in at least three fo rms in
this guise. As Horakhty or 'Horus of the two
horizons' Horus was the god of the rising and set
ting sun. but more particularly the god of the east
and the sunrise. and in the Pyramid Texts the
deceased king is said tobe reborn in the eastern sky
a; Horakhry (PT 4). Eventually, Horakhty was
drawn into thesun cult of Heliopolis and fused with
it; solar god as Re-Horakhty As Behdety OT'he of
(the] behdet', Horus was the hawk-winged sun disk
which seems to incorporate the idea of the passage
oi the sun through the sky. As Hor-em-akhet
tliarmachis) or 'Ilorus in the horizon', Horus was
visualized as a sun god in falcon or leonine
form. By New Kingdom times, the Great Sphinx of
Giza - originally a representation of the -lth-dynasty
king Khafre - was interpreted as an image of
Hor-em-akhet,

SOil of Isis: l lorus also came to be worshipped as
the son of Osiris and the goddesss Isis (see Male
hild Deities), though either this god was originally

a separate deiry with whom the ancient falcon god
was fused,or thefalcon dei ty was incorporated into
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(Riffht) C%ssa/granite statue
of the Horus falcon ioeannp
the Double Crown of
Egyptian kingship. Ptolemaic
Period: Temple of Horus.
[idlu·

(Below) Falcon-crocodilegod
embodyinf[ aspects 0/ Horus
and certain otherdeities. This
hybridgod was worshipped in
several areas of Egypt and
Nubia. After Champotlion,
Monumentsde l'Egypre et de
la l\'"ubie, 1845.

tltekna right) Pt olemy VJl/
destroys a captive be/ore
Horus-Behdet Ptoiemaic
Period. Temple of Horus,
Edfu.

Egypt. Finally, as Har-mau or Ifarsomptus. 'Horus
the Uniter', Horus Iulfi lls this role of uniting and
ruling over Egypt, though he is sometimes identi
fied as theson of Horus the Elder and Hathor inthis
role - as at Edfu and Kom Ombo - and called by the
name Panebtawy 'Lord of the TwoLands'.

Iconography
In his original avian form Horus was depicted
as a falcon (probably the lanner - Faleo biarmicus «

or peregrine - Faleo peregrinusv shown two
dimensionally in profile except for the tail feathers
which were turned towards the viewer according to
the canons of Egyptian composite perspective.
Early examples sometimes show the falcon leaning
forward in a lateral position but the upright stance
became standard as time progressed. Sometimes
the falcon is shown in direct association with the
Sethanimal or one of his symbols-especially in the
Late Period - as in the nomesign 01 the 16th Upper
Egyptian name where the falcon is depicted with its
talons sunk into the back of an oryx - an ancient
symbol of Seth. As the hawk-winged Behdety, the
god became one of the most widespread images in
Egyptian art, an image perhaps foreshadowed in
the comb of Den (see above),and which became vir
tually ubiquitous as a motif used in the decoration
of temple walls and stelae throughout Egypt. In the
formof Horakhty hemay appear as a falcon or even
as a falcon-headed crocodile, and in fully anthropo
morphic form Horus appears as an adult god or
more usually as a child - the son of Isis. But it is in
the combined zoo-anthropomorphic form of a
falcon-headed man that the god most frequently
appears, often wearing the Double Crown signify
ing his kingship over all Egypt.

Worship
Because Horus was worshipped in many forms 
and because he assimilated many other gods - it is
difficult to summarize the sites associated with his
worship effectively. It is clear, for example, that
Horus was associated with the area of Nekhen in
southern Egypt (theGreek Hierakonpo1is or 'City of
the Ilawk') from veryearly times, and it seems likely
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•
[hat the god was in fact the falcon deity worshipped
there since the predynastic period. But Horus was
worshipped along with other deities in many
Egyptian temples, and important sites of his WOf 

ship are known from one end of Egypt to the other.
Forexample, in the north, the falcon god waspart ic
ularly venerated in the Delta at the ancient site of
Khem (the Greek Letopolis and modern i\usim)
sinceat least thebeginning of the Old Kingdom and
was known there as Horus Khenry.irty or Khenty
khern, 'Foremost One of Khem', Chapter 112 of the
Book of the Dead tells how the Delta city of l'e (the
historical Buto) was given to Horus as compensa
tion for his eye which was injured by Seth, thus
explaining this important centre of the god and tbe
s ite of Behdet also became a centre of Horus wor
ship in the Delta. In southern Egypt Horus enjoyed
the attentions of his own cult along with his consort
Hathor and their son Harsomptus in the important
Ptolemaic temples at Edfu and also at Korn a mbo.
At Edfu, the god's many ceremonies included the
annual Coronation of the Sacred Falcon at the
beginning of the 5th month of the Egyptian year in
which an actual falcon was selected to represent the
god as king of all Egypt, thus uniting the ancient
ialcon god with his form as Horus son of Osiris and
with the king.Further south, in Nubia, we find tem
ples to forms of the god at Quban (Horus of Baki),
Buhen, and Aniba (llorus of Miam) as well as the
inclusion of the god in many other monuments - as
at Abu Simbel and elsewhere. As the object of pop
ular veneration throughout Egypt Horus was often
represented by amulets depicting him either in the
formof a falcon or as a falcon-headed man (ineither
case often wearing the Double Crown). His wide
spread veneration is also seen in the many healing
plaques or cippi which aimed to utilize his power.

Khenty-irty

Khenty-irty was a falcon god of Khem or Letopolis
(modern Ausirn), the capital of the second Lower
Egyptian name. Originally worshipped as Khenty
khem (foremost of Khem'), the falcon god was
eventually assimilated by Horus during the Old
Kingdom. The meaning of his name Khenry- irty
has beenexplained in different ways but may mean
'sharp-eyed one'. Like Khenrykhety, this god's ven
eration was mainly local ized around hiscult centre.

Khenty-khety

The god Khenty-khety was a local dei ty of the
Lower Egyptian area of Kem-wer or Athribis (mod
ern Tell Atrib). In the Old Kingdom he was largely
absorbed by Horus and as a result was frequently
o iled Horus Khenty-khety Also called Horus
Kbenty-khai or Hor-merty, the god was usually

depicted as a falcon-headed man, often holding two
eyes representing the sun and moon, but he could
also be depicted as a crocodile due to his early
assimilation of the indigenous deity of that form.
Althoughfound beyond it, hewas mainly venerated
in hiscentral cult area.

Montu

Mythology
Montu was the falcon-headed war god venerated in
Thebes and its surrounding areas. Although he
appears in the Pyramid Texts and in some archaeo
logical contexts of Old Kingdom date, it was with
the Theban rulers of the 11th dynasty that Mcntu
rose to importance. Three rulers of this dynasty
bore the birth name Montuhotep or 'Monte is
content', and the god became a deity of na tiona l
standingworshipped in hisown rightandalso asso
ciated with Horus under the name 'Horus of the
strong arm'. As the Middle Kingdom progressed,
Montu also began to be viewed as an Upper Egypt
ian counterpart of Re of Heliopolis, due perhaps to
the similarity of the name of his cult centre, luny,
with that of Iunu or I-Ieliopolis, and the two deities
were worshipped as the combined Mont-Re. The
god was thus later equated by the Greeks with
Apollo. During the 12th dynasty, however, Montu's
importance began to wane as the god Amun rose to
power in the 'Jhcban area. Nevertheless, the war
god's popularity continued with martially vigorous
rulers of the New Kingdom such as Tuthmosis III
and others who compared themselves to him as
heroes who fought 'like Montu in his might'.
Montus consorts were the little-known Theban
goddessTjenenyet and thesolar goddess Raettawy

Iconography
vlontu was represented in a numberof ways. Origi
nallya falcon god, other forms were applied to him
as time progressed. Aceremonial axe from the burial
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Tuthmosis IV slays an Asiatic
captive before the martial
deity Montu; who holds a
khepesh sichle-suord and a
symbol of the king's long
reign /vary wrist ornament.
18th dynasty. E,gypnan
Museum, Berlin.
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Thegod Montu Lord of
Thebes', with characteristic
solar disk and twin plumes,
escorts the 'pharaoh'
Alexander the Great and
offers him life. Relief scene In

the innerarea of Luxor
Temple.
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of the 18th·dynasty queen Ahhotep depicts Mcnru
in the form of a ferocious winged griffin, but this
iconography was possibly infl uenced by Syrian
sources,since most representationsof the god show
him in semi-anthropomorphic form wi th a human
body and the head of a falcon. Sometimes hecarries
the curved khepesh sword as a symbol of his war
like nature. Montu usually wears the sun disk and
uraeus but is distinguished from Re and other fal
con deities by the two tall plumes which also adorn
his head. When depicted in fully falcon form, the
god is also identified by this headdress. Montu

could also be represented in the form of his sacred
bull. the Buchis (see p. 172), or occasionally in the
later dynasties as a bull-headed man.

Worship
The main cult centres of Montu were a11 in the
Theban region and included four important temple
sites: Medamud, where a sanctuary established by
Senwosret III was expanded during the New
Kingdom when it was linked to Thebes by a canal,
and further expanded in the Graeco-Rornan Period;
Karnak, where Montu had his own temple precinct
to the north of theGreat Temple of Arnun:Armant,
where the god's most important sanctuary - no
longer in existence - was located; and Tod, where
temples were built in the Middle Kingdom and also
New Kingdom and Craeco-Roman times. It was in
the Middle Kingdom temple at this last site that the
rich "Iod treasure' consisting of chests of items
dedicated to Montu was found in 1936. Amulets
were madeof the god in the later periods and some
times these took the form of four falcon-headed
deities side by side- representing the 'four Montus'
of the four Theban area sites.

Nemty

Mythology
The god Nemty (previously read as Anti) was an
ancient falcon deity (Egyptian 'wanderer') whose
cult wasassimilated fromquiteearly times into that
of the god Horus. Nemty may also be associated
with two other falcon gods mentioned in the
Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts respectively:
Dunanwi and Dunawi. The Coffin Texts character
ize Nemty as supervising the henu boat of the
falcon deity Sokar, and in later texts he appears as
the ferryman who transports Re and other gods. A
late Egyptian myth preserved in the Ptolemaic
Period Papyrus ]umilhac relates how the head of
the cow goddess Hathor was cut off by Nemty - an
act reminiscent of that perpetrated by Horus
against lsis in the 'Contendings of Horus and Seth',
Nemty was flayed of his skin and flesh for this
crime, which appears to be an etiological story
explaining why the worshippers of Nemty in the
12th Upper Egyptian name constructed their cult
image of silver - the metal associated with the
bones of the gods - rather than the usual gold of
which the flesh and skin of the gods was said to be
formed.

Iconography
Nemty is usually depicted as a falcon squattingon a
curved, stylized boat which resembles a lunar cres

cent or even a throw stick in its simplicity. On the
standard of the 18th Upper Egyptian nome,however,
the boat does not appear; and in the form of
Dunanwi, the god stands atop the standard's pole



wings outstretched. His association with
h us means that the god could indirectly be asso
cared with Seth and, as a result, Nemry is known to
haw been depicted with the head of Seth on at least
oneoccasion.

Worship
\Temty was predominantly worshipped in the 10th,
12th and 18thUpper Egyptian nomes (the capitalof
tne12th nome was per nemty 'the house of Nemry'),
and was of some importance in the regions between
and adjacent to these Middle Egyptian provinces on
tne east hank of the Ni le. The god is found as a
theophoric element in personal names in the Old
Kingdom and Middle Kingdom, but his assimila
non to Horus doubtless eroded his importance as
time progressed.

Re

'Hail to you. Re, perfect each day,
Who rises at dawn without failing ., .
In a brief day you racea course,
Hundreds, thousands, mil lions of miles:

Litany of Re II 87

Mythology
The sun god Rewas arguably Egypt's most impor
tant deity, Though possibly not as old as the falcon
god Horus, Re was an ancient deity who coalesced
with many other solar and cosmic gods through
time while retaining his own position. At an early
date he seems to have merged with the fa lcon god
becoming Re-Horakhty as the morning sun, and
with Atum as the evening sun, In the Book of the
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Thedeceased worships before
aform of thesun god Re
(kIt) above a register
rkplcting tombs of the
Theban necropolis. Slela
of Diedamuniuteslanhh.
from western Thebes.
22nd dynasty, Egyptian
Museum, ( ((I ra.
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Dead we actually find Re fused with theseand other
deitiesas the composite Rc-Horakhty-Atum-Horus
Khepri. Even when the god Amun rose to national
supremacy in the Middle and New Kingdoms, Re
was not suppressed and the two deities were
brought together as Amun-Re in a process of syn
cretism which led to the association of most of
Egypt's major gods with the powerful solar deity.
Re was a universal deity who acted within the heav
ens, earth and underworld. In addition, the god was
a prime clement in most Egypt ian creation myths
and also acted as divine father and protector of the
king. The extensive mythology pertaining to the
god may perhaps best be understood in terms of
these five roles.

Re in the heavens: According to Egyptian myth,
when Re became toooldand weary to reignon earth
the god Nun ordered Nut to turn herself into a cow
and to raise the god up on her back, When the god
dess lifted Re high above the earth, she became the
sky and Re became king of the heavens. The name
He is simply the Egyptian word for the sun and
while the blazingsolar orb was considered to be the
visible body of Re, it was also seen as his indepen
dent 'Eye' (giving rise to expressions such as 'Re in
the midst of his Eye', though the 'Eye' couldalso be
a fierce manifestation of one of a number of god
desses) and as the vessel of his daily journey.
According to this latter view, the solar god daily
navigated the great celestial ocean in his mandjetor
'day barque' which crossed the sky from sunrise to
sunset. He was said to be accompanied in this voy
age by his daughter, Maat, and by various other
deities. From the time of the Pyramid Texts we also
find descriptions of the monarch ascending to the
sky to join the entourage of the sun god. An impor
tant mythological aspect of the solar god in the
heavens is found in his identity as a cosmic lion as
seen in Chapter 62 of the Book of the Dead, for
example, which states that 'I am he who crosses the
sky, I am the lion of Re... '. The stellar constel lation
now known as Leo was also recognized by the
Egyptians as being in the form of a recumbent lion,
and as its bright shoulder star, Regulus, travels
through the night sky along the ecliptic - the appar
ent path of the sun in the daytime sky - the
constelJation was directly associated with the sun
god,

Re on earth: As Egyptian mythology tells how Re
ruled on earth in the earliest ages there are also
ample indications that the Egyptians recognized
the sun's influence in the physical world. Akhen
atens celebrated Great Hymn to the Aten, for
example, while directed to his own chosen solar
manifestation, nevertheless speaks to the power of
the sun in providing light and heat, causing crops to
grow, etc. Normally this power of the sun on the
earth was ascribed to Re, as may be seen in many

scattered references in hymns and other texts hon
ouring the sun god for the manifestations of his
power on earth. A specific and important example
of Re's influence on the earth is seen in that the god
was said to direct the three seasons of the Egyptian
year- thus influencing theannual inundation of the
Nile and the subsequent growing and harvest sea
sons. Re's power on earth was also expressed in the
role and position of the monarch according to
Egyptian kingship ideology and in various other
ways. Sacred books kept in the temple scriptoria or
'Houses of Life' were said to be emanations of Re,
for example; and as the head of the divine tribunal
Re decided many cases which affected life on earth.

Rein the nethenoorld: [ust as Re travelled the sky in
his day barque, at dusk he entered the underworld
in the meshetet or 'evening barque', travelling
through the nether regions (often depicted in his
ram-headed form as the 'flesh of Re') before being
reborn the following dawn. The funerary texts
which were inscribed on the walls of the tombs of
the Valley of the Kings depict this underworld jour
ney and also the manner in which Re interacts with
the underworld god Osiris during this time. The
texts show a complex and evolving relationship
between the two gods which ends with a kind of
fusion in which Osiris is seen as the corpse or 'body'
of the dual god and Re is the ba or 'soul', so that the
combined Re-Osiris might be said to both ascend to
the heavens as a ba in the dayand be joined with his
body in the earth at night. There are complex varia
tions on this theme, however, and in the text known
as the Litany of Re the sun god is said to visit multi
pie forms of himself in the underworld (74 arc
depicted in the tomb of Tuthmosis 1II, for example),



The sun god himself is also regenerated in the
nightly cycle, bur before this triumphal occurrence,
the serpent Apophis, arch enemy of Re, is defeated
each night with the aid of those deities that accom
pany Re inhisbarque. Just as thedeceased king was
said to ascend to the heavens to join Re's journey
across the sky, sohealsoaccompanied thesolargod
on his underworld journey.

Re as creator: According to the cosmogonic ideas
developed in Heliopolis and at other sites, the sun
god Re was thesupreme creator who emerged from
the primeval waters at the beginning of time to
create every aspect of the world, There were many
.ersions of this myth, and the solar derniurge was
envisaged as coming into being upon a mound or a
lotus flower rising from the waters in the formof a
child, or a heron, falcon, scarab beetle or other crea-

ture (see p. 19). Re then went on to create all living
things in a manner which variesaccording todiffer
ent versions of the myth. In one story involving a
play on words Re created man (remetii from his
tears (remut) which fell to the earth, while in
another, the sun god 'cut' his own phallus (possibly
meaning circumcision) and the two deities Hu
('authority') and Sia (mind') are said to have sprung
from the drops of blood which fell to earth. In all
versions of the story, however, it was the sun god
who created other deities and human beings, and in
thisguise Re was called both 'father' and 'mother' of
aUliving things.

Re as kinli and father of the king: In Egyptian
mythology thecreation of kingship and social order
was synchronous with the creation of the world. Re
was thus the first king as well as the creator of

(Above left) The ba 'souls ' of
Re andOsms showing the
association of the two deities
in Egyptian funerary belief
Vignettefrom thePapyrus of
Anhat. British Museum.

(Above) Harnesses IIIgiven
itleby Re. 20th dynasty.
Detail, column relief,
mortuary temple of Ramesses
Ill, Medinet Habu, Thebes:

(Below) Vir;;nctte from the
Papyrus of Herubes showing
the nocturnal voyage of Re
Horahhtv through the
netbenoortd. accompanied by
Seth, Horus and Thoth. 21st
dynasty. ERyptlan Museum,
Cairo.
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in fully anthropomorphic form, Re was commonly
depicted semi-anthropomorphically as a man
with the head of a falcon, a ram or a scarab.Re was
also represented in zoomorphic form as a
falcon wearing the sun disk upon its head. Under
the guise of his various manifestations he could
also be represented as a ram or scarab beetle, a
phoenix, heron, serpent, bull, cat, lion and other
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kingship. The god ruled on earth over hLS creation
until according to legend he became old, then Re
departed to the heavens where he continued to rule
and also acted as theancestorof the king of Egypt.
In the Pyramid Texts we find the combined Re
Atum called the father of the king,and according to
the legend preserved in the Westcar Papyrus, the
kings of the 5th dynasty were actual sons of Re
divinely begotten on the wife of the high priest of
Heliopolis, Already by the 5th dynasty, the 'Son of
Re' epithet of the king's titulary had been intro
duced which formalized this mythical relationship
for therest of Egyptian history. Rule-ship under Re
was synonymous with right rule-ship or rule
according to maai, and we find inscriptions of the
opposite which are historical condemnations - as
when Hatshepsut recorded of the foreign Hyksos
rulers that they were kings 'without Re'.

Iconography
Re was represented in many forms. The god could
be depicted as the fiery disk of the sun, usually
encircled by a protective cobra, and often given out
stretched wings. Occasionally prior to the Amarna
Period and in that time the solar disk was depicted
with outstretchedrays.Whilenotusually represented
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(Right) The three majorforms
of Re combined - as m,ornillR
scarab beetle, lIoon solar dtsn,
and evening ram-headed man.
21st dynasty. Detail. Papyrus
of Bakenmut.

(Below) The enthroned Re
Horakhty-Atum, ' ..great
god, Lord of Heaven'. 18th
dynasty. Tomb of Roy,
western Thebes.
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creatures.The combination of the beetle, solar disk
and ram-headed man intoone composi te image was
particularly common in representing Re in his
morning, noon and evening forms. Re was also
sometimes depicted fused with other deities as a
composite god, though in the case of Amun-Re the
iconography is essentially that of Amun alone (see
p. 92), apart from the addition of a small solar disk
to the god's crown. Clearer fusion is seen in repre
sentations of the combined Re-Osiris where, as 'Re
resting in Osiris' and 'Osirisrestingin Re', thegod is
often depicted as a mummiform figure (Osiris) with
the head of a ram (Re in his night-time aspect),
though Re mayalsobe represented in this combina
tinn by the head of a fa lcon or scarab. Although by
at least the 5th dynasty Raet or Raettawy, a female
counterpart to Re,had been assigned to the sungod,
he is usually depicted without a consort in his
representations.

A number of solar-related images and icono
graphic devices were also used to signify Re in
various contexts. In the New Kingdom royal tombs
carved in the Valley of the Kings, elements such as
sun disks, flying vultures,and yellow bands painted
on the ceilings and tops of the walls of tomb pas
sages are all used to define the path of the sun's
journey through the underworld as represented by
the tomb. Royal cartouches - which were them
selves solar related in origin - were also sometimes
utilized alongside purely solar symbols to signify
the fusion of the deceased king with the sun god on
this netherworld journey. Winged solar disks and
other sun symbols placed under lintels and along
orccessional routes were utilized in a similar
manner in depicting the sun's symbolic passsage
through many Egyptian temples. Solar symbols
could also be architectural in nature. The forms of
the pyramid, ben-ben, staircase, mound and obelisk
were all solar-related symbols utilized in Egyptian
religious iconography that were based on concrete
architectural analogues. In fact, taken together, the
va rious solar symbols are the most prevalent ele
ments utilized in Egyptian iconography and they
are found in a wider range of contexts than any
other divine symbols.

Worship
The cult of Re is first attested in the name of the
2nd ~ dynasty ruler, Raneb. and during the 4th
dynasty worship of the god evidently reached a
peak with kings taking the epithet 'Son of Re' from
the timeof Khafre,and the pyramidsand theirasso
ciated temples being unequivocally linked to Re in
various ways. By the5th dynasty Re had become, in
essence, Egypt's state god, officially recognized as
the head of the pantheon. Doubtless a great temple
to Re was constructed at this time in Heliopolis,
though remains of this structure have never been
foond. But in the 5th dynasty several kings built
sun temples with large masonry obelisks in the

region of their own pyramids and mortuary tem
ples, and these solar-oriented structures may well
have been modelled after the Heliopolitan cult cen
treand its ben-ben (see p. 212).

While Re's cult was centred at Heliopolis, he was
worshipped universally throughout Egypt; and
although there were definite high points in the
importance of solar religion, Re was venerated in
every age of the country's long dynastic history.
Sanctuaries were constantly constructed or
renewed for him, and he was included in many of
the temples of other deities throughout the remain
der of dynastic history.The god certainly enjoyed a
kind of renaissance in the New Kingdom,beginning
in the reign of Amenophis III, who constructed a
number of great solar temples and courts. This
reign directly preceded the ultimately aborted
efforts of Akhenaten to establish the sun god, in his
form of the Aten, as solegod. Despite the repudiat
ed doctrines of the Amarna Period, solar religion
continued to be of great importance during Rames
sid times when Re was frequent ly honoured by his
eponymous kings. Re also has a strong presence in
New Kingdom religious literature - especially in
funerary texts which successfully balanced the
position of the sun god with that of Osiris. In the
later periods of Egyptian history the position of the
sun god is overshadowed to a large degree by other
deities, yet Re remained important, and even after
the close of the dynastic age, in Christian times, we
find occasional texts appealing to Jesus, the Holy
Spirit and thesun god Re.

Although the cult of Re was always of primary
importance to the Egyptian king and in officially
sponsored religion, the god was not without popu
lar appeal and veneration, His importance is seen in
non-royal as wel1 as royal names incorporating the
name of Re, and the god was represented in amu
lets. Many of these were made to be worn in life as a
mark of veneration, in addition to the images of the
god which accompanied the deceased in the funer
ary assemblage. Re alsoappears in various magical
spells including those which make an ult imate
threat - to stop the course of the sun in its journey.
Such spells were usually aimed at attempting to
cause the sun god to right some wrong and to
restorebalance in his creation.

Sokar

Mythology
An ancient falcon god of the Memphite region,
Sokar was perhaps originally a god of craftsman
ship who became associated with the necropoleis of
that area and rose, in time, to considerable impor
tance as a chthonic and afterl ife deity. He is
frequently mentioned in the Pyramid Texts in the
afterlife context where the deceased king is said to
beraised into the 'henu barque' of Sokar andequated
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(AboL'e) Sethos I offers Incense
and a bbation to the
enthroned Sokar. 19th
dynasty, Temple of Sethos I.
Abydos:

(Below) The henu barque of
Sokar with multiple images
of the god. 19th dynasty.
Dc/ail of relief, temple of
Sethos I, Abydos.

with the god (PT 620, 1824, 2240, ctc.). Sokar is also
given many epithets such as 'he of Rosetau' (the
necropolis entrance into the underworld), but the
meaning of the god's name is uncertain, and while
the Pyramid Texts seem to explain it as being based
on the words of an anguished cry of Osiris (PT
1256), this is clearly based on an association of
Sokar with Osiris which occurred only after the
latter god's rise to importance. Even before his
association with Osiris, Sokar had became linked
with the Mernphite god Ptah as the combined Ptah
Sokarand also by taking Ptahs consortSekhmet as
his own. By Middle Kingdom times all three of
these gods had been combined into the tripartite
deity Ptah-Sokar-Osiris who remained an impor
tant funerary deity for most of the remainder of
Egypt's dynastichistory.

Iconography
Sokar could be depicted in various ways in addition
to that of the falcon which was his original form. In
the more symbolic forms he is represented by an
earthen funerary mound surmounted by a falcon's
head which is sometimes set in a boat, an image
depicted in vignettes of the Amduat where Sokar is
called 'he who is upon his sand'. As a falcon-headed
man Sokar is often represented as mummiform and
sometimes wears a complex conicalcrown with sun
disk horns and cobras. In the tomb of Tuthmosis III
in the Valley of the Kings he is depicted as a falcon
headed god standing on a multi-headed chthonic
serpent, emphasizing his power over the nether
regions and their inhabitants. The most impressive
surviving example of this falcon-headed type of
the god'siconography is fou nd in thesilver coffin of
Sheshonq II found at Tanis, In later times his most
common representation is in the form of Ptah
Sokar-Osiris, and from the Late Period onwards
small statues of the combined deity were made
which show him as a mummiform human-headed
god standing upright on a sarcophagus-like box or
pedestal, often surmounted by Sokar's falcon-head
image. Ptah-Sokar-Osiris could also be represented
as a squat, pygmy-like male, sometimes with a scar
ab beetle on his head, and the amuletic deity
Pataikos appears to have been derived from these
particular Ptah-SokarOsiris figures.

Worship
Memphis was the cult centre of Sokar and it was
there, at least by early Old Kingdom times, that the
great Sokar festival took place each year in the
fourth month of the spring akhet season. During
this the god was carried from his temple to assist
the king in ceremonial activities including hoeing of
the earth or the digging of ditches or canals. From
New Kingdom times the Sokar festival was also
celebrated with great ceremony in western Thcbes
where it is depicted in reliefs in the temp le of
Rarnesses III at Medinet Habu. The festiva l seems



Sonar, 'Lord of the
mvstenaus region [of the
ncthenoortd] '. 18th dynasty
Detail, wall painting, tomb of
Tuthmosis 1Jl, Valley 0/ the
Kings, western Thebes
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to have stressed the continuity of the royal mortu
ary cult along with the resurrection of Sokar and
involved the image of the god being carried in his
distinctive henu barque which had a cabin signify
ing a funerary chest surmounted by a falcon.
Outside the funerary context, veneration of Sokar is
difficult to document. Amulets of Sokar are not
common, but some depicting squatting, mummi
iormfalcons may represent the god.

Sopdu

Mythology
The mythology of Sopdu is complex and presents
two very different aspects of this god - he is both a
cosmic falcon god similar to Horus and also, in
anthropomorphic form, as a god of Egypt's eastern
frontier. In the Pyramid Texts, the astral nature of
the deity is stressed. The deceased king, in his role
a...; Osiris-Orion, is said to impregnate Isis as the star

Sothis and to produce Jlorus-Sopdu. Sopdu is also
equated with the teeth of the deified king,apparent
ly as an allusion to the curved beak of the god who
is said to be 'sharp of teeth' (PT 201). On the other
hand, Sopdu also gainedsignificance as 'lord of the
east' who protected Egyptian outposts in the border
regions such as the turquoise mines of the Sinai
Peninsula. The god thus appears in royal inscrip
tions where he is said to provide the various
resources of the east and to be a helper of the pha
raoh in controll ing the nativepopulations, As god of
the Asiatic regions Sopdu was himself often asso
ciated with Near Eastern deities who were
assimilated into Egyptian religion such as Baal,
Rcshep, Asta rte, Anat and Qadesh.

Iconography
In hiszoomorphicformSopdu was depicted as a fal
con crouching on a standard with two tall plumes
on its head and a ritual flail held over its shoulder.
This is the symbol of the Lower Egyptian name
over which the god presided, but it is found in a
number of representations of the god including a
fine example of gilded wood from the tomb of
Tutankhamun. In anthropomorphic form, as god of
the eastern desert regions, Sopdu appears as a
13edouin warrior with long hair and a pointedbeard.
He wears a crown of two tall feathers and a tas
selled or beaded shemset girdle, the Egyptian name
of which is perhaps related to the mineral mala
chite. Sopdu may carry a spear or tall was sceptre in
one hand and an axe and ankh sign in the other.

Worship
As the god of the 20th Lower Egyptian nome,
Sopdus main cult centre was at Per Sopdu (themod
ern Saft el-Henna) in the eastern Delta. However,
priests of the god are attested at a number of
Egyptian sites from Old Kingdom times and he was
also venerated in many eastern desert outposts
such as the site of Scrabit el-Khadim in the Sinai
Peninsula where he was worshipped along with
Hathor and certain other deities.

(Left) Gilded uooden image of
the god Sop du as afalcon on
a standard: From the tomb of
Tutanehamun; 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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(Below) Thegrey heron or
Benu bird with characteristic
twin plumes. Vignette from
funerary papyrus, 21st
dynasty. Egyptian Museum,
Cairo.

(Right) TheuodBenu in
hybrid avian-anthropomorphic
form. Rarely represented in
this manner, this deity was
usually depicted in fully
avian/orm.
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OTHER AV IA N DEITIE S

It is not clear whysome avian species came torepre
sent deities in the Egyptian pantheon and others
did not, and among those birds that did receive ven
eration there are few common characteristics. The
heron, goose, vulture and ibis were the most impor
tant of these species, though other birds played
occasional roles in Egyptian mythology.

Benu

Mythology
The word benu is related to the verb weben 'to rise'
as well as to the ben-ben - the upthrust sacred stone
of He.iopolis. The Benu bird was an important
avian deity, originally of solar connections, which
came to represent three major gods: Atum, Re and
Osiris. As an aspect of Atum, the Benu bird was
said to have flown over the waters of Nun before the
original creation. According to this view, the bird
finally came to rest on a rock at which point its cry
broke the primeval silence and was said to have
determined what was and what was not to be in the
unfolding creation. The Benu was also said to be
the ba of Re, and by the Late Period the hieroglyphic
sign depicting the bird was used to write the name
of the chief sun god. Believed to constantly rise
anew like the sun, the Benu bird was called the
'lord of jubi lees' which doubtless led to the
conception of its long life and to it becoming the
prototype for the Greek phoenix which renewed
itself in a fiery death like the sun rising at dawn.
According to Herodotus the bird lived for 500 years
before it fashioned a nest of aromatic boughs and
spices which it set it on fire to be consumed in the
fla mes. From the conflagration a new phoenix
miraculously arose, which after embalming its
father's ashes flew wi th them to Heliopolis where it
deposited theashes on the altar of the temple of Re.
Although the bird was associated primari ly with
Atum and Re, its connection with rebirth also led
to an association withOsiris.

Iconography
The bird which first served as a symbol of solar
deities in Heliopolis was probably the yellow wag
tail (Motacilla flava ) which, according to the
Pyramid Texts (PT 1652), represented Atum him
self. By New Kingdom times, however, the Benu
was usually depictedas a grey heron (A rdea cinera),
with long legs and beak and its head adorned witha
two-feathered crest. Usua\\y the Benu is depicted
atop a stylized ben-ben stone as a symbol of the
great solar god, but its association with Osiris
meant that it was also sometimes depicted in the
sacred willow of that god. The bird was also repre
sented wearing the Atef Crown in its role as a
symbol of Osiris, According to the Classical vision
of the phoenix, thebird was said to be as la rge as an
eagle, with red and gold (solar or flame-coloured)
plumage. Benu could also be depicted in hybrid
form as a heron-headed man.

Worship
Little is known of the forma l veneration of the
Renu, though its central association with the solar
mythology of Heliopolis doubtless formed the basis
for an important role in the cults of that area. The
frequent depiction of the Benu bird in the vignettes
of the 'afterlife books' as well as on heart amulets
(such as that of Tutankhamun) and other objects
also shows the persistence of the god's importance
in funerary contexts.



Gengen-Wer

Mythology
A primeval goose representing certain gods in their
creative aspects, Gengen-Wer manifested the power
of creation through his honking call or through
carrying the egg from which life emerged. Thegod's
name is based on the goose's characteristically
raucous can or cackle (the onomatopoeic Egyptian
wordgengen means 'honker'and wer means 'great'),
and he was also called by the name negeg or
'cackler', According to some texts it was the honk
ing call of Amun in the form of this god that
'awoke' the creation (e.g., Papyrus Leiden I 350,
Chapter 90). The goose was also closely associated
with the earthgod Geb who was himself sometimes
called the 'great cackler' and who, in this form, was
credited with having laid the first egg from which
[he sun emerged as the Benu bird. The goose was
also a symbol of certain other deities including
Hapy and Harpokrates. According to the complex
interaction of Egyptian creation mythology and
afterlife beliefs Gengen-Wer is alsofound indescrip
tions of the netherworld in which the deceased is
sometimes said to guard or even to be the god's egg.
From the time of the Pyramid Texts the deceased
aspired to fly to the heavens as a goose, and models
of the bird in New Kingdom tombs are believed to
represent this desire.

Henet

Hcnet was a pelican deity known from Old
Ki ngdom times and venerated as a beneficial god
dess. In the Pyramid Texts, for unknown reasons,
she is called 'motherof the king' (PT 511),and in the
later funerary texts she is said to prophesy a safe
passage for the deceased through the netherworld.
Henet also had a directly protective function appar
ently related to the pelican's ability to scoop up fish
and other creatures regarded as mythologically hos
tile or inimical, in a manner parallel to the symbolic
representations found in Egyptian tombs of the
snaring and netting of thosesame creatures.

Nekhbet

Mythology
The vulture goddess Nekhbet 'she of Nekbeb' was
the chief deity of ancient Nekheb (the modern el
Kab some 80 km south of LLL' Or) which was the
capital of the 3rd nome of Upper Egypt.The signif
icance of the site lay in its close proximity to the
town of Nekhen (the Greek Hierakonpclis and mod
ern Korn el-Ahmar) which was an early capital of
all Upper Egypt,so that the goddess was eventually
adopted alongside the cobra goddess Wadjet of

Celebrated depiction of
bean, wltitejronted, and red
breastedgeese from the tomb
of Nefermaat at Meidum,
4th dyna.sty. Several species
of geese could represent the
primeval deity Gengen- Wer.

Inlaid pectoral ornamentfrom
the tomb of Tutankhamun
shotomg Nekhbet (kft) and
Wadje! (right) as the tutelary
deities lsis andNephthys
guarding the figure of Osiris:
18th dynasty. E{{yptian
Museum, Cairo.

Iconog raphy
Various species of geese appear in Egyptian art
including the Nile goose iAlopoche n acgyptiacusi
and others which could represent Gengen-Wer.
Because the goose was also used to represent
Amun. its image was desecrated by the agents of
Akhenaten during the Amarna Period - as in the
botanical room of Tuthmosis III in Karnak Temple
'here the representation of this avian species was

defaced.

Worship
Geese figure more frequently in Egyptian religion
." the context of offerings - as food offerings given

the gods and the deceased and even as ritually
" ered symbols of the enemies of the gods - than
. the objects of worship. Nevertheless, although

.x widely venerated directly, the goose was wor
ipped in certain localities, and a flock of sacred
~ was kept on the temple lake in Arnun's Great
Temple at Karnak.
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Avian Deities
Bute in the Delta region as one of the two tutelary
deities of the united Egypt. From at least Old
Kingdom times Nekhber was identified with the
While Crown of Upper Egypt and thus became
closely connected with the person of the king. In
this role Nekhbet was alsoa mythical mother of the
king. The Pyramid Texts depict her as a mother
goddess in the form of a great white cow, and in
royal birth scenes such as that in the mortuary
temple of Sahure at Abusir Nekhbet is present as a
protective nurse of the king. The Greeks thus
equated Nekhbet with their goddess of childbirth,
Eileithya,and called her city Nekheb Eileithyiaspolis.
The Egyptiansalsosometimes equatedor associated
Nekhbet with Hathor.

Iconography
Fromher earliest appearances Nekhbct is often rep
resented as a vulture (the Sociable Vul ture, Vultur
auricularis, which is stilt common in Upper Egypt)
either standing in profile view, or with wings out
stretched in direct view, with only head and legs in
profile. Often the Nekhbet vulture is depicted hold
ing the circular shen or 'eternity' hieroglyph in her
claws, though this is an iconographic clement asso-

ciated with a number of deities. Assimilation with
her northern counterpart led to Nckhbet occasionally
being depicted as a serpent Gust as Wadjet may
sometimes be shown in vulture form), though this
fusing of the imageryof the two deities was usually
for heraldic, decorative purposes and to stress their
association rather than for mythological reasons. In
serpent form Nekhbet usually wears the White
Crown in order to maintain her identity. Egyptian
monarchical symbolism utilized the image of the
Nekhbet vulture in the nebty or 'two ladies' name of
the royal titulary in which the goddesses of Upper
and Lower Egypt were shown as vulture and cobra
standing on woven baskets, and the two goddesses
were also depicted as personifications of the
crowns of the Two Lands. In anthropomorphic
form Nekhbet was usually represented as a woman
wearing a vulture cap, though she could also be
shown wearing the White Crown of Upper Egypt.

Worship
Nckhbet possessedan impressively large sanctuary
at el-Kab, though ltttlchas survived of this cult cen
tre. Most of the present ruins there date to the later
Dynastic Period, and only traces remain of New

(Right) Nekhbet in
anthropomorphic form
holding a heraldic staff with
theflower of Upper Egypt
and differentiated In this way
from similar representations
of thegoddess Wadjet.

(Left) Nekhbet in the form
of a vulture on a shrine
from thefourth shrine of
Tutonhhomun. 18thdynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

o

•

(Below) Like Wh-djet,
Nekhbet could also be
depicted in serpent form,
usually when the two deities
were juxtaposed. 19th
dynasty Detail, tomb of
Nefertan, Valley of the
Queens. western Thebez
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Kingdom and Middle Kingdomstructures. Nothing
has been found of the shr ines which undoubtedly
stood at this site inveryearly times,The importance
of Nekhbct in what might be called royal religion is
seen in the many times she appears in a protective
ro le alongside the pharaoh and in jewelry such as
the exquisite vulture pendants found in the tomb of
Tutankhamun. In the popular religion of the New
Kingdom and Late Period Nekhbcr was also vener
ated as a protectressandas a goddessof chi ldbirth.

Thoth

Mythology
The god Thoth. or Djehuty as he was called by [he
Egyptians, was originally a moon god who eventu
ally came to be associated with writing and
knowledge and to preside over scribes and scholars
of all types. The god appeared in two distinct mani
festations, as an ibis and as a baboon, and though
both were lunar-related, that of the ibis was pri
mary. His standard, or that of the ibis that later
represented him, appears on slate palettes of the
Predvnastic Period, and Thoth was clearly already

an important deity in Old Kingdom times when he
is mentioned frequently in the Pyramid Texts,
There, along with the sun god Re, he is one of the
'two companions' which cross the sky (PT 128) and
the gods are said to travel on the 'wing' of Thoth
across the 'winding waterway' or 'river' of theheav
ens (PT 594--96). During the Old Kingdom Thoth
was also incorporated into the prevailing solar
theology along with Osiris whom he is said to pro
teet and serve - both directly and in the person of
the deceased king who became one with Osiris.
Although he is called the son of Re, the legends per
taining toThoth repeatedly reflect this linkage with
the myths of Osiris and his associated gods. The
legend preserved in the 'Contendings of Horus and
Seth' asserts that Thoth was the son of Horns and
that he emerged from the forehead of Seth who had
eaten the semen of Horus on some lettuce plants. A
later version of the same legend has the seed of
Horns appear on the head of Seth as a shining disk
which Thoth took and placed on hisown head as his
emblem He was said to heal the injured eye of
Horus which was associated with the Moon, and he
often acted as a messenger, intercessor and concilia
tor between the gods.

AVIan Deities

..

The enthroned Thoth writes
with brush. and scribaibaiette
- assisted by Ramesses 1J who
holds a water put and writing
ktt. As scribe of the Rods
Thoth 'recorded' tong reigns
for the Egyptian kmgs and
also played a purificatory role
in monarchical mythology.
19th dynasty. Temple of

~.~ Pamcsscs 11, Abydos:
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Avian Deities

Thottt (centre) as recorder
at the judgment of the
deceased. Book of the
Dead of lahtesnahhtfrom
Herakleopolis Magna.
26th dynasty. Seminar
for egyptology, Cologne
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Importantly for his mythology Thoth was said to
have invented the art of writing. He was thus the
scribe of the Ennead who recorded 'the divine
words' and was responsible for all kinds of
accounts and records. As 'lordof time' and 'reckon
er of years' he recorded the passing of time and
assigned long reigns to kings. He was the patron of
all areas of knowledge, and written treatises of all
kinds fell under his care as lord of the 'houses of
life' which funct ioned as scriptoria and libraries
which were attached to the temples. Not surprising
ly then, Thcth commanded magic and secrets
unknown to even the other gods, and his select fol
lowers were regarded as possessing special
knowledge as is seen in a Middle Kingdom story
called 'The Magician Djedi' set in the reign of King
Khufu. Thoth's record keeping also has afterlife
associations, and in vignettes of the Book of the
Dead he stands before the scales which weigh the
heart of the deceased and records the verdict. This
role gave Thoth a reputation for truth and integrity
and is seen in the common assertion that a person
had conducted his life in a manner 'straight and
true likeThoth'.

Thoth's lunar identity remained an irnpor
tant aspectof his personality. The god was also
often placed in juxtaposition to the sun god Re as a
kind of 'night sun', and in the Late Period he
acquired the epithet 'silver Aten' . In the Hellenistic
Period the Greeks equated him with their own god
Hermes and, based on one of Thoth's epithets, spe
cifically as Bermes tnsmegistos, or 'three times
great'. The little known goddess Nehemetawy was
the consort of Thoth, though he is more often asso
ciated with the goddess of writing, Seshat, who was
variously depicted as his wife or daughter.

Iconography
Although there is considerable overlapping in the
iconographic use of the two forms in which Thoth
was manifest - the ibis and the baboon - there are
also some differences worth noting. In his purely
zoomorphic forms the baboon is somewhat more
prevalent in representations than the ibis, though
representations of the god as an ibis-headed man
are mostcommon of all. It is impossible to know, as
is sometimes suggested, if the Egyptians saw the
shape of the baboon (Papia Cynocephalus) in the
lunar disk in a manner similar to our 'man in the
moon',but Thoth is depicted in baboon form in both
lunar and scribal contexts. Unlikesolar apes which
are often depicted standing with their arms raised
in adoration, Thoth as a baboon is usuallyshownas

The sacred ibis of Thotk
Wood and bronze statue.
Late Period. Roemer and
Pelisaeus Museum,
l Iildesheim.



a seated animal, heavily maned, resting on its rear
with its legs drawn up against its body and with its
pawsresting on its knees. Massive, Su-ton statues in
this form were set up by Amenophis III at the main
cult centre of Thoth at Hermopolis. Sometimes the
god is depicted with the lunar disk and crescent on
his head symbolizing the moon's phases - either in
statues stressing the god's role as lunar-deity or
those stressing his role as patron of scribes. One
famous example shows the animalsquatting on the
shoulders of a scribe (AshmoleanMuseum, Oxford)
and another, more common type shows the scribe
seated before the baboon godwho is raised onaped"
esta1 (Egyptian Museum, Cairo;Louvre, Paris;etc.) .

In the form of the sacred ibis tThreshiomis aethi
opicus), whose distinctive white surrounded by
black plumage and crescent-curved bill may have
held symbolic significance, Thoth was depicted in
many statuettes which represent the god in general
without suggesting a specifi c lunar or scribal
aspect. The ibis may bedepictedstanding or sitting,
and a depiction of the bird perched on a standard
was the usual image used towrite thegod's name. In
underworld scenes the god is usually depicted as
either an ibis-headed man or as a baboon, and
scenes showingThoth presiding over the judgment
scales may depict him in ei ther form . As an ibis
headed god Thoth also appears in many temple
scenes where he may assist the gods or record mat
ters of importance relating to the king. An
important motif is that which shows him notching
the palm branch which was ritually used for
recording years in order to write down the great
number of years granted to the kingas his reign.
Sometimes, as in a scene in the hypostyle hall of
the Great Temple of Amun at Karnak, Thoth
rakes the place of Seshat in writing the name of
theking - here Ramesses I1 - on the leaves of the
sacred persea tree. Thoth also appears in an
ancient purification ritual accompanying Horus,
Seth and the falcon god Dunanwi who together
personify the four cardinal points (PT 27).
Often, however, only Horus and Thoth are
depicted in this scene, pouring ankh or life
..igns over the pharaoh from sacred water jars.
In one peculiar form the ibis-headed Thoth
may appear naked, except for jackal-headed
shoes, in his aspect of Hermopolitan creator
~

orship
Tbom's appearance in the names of several
~w Ki ngdom monarchs (e.g., Tuthmosis 
'born of Thoth') shows important royal

ceptance and patronage of the god's cult,
but earlier references to offerings made in pri
eate tombs on the festival of Thoth also show
the importance of this god to non-royal indi
eiduals, and his worship appears to have

ways had a wide base amongancient Egyp-

tians. It is uncertain whether the ancient Khernnu,
which the Greeks called Hermopolis or 'Herrnes
town' (the modern el-Ashmunein) in Middle Egypt
was the original cult centre of Thoth, although it
was certainly his chief centre of worship in dynas
tic times. It is possihle that Thoth had an early cult
centre in the Delta as the 15th Lower Egyptian
name had the ibis as its emblem. Thoth also had a
sanctuary at el-Baqliya in the Delta, in the Dakhla
Oasis in the western desert , and even in theSinai at
Serabit el-Khadirn. A little to the westof Hermopolis
the necropol is of Tuna el-Gebel is the site of an
extensive catacomb, the Ibeum, which housed the
mummified bodies of thousands of ib ises, as well
as many baboons, which were sold to pilgrims as
votive offerings to the god. Another large burial
ground for ibises and baboons was located at
Saqqara, and these catacombs well illustrate the
continued widespread popularity of Thoth in the
religion of the later periods. In the 4th century BC

the high priest of Thoth. Petosiris, renovated the
cult centreof Hermopolis in the wake of the Persian
invasion, and constructed a splendid tomb for him
self decorated on its exterior with images of Thoth
as ibis and baboon and inscribed inside with texts
which show thegod's great local importance.Thoth
was, naturally, particularly venerated by scribes,
who it is said made a small libation to the god by
pouring a dropof waterout of the pot in which they
dipped their brushes at the beginning of each day.

Amulets of the god as an ibis or an ibis
headed man - sometimes holding the

divine ioedjai eye occur, though those
depicting him as a baboon were
more common. These amulets were
worn in life, many presumably by

scribes. The wisdom and
magical powers ascribed to
Thoth meant that he was
naturally invoked in many
spells utilized in popular

magic and religion.

Avian Deities

A scribe unites at thefeet of
Thoth as a baboon, with
lunar disk, seated on a
pedestal. From el-Amarna.
18th dynasty. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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Reptile, Amphibian
and Fish Deities

Crocodile deity from the
temple of Esna. Groeco-
Roman Period. After
Chamtollion. .Monuments.

,
,

C ROC OD ILE D EI TI ES

The crocodile was one of Egypt's most dangerous
animals and it is not difficult to see why the
creature held an impressive degree of religious and
mythological status. Although a number of minor
crocodile deities may have existed, most of these
were assimilated with the powerful god Sobck who
was venerated throughout Egypt The composite,
crocodile-headed Ammut was also an important
deity who must be included in this section.

Ammut

Mythology
The Ammut was a composite mythical creature
whose head - and therefore most essential aspect 
places her with crocodile deities. Her name meant
'female devourer' or more fully, 'female devourer of
the dead'. In this role, a' an underworld deity, she
was also called 'great of death' and 'eater of
hearts' and was supposedly the destroyer of those
who had led wicked lives and who were not to be
granted access into the afterlife. In the 'reality' of
Egyptian myth and magic this fate was usually cir
cumvented, but the goddess nevertheless remained
a fearsome token of afterlife retribution.

Iconography
Ammut combined elements of the most dangerous
animals known to the Egyptians. Her head was
that of the crocodile, her neck, mane and foreparts
those of the lion (though occasionally a leopard),
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(Below) The composite deity
Ammut, one-third crocodile,
one-third lion, and one-third
hiPJ)Opotamus, from the
Papyrus of Anhai, British
Museum.

and her rear quarters were those of the hippopota
mus. It has been suggested that this composite
form of land and water animals left the damned no
place of escape from the goddess's wrath. Ammut
appears almost exclusively in the vignettes of
funerary papyri, especially illustrations of Chapter
125 of the Book of the Dead where she is shown
waiting beside the scale on which the heart of the
deceased is weighed against the feather of maat in
the 'Hall of the Two Truths'.

Worship
Arnmut was not worshipped in any formal cult and
does not appear to have received popular venera
tion despite the fact that her image was doubtless
recognized by many jf not most ancient Egyptians.
Although the name of Ammut was wri tten with
the determinative for 'deity' (see p. 26), the goddess
was primarily viewed as a demonic creature to be
avoided and whose power must beovercome.

Sobek

Mythology
Sobek was venerated from at least Old Kingdom
times, and while the name of thegod means simply
'crocodi le', he was regarded as a powerful deity
with several important associations. In the
Pyramid Texts he is said to be theson of Neith and
called the 'raging one' who 'takes women from their
husbands whenever he wishes according to hi~

desire' but who also makes green the herbage of
the fields and river banks (PT 507-10) - tying him
to both procreative and vegetative fertility. He was.



Reptile, Amphibian
and Fish Deities

Raised relief of thegod
Sobek - themost WIdely
worshipped 0/ Egypt's
crocodile deities -from the
joint temple of Horus the
Elder and Sobek at Kom
Ombo. Graeco-Romon Period.

quite naturally, a god of water (it was said that the
~i l e issued from his sweat) and of areas such as
marshes and rivcrbanks, wherever crocodiles were
commonly found. Sobek was also said to be 'Lord
oi Bakhu', the mythological mountain of the hori
zon where it was asserted he had a temple made of
carnelian. He was linked with the cults of certain

other gods, such as Amun, Osiris and especially
that of the sun god in the form of Sobek-Re. This
association with the sun god led to his being identi
fled by the Greeks with their own god Helios.
Sobek was also associated with the Egyptian king
and could act as a symbol of pharaonic potency
and might.
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Cult image of Sobek m f illly
eaomorbhicform. 12th
dynasty Museum 01 ER)lpliml
Art, Munich.
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SERPENT DEI TI ES

Of great importance in Egyptian religion, var ious
serpent deities represented both benign and
malevolent powers. While the fearsome serpent
Apophis was the nemesis of the sun god himself,
the powerful Mehen protected him. Both male
and female deities were represented in serpent
form and ranged from deities known only from
mythological contexts to the serpent goddes
Meretsegcr who was actively worshipped IT:

ancient Thebes,

god's sanctuaries were numerous and widespread.
but the two main cult centres of Sobek were in
the area of the ancient Shedet (the Greek
Crocodilopol ie and modern Medinet el-Fayurn) in
the Fayum region which was the home of the 12th·
dynasty rulers, and at Kum Ombo in Upper Egypt
where he and his consort Hathor and son Khonsu
shared a temple with Horus. Other important culr
sites were located at Gebelein and Gebel el-Si lsila.
His temples were usually provided with pools con.
taining sacred crocodiles which were mummified
when they died. While apotropaic amulets of croc
odiles are known from virtually all periods, amu
Jets of crocodiles or crocodile-headed men wearing
sun disks and plumesclearly represent the god and
seem to have been worn in life.

(Right) ISlS andNephthys as
serpent deities, from the tomb
of Montnherknepeshef
Valley of the Kings, western
Thebes. 19thdynasty

(Left) Calcue pair statue of
Sobek with Amenophis Ill.
18thdynasty. Luxor Museum.

Worship
While the worship of this god
is known from Old Kingdom
times through to the Roman
Period, it was given particular
prominence during the Midd1e
Kingdom as the names of
several rulers of the 12th
and 13th dynasties - such
as Sobekneferu 'beautiful of
Sobek' and Sobekhotep 'Sobek
is satisfied' - indicate. The

r

,

Iconography
Fully or partly zoornorphic in his representations,
Sobek may appear as a crocodile - often seated
upon a shrine or altar - or as a man with the head
of a crocodile. In either guise he often wears a
headdress consisting of a sun disk with horns and
tall plumes. When shown in semi-human form
he may also wear a tripart ite wig. The god is

repeatedly associated with the colour green in
his representations and called 'green of plume'
(PT 507) in textual sources. His link with the
Egyptian king led to the particularly fine statue

of Arnenophis III and Sobek now in the Luxor
Museum of Ancient Egyptian Art
which shows a small figure of the
king protected by a much larger
image of the god.
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Apophis

1ythology
Apophis was the great adversary of the sun god Re
and the embodiment of the powers of dissolution,
darkness, and non-being. The huge serpent was
believed to have existed from the beginning of time
In the wate rs of primeval chaos which preceded
creation and it was thought that he would continue
to exist in an endlessly malevolent cycle of attack,
defeat and resurgent attack. The god is not attested
before the Middle Kingdom and seems to have
come into being in the uncertain and fearful times
which followed the pyramid age. It is the New
Kingdom funerary texts which provide most of the
evidence for the god's mythology. According to
these various rnythic accounts, as the sun made its
nightly voyage through the underworld and each
morning as it emerged, the solar barque was
artacked by the great serpent whose terrifying roar
echoed through the underworld. Apophis was

rnetimes equated with Seth, the god of chaos, yet
81 some texts the aid of that same god was enlisted
81 defeating the serpent. It was said that each night
Apophis hypnotized Re and the entourage who sail
wirh him except for the god Seth who resisted the
serpent's deadly stare and repulsed him with the
thrust of a great spear. The serpent was also said

•
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to hioder the passage of the solar barque by means
of its coils which are described as 'sandbanks' ,and
also by gorging the waters of the underworld river
in order to attempt to strand the barque of Re.

Other deities and the dead themselves were also
involved in the cyclic defeat of the great serpent in
the various stories, most notably in the Book of
Gates, by Isis, Neith and Serket and by various
deities, some in the form of monkeys, who success
fu lly capture the monster with magical nets. He is
then restrained by deities including the earth god
Geb and the sons of Horus, and his body cut into
pieces - only to revive in the ongoing cycle. In some
versions of the myth the sun god was in fact
encircled or swallowed by the serpent who later
disgorged him as a metaphor of rebirth and
renewal. Apophis may thus bear many epithets
ranging from evil lizard, opponent and enemy to
world encirclcr and serpent of rebirth.

Iconography
In the vignettes of the funerary texts and in
other settings in which he is depicted, Apophis is
shown as a large serpent, sometimes with tightly
compressed, spring-like coils to emphasize his
great size. Almost invariably Apophis is shown
restrained, dismembered, or in the process of being
destroyed, often by multiple knives. Only a relatively
few scenes transcend this pattern. A scene painted

Reptile, Amphibian
and Fish Deit ies

The 'great cat' of Re 'who
dwells in Heiiopolis' kills the
serpent deity A pophts shown
coiled around the sacred
sycamore or persea tree which
was a symbol of thesun. The
scene 'reflects Chapter '7of
theBook of theDead, which
states that the great male cat
cuts off thehead of Apophis,
and which was often depicted
in Egvpttan funerary art. 20th
dynast): Detail/mm the tomb
of lnhereha, Deirel-Medina.
western Thebes:
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within the tomb of Ramcsscs VI in the Valley of
the Kings shows the serpent wlth twelve heads
above its back representing those it has swallowed
who are freed from the monster - if only briefly 
when it is vanquished; and in private tombs and
funcrary papyri, another scene of a different type
is found where Re or Hathor appear in feline form
in order to slay the chaos serpent by cutting it up
with a knife. There are also a number of temple
scenes (at Dendera, Deir el-Bahri. Luxor and Philae)
which depict the king striking a circular ball-like
object which represents the evil 'eye of Apophis',

Worship
Although the god was neither worshipped in a for
mal cult nor incorporated into popular veneration,
Apophis entered both spheres of religion as a god
or demon to be protected against. Like the god
Seth, Apophis "vas associated with frightening nat
ural events such as unexplained darkness, storms
and earthquakesas well as his underlying threat to
the very stability of the cosmos, so magical texts
.nd rituals were produced to combat these things.
The so-coiled Book of Apophis was a collection of
.hese magical texts and spells dating to the late
New Kingdom, though the best preserved example
- the Bremner-Rhind Papyrus in the Brit ish
.vluseum - was produced in the 4th century BC.
Thesespells for the 'overthrowing of Apophis' pro
vided protection from the powers symbolized by
this deity or from snakes which could be viewed as
minor yet dangerous manifestations of the mon
ster. During the Late Period when such a ritual
book was read in temples daily to protect the world
from the threat of the sun god's arch enemy, a wax
model of the serpent was cut into pieces and burnt
with fire. Other spells used to protect against
Apophis involved drawing a picture of the serpent
on a piece of papyrus, then sealing it in a box
which was spat upon and set on fire.

Denwen

Denwen was a serpent god with dragon-like ability
known from Old Kingdom times, In the Pyramid
Texts Denwen was said to have the power to cause
a fiery conflagration which would destroy the
gods, but the serpent was thwarted from this act
by the deceased king.

Kebehwet

Kebehwet was a celestial serpent (assuming a
Jerivation of her name from the word kebhu,
'fi rmament') who is mentioned several times in the
Pyramid Texts, She was said to be the daughter of
Anubis and the king's 'sister' and one whom he
loves. The Pyramid Texts also somewhat enigmati-

cally identify Kebehwet with the king's middle or
hindparts (PT 1749, etc.), and assert that she
refreshed and purified the heart of the deceased
monarch with pure water from four nemset jars
(PT 1180) and that the goddess helped open the
'windows of the sky' to assist the king's resurrec
tion (PT 468), Her ministrations were eventually
extended to all of the dead, but the goddess was
never a very important deity,

Mehen

Mythology
The coiled serpent god known as Mehen protected
the god Re on his nightly journey through the
underworld, The earliest known mention of the
god is in the Coffin Texts of the Middle Kingdom
where there is reference to 'the mysteries of Mehen '
(CT 493, 495), which may have involved specific rit
uals related to the veneration of the serpent deity,
The same texts also assert that the god is a warden
of criminals - primarily meaning the enemies of
Re - and it seems that the deceased for whom the
spells were inscribed was thought to assist in this
work of Mehcn.

Iconography
The Coffin Texts (CT 758-<i0) tell how the serpent
god exists as nine concentric rings which are 'roads
of fire' encircl ing and protecting the sun god and
Peter Piccione has shown that the so-called 'coiled
serpent board game', examples of which have sur
vived from rhe Predynastic Period through to the

Reptile, Amphibian
and Fish Deities

(OPPosite) Scene from the
third hour of the Book of
Gates showing the serpent
Mehen protectively encircling
the cabin of the sun god who
passes through. the
underworld in his evening
form. accompanied by the
ROds Sia andHeka. Beneath
thesun god's barque. the
great serpent Apophis is also
shown. 19thdynasty, Tomb of
Ramesses I, Valley of the
Kings. western Thebes:

(Below) The deceased king
encircled by the protective
serpent Mehe n: At the right
and left of this image an
enigmatic text states 'He W7w
Hides the Hours'. Detail,
second gilt shrine of
Tutanhhamun. 18th dynasty
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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The protective and assistite
deity Nehebu-Ka u. in the
form of a serpent-man.feeds
the deceased. Detail 01 a
cartonnage mummy case,
Louvre, Paris.
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Old Kingdom in Egypt, was based on this image of
Mehen. Later, in the New Kingdom, Mehen is
extensively represented in the vignettes of the
'Underworld Books' such as the Amduat. There the
god is depicted as an immense serpent, often
shown coiled around or above the shrine-like cabin
of the boat of Re, protecting the sun god from evil
and especially from the inimical underworld
serpent Apophis,

Worship
As with most of the more bizarre denizens of the
underworld Mehen was primarily the subject of
myth rather than an object of ri.tual worship.

Meretseger

Mythology
Goddess of the pyramidal peak which lies at the
heart of the Valley of the Kings in western Thebes,
Meretseger presided over the whole Theban
necropolis. Sometimes called Dehenet-Imentet 'the
peak of the West' after her dwelling place, her more
usual name was Meretseger 'she who loves silence',
which was an apt one for the goddess of the lonely
and desolate region uninhabited except by the
deceased and, temporarily, by those workmen who
constructed the tombs there.

Iconography
Although Meretseger was identified with the peak
of theTheban royal necropolis, the hill itself rarely
enters the goddess's iconography. Instead, she is
usually represented as a coiled serpent, as a rearing
cobra - sometimes with a woman's head, as a
snake-headed woman, or occasionally, as a scor
pion with a female head. The serpent and scorpion
were among the few creatures to inhabit the remote
desert site and these were seen, therefore, as fitting
symbols for the manifestation of the goddess. In
her various forms, the goddess may wear a disk
with horns, a modius with uraeus, or other attrib
ute uponher head.

Worship
Because she was worshipped primarily by the
workmen of the royal necropolis, Meretseger's cult
is attested from much of the New Kingdom but sel
dom later - when the Theban necropolis ceased to
be used for royal burials. A good many stelae dedi
cated to the goddess have been found in the
workmen's vi llage of Dei- el-Medina; and some of
these, imploring the goddess's forgiveness, are
among the most poignant of Egyptian religious
texts (see p. 50). Meretseger was believed to strike
those gu ilty of crimes with loss of sight or poison
ous stings and bites, but a number of stelae record
the goddess's forgiveness and the recovery of the
workmen.

Nehebu-Kau

Mythology
First attested in the Pyramid Texts, the serpent god
Nehebu-Kau whose name means 'he who harnesses
the spirits' was regarded as a benign and helpful
deity. He assisted the. deceased king in various ways
and seems to act as an intercessory on his behalf in
that several spells record the king's desire that his
'good name' be told to Nehebu-Kau who will 'raise
up this good utterance. ..to the Two Enneads' (PT
1708). The god is sa id to be the sun of the scorpion
goddess Serket, though an alternative tradition
claimed that he was the son of the earth god Ceo
and the serpent harvest goddess Renenutet. His
chthonic origins and serpentine nature - coupled
with the 'seven cobras' he is said to have swallowed
~ are the sources of Nehebu-Kau's considerable
power. This is seen in later texts which assort that
Nehebu-Kau is not subject to any harmful magic
and cannot be harmed by water or fire. The god's
consort was said to beNehemtawy.

Iconography
Although he is called a 'great serpent, multitudi·
nous of coi ls' in the Pyramid Texts and may be
depicted in this manner, Nehebu-Kau was frequent
ly represented as a man with a serpent's head and
tail. Inserpent form he is sometimesdepicted on the



Nehebu- Ka u in hybrid or
semi-anthropomorphic form,
as a man with the head of a
serpent. This type of
representation of the deity
tends to appear in later
contexts, while earlier
depictions moref requently
show thegod in fully serpent
form .

sides of divine thrones, doubtless as a protective
deity, and in his semi-anthropomorphic form he is
often depicted on amulets and plaques with his
arms raised before him holding an offering pal.

Worship
The cult of NehebuKau was practised at Herak
leopclis Magna (modern Ihnasya el-Medina) and
probably in other locations, and a feast of the god is
known to have been celebratedsince at least Middle
Kingdom times on the first day of the first month of
the winter season. The powerful nature and assis
nve qualities of Nehebu-Kau also led to his use in
many amulets, and it is probably fair to assume that
he was quite widely venerated in popular religion,
While the god appears on amulets of late New
Kingdom times, most date to the Third Intermedi
atePeriodand later.

Renenutet

Mythology
Although serpentine in form, Renenutet (Egyptian
tor 'snake who nourishes')was a popular and benef
icent deity. Protective in nature and of a nurturing
rather than venomous disposition, she was a god
dess of the harvest and a divine nurse, In the Old
Kingdom Renenutet was venerated as a guardian of
the king in this life and in the beyond, being identi
tied, like Wadjet, with the flame-breathing royal
uraeus (PT 302) and also the king's robe 'of which
the gods are afraid' (PT 1755, 1794), In the latter
aspect she came to be sometimes associated with
the bandages of the mummy. Her aspect as a god-

dess of fertility and harvest is clearly denoted inher
epithets 'ladyof the fertile land', 'lady of the thresh
ing floor' and 'lady of the granaries', and her role in
this area may have originated in the imagery of the
serpent who protects the crops from the rats and
mice which threatened standing crops and stored
grain alike. Renenutet was also identified with the
household and family life in her role as provider,
nourisher and as a nurse of infants.

The interrelationships of the goddess with other
deities were extensive. In the Fayum Renenutet
came to be linked with Sobek and Horus as a mem
ber of a triad named by the Greeks Hermouthis,
Sekonopis and Ankhoes. As a gra in goddess she
was identified as the mother of Osiris in his form of
the chiid Nepri, and in the Rook of the Dead
Renenutet is said to be the mother of Horus by
Atum and thus came to be identified with Isis, with
whom she shared thetrait of divine nurse,Her asso
ciations with children also identified her with
Meskhenet as a birth goddess and with Hathor
whose headdress she wore, In the New Kingdom
Litany of Re she appears in the underworld as the
'Lady of Justification' aod in this form she may be
associated with the goddess Maat. Finally, in the
Late Period, like the god Shay, Renenutet was asso
ciated with the ideaof fateand destiny,deciding not
only the length of an individual's life but also many
of its events.

Iconography
The iconography of Renenutet is most frequently
that of an erect cobra with a sun disk and horns
atop its head, often with two tall plumes surmount
ing the solar disk. The goddess may also be
depicted anthropomorphically as a woman or a
woman with a snake's head, standing or enthroned
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New Kingdom shrine, now
lost, of the serpent goddess
Renenutet. The shrine was
doubtless typical of many local
shrines dedicated. to this deity.
After Champcllicn,
Description de l'Egypte,
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and sometimes holding or nursing a child which
may be her son Nepri or a more generalized infant.
In vignettes of the Litany of Re Renenutet is depict
ed as a mummiforrn being with the head of a cobra,
though this is a specializediconography not usually
applied to the goddess. Sometimes she is the object
of veneration of minor gods as in a granary at
Karnak where the god Hapy was shown presenting
offerings to her.Terracotta figures of the Ptolcmaic
Period depict the goddess as a form of Isis with a
snake's head rising from a woman's body or with a
woman's head atopa snake.

Worship
While amulets depicting thegoddess show she may
have functioned as a protective deity, it was as a
goddess of fecundity that Renenutet was most
widely venerated, and the goddess was popular
among agricultural workers especially, The festi 
vals of Renenutet were celebrated in the last month
of the season when crops were sown, and in the
fol lowing month, the first month of the summer
season when they began to ripen. From Midd\e
Kingdom times onwards we have evidence of the
cult of the goddess in the Fayum where large scale
crop production was accomplished, and her cult in
the city of Dia (modern Mediner Madi) was particu
larly strong. She was also evidently venerated at
Terenuthis (Kom Abu Billo) in the Delta, and in the
New Kingdom we find evidence of her worship at

Giza, Abydos, and especially at Tbebes. We know
Renenutet was honoured in shrines erected in har
ves t fields and vineyards, and during the harvest
and the pressing of grapes offerings were made
before her image. Shrines dedicated to the goddess
were also placed in magazines and granaries where
the harvested crops were stored. The affection of
the ancient Egyptians for this goddess is clear, As a
much loved deity Renenutet even survived the
pagan era in that she was ultimately transformed
into the Greek Thermouthis who was later venerat
ed as a Christian saint.

Wadjet

Mythology
The cobra goddess Wadjet was associated with the
Nile Delta region from early times and became the
tutelary deity of Lower Egypt in juxtaposition to
her counterpart, the vulture goddess Nekhbet of
Upper Egypt. Her name means 'the green one'
which may refer to the natural colour of the serpent
or perhaps to the verdant Delta region which she
inhabited. Perhaps because she was associated
more with the world of the living, the goddess does
not play an important role in the Pyramid Texts.
though references to the crown as a goddess dogive
her the epithet 'great of magic' (l'T 194, 196). She
was certainly closely linked to the king, both in the

Classic hieroglyphic/arm 0/
the goddess Wadjet as a
serpent on a basket, olong
with the vulture of the
goddess Nekhbet, representing
the 'Two Ladies ' name of the
kingwhich symbolized the
titulary position 0/ these
goddesses over Upper and
Lower Egypt. 12th dynasty.
Chapel of Senwosret I,
Karnak.
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'two ladies' or 'two goddesses' title of his royal pro
tocol and as a protective deity in the form of the
royal uraeus worn on the monarch's crown or head
dress. In later texts she is called the 'mistress of
awe' and 'mistress of fear', as mytho1ogically the
royal serpent spat flames in defense of the king; and
military inscriptions (such of those of Ramesses Il
regarding the great BattIe of Kadcsh) describe her
as slaying the monarch's enemies with her fiery
breath. In the cycle of myths relating to Horus as
represented in the temple of Hathor at Dendera,
Wadjet acts as the young god's nurse when he is
raised in the Delta site of Khemnis, giving her an
association with Isis who usually took this role.
Wadjet was also associated with a number of
leonine goddesses as an 'Eye of Re' , and like them
she is sometimes said to be the mother of the god
Nefertem,

Iconography
Usually Wadjet assumed the form of the erect cobra
with hood extended in the creature's pose of readi
ness to strike,and it is in this form that the goddess
is represented as the uraeus which protected both
king and gods and was often shown attached to the
solar disk - even during the Amarna Period when
the depiction of most non-solardeities was avoided
or proscribed. The raised serpent is often shown
seated along with the vulture Nekhbet on two bas
kets, an iconography known from the 1st dynasty.

Because of the connection between Wadjet and
Nekhbet some fusion of their iconographies took
place, and the serpent Wadjet may be shown as a
vulture or as a serpent with wings, just as a cobra
depicted wearing the White Crown usually repre
sents Nekhbet. It is possible that some depictions
and amulets in the form of a papyrus sceptre or col
umn, especially when surmounted by a cobra, are
also meant to represent the goddess due to the simi
larity of the Egyptian word for papyrus with her
name. As an 'Eye of Re' Wadjet can appear in fully
leonine form and can thus also be depicted as a
cobra with a lion's head - a form which may repre
sent her or other 'Eye' goddesses. Amulets of
Wadjet in various forms were quite common begin
ning in the Saite Period (724-712 BC),

Worship
The majorcult centre of Wadjet was in the region of
the ancient towns of Pe and Dep which came to be
called Buto (modern Tell el-Fara'in) in the north
western Delta. Her shrine was called the per-nu or
'house of flame' and is attested from predynastic
times,eventually becoming representativeof all the
local shrines in its region. Royal sarcophagi pat
terned after the distinctive form of theper-nu shrine
are known from the Old Kingdom, and the burial
mastaba of the Sth-dynasty monarch Shepseskare
seems to have been constructed in this shape. In the
New Kingdom several royal sarcophagi of the later
18th dynasty take this form, as does the innermost
of the four funerary shrines of Tutankhamun.
Many coffins and sarcophagi were also made in the

Reptile, Amphibian
and Fish Deities

lVadjetas aserpent-headed
vulture, in iconographic
parallelism with her Upper
Egyptian counterpart, the
vulture goddess Nekhbet.
Detailfrom the roof of the
fourth gilt shrine of
Tutanhhamun.Lsth dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

Inlaid golden uraeus of
Semoosret I representing
Wadjel as theprotective
serpent who mythologicaliy
spatflames of fire against the
king's enemies. 12th dynasty.
From Lahun, Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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shape of theper-nu throughout the later periods, as
were other funerary containers, showing that the
Lower Egyptian shrine had become thoroughly
associated with the funerary sphere to an extent
that was often seemingly independent of direct
associations with Wadjet herself. Yet the goddess
was often incorporated in funerary decoration,
and this provides much of the evidence for her
veneration.

Wepset

Cobra-headed godd{!ss
representing lVeret-Hekau
or 'Great of Magic', aname
associated with several
serpent deities.

The serpent goddess Wepset, whose name means
'she who burns', appears to be one of the various
identities of the fiery uraeus (see Wadjet) who
guarded gods and kings, and also of the fearsome
'Eye of Re'. She is first attested in the Coffin Texts
as the 'Eye', and in New Kingdom afterlife texts she
is said to destroy the enemies of Re-Osiris. Wepset
is usually represented in serpent form, though in
the Cracco-Roman templesof Nubia she appears in
anthropomorphic form as a goddess wearing a
uraeus on her head, sometimes with horns and sun
disk, or even with the head of a lion linking her to
other 'Eye' goddesses such as Hathor and Tefnut,
Although no temple of Wepset has been found at
the site, known texts claim that the island of Biga
was a cult centre of the goddess, and she appears in
other temples of that area and Lower Nubia.
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Weret-Hekau

The name Weret-Hekau, which means 'great of
magic' or 'great enchantress' as it is sometimes
translated, was applied to several goddesses, In the
Pyramid Texts the name is associated with the
divine uraeus (see p. 227) and with the crown of
Lower Egypt as manifestations of the goddess
Wadjet, and the name was in fact written with the
determinative sign of a serpent. In later times the
name is found applied more widely and also takes
on a more independent nature. Weret-Hekau is
mentioned several times on the objects from the
tomb of Tutankhamun, particularly on a small
shrine which contained an image of the goddess as
a rearing serpent with the head of a woman who is
depicted nursing the king, a materna l role which is
found in the Pyramid Texts for the uraeus goddess
(PT 1107--D9).

Yam
- - - --- ---- -
A Semitic god, Yam is best known in Canaanite
sources from Ugarit and elsewhere which show he
was a tyrannical, monstrous deity of the sea and
other bodies of water. He was known also in Egypt
as a minorforeign god, and a fragmentary papyrus

indicates that in his mythologyhis demands of trib
ute from other gods were thwarted by the goddess
Asrarte. In Canaanite myth he was finally defeated
by the god Baal, and in Egyptian sources by Seth
with whom Baal was identified. The mythological
batt le may have been representative of winter sea
storms which calmed in thespring. Yam is notclear
ly described in the ancient sources and has no clear
iconography though he appears to be serpentine in
form. He may have had a great (sometimes seven
headed) sea monster in his following or he could
himself have been that monster. Unserved by any
Egyptian cult, he may have nevertheless been a god
knownand feared by Egyptian seafarers.

AM PHIBI A N AND FI SH D EIT I ES

Hatmehyt

Mythology
A minorfish goddess, Hatrnehyt was worshipped in
the Delta city of Mendes but does not seem to have
played a part in any major mythic cycle and little is
known of her. Her name means 'she who is before
the fishes'; this could suggest either pre-eminence
being foremostamong fish deities -or temporal pri-



rnacy, as the one who was before in the primeval
world. Lack of mythological examples would per
haps suggest the former meaning as the most likely.
Hatmehyt was eventually incorporated into the cult
of Banebdjedet, the ram god of Mendes as the
consort of that more powerful god.

Iconography
Hatrnehyt was depicted as a woman wearing a fish
emblem upon her head, or in the form of a fish. It
has sometimes been thought that the goddess's
emblem was a dolphin, but it is now believed that
the creatu re represented is the common Nile Lepiao
tus fish.

Worship
The Delta city of Mendes, chief cult centre of
Hatrnehyt, doubtless contained a temple of this
goddess at some time. Despite her eventual assimi
lation into the cult of the ram god of Banebdjedet,
Hatmehyt doe." not seem to have been venerated
much beyond the Delta, perhaps because fish,
which were regarded as taboo in many areas, were
seldom viewed as divine symbols. Usually she is
represented as a woman with a fish on her head.
Amulets on the Schilbe fish, which represented the
deity, first appear early in the 26th dynasty.

'servant of Heket' may have been applied to mid
wives in Egyptian society. Mythological ly, Heket's
life-giving power caused her to be associated with
the Os.ride family of deities and with the afterlife,
and she was regarded as the wife of Haroeris/
Harwer and venerated as a female complement of
Khnum.

Iconography
Heket was represented as a frog or as a woman with
a frog 's head. While temple representations tend to
util ize the partially anthropomorphicform, amulets
of the goddess are usuallyzoomorpnic.

Worship
The main cult centre of Heket was at Herwer
(perhaps modern Hur near el-Ashmunein), and the
remainsof a temple of the goddess have been found
at Qus. She also appears in the temples of several
other deities and was depicted receiving an offering
of wine from Sethos I in his temple at Abydos, for
example, and mentioned in the tomb of Petosiris
(c. 300 BC) at Tuna el-Gebcl. showing her cul t was
still strong. In less formal contexts Heket appears
along with other deities on ivory 'wands' of the
Middle Kingdom,and she appears in amuletic form
from New Kingdom times.

Reptile, Amphibian
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Heket

(Left) The frog birth-deity
Heket Detailof a scene
showing the goddess 's
attendance on the conception
of Horus by Isis and the
deceased Osirie Roman
Pen·od. Temple of Halhor,
Dendera.

(Right) Detail of a scene
dePictinR the goddess Heket
in semi-anthropomorphi c
form assisting in the creaucn
of human children. 30th
dynas ty. Mammisi of
Nectanebo; Dendera:

•

Mythology

A frog goddess who assisted in fashioning the child
in the womb and who presided over its birth, Heket
is first attested in the Pyramid Texts where she
assists the deceased king in his journey to the sky
(pr 1312). Her connection with birth is fi rst appal"
ent in the Middle Kingdom story preserved in the
Westcar Papyrus, however, in which the goddess
"hastened the birth' of the three kings who inaugu
ra ted the 5th dynasty. Also from this time, the term
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(R1Rht) Plaque of wood, glass
paste andgold, representing
the Scarabaeus sacer beetle,
symbol of thegod Khepri
Craeco-Romon Period.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo.

(Opposite) Thegod Khepri,
in the[ann of a scarab
headed man, enthroned as the
powerful solar deity Although
frequently representing only
the aspect of the 'emerging'
sun god, Khepri could also
personify the broader nature
of the solar god. 19th dynasty
Tomb of Nefertari, Valley of
the Queens, western Thebes.
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Hededet

Hededet wasa scorpion goddess whose characteris
tics resemble Serket in many ways but who was
associated in the later periods wi th Isis.Like both of
these goddesses, Hededet (in Egyptian Hedjedjel)
can symbolize motherly qualities; and amulets in
the form of a seatedgoddess witha scorpion on her
head and nursing a child are likely to represent
Hededet,

Khepri

Mythology
Khepri was the form of the sun god which repre
sented the solar disk rising on the eastern horizon.
As such he was one of the three forms or aspects of
the solar deity who was 'Khepri in the morning, Re
at midday and Atum in the evening', though i~ is
impossible to know whether the god originally
functioned in this carefully delineated role or
whether he was accorded the position when, at
some point, he was fused into the He.iopolitan cult
of the sun. The name of the god in its earliest
known occurrences, kheprer, is simply that of the
scarab or dung beetle (Scarabaeus sacer) which the
Egyptians visualized as a symbol of the god due to
the beetle's habit of rolling a ball of mud or dung
along the ground ina mannersuggestive of the god
pushing the solar disk across the sky. The fema le
scarab beetle also lays her eggs in a similar ball
from which the young eventually emerge as though
spontaneously. The biology of the insect thus
seems to underlie the name of the god as Khepri
suggests the Egyptian verb hhcper: 'develop' or
'come into being'. As the 'developing cne' Khepri
was the god of the first sunrise at the dawn of
creation, and was thus linked with Atum as
Arum-Khepri. To some extent Khepri also repre
sented the sun in a general way and he could be
linked with the solar god Re, though his identity as
the morning sun remained primary and his essen
tial mythological role was that of raising the sun
from the horizon into the body of the sky goddess
Nut The god could therefore be said to be swal
lowed by Nut each evening and to travel through
her body in the night hours to be reborn each morn
ing. As a god who was constantly reborn Khepri
was also directlyassociated with theconcept of res-

urrection. In this regard it has been suggested that
theunderground tunnels of the insect take thesarr.e
form as the vertical shaft and horizontal passage
found in Old Kingdom mastaba tombs, and that the
pupaeof the insect re-semble the bandaged mummy
of the deceased, though there is no indication that
the Egyptians themselves recognized such similar
ities,for these types of embellishments to the loreof
the scarab were recorded by Classical writers such
as Plutarch and Horapollo

Iconography
Khepri ismost commonlyrepresented in the form of
the scarab beetle with varying degrees of styliza
tion of the insect's anatomy. Painted and inlaid
works often colour the insect blue or utilize lapi
Jazul i inlay to symbolica lly stress the beetle's 3 &.';0·

ciation with the heavens, though in the vignettes of
funerary texts thescarab is invariably shown black
as in nature, The beetle may be shown alone or
pushing the solar disk ahead of it; and although in
nature the insect usually propels its mud ball with
its hind legs,Egyptian dcpictioos prefer to show the
ball being pushed in a forward manner by the
insect's front legs.The vignettesof funerary papyri
and other scenes show the god standing on a boat
being lifted by the god Nun as the personification of
the primeval watery chaos towards the heavens in
representation of the creation event. The body ot
the insect was occasionally fused with that of other
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Invertebrate and
Insect Deities

Colossal scarab beetle on
a large plinth erected by
Amenophis fJl and later
moved/ram that king's
mortuary temple in western
Thebes to Karnak Temple's
sacred lake. 18th dynasty.

creatures such as the falcon or vulture, with the
body of the scarab often being uni ted with avian
legs, tail and wings.Sometimes, as in the 4th-centu
ry BC tomb of Pctosiris at Tuna el-Gebel, the insect
is depicted with the Atef Crown of Osiris in order
to unite the solar and netherworld realms in
one image. Khepri was also depicted in semi
anthropomorphic form as a man with a scarab
beetle as his head, as may be found in the tomb of
Nefcr-ari in the Valley of the Queens, and represen
unions of this type sometimes unite the
mummiform body of Osiris with a scarab head in
the same kind of linkage indicated hy the Atef
crowned beetle. A final variant on the image of the
god is that which fuses the head of a ram on a
scarab body in order to represent the joining of
Atum-Khepri as the creator sun god or the com
bined rising-setting sun.

Worship
As with many related cosmic deities, Khepri was
not accorded a cult of his own. though examples of
colossal stonestatues of the beetle god (such as the
example now preserved beside thesacred lake in the
temple of Amun at Karnakl suggest that the god
was honoured inmany Egyptian temples and might
have represented the concepts of creation and the
ongoing solar journey which were symbolically
incorporated into temple architecture. On a much
smaller scale, scarab beetleamulets are knownfrom
the 5th dynasty, and scarabs used as seals appear in
the First Intermediate Period and were produced in
great numbers from Middle Kingdom times
onward. The undersides of these scarabs were
incised with the owner's names and titles, wi th the
names of deities or kings used for their protective
value. or simply with decorative designs, Egyptian
kings even used the undersides of scarabs as a
medium for the recording of victories and other
important events, with those of Amenophis III
recording events as varied as the king's lion hunting



expeditionsand the arrival of a newprincess for his
harem. Other types of scarabs included 'heart
scarabs' placed on the mummy of the deceased and
scaraboids which fused thebasic form of the scarab
with the image of some other creature. The scarab
was, in fac t, the most popular of Egyptian amulets,
and while Khepri may not have enjoyed the wide
spread services of a formal cult, his utilization as a
potent symbol of creation and resurrection made
himan almost ubiquitous deity in ancient Egyptian
culture.

Sepa

The centipede god Sepa, sometimes called (the cen
tipede of Horus', is attested from Old 'Kingdom
times through to the Graeco-Rornan Period. He was
linked with the gods of Heliopolis,particularl y with
Horus and with Osiris, sometimes appearing as
Osiris-Sepa, In addition to his rnyriopodic form,
Sepa could be represented with the head of a donkey

or as a mummiform god (relating to his association
with Osiris) with two short horns on his head. He
was viewed as a protective deity having the power
to prevent snake bitesand was honoured with a fes
tival from early times. A temple of the god was
situated in Heliopolis.

Serket

Mythology
Serket was a scorpion goddess known from the 1st
dynasty whose protective role is attested from at
least the Old Kingdom when she appears in the
Pyramid Texts - both alone and in the company of
other goddesses - guarding the deceased king. Her
importance as a protective deity is seen in texts
such as that in which the kingclaims 'My mother is
Isis, my nurse is Nephthys ...Neith is behind me,
and Serket is before me' (PT 1375), Along withthese
samegoddesses - lsis, Nephthys and Neith - Serket
became one of the four protective deities who

Invertebrate and
Insect Deities

Stuccoed, painted and
varnished wooden outer
sarcophagus orfunerary
sled of Khonsu, son of
Sennedjem, showing Serket
with the goddess Neith 011 one
end. with Thoth;AnulJis and
otherfigures (includinglsis
andNephthys mourning the
mummy 0/ the deceased) on
Its long side. 19th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Cairo:
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The enthroned goddess
Serket, given the
designations 'Lady of
Heaven, Mistress of the
Sacred Land[the necropolis)'.
19thdynasty. Tomb of
Nefertari; Valley 0/ the
Queens, western Thebes:
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guarded coffins and the canopic chests and jars in
which embalmed internal organs were placed, with
the specific ranopic responsibility of protecting the
god Qebesenuef (see p. 88).She is often paired with
Neith as Isis is with Nephthys. Her funerary role
was a primary one, and she is sometimes cal1ed
'mistress of the beautiful house' referring to the
embalmingpavilion.

The full form of her Egyptian name - Sernei
hetyt - means 'she who causes the throat to breathe'
and appears to be euphemistic of the fact that
the scorpion can be fatally dangerous, and the
goddess may heal just as she might destroy. Serket
also fulfilled the role of a mother goddess in
which she was called 'Serket the great, the divine
mother'. Historically the scorpion was regarded as

a symbol of motherhood in many areas of the
Near East, and as early as the Pyramid Texts
Serket is said to nurse the king (1'1' 1427). In the
New Kingdom scenes which record the 'divine
birth' of Amenophis III in Luxor Temple and that
of Hatshepsut in her mortuary temple, Serket i:,
present with Neith supporting the god Amun and
the queen on the marriage bed. She also appear:'
with Nephthys in the mythological story of the
birth of Horus when the two goddesses assist Isis
in guarding the infant god after he is stung or
bitten. In the same myth Isis is accompanied by
seven scorpions which are emanations of Setker.
and which protect Isis and her unborn child
but also punish a woman who refuses to gin:
her shelter. According to Egyptian mythology.



Serket was herself the mother of the serpent god
Nehebu-Kau

Iconography
Serket is usually represented in anthropomorphic
form as a woman wearing a scorpion with raised
tailatop her head.Almost always - as in the writing
of the scorpion hieroglyph in the goddess's name
and elsewhere - the creature is not drawn complete
ly for protective, magical reasons, having its sting
and often its legs or claws omitted.This is the stan
dard depiction of the goddess when she appears in
funerary contexts as, for example, in the graceful
gilded statue which guarded the canopic chest in
the tomb of Tutankhamun. In settings such as this
the goddess stands with outstretched arms bcth
protecting and embracing her charge. In her aspect
of divine mother, however, Serket may be represented
quite differently with the body of a woman. armed
wi th knives, and with the heads of both a lioness
and a crocodile. In funerary scenes Serket could be
shown in fully zoomorphic form as a rearing cobra,
and the goddess couldalso be represented in leonine
form, as well as in the form of the scorpion.
Amulets and images of the later dynasties which
show a scorpion with the head of a woman wearing
horns and solar disk may represent Serket with the

attributes of lsis, Isis in scorp~'o;n~~~i~~:;i
form or simply a fusion of the
two goddesses.

Worship

The cultof Serket is known to haveexisted sincethe
Ist dynasty when she appears on a funerary stela
from Saqqara, though the presence of her 'priests'
seems to indicate medical magicians rather than the
servants of a temple. Earl}' Egyptian amulets of
scorpions - which arc known from Old Kingdom
times - could have been apotropaic in nature and
may not have represented Serket herself, though the
goddess appears in anthropomorphic form as an
amulet during the Late Period. fls might be expected,
Serket appears in many magical spells although,
oddly, the majority of known spells against
scorpion stings invoke 19i9 rather than Serket.
There are, however, many spells in which Serket is
said to protect and heal poisonous bites. and she
appears to have beena patronessof the practicioners
of magical medicine whodealt wi th such bites.

Ta-Bitjet

A scorpion goddess sa id to be the wife of Horus,
Fa-Bitjet was believed to have power against
poisonous bites and was invoked in many magical
spells for this purpose. As is common with other
minor goddesses invoked for anti-venom spells,
Ta-Bitjet was sometimes confla ted with the much
greater deity Isis.

Invertebrate and
In sect Deities

Gilded wooden statueof
Serket made toguard Qne
side of the canopic shrine
from the tomb of
Tutanehmnun. 18th dynasty.
Egyptian Museum, Caim
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Inanimate Object Deities

Aten

Mythology

Themythologyof the Aten- theradiant diskof the
sun - is not only unique in Egyptian history b ut is
also one of the most complex and controvers ial
aspects of Egyptian religion. Forever associated
with the heretic pharaoh Amenophis IV/Akhen
aten, the Aten predates that king but rose to become
a universal and almost exclusive deity during his
reign - only to plunge into virtual obscurity within
a generation of Akhenaten's death. T he word a/en
is known to have been used from at least Middle
Kingdom rimes to designate the solar disk and is
used in this way in theCoffinTexts;hut in the 'Story
of Sinuhe', from the same period, the word is used
with the determinative for god (Papyrus Berlin
10499), and hy mid-New Kingdom times a solar god
named Aten appears to be well established. Tuth
rnosis IV issued a commemorative scarab on which
the Aten functions as a god of war protecting the
pharaoh, and his successor, Arnenophis Ill, the
father of Akhenaten,seems to have actively encour
aged the worship of Aten. The third Amenophis
stressed solar worship in many of his extensive
building works: and one of the epithets of this king
was Tjekhen-Aten or 'radiance of Aten', a term
which was also used in several other contexts dur
ing his reign. But it was with Amenophis
IV/Akhenaten that the ultimate elevat ion of the
Aten occurred. Exactly what kind of god the Aten
was envisaged as at this time is not always clear.
Recently, Raymondjohnson has discussed the pos
sibility that the Aten worship promulgated by
Akhenaten was one stressing the god as a deified
form of his father, Amenophis Ill, but whatever the
case may be in this regard, the Aten mythology pro
pounded by Akhenaren was revolutionary and had
far-reaching consequences.

Evidence such as the Great Hymn to the Aten
shows that not only was the god viewed. as being
universal and transcendent, but also the Aten's
position relat ive to the king and his direct family
was conceived of uniquely. Akhcnaten and his
queen Nefertiti served the god directly and despite
the existence of a priesthood of the Aten, Akhen
aten alone was said to have true knowledge of the
god. As a result, even the most universal aspects of
the theology of Atenisrn were short-circuited in the
closed systemespoused by the god's chief adherent
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The radiant disk of the
Atell. depictedwith a uraeus
andpendent ankh sign, and
Mth each ray terminatingin a
hand. accepts W jliJraJ
of!en·ngs of Akhenaten and
Nefertiii lVJw rwrship the SU'l

diskwith two of their children.
18th d}?lOsty. Limestone relief
from el-Amama. Egyptian
Museum, Cairo.
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The Aten illuminates a royal
couple identified by the altered
inscription as Tutanhhamun
and his wife Ankhesenamun.
Back panel of the golden
throne from the tomb of
Tutanhhamun. 18thdynasty.
E;:yptian Museum, Cairo.

It cou ld even be said that Atenism espoused a
closed triad consisting of the Aten, Re and Akhen
aten himself. Even the high priest of the Aten was
called the priest of Akhenaten - indicating not only
the elevated position of the king in this theology
but also theeffective barrier that he formed between
even his priestsand the god Aten.

The Aten's relationship with other gods was also
complex.Akhenaten may have suppressed the cults
of some deities, but there remains clear evidence
thatother godswere admitted in theAtenist theology,

Principal of these other deities was the sun god Re
who was equated with the Aten in certain contexts
and who was retained in the renewed titulary of
Akhenatcn and incorporated in the names of twoof
the king's own daughters, Nefernefrurc and
Setepenre. Akhenaten also seems to have acknowl
edged other forms of the sun god, for example. by
making provision at his city of Akheraten for a
tomb for the Mnevis bull which was held to be a
physical manifestation of Re. Some other deities,
such as the goddess Maat and the god Shu. were
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The later, more restricted form of the
Aten's twin royal cartouches:
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Detail of a limestone relief
showing Nefertiti offering the
earlyform of the Aten's
cartouches to the diu/lie sun
disk. 18th dynasty, Brooklyn
Museum of Art.

In his capacity as universal god and king of all, the
Aten was given a titulary with twocartouche names
of the same kind as those given to the Egyptian king
on his coronation. It existed in two forms - an earlier
version which included thenames of Maat, Re
Horakhty and Shu and a later, more focused protocol
of theninth year of Akhenaten's reign which limited
the identification of the Aren.

Second cartoucne:
In his name of light [shu] which is in theAten.

Conclusion:
Given life eternally forever,
Aten livingand great
Who is in jubileeresiding in the temple of Aten in
Akhetaten.

Early ti t ulary:
Introduction:
Live, beautiful god who rejoices in Maat[the goddess
is depicted rather than just the phonetic symbol for
truth]
Lord of all which his disk circles
Lordof the sky, Lord of the Earth
Aten, livingand great,
Illuminating the two lands
May my father live!

First cartouche:
LiveRe-Horakhty who rejoices [orbecomes active] in
the Horizon

Later titulary:
First cartouche:
Live Re, ruler of the two Horizons who rejoices [or
becomes active] in the Horizon
Second cartouche:
In his name of light that is in the Aten.

In thissecond version of theAten's titulary
Akhenaten replaced Re-Horakhty with Re (or possibly
'sun') and also replaced the nameof the god Shu with
a word for 'light' notassociated with any god- thus
divorcing the worship of the Aren from traditional
Egyptian polytheism.
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Sandstone block showing
Amenophis /VIAkhenaten
and the A ten in his early
form as afalcon -heededgod
wearing the disk 0/ the sun on
his head The gods name does
not yet appear m a cartouche
Egyptian Museum. Berlin.

also accepted - as in the early cartouche names of
the Aten (see inset box), though this acceptance was
later restricted.

Iconography
Originally it was customary to represent Aten as a
god in the form of a falcon-headed anthropomor
phic deity similar to the usual depictions of Re or
Re-Horakhty However, early in the reign of
Amenophis IV this iconography underwent a radi
cal change in that the god began to be depicted in
the form of the solar disk with a uraeus at its base
and with streaming light rays which terminated in
hands which were either left open or shown holding
ankh signs when they fell upon the image of the
king or a member of the royal family. Although the
origin of this iconographic form actually predates
Amenophis IV/Akhenaten and examples can be
found from thereign of Amcnophis IT (1427-14011JC),

under Akhenaren it became the sole manner in
which the Aten was depicted.

Worship
Evidenceexists of the cult of the Aten at Hel iopoli
during the reignof Arncnophis Ill, but it was under
Arnenophis IV/Akhenaten that the cult of the god
reached its peak. Upon his accession, the latter kinc
constructed a large temple complex, which included
at least three sanctuaries just outside the eastern
perimeter of the temple of Amunat Karnak. Within
a short timeof the founding of this new temple, tbe
worship of Amun and other gods seems to have
been diminished and eventually, in the case oi
Arnun at least, actually proscribed. Beginning in
approximately his 5th year when the king changed
his name to Akhenaten, a new capital - Akberaten:
'the horizon of the Aten' - was built at the virgi:l
site of el-Arnarna inMiddle Egypt, and new temple-

;Z"
·f

View 0/ el-Amarna, the site of
Ahhenaten's city of Akhetaten
or 'the horizon of the A ten ',
looking northwest from
boundary stela K.
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were built to honour the Rod. These included the 50

called 'great temple' and 'small temple' which were
constructed according to a novel architectural plan
emphasizing open access to the sun rather than the
traditional darkness of Egyptian shrines,

There also appears to have been temples of the
Aten at Memphis, at Sesebi in Nubia and perhaps
elsewhere for at least part of Akhenaten's reign,
though evidence for popular acceptanceof the Aten
religion is decidedly lacking. Many of the rock-cut
tombs cut for the nobles of el-Amarna have prayers
to the Aten (often seeminglyextracts from the great
hymn to the god) inscribed on their doorways, and
there are other formal indications of respect for
Akhenaten's god among the city's ru ling elite, but
Atenism remained an exclusive religion - only the
king and his family are depicted worshipping the
god and it isonly to them that the Aten holds out the
gift of life. There is no real evidence for personal,
individual worship of the god on the part of the
ordinary Egyptian whose only access to the Atcn
was through the medium 01 the king.This situation
created a religious vacuum which was unstable
even from the beginning, and the presence of amu
letsand representations of various deities and other
indicationsof traditional worship demonstrate that
even in the new capital popular worshipof the older
gods - even if covert in nature - nevertheless con
tinued.

Although the priesthoods of the various gods
were powerless to stop the religious changes 'which
came with Atenism during Akhenaten's lifetime,
the religious and political realities extant at the end
of theking's reign meant that a return toorthodoxy
was inevitable. Akhcnatens successors returned to
Thebcs, and the cults of Amun and Egypt's many
other gods were renewed. The Arens temples were

quickly deserted and with~n a few years they were
torn down, often, ironically, to be used in the renew
al and expansion of temples for the very gods
Aren ism had sought to displace.

Moon

Unlike the solar aten , it is uncertain that the disk of
the moon was itself worshipped in Egypt as a deity
during historical times, and the evidence which is
extant seems to show that it was regarded rather as
a symbol or manifestation of specific deities associ
ated with the moon. Most prominent of these gods
were Horus (see p. 200), Iah (see p. Ill), and Thoth
(see p. 215), though the lunar disk wasalso a symbol
of Os.ris according to the mythology of that god.
Additionally, 14 individual deities were someti mes
associated with the days of the waxing moon and
14 were associatedwith the waning moon.

The godAnubis attends the
lunar disk wludl stood in
contrast with the sun and
which could symbolise Gsiris
according to Epyptian
mythology. Redrawn/ram
E Naoille. The Temple of
Deirel-Bahari

Inanimate Object Deities

..

The deities of the 14 days 0/
the waning m oon surround
the 'lunar eye' within the
moon's distz in its barque of
thenight. Detail of a late
relief
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Epilogue: A Lasting Legacy

Ritual stela of the goddess lsis
shown in typical Graeco
Roman mannerand with only
the diminutive horns and sun
disk atop her head directly
betraying herE,Ryptian origin
and uientity. 1st- 2nd century
BC. Egyptian Museum, Cairo.
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Long before the ancient Egyptian civilization
reached its end, Egypt had exerted enormous infl u
ence over its neighbours, trading partners and even
its enemies. Much of that influence is reflected in
the presence of Egyptian deities which have been
detected as far from the Nile as Persia in the east
and Britain in the west. The ancient Minoans, for
example, absorbed the goddess Taweret into their
own culture (sec p. 185), and the image of the
Egyptian god Iles (see p. 102) became that of the

Greek Gorgon. Sometimes the influence \\-3 ::

oblique, yet it was clearly present. The Achaemenid
Persians, who ruled at least part of Egypt from
the late 6th through to the 4th century BC, were
influenced considerably by Egyptian culture and
religion, and Persian rulers such as Darius theCrea:
even commissioned Egyptian-style statuesof them
selves, not unlike statuesof Egyptian gods. Image:"
of the Egyptian gods intrigued and mystified out
siders for centuries and were carried to manv
distant lands. Statues of Egyptian dei ties are thu
known to have stood in many ancient cities and. at
the height of the Roman Empire, Roman legion
carried images of the protective god Res (see p, lO:!1
and thegreatgoddesslsis (see p. 146) as far afield a,
England.The Romans were particularly enamoured
of things Egytian and the Egyptian phoenix (see
p. 212) - which was compared to undying Rome 
appears on the coinageof the late Roman Empire 3 :

a symbol of the Eternal City. It was also viewed a
an allegory of resurrection and life after death 
ideas that appealed to early Christians through
out the Empire.

Only at the very end of Egypt's ancient
history when the old beliefs gave way to new.

monotheistic faiths, did Egypt's many dei ties
fall into obliv ion - but even then, the old way:
and old gods would prove to be the seeds from
which new religious ideas would continue tl
grow. Here, in fact, among the ancient gods and
goddesses of the Nile lie the roots of many later
religious traditions - and perhaps, ironicallv,
even the concept of monotheism itself (see p. 36J.
as well as that of the transcendent nature of the
divine, can be traced ultimately to Egyptian
beginnings. While this is not to diminish fuller
developments of these concepts in later relic
ions, the influence of Egyptian dei ties and
religion cannot be denied in the formative pe• .
ads of those same religions, and particularly
that of Christianity which provides an excellent
casestudy of Egyptian influence.

Christianity took root in Egypt at an earb
date. By the end of the 2nd century it wa
already well established in the Nile Valley and
soon came to replace the old religion of the
gods. Doubtless the spread of the religion wa-
aided by the fact that many aspects of Chri
tianity were readily understandable to [!It
Egyptians in termsof their own ancient mvtb,
and beliefs,not least the role of Jesus as the~
of God. As has been pointed out, the fact tha'
the Egyptians, since ancient times,had viewed
their kingas the incarnate son of a god, mean!
that the Christian concept of Jesus as ~ht

incarnate Son of God was far more I1:'Hd l .

embraced in Egypt than elsewhere in thr
Roman world.

The iconographyof Christianity - precise .
because it encountered the Egyptian dei tie- a::



Bronzestatue of the god
Harus in the dress of a
Roman soldier. c. 1st century
AD. Provenance unknown
British Museum.

an early and format ive period in its development -
was particularly affected. Often the gods are in the Epilogue: A Lasting Legacy

details. The four evangelists of the Christian tradi-
tion were frequently depicted in animal form or as
animal-headed like the Egyptian gods in early
Christian art, and the precursor of the St. George
and the Dragon motif maypossibly be first found in
Hibis Temple. But even major Christian motifs may
haveEgyptianGrtg;lns.The sacred mother and child
of Christianity are certainly foresha dowed in the
countless images of lsis (whom the Egyptians
called the 1/'lut-netcher -the 'mother of god') and her
infant son Horus, as is even the symbol of the cross

(which is first attesled in Egypt as the
'Egyptian' or tau cross - a form of

the ankh sign). It has also
beensuggested that scenes
from the Egyptian under
world books which

graphically depict the fale of
the damned inspired much of the later iconog

raphy of the Christian hell with its demons and
punishments and it is probably impossible to know
the full extent to which such pagan revenants have
infl uenced the imagery of Christianity.

Other later religions and even secular philosphies
have likewise been affected by the deities of Egypt.
Greek accounts of Egyptian myths continued to

influence Western cultures during theMedievaland
Renaissance Periods. The philosophy of Neo
Platonism and various forms of the Hermetic
mysteriesall contained ideas which were essentially
Egyptian, and as late as the 17th century, the
German jesuit-scholar Athanasius Kirchcr argued
that the goddess Isis was an emanationof the queen
of heaven of Roman Catholic belief.

Even today, in the 21st century, many of Egypt's
gods and religious symbols continue to exist 
sometimes unbeknown to their pcrpetuators and
sometimes knowingly. Throughout the Mediter
ranean sailors still paint an eye on the prowof their
boats for protection and to 'see' their way ahead
without realizing they continue a custom begun by
the ancient Egyptians with the Eye of Horus (see
p. 200). In Egypt, local women desiring to have
children still occasionally visit the crypts of
Hathor's Temple, as that goddess retains a reputa
tion for grant ing fertility almost two millennia
after her cult was overthrown.

There is also a vast modern interest in ancient
Egypt which often focuses on the civilization's gods
andgoddesses -ranging from the detached study of
scholars of comparative religion to the fervent
efforts of latter day pagans who desire to resurrect
the ancient cults. The legacy of the gods is to be
found in an amazing number of places and with
ongoing reinterpretations, for the infl uence of
Egypt's deities has far outlived the ancient civiliza
tion with a persistence which - viewed historical1 y
- may outlast our own.
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Further Reading

Tht're is a vast hteratl.:.re exrnnt on ar.c ~t:nt

Egyptian :-eligion ingeneraland on U:.c individual
gods and goddes.-.es themselves.Tht: following
bibliographyaims to ;:>rovideacce~s to that
literalure through a !'election of standard works
and recer:tly published articles on themajor deities.
For furthff information on themany hundreds of
minor Egypti<ln gods and goddc!>..<;cs, thc reader is
encour<lged to consult someof the excellent
har.rlboob Iisrcd :n the If.troduction :-;eCtiOT1 below
a~ wd l a':> thebibliographies found in the
speda hud studlcs listed ur.der tl:e various
calcguril'S of deities.
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'opening- of the mouth' ceremony 44, 45, 126, 162.

189, 191
Opet (seeIpet]
Orion 91
Osirapis 171
Osiris 11, 18, 20-22, 20-21,47, 57,61-64, 85,

118-23 , 119- 22, 146, 163, 171, 175,206.20 1_
232-33,24 1,241

Osir is-Ape.Atum-Horus ] 71
Osiris-Rc 35,1 20
Osins-Sepa 233
Osorkon III 179
Osoromnevis 175
Over the Old One84
ovinc deities 192-95, 192-95
Owner of horns 84
Owner of faces 84
Ozvmandias 59

Pakhet 180
PaleOne 84
Panebtawy 123
Panopofis 116
Papyrus Chester Bcatty 1105, 192
Papyrus Leiden I 20, 39, 2]3
PapyrusJumilhac 204
Papyrus of Anhai 89, 104, ]05, 117,181,185.20';

218
Papyrus of Bahenmul208
Papyrus of Herubes 207



Papyrus of Nestanebettawy 77
Papyrus of Tcntarnun 106
Pashet (see Pakbet)
Peshr (see Pakhet)
Paraikos 123. 123
Peak of the West 224
Pedcsi (see Peteese)
Pehor (see Pibor)
Pekbert (see Pakhet)
pentads 77, 77
Peribsen 197
Peteese 123
Petiesis (see Peteesej
Petosiris 217. 229, 232
Philae23, 23, 98, 112. 115, 179,223
Philip Arrhidaeus 45, ]36
Pi-Ramesse 139. 199
Piccione. Peter 223
Pihor 123
Pindar 192- 93
P!utarch U9, 161, 172, 174, 185. 193, 199. 230
polytheism 36--39
popular religion -1,6-51
Posener, Georges 55
Proficient leader 83
Psamtik 140
Ptah 18, 19, 19. 51, 57, 59, 75, 75, 111, 123-26,

123-25 , 152,170
Prab-Naunet 19, 124
Ptah-Nun 124
Prah-Sokar 12..~

Ptah-Sokar-Osins 34, 125
Ptah-Tarenen 124
Ptolemy I 12 7
Ptolemy TU 149
Ptolemy IV 98
Ptolemy V174
pyramids 7. 111, 111, 165. 209

Oadesh 164,164
Qantir 59
Ocbesenuef 88-89, 88-89
Oedeshct (see Qadesh)
Quban 203
Qudshu (sec Oadesh)

Ra (see Re)
Raet164
Raettawy (see Raet)
Ramesses I 83, 89, 90
Ramesscs 11 34, 56 -57, 59, 75, 101,109, 109, 113,

137, l OO, 159,215, 217,227
Ramesscs1ll30,se 60,96, 97, 109, 114, 116, 125.

131, 137, 2IJ 7, 211
Ramesscs V192
Ramesses VI91, 106, 117, 162,176, 221
Raneb 209
Re 20, 205-09, 205-08,221, 223, 230, 238-39
Red CrO\vn88,105, 136, 157, 157.158
Re-Horakhty 33,57, 63, 66, 205, 239--40
Re-IIcrakhty-Aturn 208
Re-Osiris 206-07, 228
Regional groups of gods 79-91, 79-91
Renenet (see Rcrenutet)
Rencnutet 224-26. 225
Renpet 164
Repcllcr of lhesnake83
Repulse- of rebels 83
Reret 184-85, 184
Rcshef (see Rcshep)

Reshep 126-27, 126--27,164, 164
Rcsheph (see Reshep)
Reshpu (sec Reshep)
Rosctau 118
royal ancestors 62
Rulerof the bows 187
Rutv 180-81 ,18G-81

Saft el-Hena 211
San 127
Sahure 214
Sais 157, 158, 159, 172, 179
Sakhmet (see Sekhmet)
San el-Hagar 139, 159
Saqqara 111-13, 165, 172, 178, 235
Satet (seeSatis)
Saris 164-66.165
Satir (sec Satis)
scarab 101, 111, 123, 127, 139, 150, 207, 208,230,

232
Sebegu 91
Sebck (see Sobek)
Scbcrmytos 118, 122
Sed 190-91
Sec whom you bring 84
Sefkhct-abwv (see Seshat)
Scgeb 102
Sekar (seeSokar)
Sekhmet 75. 75, 181-82, /82
Selket (see Serket)
Selkis (see Serket)
Semerkhct 33
Senwcsret 194,1 16. 123. 137, 169, 198
Scnwosret III 105, 169. 204-
Scp (~'C Sepal
Sepa 233
Seph (seeSepal
Serabit el-Khadim 211, 217
Serapis S a, 127-28. 128
Seret 183
Serket &H39. 88-89. 224. 233-35, 233- 35
serpent deities 220-29
Serpent who brings and gives84
Serpent with raised head S4
Scrqet (seeSerket)
Sesha74
Scshat 74, 166-67, 166-67
Set {see Scrh)
Scth 18, 83, 197-99, 197-99,207,221,228
Scthnakhte 197
Sethos 197
Scthos I91, 93, 99, 122, 184, 210,229
Seven blessed ones 88
Seven cows77, 77, 175
Seven Hathors 77
Shabaka Stone 18, 19
Shas-hotep 195
Shay 128
Sheof Armant 150
She of Chemnis 77
She on her boat 83
She who is over the spirits 145
She who loves silence 224
She who protects77
She whosename ha>: power 77
Shed 135, 135
Shentajer 175
Shepe t 185
Shepseskare 227
Shescrnu (seeShezmu)

Sheshonq n210
Shesmetet 183
Shezmu 128-29
Shu 18, 18, 106, 129--30, 129-30,238-39
Sia 83, 130
SilentOne 77
Siptah 126
Sinus 91
sistrum l:-l2, 133.143, 143, 144, 148.156, 172, 178,

/78
Siwa 179
Sky bull 175, 175
Slicer of souls 83
Sneferu 139
Sobek 218--20, 219-20
Sobek-Re 34, 219
Sobekhotep 220
Sobekneferu 220
Sobk (see Sobek)
Sokar 74, 125. 209-11 ,210
Sokaret 74
Sokaris (sce Sokar)
sons of Horus 76~ 88-89, 88-89, 91, 91.221
Sopdet (sec Sothis)
Sopdu 210, 2 11
Snpcd (see Sopdu)
Sopedu (see Sopdu)
Sothis 91, 167-68, 168
soulsof Ne!{~n and Pc89-90, 89
Sphinx 27,27. 94, 95.139, 201
Splitter of heads 83
SI. Gcorgeand the dragon 243
star deities 90-91. 90-9]
Stars tha t know no rest 91
Statues of gods 44
Storm in thesky 77
Strnbo 192
Suchos (sec Scbek)
sun god (see Re)
Sutexh (see Sethl
Suty (see Seth)
Swallower of shades 84

Ta-Bitjet 235
Tabitchet (see Ta-Bitjet)
Tait (see Tayetl
Tunis 139, 155, 210
Tasenemofrct 168
Tatenen 130
Tatjencn (see Tatenenl
Tauert (see Taweret)
Tawcrct 28. 28, 102, 185-86,185- 86, 242
Tawosret 44
Tayct 168
Teeter, Emily 152
Tefen 74
Tefnut 18, 74, 183
Ternsep Sa
Tenemit174
Tepy-dj u-ef 187
'Iererenu 102
tetra ds 7&-77. 76
The one whocrosses 91
Thebes 21. 78. 92-95, 113-14. 1:36----37. 1+'+. 150. 153.

155, 169, 172, 1 78, 20~ , 220. 224 . 2~ 1

Thcodosius 22. 128
Thermourhis {see Renenuter)
Thot (see Thoth)
Th h JO ·- ' 6 r O"" ' ()(' ? I - 1- ') - - ' -J O'ot , 0 ', :). 0.) ."- , ) . _ 0- ( __ . :r- . o. _ , _
Thoueris (see Tawererl

/



Tiberius 113, 118
Tiye 185, 185
Tjenenyet 168
Tod 173, 205
tree goddesses 168-69, 169
triads 75-76, 75-76
Tuna el-Gebe1217, 229, 232
Turin, Royal Canon of 64,64,200
Tushka 15
Tutankhamun 38, 53,75,78,89, ]03, 109,110-11,

U3, 125, 130,135-36, 144,153, 158, 162, 162,
163, 174, 1 74, 181, 188, 211, 212, 2]3,2]4,215,
223, 227, 227, 228, 235

Tuthmosis III 105, 136, 144, 165, 180, 198, 203,206,
210, 213

Tuthmosis IV 46,203, 236
Tuthmosis 217
Tuhl 183
Typhon 198

Ucko. Peter 15
Ugant 228
United with Eternity 42
lJnnut (see wenet)

256

Uronarti 105
Userkaf 158
Uto (see Wadjet)

Valentinianm22

Wadj-Wer 130- 31 13]
Wadjet 2 13-14, 213, 226-28, 226-27
Wadj yt (see Wadjet)
Wanderer 84
waset 169, 169
wassceptre 120,125, 127,144,158, 165, 169,211
Water-smiter 84
Wells, Ronald 161, 166
J.Vememiy-snake84
Weneg 131
wcncnu (see wenet)
Wenenut (see Wenetl
Wenet 199
Wepiu (see Wepwawet)
Wepset 228
Wepuaut (see Wepwawet)
\Vepwawel 191-92, 191
Wepwawetemsaf 192

T,iler-kherep-hemu 124
Weret-Hekau 180,228
Westcar Papyrus 153,208,229
White Crown 88, 105, 121, 127,137, 154, 165, 167,

194,198, 214, 227
White of Teeth84
Wind deities 29
Wise, guardian of her lord 83
wosret (see waser)

Yah (see fah)
Yam 101, 228
Yaw(see Yam)
You of the altar 84
You of the cavern 84
You of the darkness 84
You who acted willfully84
youthful deities 66,132-35
Youth &1

Zeus 94
zoornorphic deities 26
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